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PREFACE
TO THE THIRD EDITION

The task of bringing the previous (1929) edition up to date has presented many
difficulties due to the extraordinary high costs of book production at the
present day, which has necessitated much pruning in order to obtain a volume
suitable for students and engineers interested in Electric Traction.

The task has been doubly difficult because of the very recent developments
in single-phase traction at 50 cycles per second, the application of mercury-arc
rectifiers to railway vehicles, and the increasing use of self-propelled thermo-
electric locomotives, for which space had to be provided. The author is aware
of many omissions necessitated by exigencies of space.

The present volume follows the lines of the preceding editions, i.e. all the
essential principles of the subject are covered together with representative

examples of railway and road vehicles and their equipment.
In the task of revision the author has had the generous co-operation of a

large number of engineers, in this country and abroad, to whom he is under
considerable obligation and to whom he tenders his grateful thanks.

The manufacturers and railway organizations to whom the author is

indebted for the supply of data, drawings, photographs and blocks and whom
he desires to thank specially are

—

Messrs. Allen West & Co.
;
Societe Grenerale de Constructions Electriques

et Mecaniques Alsthom (Paris); Ateliers de Constructions Electriques de
Charleroi (A.C.E.C.); A.S.E.A. Electric; British Brown Boveri; Brown
Boveri & Co. (Baden); British Insulated Callender’s Construction Co.;

British Railways
;
The British Thomson-Houston Co

;
Crompton Parkinson

;

The English Electric Co.; Electro-Mechanical Brake Co.; Evershed &
Vignoles; The General Electric Co. (London); Hackbridge and Hewittic
Electric Co.; International General Electric Co. of New York; Italian

State Railways; London Transport Executive; Maley and Taunton;
Metropolitan-Cammell-Weyman (Bodies); Nederlands Railways; Oerlikon
(London) ;

Oerlikon Engineering Co. (Zurich) ; The Rheostatic Co. ; Charles
Roberts & Co.; Ateliers de Secheron (Geneva); Smith’s Electric Vehicles;

Swiss Federal Railways
; Swiss Locomotive and Machine Works

;
Societe

Nationale des Chemins de fer Fran9ai8 (Paris).

Acknowledgments are due to the technical press from which data and
particulars of electrifications have been obtained. The chief publications

concerned are

—

Electrician, Electrical Review, Engineer, Engineering, Modem
Tramway, Railway Gazette, Transport World, Journal of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers, Transactions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

British Standards Specifications, Bulletin of the International Railway Congress

Association, Bulletin de la SocUU Franqaise des Electriciens.

To the Senate of the University of London, the Examinations Board of the
City and Guilds of London Institute, and the Council of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, the thanks of the author are due for permission to use
questions from their examination papers, and, in the case of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, the loan of blocks and the use of illustrations from the
Journal and Proceedings of the I,E.E, A. T. DOVER

London, 1963
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OHAPTEB I

INTRODUCTORY

This book is concerned mainly with the technical considerations involved in the
distribution and application of electric power to the working of railway trains,

tramcars and trolleybuses. The equipment of commercial battery road vehicles

is also considered.

Systems of Operation for Tramways and Trolleybus Routes. In Great Britain
the system of operation and the operating voltage are prescribed by the
Regulations of the Ministry of Transport. Thus only direct current is permitted
and the voltage is limited to a maximum of 650 volts at the power station.

In practice the working voltage at the vehicles is about 526 volts.

The d.c. system is also employed in other countries (because of its advantages
over a.c. systems) but the working voltage on some trolleybus routes is higher

than that in this country (e.g. 1,0^0 to 1,500 V).

The power is supplied to the vehicles by overhead conductors fed at suitable

points from either a central power station or sub-stations. A single overhead
conductor (of positive polarity) is employed for tramways, the rails forming
the return conductor. Two overhead conductors are necessary for trolleybuses.

The current collector on the vehicle takes the form of either a wheel or slider

at the end of a pole (called a ‘‘trolley collector”) or a sliding contact strip carried

at the end of a light pantograph framework fixed to the roof of the vehicle.

Comparison of Tramway, Trolleybus and Other Forms of Road Transport.
In any system of electric traction a heavy initial expenditure is necessary for

the power supply system, and, in the case of tramways, for the track rails and
electrical return system, in addition to the cost of the vehicles, depots, etc.,

before any revenue can be earned. In this country Parliamentary powers
have to be obtained for tramways and trolleybus systems and details of the'

vehicles have to be submitted to the Ministry of Transport for approval.

Moreover, a number of somewhat severe statutory regulations, concerning

leakage currents from overhead conductors and the voltage drop in the track

rails, have to be complied with, while in the case of a tramway system operating

through public thoroughfares the authority is responsible not only for the main-
tenance of the track rails but also for the paving (used by other vehicles)

between these rails and a distance of 15 in. on either side.

On the other hand a transi)ort system operating oil-engined vehicles is

involved initially only with the cost of the vehicles and garages. But the
propulsive equipment of these vehicles has a much shorter life than the elec-

trical equipment of a tramcar or a trolleybus, and this equipment together

with the brakes requires considerably more maintenance than the corresponding

equipment of electrically propelled vehicles. The oil-engined vehicle is also

dependent upon imported fuel, the cost of which is liable to considerable

fluctuation. Another disadvantage of this vehicle is its limited maximum
power due to the speed/torque characteristics of the engine, whereas the
propulsive equipment of electric vehicles can withstand large temporary
overloads and can draw relatively large power from the distribution system.

1



2 ELECTRIC TRACTION

The trolleybus can accommodate slightly more passengers than an oil-

engined bus, and because of its higher acceleration and braking retardation

the schedule speed over a given route will be higher than that of the latter

vehicle, so that fewer trolleybuses will be required for operating a given service.

A disadvantage of the trolleybus is that it is tied to a definite route, but for

the conditions favourable to the operation of trolleybuses—^i.e. frequent service

with moderately heavy trafiic density—^this limitation cannot be considered

as a real disadvantage, as the routes are selected with discrimination and must
in this country be approved. Moreover, immobilization of vehicles, due to

diversions necessitated by road repairs or other contingencies, can be prevented

by increasing the size of the lighting battery so that it can be used as a source

of power for propelling the vehicle at low speed over such diversions.

In general the modern tramcar, with equipment for high acceleration and
retardation, is best suited for high trafiic density in large cities, as such cars

can accommodate many more passengers than buses. In European cities, for

example, where trailers are permitted, a single-deck metre-gauge car with two
trailers can, under peak traffic conditions, transport 300 passengers. Under
such conditions the revenue earned is sufficient to provide for adequate
maintenance of the track and distribution system, and the trafiic congestion

is less than that which would occur if a larger number of buses were employed
to handle the same traffic.

Tramcars, trolleybuses and oil-engined buses, therefore, have their particular

spheres of operation, and, when free from political influence or harsh statutory

regulations, each can be applied to give satisfactory service and provide

adequate revenue. For example, the city of Zurich has a co-ordinated transport

system of tramcars, trolleybuses and oil-engined buses. Tramcars are employed
in the central districts where the traffic is very dense and the streets are con-

gested with private motorcars, trolleybuses are employed for the inner suburbs

with medium traffic density and oil-engined buses for the outer suburbs and
country districts.

Methods of Supplying Power to Railway Trains. These comprise (i) the

overhead system, (ii) the conductor rail system.

The overhead system must, obviously, be adopted when the trains are

supplied at high voltage. Under these conditions heavy trains may be supplied

through conductors of relatively small cross-section, and the collection of the

current required by a heavy train can be performed satisfactorily by a collector

with a sliding contact. Overhead construction is universal for alla.c. railways, and
it is also adopted for d.c. railways operating at voltages of 1,500 volts and above.

In all these cases the track rails are utilized as the return conductor, so that with

d.c. and single-phase systems only one overhead wire is required for each track.

The conductor rail system is adopted for heavy electric traction systems
operating at voltages up to about 800 volts*, since, in these cases, large currents

may be required by the trains. The power is supplied to the trains through
high conductivity steel rails, which are supported on insulators parallel with
the track rails and fed at suitable points from sub-stations. The current is

conveyed from the conductor rails to the train equipment by means of collector

shoes. In the majority of cases the track rails are used as the return conductor,

so that only one conductor rail is required.

* The Manchester-Bury section of the London Midlaxrd Region operates at 1,200 volts

with conductor rails.



INTRODUCTORY 3

Tecbnical Aspects of Railway Electriflcation. In this country electrification

has been confined to the urban and suburban lines i|ni the vicinity of our large

cities (e.g. London, Liverpool, Newcastle, Manchester).* On the Southern
Region, however, the suburban electrification has been extended to main lines

serving the South Coast (e.g. Brighton, Hastings, Portsmouth), the longest

route being 87 miles. These lines operate with conductor rails at the same
voltage (660 V) as the suburban lines. In the United States of America and on
the Continent electrification has been carried to trunk lines and also to freight

lines operating in mountainous districts. The tendency in the U.S.A., however,
is towards the adoption of Diesel-electric traction on main lines as fuel oil is

readily available at low cost.

The chief difficulties in the way of electrification of our trunk lines are:

first, the existence of the modern steam locomotive; and, second, the large

cost of converting the lines from steam to electric operation. The' modem
steam locomotive in service on our trunk lines is capable of fulfilling alj the

requirements of the traffic department for fast passenger traffic.

The case is entirely different with suburban railways. On these railways

large numbers of passengers, have to be transported daily over relatively short

distances in competition, in many cases, with other methods of transportation.

For the railway to retain its traffic and create additional traffic, the passengers

must be transported over a given distance in a much shorter time than that

required by its competitors.

Now, the frequent starting and stopping of steam trains at stations spaced
a short distance apart does not lead to economical operation and, moreover,
it is impossible to obtain high schedule speeds unless exceptionally heavy
locomotives are adopted. On the other hand, an electric train is capable of
handling such a service economically at a schedule speed which will attract

traffic. This schedule speed may be from 50 to 100 per cent higher than that

corresponding to steam operation, the increase being due to the higher accelera-

tion of the electric train. Since the electric train is capable ofrunning the service

at a higher schedule speed, it follows that the train miles which can be run
with a given equipment in a given time are greater with electric service than
with steam service. A given number of electric trains is therefore capable of
dealing with a greater volume of traffic than the same number of steam trains

with equal seating accommodation. The electric train has the additional

advantage that it may be divided and run in sections during the periods of
light traffic, thereby enabling a frequent service of trains to be maintained,
leading to increased traffic during these periods.

Electric traction also forms a solution to the problem of relieving congestion
at terminal stations. Thus the number of trains which can be got into and out
of a terminus in a given time depends on the number of signal and train

movements required. With electric trains consisting of motor-coaches, the
number of signal and train movements required for a train entering and leaving

a terminus is only one-fourth of the number required for a steam train. Now
the number of trains which can be run over the tracks in a given time is limited

by the terminal facilities. It is obviously more desirable to increase these
facilities by adopting electric traction than by the alternative of carrying out
the widening of the tracks and the extensions and additions to the station

platforms, since the electric train service will, in most cases, lead to additional

* Brief details of these electrifications are given in a paper, by C. M. Cook, on “Railway
Electrification in Great Britain.” Proc, I,E,E, Vol. 97, Pt. 1a, p. 6.
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traffic, the revenue from which will go towards meeting the cost of electrifica-

tion.

When main-line passenger traffic is operated by electric traction increased

comfort and amenities are available for the passengers due to the absence of
grit, cinders, and smoko in the corridors

;
moreover, with electric operation, the

rolling stock requires less cleaning and maintenance than with steam operation

and the fire hazard in forest regions is eliminated.

Electric traction also possesses advantages over steam traction for the
handling of freight traffic, particularly on railways having heavy gradients and
long tunnels. In deciding upon the system of electrification to be adopted for

a railway with heavy gradients, consideration would naturally be given to those

systems in which electric regenerative braking could be used. The trains

descending the gradients would be braked electrically, so that, instead of the

kinetic energy of the train being dissipated in the brake shoes and wheel tyres,

it would be converted into electrical energy and returned to the supply system.

Thus, in addition to the saving in the power consumption, the maintenance of

the brake shoes, wheel tyres, and track rails would be reduced. The reduction

in the latter items alone may be sufficient to cover a fair percentage of the costs

of electrification.

Systems of Railway Electrification. These comprise (i) the direct-current

system, (ii) the single-phase alternating-current system, (iii) the three-phase

alternating-current system, and (iv) the composite single-phase three-phase,

and single-phase direct-current systems.

In the d.c. system the energy required by the trains must be obtained from
sub-stations (except in the case of a very short railway where a direct supply
from a direct-current generating station may be possible) which receive energy
from a three-phase high-voltage transmission system. The sub-stations must,
therefore, contain converting plant, e.g. transformers and mercury-arc rectifiers.

For heavy and dense traffic on suburban railways the sub-stations will have
to be spaced about 2 to 3 miles apart, but for main-lines operating at high
voltage (3,000 V) the distance apart of the sub-stations will be between 10 and
30 mSes. All of these sub-stations may be of the unattended type.

The train equipments must be built for operation at the line voltage, but
with voltages above 1,500 volts two or more motors may be operated per-

manently in series, so that the terminal voltage per motor is limited to one
half, or a smaller fraction, of the line voltage. The insulation of the motors,
however, must be designed to withstand the full line voltage.

In the single-phase system the energy required by the trains may be obtained
directly, at high voltage, from a generating station when the extent of the elec-

trification is within a radius of about 20 miles from the generating station.

For longer distances the economic voltage for the power transmission system
is higher than that which is desirable for the traction system, and therefore

transformer sub-stations become necessary.

As single-phase traction motors are inherently low-voltage machines, a
transformer must be carried on each train to supply the motors at suitable

voltage. The motors are of the series type.

In the three-phase system the energy required by the trains may be obtained
either directly from the generating station, or from transformer sub-stations

which receive energy from a high-voltage transmission system. Since two
troDey wires per track are necessary, the line voltage of the traction system
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has to be limited to values below the highest voltages employed for single-

phase railways, and as the traction motors (which are of the induction, or
oonstant-^speed, type) can be built economically for operation at moderately-

high voltages, the line voltage is usually chosen so that the motors may be
supplied (hrectly from the trolley wires. The induction type of motor is

employed, as, at present, no variable-speed polyphase traction motor has been
developed. The induction motor, however, possesses the merits of a high
efficiency and of operating as a generator when it is driven at speeds above
the synchronous speed and is connected to the supply system. The motor
equipment of a train can, therefore, be used for regenerative braking during the

descent of gradients, and the constant-speed characteristic of the motors limits

the speed of the train to a definite value.

In the composite systems the energy is distributed in the form of single-

phase current at high voltage, and is converted on the locomotives into either

three-phase or direct current at low voltage for utilization in the traction

motors ; a transformer and phase-converter being necessary in one case, and
a motor generator in the other case, for the conversion. These systems, there-

fore, combine the advantages of high-voltage single-trolley-wire distribution

with efficient traction motors suitable for regenerative braking. Their develop-

ment has been due to the inferiority of 25-c/s, single-phase motors, compared
with three-phase and direct-current motors for regenerative braking on a large

scale, and their present application is limited to mountain ranges having heavy
mineral traffic. Recent developments in mercury-arc rectifiers for locomotive

service have enabled such equipment to be employed, instead of a.c./d.c. motor
generators, on locomotives for operation over routes where regenerative braking

is not required.

Operating Voltages. Direct current urban and suburban electrifications in

the vicinity of large cities have operating voltages between 600 and 750 volts.

For the longer distance suburban services, however, a higher voltage, e.g.

1,500 volts, is desirable. For main-line electrification, voltages of 1,500 and
3,000 volts are employed.

Single-phase railways have operating voltages between 15,000 and 25,000
volts, and the frequency is 16§, 25 or 50 c/s.

Three-phase main-line railways operate at a voltage between 3,300 and 3,600,

and a frequency of 16| c/s.

Comparison and Applications of Systems of Railway Electrification. The
d.c. system is the oldest of the systems of railway electrification. Its greatest

application has been to urban and suburban services at operating voltages

between 500 and 800 volts, the first installations being made in about 1890 in

this country and a few years earlier in America.* Its application to long-

distance main-line service required the development of high-voltage d.c.

machines and control apparatus. This development started in America,
and the first installation (at an operating voltage of 2,400 V) was made in

1913.

The 1,500-volt system is in use in this country on suburban lines in the
London, Manchester and Birkenhead districts, and is the recommended system

The pioneer developments in the d.c. system of electric traction started about five

years earlier, when electric tramways commenced operation, the overhead-trolley system
and an operating voltage of 500 volts being employed.
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for future electrifications.* It is extensively used for suburban and main lines

in many countries (e.g. France, Holland, Denmark, Spain, Portugal, India,

Australia, New Zealand, Japan). The 3,000-volt system is in use in Italy,

Belgium, South Africa, North and South America, Poland.

The early applications of the three-phase system were to Swiss mountain
railways, and the first application to main-line railways (operating at 3,000

volts) was in 1902. Subsequent developments of the three-phase system have
been entirely for main-line electrification, and the principal applications are in

Northern Italy. These lines, however, will be ultimately converted to 3,000

volts, d.c., which is now the standard system for main-line electrification in Italy.

The single-phase system required the development of a suitable single-phase

traction motor. The system has received its greatest development on the
Continent (although much pioneer work was done in America), and extensive

applications are to be found in Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Scandinavia,

on suburban as well as main-line railways. These electrifications are all at low
frequency (16f c/s).

In America about 500 route miles (on the Pennsylvania and New Haven
lines) are electrified on the single-phase system, but the frequency is 25 c/s

and the operating voltage is 11 kV.
In France a line in the Savoy Alps (Aix les Bains—Annecy—La Roche sur

Foron) is operating at the industrial frequency of 50 c/s (20 kV) to try out

locomotives and motor coaches equipped with single-phase commutator
motors, which have recently been developed for this frequency. Other trial

locomotives and motor-coaches are equipped with rectifiers and d.c. motors,

and a locomotive equipped for dual operation at full power on both the single-

phase and d.c. (1,500 V) systems has been built. This (50-c/s) system is employed
for extensive electrifications in the industrial districts of Northern France.

The single-phase 50-c/s system has also been adopted for the electrification

of the Katanga lines in the Belgian Congo, which serve rapidly developing

industrial districts with increasing traffic. The first stage of the electrification

(completed in 1952) comprised 105 km (65 miles) of route, and extensions will

bring the total mileage to about 200 miles. Locomotives equipped with 50-c/s

series motors are employed.
The composite systems were developed later than the 25-c/8 system to

overcome the disadvantages of the straight single-phase system for heavy
mineral traffic on mountain grades. They must, therefore, be considered as

entirely special systems of electrification, applicable only to exceptional

operating conditions.

The single-phase/three-phase system is in operation in Hungary (50-c/s

supply) and America (Virginian Railway, 25-c/s supply). The single-phase/

d.c. system is in operation in America (Great Northern Railway (Cascade

Mountains section) and Virginian Railway.)

Hence the systems avaiMlefor any new electrification are (i) the d.c. system
and (ii) the single-phase system.

For heavy suburban service the low-voltage d.c. system is undoubtedly
superior to the single-phase system, as the following comparison will show

—

The dynamical characteristics of the d.c. traction motor are better

suited for the frequent and rapid acceleration of heavy trains than those of

the single-phase traction motor.

* British Transport Railway Commission Report, 1961.
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The d.c. train equipments are lighter, more efficient, and less costly

(both initially and in maintenance) than the corresponding single-phase

equipments. Moreover, the energy consumption of a d.c, train will be lower

than that of a single-phase train operating under similar service conditions.

The conductor-rail distribution system will be less costly, both initially

and in maintenance, than the high-voltage overhead distribution system.

The d.c. system causes no interference with neighbouring overhead
communication (telephone) circuits. This interference may be serious with

the single-phase system, and may necessitate placing the communication

circuits either along another route or underground. Moreover, due to the

high impedance of the track rails, when used as conductors for alternating

current, special arrangements (involving transformers and insulated cables)

are necessary with the single-phase system to relieve the track rails of the

return current, and so avoid troubles due to earth currents (such currents

affecting telegraph and other weak-current circuits using the earth as a
return).

These advantages of the d.c. system will generally more than compensate

for the chief disadvantage of this system, namely the necessity for converting

sub-stations at relatively short distances apart.

For main4ine long distance services, however, both high-voltage d.c. and
single-phase systems are capable of giving satisfactory results. The single-

phase system appears to possess advantages over the d.c. system for long-

distance electrification, on account of the higher line voltage and the fewer sub-

stations. The chief disadvantages are—^interference with neighbouring tele-

communication circuits, unbalancing of the primary supply system (with

60-c/s traction), high voltage drop in the rails. Although the d.c. system requires

sub-stations equipped with mercury-arc rectifiers, such sub-stations are now
always unattended and remote controlled.

Further points of comparison between the high-voltage d.c. and single-

phase systems for long-distance electrification are*

—

Single-phase locomotives are more expensive initially than d.c. loco-

motives.

Regenerative braking can be obtained more efficiently, and with less

complication, and less additional equipment, with the d.c. system than

with the single-phase system.

* The technical problems (including energy consumption, capital outlay and annual
expenditure) concerned with d.c. and a.c. systems of railway electrification are discussed by
A. E. Muller in an article, “(considerations on single-phase 50-c/s traction from public supply
systems,” Brown Boveri Review, Vol. 39, p. 263. [This. publication and other “house”
journals are available for reference in tlie library of the l.E.E.]



CHAPTER II

THE MECHANICS OF TRAIN MOVEMENT

I. Preliminary Study of Speed-Time Curves

The motion of a train or any vehicle is made up of periods of acceleration, of

retardation, and, in some cases, of constant speed. Now, acceleration and
retardation represent the rate of change of speed with respect to time

;
therefore,

a curve which shows the speed of the train with respect to time will also supply
information concerning the acceleration and retardation. For example, the

acceleration or retardation at any instant can be obtained by determining the
tangent of the angle of inclination of this curve (at the given instant) to

the time axis—an upward slope (tangent positive) indicating acceleration, and
a downward slope (tangent negative) indicating retardation. The acceleration,

or retardation, obtained by this method will be given in terms of the units

adopted for the axes of speed and time. If the former is represented in miles

per hour and the latter in seconds, the acceleration or retardation will be
expressed in miles per hour per second (abbreviated, m.p.h.p.s.).

Further, the distance travelled by the train during a given interval of time
can be obtained by determining the area between the curve and the time axis

corresponding to this interval.

Such speed-time curves are of fundamental importance in electric traction,

as when the speed-time curve is given and the resistances to motion of the train

or vehicle are known the energy required for propulsion can be calculated.

Moreover, when the characteristic curves of the motors are known the energy
input to the train or vehicle can also be calculated.

Analysis of Speed-Time Curve for Electric Train. A speed-time curve, for a
/run between two station stops, may consist of periods of (i) acceleration

;
(ii)

constant speed, or “free running” (which may be zero for short distance runs)

;

(iii) coasting, i.e. running with power shut off, the retardation being due to the
resistances to motion

;
and (iv) retardation due to braking.

With electric trains, equipped with series motors, the period of acceleration

is made up of (a) an initial period, during which the acceleration is practically

constant, followed by (h) a period in which the acceleration gradually decreases

until the maximum speed is reached.

The period of constant acceleration corresponds to the “notching” or

starting period, during which the current input to the motors can be maintained
at a definite mean value.

The period of decreasing acceleration commences when full voltage is

applied to the motors, as then the current and torque decrease as the speed
increases. Therefore the acceleration will gradually decrease until the torque
is just sufficient to balance that due to resistances to motion. The shape of this

portion of the speed-time curve will depend entirely on the shape of the speed-

torque curve of the motor, and will be affected to some extent by variations in

the line voltage and in the resistances to motion.
These two portions of the accelerating period are called respectively

^Whemtaiic acceleration'' or “acceleration while notching,’* and “acceleration on
the speed curve” or ''apeed’Curve running,"

8
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The duration of the free-running and coasting periods will depend on the

nature of the service (that is, the distance between the stops and the average

speed between the stations), and will be affected by the acceleration and
retajrdation, as discussed below.

y Typical speed-time curves for electric trains operating on passenger services

are given in Figs. 1, 2, 3. Each curve corresponds to a particular class of

traffic, (1 )
urban or city service, where

the distance between stops is of the

order of 0*5 mile; (2) suburban
service, where the distance between
the stops may average from 1-5 to 2

miles over a distance of from 15 to 20
miles from the city terminus; (3)

main-line service, where the stops are

infrequent.

In Fig. 1, which is representative

of city service, relatively high values

must be adopted for the acceleration

and retardation in order to obtain a

moderately high average speed T/me - Seconds

between the stations. The short Fio. l. Speed-Time Curve por City Service

distance between the stations does

not permit of a free-running period since it is desirable to include a short coasting

period in order to obtain a reasonable energy consumption. This class of traffic

requires a frequent service of trains.

T/m« - Seconds

Fig. 2. Speed-Time Curve for Suburban Service

In suburban services (Fig. 2) the longer distance between the stations

permits of a longer coasting period than is possible with city service. In this

case, also, relatively high values for the acceleration and braking retardatioiy

are required in order to render the service as attractive as possible.

Main-line service (Fig. 3) is characterized by the long periods otfiDBUtruuning

at high speeds, the accelerating period being relatively unimportant.

The free-running (i.e. constant speed) period occurs, on level track, when

the power output from the driving axles balances the rate at which energy is

expended against the resistances to motion.
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The coasting period, during which the retardation (due to the resistances to

motion) is practically constant, is desirable for two reasons—(i) it provides a
leeway in operation which can be used for making-up time lost by temporary
speed checks, (ii) it utilizes some of the kinetic energy of the train, which would
otherwise be wasted during braking, and therefore tends to reduce the energy
consumption of the train.

Approzimate Values of Acceleration and Retardation. The initial acceleration

of electric trains on suburban and urban services is usually between 1*0 and
2*5 m.p.h.p.s., the higher value being desirable for urban services with dense

Time — minutes
Fig. 3. Spked-Timk Curve for Main-line Service

traffic. In contrast, when suburban railways were operated by steam loco-

motives the initial acceleration was of the order of 0*5 m.p.h.p.s. With trolley-

buses the initial acceleration is between 2*5 and 4 m.p.h.p.s., the higher value
being employed in America.

For a given service the initial acceleration depends on a number of limiting

factors, such as (i) the size and weight of the equipment
;

(ii) the peak load on
the sub-stations

;
(iii) the discomfort of the passengers

;
(iv) the cost of the

equipment and the maintenance charges thereon
;

(v) the cost of that portion
of the rolling stock which is attributable to the motor equipment and accelera-

tion
;

(vi) the cost of energy.

The coasting retardation is directly related to the resistances to motion
during coasting. For suburban trains running on level straight track it is of the
order of 0*1 m.p.h.p.s.

The braking retardation for urban and suburban services is between 2 and
3 m.p.h.p.s., a high retardation being necessary in these cases to obtain the
full advantages of high acceleration and relatively long coasting periods.

Simplified Speed-Time Curve. When comparative performances for a
given service, at various schedule speeds,* are required (for example, in pre-

liminary calculations for time-tables, etc.), the actual speed-time curves of
Figs. 1, 2, 3, are replaced by simphfied speed-time curves, which do not involve

Schedule, or “booked,” speed is the average speed obtained when the duration of the
stop is included.
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a knowledge of the motor characteristic. These simplified speed-time curves

have simple geometric shapes, and, in consequence, the relationship between
the acceleration, retardation, average speed, and distance can be deduced by
simple mathematics.

For example, the speed-time curve of Fig. 1 can be replaced by either of

the equivalent quadrilateral diagrams shown in Fig. 4, in both of which the

Fig. 4. Methods of Simplifying Speed-Time (Curves for
Preliminary Calc’ttlations

acceleration and braking retardation have the same values as those in Fig. 1,

and all diagrams enclose the same area. The speed-curve-running and coasting

periods of the actual speed-time curve, Fig. 1, are replaced in one case, Fig. 4 (6),

by a constant-speed period, and in the other case. Fig. 4 (c), by extensions of

the initial accelerating and coasting periods.

The trapezoidal diagram. Fig. 4 (b), gives the simpler relationship between
the principal quantities concerned with speed-time diagrams, and also gives a

close approximation of the actual energy required for propulsion on long-

distance runs on level track. On the other hand, the quadrilateral diagram.

Fig. 4 (c), approximates more closely to the actual conditions on short-distance

runs in which coasting is an important item.

Relationship between Principal Quantities in Speed-Time Curves. Con-

sidering the trapezoidal speed-time curve. Fig. 4 (6), let

D = distance between stops, in miles.

T = running time, in seconds,

a = acceleration, in miles per hour per second.

P = retardation, in the same units.

= average speed, in miles per hour (= *3,(}00DIT).

= free-running, or maximum, speed in miles per hour.

t-^ = time of acceleration, in seconds {—

<3 = time of braking, in seconds (= V^/P),

= time of free running, in seconds [= T — {ti + t^) ].
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Then the area of the trapezium—which represents the distance between
stops—^is given by*

+ <2 + i<3)/3.600
= + is) + T - (<i + <3)1/3,600

= VmiT - i«x + <3)1/3,600

Substituting for <i and <3 in terms of V„, a, jS, we have

(1 )

When a or /S is to be determined we re-arrange this equation in the form

11 7^00 (V^T
K,

or, since T/S.OOO = DfVa, we have
1 1 7,200I>

When F„ is to be determined, equation
(
1 ) is re-arranged as an ordinary

quadratic equation, thus

a;:;--)

(v:-) (2)

V^T -f 3,()00Z) - 0

and the solution is obtained by general algebraic rules. For example, in the

case of an equation of the form ax^ hx
|

c — 0
,
the solution is given by

2a

4ac)
or a: =

2a

Hence, in the present case, where

* - - I -T,c- 3,n00/>

we h.v. F. - T - 7,2000
(^^)]

(3)

The numerical evaluation of this equation is effected expeditiously by the use
of the slide rule, but it becomes tedious when ordinary arithmetic is employed. An
alternative equation for which avoids the extraction of a square root, is readily

derived from the geometry of Fig. 4 (6). Thus, since the trapezium ODBC and the
equivalent rectangle OFGC are of equal area, the area of the smaller trapezium
HDEK must be equal to the combined area of the two triangles OFHy KOC. If

the periods FH, KG are denoted by ^4, t^, respectively, the equality of these areas
is given by

i(F„ - f„)«3 I
r -

I <,)| - iVJ, ^ JFA
Now <1 = VJOL, t, VJP, <,

- FJa. <. - VJp.
Hence, substituting for these quantities and re-arranging terms we have

(F. - F., (r - t i
)
[ilF. + F.,]) ^ »F.. (1 + J)

and, finally,

r - r +” “ ^ T - i(F„ + Fj(« 4

,

iF/(a +
T - iVAl + VJVMa +

' . (3a)

* For the area to represent distance in miles, ordinates (i.e. speed) must be expressed in

miles per hour and abscissae (i.e. time) in hours.
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The evaluation of this equation requires a knowledge of the value of the ratio

VfJVa (which depends upon the shape of the trapezium ODEC), But for speed-time
^

curves of the shapes of Hgs. 1 and 2 sufficient accuracy will usually be obtained by
assuming V^V^ as 1-26. The correctness of the assumption can always be checked
from the separate values of V^ and derived by calculation, and, if necessary, a
closer degree of accuracy may be obtained by a further calculation of Vm [from
equation (3a)] using a revised value for

Considering the quadrihteral speed-time curve, Fig. 4 (c), let Vt, r„ denote
the speeds—^in miles per hour—at the beginning and end, respectively, of the

coasting period, the duration, in seconds, of this period
; tg, the duration,

in seconds, of the accelerating and braking periods, respectively
; fic the coasting

retardation in m.p.h.p.s. ;
and D, T, ol, refer to the same quantities as

employed in the trapezoidal speed-time curve. Then the area ofthe quadrilateral

OLMC is given by

D = mh + h) + W, \ <8)1/3,600

- mT g + \V^(T - g]/3,600

= 4 V,) -
^ j

j^3,600

Now F, = = F, - - (/, + <«)]

= Fi - + VAIoi +
i.e. F, = ^[Fi( 1 f /9,/«)-^,rj/(^-^,) . . . . (4)

Substituting this value for V^ in the equation for D and simplifying, we
obtain

1 + + Pr) 4- 2^ fi,

«(|5 - P.) ]

P Ft/ 2 (* + ^c) (a + /?)
I

n rp^
\~r^:r J)

and by further simplification and re-arrangement we have

1^7,200^ (/? - p,) -T/3 ^2- Fi
j

+ x{V^(/S + J3,)
- 2pp,T] + F,y3/5, = 0

(5)

(6)

In the application of these equations D and the average speed (from

which T can be calculated) will usually be known. Solutions can then be
obtained for V^ when a is given, or for a when V^ is given. V^ is then obtained

from the equation

V, = [Fi(l + - p,)

If, however, the distance, D, is required, when values of the acceleration,

retardations, and the duration of these periods are given, the calculation is

more straightforward when carried through step by step (as in Example 3,

below) rather than by substituting in equation (5).

r^xamples, 1. A train runs on a service in which there are two stox)S per mile and
the schedule speed is 17 m.p.h., stops being of 20 seconds* duration. Determine the
trapezoidal speed-time curve for the run if the acceleration is 1*2 m.p.h,p,s, and
th^ braking retardation is 2 m,p.h.p.s,
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The distance between stops (D) is 0*5 mile. Whence the schedule time is (3,600

X 0*5/17 = ) 105*8 sec. and the running time (T) is (105*8 •— 20=) 85*8 sec.

Hence, substituting in equation (3) and solving for we obtain

= 26*4 m.p.h.

Also Va ~~ 3,600 D/T -- 3,600 X 0*5/85*8 = 20*97 m.p.h.

Whence

ti = duration of accelerating period - =

<3 = duration of braking period =
^2
” duration of free-running period =

Dy “ distance run during accelerating period =
Ha = distance run during free-running period =
H3 = distance run during braking period

VfJoL = 22 sec.

Vjp = 13*2 sec.

T ~ {ti + <3) = 50*6 sec.

hVJjS.mO = 0*0806 mile

= 0*371 mile

J^myil»600 = 0*0484 mile

2,

A train is required to run between stations 1 mile apart at a schedule speed
of 25 m.p.h., the duration of the stops being 20 seconds. The braking retardation

is 2*25 m.p.h.p.s. Assuming a trapezoidal speed-time curve, calculate the accelera-

tion if the ratio (maximum speed/average speed) is to be 1*25.

The schedule time is (1 X 3,600/25 =) 144 sec.

Hence the running time (T) is (141 - 20 =) 124 sec, and the average speed

(FJ is (1 X 3,600/124 --) 29*05 m.p.h.
Whence the maximum speed (F„J 1*25 \ 29*05 = 36*3 m.p.h.

The acceleration is calculated from equation (2) thus

and

(fe-')
1 _ 7,200H

a “ VJ
1
^

a

a = 1*09 m.p.h.p.s.

36*32 2*25
0*917

3. A train is accelerated uniforndy from rest until a speed of 25 m.p.h. is reached
20 seconds after starting, Power is then cut off and the train coasts for 40 seconds.

The brakes are then applied and the train is brought to rest 70 seconds after starting.

The retardation during coasting may be assumed to be uniform at the rate of 0*1

m.p.h.p.s. Determine the distance run from start to stop and the average speed.

The calculation is best effected step by step. First the speed (Fg) at the end of

the coasting period is determined. Thus

Fg = Fi - = 25 - 0*1 X 40 = 21 m.p.h.

Hence,

Distance run during accelerating period = J X 25 X 20/3,600 = 0*0694 mile

Distance run during coasting period = |(25 |- 21) X 40/3,600 = 0*2555 mile

Distance run during braking period — J X 21 x 10/3,600 = 0*0292 mile

total distance run — 0*354 mile

Whence average speed = 0*354 X 3,600/70 — 18*2 m.p.h.

4. A train is required to run between stations 1*2 miles apart at a schedule

speed of 25 m.p.h., the duration of the stops being 20 seconds. The run is to be
made according to a quadrilateral speed-time curve. Fig. 4 (c), and the coasting

and braking retardations may be assumed at 0*1 m.p.h.p.s. and 2 m.p.h.p.s. respec-

tively. Determine the acceleration if the speed at the end of the accelerating period

is 38 m.p.h. Determine also the duration of the coasting period.

The schedule time is (1*2 X 3,600/25 =) 172*7 sec, and the running time {T)

is (172*7 - 20 =) 152*7 sec.

The acceleration is calculated from equation (6) by substituting the appropriate
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numerical values for D, Fj, T, p, Thus, after substitution and simplification, we
obtain the equation >

~ 18a2 + 18-72a + 7-6 = 0

from which a = 1-352 m.p.h.p.s.

Hence, duration of accelerating period = 38/1-362 = 28*1 sec.

The duration of the coasting period can be determined when the speed {V^) at

the end of this period is known. This speed is calculated from equation (4), thus

Fa = /?[F,(1 + pJoL) - p,Ty(p - P,)
- 2[38(1 + 0-1/1-352) ~ 0-1 X 152-7]/l-9

= 26-88 m.p.h.

Whence duration of coasting period
= (Fi - V^)IPc - (38 ~ 26-88)/0-l =- 111-2 sec.

A check upon the calculations can be made by calculating (i) the braking re-

tardation from Fg and the duration of the braking period ;
(ii) the distances run

during acceleration, coasting, and braking.
Thus, the duration of the braking period

=- 152-7 ~ (28-1 + 111-2) -- 13-4 sec.

and the computed braking retardation is 26-88/13-4 = 2-005 m.p.h.p.s., which
checks closely with the given value of 2-0 m.p.h.p.s.

Distance run during acceleration = J X 38 X 28-1/3,600 = 0-148 mile

Distance run during coasting = |(38 + 26-88) X 111-2/3,600 = 1-002 miles

Distance run during braking = 4 X 26-88 X 13-4/3,600 = 0-06 mile

Whence the total computed distance — 0*148 + 1-002 + 0-05 = 1-2 miles,

which is correct.

5. A train is required to run between stations 1 mile apart at an average speed
of 26 miles per hour. The run is to be made to a quadrilateral speed-time curve,

the acceleration being 1-25 m.p.h.p.s. and the coasting and braking retardations

being 0-1 and 2 m.p.h.p.s. respectively. Determine the duration of the accelerating,

coasting, and braking periods and the distances run during these periods.

In this problem the speeds Fj, Fg, at the beginning and end, respectively, of the

coasting period must first be determined, F^ being calculated from equation (5),

and Fg from equation (4).

The running time (T) =- 1 x 3,600/25 — 144 sec.

Hence, substituting this value and the known values of D, a, j5. Pc in equation

'5) and simplifying, we obtain the e(iuation for F^ as

l -476Fi2 ~ 327-3Fi + 9,382 = 0

Whence Fj — 33*96 m.p.h.

Substituting in equation (4), we obtain
Fg = 23*45 m.p.h.

Hence,

Duration of accelerating period = VJct = 27*17 sec.

Duration of coasting period =" (Fj — yz)IPc — 106*1 sec.

Duration of braking period = VJP = 11-73 sec.

Distance run during accelerating period = i X 33*96 x 27-17/3,600
— 0*128 mile

Distance run during coasting period = J(33*96 + 23*45) X 108/3,600
= 0*837 mile

Distance run during braking period = i X 23*45 x 11*73/3,600
= 0-0382 mile

Total computed distance = 0-128 f 0-837 -f 0*0382 = 1*003 miles.

[Note.—

T

he slight discrepancy between the computed distance (1-003 miles)

^nd the actual distance (1-0 mile) is due to the slide rule in making the calculations.}
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Equivalent Speed-Time Curve. An important property of speed-time curves

of constant shape, but of unequal area, is that they can all be reduced to an
equivalent speed-time curve of the same shape, provided that the co-ordinates

of this equivalent speed-time curve are suitably chosen. Thus, consider two
trapezoidal speed-time curves A, J5, of similar shape but of unequal area.

Fio. 5. Influence of Dubation of
Stop and Length of Run on

Schedule Speed

Fig. 6. Minimum Acceleration to
Maintain Given Schedule Speeds
WITH Various Distances between

Stops

I I Ace^ier^tion^m. |

o "-'
y p i 4

Fig. 7. Schedule Speeds Corresponding to Runs of 0*5, 1*0

ANT) 2*0 MILES, WITH VARIOUS VALUES OF ACCELERATION

plotted to the same co-ordinates. Let the maximum ordinate of 5 be A; times

that of A. Then, since the shape is constant in the two Cases, the acceleration

and the braking retardation must remain constant, and the durations of the

accelerating, braking, and free-running periods of speed-time curve B must be

k times those of the corresponding periods of speed-time curve A. Consequently,

the area of speed-time curve B—which represents the distance run, say

miles—^is times that of speed-time A (which refers to a run of, say, Di miles).

That is, JDo = or fc = where Sp are the reciprocals
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of the distances respectively and denote the stops per mile corresponding

to services run according to the speed-time curves A and B respectively.

Hence if jT^, denote the running times, and maximum
speeds in the two cases, A and B respectively, then

J 2 ~ = T-^‘\/(8^js^y or T^'y/s^ =
and ~

Therefore, if the co-ordinates of the original speed-time curves are changed
to speed x \/(8tops per mile) and time x P®** inde), a single speed-

time curve will be obtained.

The equivalent speed-time curve is of considerable use in estimations of

energy consumption, and its application is discussed in the next chapter.

Factors Affecting Schedule Speed. The schedule speed of a given train when
running on a given service (i.e. with a given distance between stations) is

influenced by the duration of the stop, the acceleration, the braking retardation,

and the maximum speed. With different classes of service the distance between

TABLE I

Schedule Speeds coRRESPONDiNa to an Average Speed op 22 m.p.h.
FOR Various Distances between Stops and Duration of Stop

Distance between stops 0*5 mile 1 *0 mile 2 miles 5 miles

Duration of Stop Schedule Speed

seconds m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h. m.p.h.
10 19-6 20-8 21 3 21-7

20 17-7 19*6 20 7 21-4

30 161 18-6 20-

1

21-2

40 14-8 17-7 19-6 20-9

60 13 7 16-9 191 20-7

60 12 7

_J

161 18-6 20-5

stops has also a considerable influence on the schedule speed. In order to show
the effect on the schedule speed of these variables, the curves in Figs. 5, 6, 7,

have been calculated, using the trapezoidal form of speed-time curve, Fig.

4(6).

The effect of the duration of the stop on the schedule speed, for a given average
speed, is shown in Table I, which emphasizes the importance of short stops for

urban service. For this class of service a stop of 16 to 20 seconds’ duration is

generally sufficient. The effect of increasing the stop (in Table I) from 10 to

20 seconds reduces the schedule speed by 10 per cent
;
and if the stop is increased

to 40 seconds, the schedule speed will be 16*4 per cent less than that with a stop
of 20 seconds. With longer distances between stations, the duration of the
stop can be increased without affecting the schedule speed to any great extent,

thus, comparing the 2 mile and 6 mile runs, the effect of increasing the duration
of stop from 20 to 40 seconds reduces the schedule speeds by 6‘4 per cent and
2*4 per cent respectively. The results are shown graphically in Fig. 5.

The minimum acceleration required to give schedule speeds of 20 and
26 m.p.h., when the distance of the run varies from 0*5 mile to 2 miles and the
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stops are 10 and 20 sec, is shown in Fig. 6. The braking retardation is

2 m.p.h.p.s. in all cases, and the ratio of maximum to average speed is 14 for

the 0*6-mile run, 1-3 for the 1-mile run and 1*2 for the 2-mile run; these par-

ticular values being chosen to be representative of practical conditions, since,

the longer the distance between stops, the lower will be the ratio of maximum
to average speed.

The curves in Fig. 7 have been plotted from the same data as those in Fig. 6,

and show the effect of the acceleration on the schedule speed for given distances

between stations and given durations of stops. For the 2-mile runs an additional

curve, shown in broken line, has been calculated for stops of 30 seconds’

duration. Astudyofthese curves (Figs. 6, 7) shows the necessity of a high accelera-

tion if a high schedule speed is desired, in urban and suburban service. It is evi-

dent that no steam locomotive could run a service at a schedule speed of 20m.p.h.

with a stop every | mile, even when the duration of the stop is only 10 seconds,

but it is quite within the range of electric traction to run this service with a
stop of 20 seconds’ duration.

When we consider longer distances (e.g. above I mile) between stops, the

importance of a high acceleration is not so marked, and a steam locomotive

would be quite capable of running a servi(}e at a schedule speed of over 25 m.p.h.

with a stop of 30 seconds’ duration at stations 2 miles apart.



OHAPTEB m
THE MECHANICS OF TRAIN MOVEMENT

II. Prbliminaby Investigation of Enebgy Consumption

We have shown how the speed of a train can be represented during any interval

of its motion, and it is now necessary to consider the manner in which the

energy required can be estimated.

When electricity is applied to the operation of road and railway systems

from a central power station, it is necessary to predetermine the amount of

power required by the cars and trains, in order that the power-station equip-

ment, sub-stations, feeders, etc., may be designed for economical working.

The degree of accuracy to which this pre-determination is possible will depend
on the exactness of the available knowledge relating to the conditions of

operation, such as schedule speed, distance between stops, frequency of service,

weight of cars, etc. Thus, on railways, the schedule speeds are fixed by time-

tables, and the operating conditions are known, but with street traffic the

schedule speeds and the operating conditions are very variable. In the case of

tramway and trolleybus systems an exact estimation of the energy required

is not essential, as, apart from the variable conditions met with in street traffic,

the maximum power taken by such vehicles does not usually exceed 200 kW.
On the other hand, the maximum power required by a train may exceed
2,000 kW, and therefore an accurate estimation of the energy requir^ in this

case is essential.

The total energy supplied to an electric train for propulsion may be expended
in five ways, i.e. (i) in accelerating the train in a horizontal direction

;
(ii) in

accelerating the revolving parts
;

(iii) in doing work against gravity, if the trai4

is ascending a gradient
;

(iv) in doing work against the resistances to motion
[,

and (v) in supplying the losses in the motors and electrical equipment.
j

For short-distance runs on level track at high schedule spec^, the energy
required for acceleration forms a large percentage of the total energy suppli^
for propulsion. On the other hand, with long-ffistance runs on level track at
high speeds the energy expended against the resistances to motion may be
considerably greater than that required for acceleration.

The energy expended in accelerating the train is converted into kinetic

energy and therefore represents stored energy which is recoverable for pro-

pulsion purposes. A portion of this stored energy is utilized during coasting
and the remainder is dissipated as heat in the brake shoes.

Determination of Energy Required for Propulsion. The determination of the
energy required for acceleration, and also for the other items (except the losses

in the motors) enumerated above, involves only the application of elementary
dynamics. The work done during a period of uniform acceleration firam rest,

the work done against gravity, and the energy expended against the resistances

to motion can all bedetermined directlyfrom simple expressionswhen novariable
factors are involved. But wdth variable acceleration and resistances to motion
the work done must be calculated by a point-to-point method which involves
the separate consideration of the quantities (i.e. force, speed, time) concerned.
We sh^, therefore, show how to calculate the force necessary for acceleration.

19
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Tractive Force for Acceleration. The fundamental dynamical equation for

the acceleration of a body in a horizontal direction is

Acceleration = accelerating force/mass of body

When British units are employed the acceleration is expressed in feet per

second per second and, if the accelerating force is expressed in pounds, the mass
of the body must be expressed in engineer’s mass units, i.e. (weight in Ib/gravita-

tional acceleration in ft per sec) or vjjg where w is the weight in lb and g is the

gravitational acceleration in ft per sec per sec. In this country the value of g is

taken as 32-2 ft per sec per sec.

If, however, the acceleration is to be expressed in miles per hour per second

(a) and the weight in tons (W), then for the accelerating force (F) to be in lb,

we must have

a(5,280/3,600) - i^/(2,240lf/32-2)

whence F -- ll^a[2,240 x 5,280/(3,600 X 32-2)
|

- 102 If a.

Therefore to obtain an acceleration of 1 mile per hour per second (or

1-467 feet per second per second) an accelerating force of 102 pounds is necessary

for each ton accelerated.

This relationship, however, only holds good provided that the body being

accelerated possesses no rotating parts. But with electric trains the wheels,

axles, motor armatures, and gearing have to be accelerated in an angular
direction at the same time as the whole train is accelerated in a linear direction.

The force required for the angular acceleration of these parts is determined from
the fundamental relationship.

Angular acceleration - accelerating torcpie/moment of inertia.

In this equation the angular acceleration is expressed in radians per sec

per sec when the accelerating torque is expressed in Ib-ft and the moment of

inertia is expressed in engineer’s mass units and (feet)^. Thus

— ^/(^^^?%)

where denotes the angular acceleration in radians per sec per sec, S' the

accelerating torque in lb -ft, k the radius of gyration in ft, w the weight of the

rotating body in lb, g the value of gravitation acceleration in ft per sec per sec.

[Note.—^Moment of inertia — mass x (radius of gyration)^ =
Hence, if we have a wheel, of weight tons and radius of tread ft,

rotating about its axis, and a force F^ lb, in addition to that necessary to

balance the rotational frictional resistan(?es, is applied to the periphery, then

the angular acceleration of the wheel will be given by

X 2,240 BV32-2)

But, if the wheel forms part of a train which is being accelerated linearly

at a m.p.h.p.s., the angular acceleration in radians per sec per sec — (linear

acceleration of tread of wheel in ft per sec per sec/radius of tread in ft), i.e.

OLa =- (5,280/3,600)a/ri

whence F^ - ( x [2,240 X 5,280/(32-2 x 3,600)1

= 102Wia(/:j/ri)2

In the case of an armature driven through gearing, of ratio y, from the axle
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of the wheel, the angular acceleration of the armature will be y times the

angular acceleration of the wheel. Hence if is the weight, in tons, of the

armature and its radius of gyration, in feet, the torque at the armaiure shaft

necessary for an angular acceleration is given by

0^1 = X 2,240/32-2

But the torque at the axle of the wheel will be since the angular velocity

of the wheel is (l/y) of that of the armature. Therefore, the force (F2 lb) at the

tread of the wheel* necessary for the angular acceleration of the armature is

F2 = y^i/ri = Tf2a„y2(V/n) X 2,240/32-2

- Pf2a/(^2W) X [2,240 X 5,280/(32-2 x 3,600)]

= \(^2W20Ly^k^lr^

= 1021f2a/(^2/^2)^(^2M)^

Similarly the force (jPalb) at the tread of the wheel necessary for the

angular acceleration of the gear wheel (of weight tons and radius of gyration

k^ ft) is

F, ^
and that (^4) necessary for the angular acceleration of the axle (of weight

tons and radius of gyration ^4 ft) carrying the wheels is

F^ = WZW^a(kJr^f

In practice the last item (F^ will be extremely small in comparison with the

other items (i^ + + F^ and may, therefore, be neglected.

Hence the force (F^lb) acting at the treads of the driving wheels (and

called, therefore, the tractive force) necessary for the acceleration, on level

track, of an electric train made up of motor and trailer coaches will be

F„ = F 2n^F^ 722/^2 + ^2^3

where is the number of axles, Wg the number of motors, F the force for the

linear acceleration of the dead weight of the train, 2niFi the force for the

angular acceleration of the wheels (which are all assumed to be identical), and
the forces for the angular acceleration of the armatures and gear

wheels, respectively. Whence

= 102 PTa + 102 PT,a . 1021F2aw2y2^^y^^y+ 102ir3aM2^^y

- ,,W,y‘
(|)‘(r;)’+ (7:)“)

- 102aTf, (7 )

where is called the accelerating weight of the train.

The amount by which exceeds the dead weight of the train varies from
8 per cent to 15 per cent of the latter, the actual value depending on the

number of wheels and motors, type of motor, etc.

In order to calculate the accelerating weight of a train, it is necessary to

know the radius of gyration of each rotating part. The radius of gyration of a

* It is necessary to consider this force at the tread of the wheel, as the characteristics
of the motor are calculated for the output at this point.
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cylinder is 0*707 x external radius ; an average value for a steel*t3rred railway

wheel is 0-77 X radius of tread
;
while, for the armature of a d.c. or a.o. com-

mutator motor, the value of 0*7 x external radius of armature core is approxi-

mately correct. The radius of g3rration of a gear wheel will depend on the

design of the wheel, but, for the class of gear wheels used on motor-coach
trains, the value of 0*8 X radius of pitch circle will be sufficiently accurate.

Hence, inserting these values in the above equation, we have

W,= W-\- 2»,H^,(0-77)* + n,TF*y*(0-7)* -f- n*»F,(0-8)*

= + + . . (8)

Example, Calculation of the accelerating weight of a motor-coach train-unit

for suburban service.—The train-unit is made up of three 4-wheel bogie coaches
and has a weight of 94 tons without passengers. It is equipped with four direct-

current motors and each motor is geared to a driving axle through single-reduction

gearing having a gear ratio of 2*81. All wheels are 42^ in. in diameter and each
wheel weighs 1,000 lb. Each motor armature weighs 2,350 lb and the diameter of

the armature core is 21 in. Each gear wheel weighs 565 lb and has a pitch circle

diameter of 30 in.

Hence, Number of axles {n{) — 12

Number of motors (ng) — 4

Substituting in equation (8), we have

14^, = 94 + [1-2 X 12 X 1,000/2,240] + [0*49 X 4 X (2,350/2,240) X 2*81*

X (21/42-5)*]

+ [0*64 X 4 X (565/2,240) X (30/42-5)*]

= 94 + 6*43 + 3*96 + 0*323

== 104*7 tons (approximately),

which is 11*5 per cent greater than the dead weight of the train.

Tractive Force for Gravitational Effect and Resistance to Motion. When a
train is on a gradient the effect of gravity produces a force which tends to

cause motion down the gradient. This force is calculated by resolving the
vertical gravitational force due to the weight of the train in a direction parallel

to the gradient. Thus, if W is the weight of the train, in tons, and v is the
inclination of the gradient to the horizontal, the force (Fg lb) due to gravity,

acting down the gradient is

Fg = 2,240IT sin 0

But in railway work gradients are expressed either in terms of distance

(along the track) corresponding to a rise of 1 ft or in terms of the rise per 100 ft

of track. The former is standard in British railway practice while the latter is

customary in American railway practice and gives the “percentage gradient.”

Hence, since sin 6 = (rise or elevation/distance along track), the percentage

gradient {0) is equal to 100 sin 0, Whence

Fg = 2,240W(G/100) = 22AWG

It should be observed that for motion of a train up a gradient this force

must be balanced by a corresponding increase in the tractive force if the

acceleration is to be maintained at the same value as on level track. Conversely,
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if the train is descending a gradient, the force^ Fg, forms parts of the aoceterating

force.

The determination of the tractive force (F^) necessary to balance the

resistances to motion (which are called collectively ^^train resistance” or

‘‘tractive resistance”) involves a knowledge of these resistances.

As train resistance is made up of several variable components, none of

which can be calculated from first principles, our present knowledge has had
to be obtained experimentally. Train resistance in detail is considered later in

Chapter XVIII, where formulae are given for the tractive resistances of loco-

motive-hauled and motor-coach trains.

Although we have no definite knowledge of train resistance when the speed

is changing rapidly, we may assume that these conditions produce additional

friction due to oscillation and buffing movements of the rolling stock. Hence,

in calculations, the train resistance for the period of initial acceleration is

assumed at an arbitrary Value, usually between 8 and 10 lb per ton of train

weight. Such a procedure is warranted because the energy expended against

train resistance during this period is insignificant in comparison with that

needed for acceleration.

Tractive Effort for Propulsion of Train. The tractive force (F^) required to

propel a train on level track at a constant acceleration is, therefore,

F,^F^ + F,^ 102W,ol + Wr

where IF, IF^, are the dead and accelerating weights (in tons), respectively, of

the train, a the acceleration in m.p.h.p.s., and r the specific train resistance.

If the train has to ascend a gradient, then

Ft=^Fa + Fr + Fg== 102PFea + Wr + 22 4WG
while, if the train has to descend a gradient, we have

Ft=:F^ + F,-~Fg:= 102W,IX +Wr- 22-4WG

Examples. 1. A 200-ton train is to be accelerated on level track at 1-2 m.p.h.p.s.

What trs»ctive effort must be supplied ?

Assuming the accelerating weight as 220 tons and the train resistance as 10 lb

per ton of train weight, we have

F^ = 102 X 220 X 1-2 -f 200 X 10 = 28,920 lb

2. If the tractive effort in the preceding example is maintained constant, while
the train ascends a gradient of 1 in 250, what will be the resulting acceleration?

The percentage gradient {G) is (1/250) X 100 == 0*4.

The acceleration is determined from the equation

a == - Wr ~ 22-4W(7)/102TF,

= [28,920 - 200(10 + 22-4 X 0-4)1/102 X 220

= 1*12 m.p.h.p.s.

Power Output from Driving Axles. The power output from the driving axles

at any instant is equal to the product of the tractive effort and speed. If the

power (P) is to be expressed in kilowatts, when the tractive effort (F^) and speed

( V) are given in lb and miles per hour respectively, then

P = i^^F X 6,280 X 746/(60 X 33,000 x 1,000) = 0 00199^*F
or, to a close approximation,

P = 0*002P^F (9)
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Eae^ Output bom Driving Axles, The energy output during a given

period is obtained by determining the area of the power-time (output) curve

for that period or, alternatively, by calculating the mean value of the power
output and multiplying this by the time. If the power is expressed in kilowatts

and the time is expressed in seconds—^as is customary in calculations of speed-

time curves—^the energy will be given in kilowatt-seconds.

For example, for a run, on level track, made according to the trapezoidal

speed-time curve (Fig. 4 (6)) the energy output for the accelerating period

- it, X 0 002F,V^

and the energy output for the free-running period

= <2 X 0-002F/K^

where F/ denote the tractive efforts during acceleration and free running,

respectively, and t,, denote the duration of the accelerating and free-running

periods, respectively.

Instead of expressing the energy in kilowatt-seconds, it is more convenient

for purposes of comparison to introduce the train weight and length of run,

and to express the energy in watt-hours per ton-mile, i.e. energy output in

watt-hours/(weight of train in tons X distance of run in miles).

This quantity is called the appLific energy output and forms a basis of com-
parison between the dynamical performances of trains operating to different

schedules.

The energy output for a given run represents the energy necessary for

dynamical purposes, and is entirely independent of the system of propulsion,

except in so far as the latter affects W and W^. The energy input to the motors
will depend on the efficiency of the electrical equipment and the method of

speed control.

The energy input to the motors is called the “energy consumption” of the

train, since it is the energy used for propulsive purposes. The total energy

taken from the conductor rails or overhead line will be greater than this by the

amount required for lighting, heating, control, and brake apparatus.

The energy consumption can be expressed in “kilowatt-hours per train mile,”

that is

energy consumption of train in kilowatt-hours

length of run in miles

or in “watt-hours per ton mile,” that is,

energy consumption of train in watt-hours

length of run in miles x weight of train in tons

the latter being known as the specific energy consumption.

Specific Energy Output for Runs made to Simplified Speed-Time Curves.

when comparisons are to be made between services operated to simplified

speed-time curves (e.g. the trapezium. Fig. 4 (6), or the quadrilateral, Fig. 4 (c))

the specific energy outputs for acceleration and train resistance may be deter-

mined from very simple expressions. Thus, the energy expended in accelerating

a train from rest to a speed m.p.h. is given, in kW-sec, by

J(0-002F^ X 102Tf,a)<j
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Eeplaoing ty by F^/a,’ converting into watt-hours, and dividing by the train

weight (1^) and distance (Z) miles), we have
Specific energy expended in acceleration

= i(0 002F^2 X 102 ITe) X 1,000/(3,600 IfZ))

^ 0-0283 FJ W,

D ‘IF
- (

10
)

Similarly, if the train resistance is constant at r lb per ton over a distance

Z)' miles, the work done against train resistance is 5,280Z)'lFr ft-lb. Converting

this into watt-hours per ton mile for a run of D miles, we have

Specific energy expended against train resistance

- 5,280D'Wr x 746/(550 x 3,600 x WD)
= l-OOrD'/Z) = 2rZ//Z> (approximately) . . • (H)

Whence the energy expended for the run

=- (0‘02HIW^,^^ID)W,./W + 2rD'ID watt-hours per ton-mile,

A principle which is of importance in comparisons of energy consumption
is that, on the assumption of constant train resistance, the specific energy

output of a given train is constant for all runs made to speed-time curves of

similar shapes. Thus, consider two trapezoidal speed-time curves of similar

shape, the ordinates of one (.B) being k times those of the other (A). Then the

maximum speed of Z1 is ^ times that of A, and the distance between stops for

B is times that for A (p. 16). Hence the specific energy expended in accelera-

tion is

0-0283 F^,2( IFJ1F)/Z) for speed-time curve A,

and 0-0283(A;F^)2(lFJlF/FZ> for speed-time curve B,

i.e. the two quantities are equal.

A similar equality is obtained for the specific energy expended against

train resistance provided that the same value of constant train resistance is

assumed in each case.

This principle is of considerable use when estimations of energy consumption
are required for operating a train service along a given route at various schedule
speeds. It may be extended to actual speed-time curves by assuming a definite

shape for the speed-curve-running portion of such curves, and with generalized

data of motors the energy consumption for any given conditions may be pre-

dicted. Such methods are largely employed by electric railway engineers and
manufacturers for preliminary purposes.

Factors Affecting Energy Consumption. The specific energy consumption
of trains operating at a given schedule speed is influenced by (i) the distance
between stops, (ii) the acceleration, (iii) the retardation, (iv) the maximum
speed, (v) the type of train and equipment, (vi) the configuration of the track.

Grenerally, for a given run at a given schedule speed, the specific energy
consumption will be lower the higher the acceleration and retardation, since

by these means a longer coasting period can be obtained. However, due
consideration must be given to the weight of the equipment and the effect of
this on the energy consumption of the train. For runs of short distances, a low
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specific energy consumption will generally indicate a low total energy Consump-
tion, but for longer distances it does not follow that a similar relation holds,

since, in the latter case, the work done against train resistance is a considerable

p^entage of the total energy output from the axles.

Examples. 1. A train service between two stations 1 mile apart, and between
which there is a uniform gradient of 1 in 80, is scheduled at an average speed (ex-

cluding stops) of 25 m.p.h. in one direction, i.e. up the gradient, and 27-6 m.p.h. in

the opposite direction. The dead weight of the train is 210 tons. When operating on
level track the acceleration is 1*275 m.p.h.p.s. and the braking retardation is 2

m.p.h.p.s., the corresponding net tractive efforts being 30,000 lb and 47,000 lb.

Calculate the specific energy output for runs, in both directions, made to trap-

ezoidal speed-time curves, and also for a “down” journey made to a quadrilateral

speed-time curve (Fig. 4 (c)).

Assume the accelerating weight to be 10 per cent greater than the dead weight,

and the train resistance to be 12 lb per ton when power is “on” and 15 lb per ton
when coasting.

From the given data we obtain

Wg == 1*1 X 210 = 231 tons

G — percentage gradient = 100/80 — 1 25

Fg = force due to gradient = 22*4W6r

= 22*4 X 210 X 1*25 = 6,8801b

Hence, Acceleration up gradient = (30,000 — 5,880 )/( 102 X 231)

— 1*022 m.p.h.p.s.

Acceleration down gradient ^ (30,000 -f- 5,880 )/( 102 x 231)

— 1*522 m.p.h.p.s.

Braking retardation up gradient = (47,000 + 6,880 )/( 102 X 231)

= 2*245 m.p.h.p.s.

Braking retardation down gradient = (47,000 — 6,880 )/( 102 X 231)

— 1*745 m.p.h.p.s.

Kunning time, “up” journey -= 1 X 3,000/25 = 144 sec

Running time, “down” journey = 1 X 3,000/27 5 = 131 sec

The maximum speeds, calculated from equation (3), are 29*3 m.p.h. for the “up”
journey, and 32 4 m.p.h. for the “down” journey.

Whence, for the “up” journey

—

Duration of accelerating period

Duration of braking period

Duration of free-running period

Distance run during acceleration

Distance run during free running

Distance run during braking

Distance run with power

=- 29*3/1*022 -- 28*66 sec

= 29*3/2*245 = 13*05 sec

= 144 - 28 65 - 13*05 = 102*3 sec

= J X 29*3 X 28*66/3,600 = 0*1165

= 29*3 X 102*3/3,600 = 0*834 mile

= i X 29 3 X 13*06/3,600 = 0 0531

0*95 mile

Specific energy output for acceleration = 0*0283 x 29*3* x 1*1

mile

mile

— 26*76 watt-hours per ton mile

Specific energy output for resistances and gravity — 2(12 + 22*4 X 1 26)0*96/1*0

= 76 watt-hours per ton mile

Specific energy output for “up” journey = 26*76 + 76

= 102*76 watt-hours per ton mile
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For the ‘‘down’* journey

—

Diu*ation of accelerating period = 32-4/1-622 = 21*27 sec

Duration of braking period = 32*4/1*746 = 18*56 see

Duration of free-running period = 131 — 21*27 — 18*66 = 91*17 sec

Distance run during acceleration = J X 32*4 X 21*27/3,600 = 0*096 mile

Distance run during free running = 32*4 x 91*17/3,600 i= 0*82 mile

Distance run during braking = J X 32*4 X 18*66/3,600 = 0*0834 mile

Specific energy output during acceleration = 0*0283 X 32*4^ X 1*1 mile

-i- 2 X 12 X 0*096/1 *0 = 35 watt-hours per ton mile

Specific energy output during free-running = 0*

Specific energy output for “down” journey — 36 watt-hours per ton mile

When the “down” journey is made to a quadrilateral speed-time curve, we have

Acceleration = 1 *522 m.p.h.p.s.

Braking retardation = 1*746 m.p.h.p.s.

Coasting retardation — (15 — 22*4 X 1*26)/ 102 X 1*1

— - 0*116 m.p.h.p.s.

By substituting in equation (5), we obtain

--- 26*7 m.p.h.

and by substituting in equation (4), we have

Fa = 37*7 m.p.h.
Whence,

Duration of accelerating period = 26*7/1 *522 = 17*5 sec

Duration of braking period == 37*7/1*746 — 20*6 sec

Duration of coasting period = 131 — 17*5 20*6 = 92*9 sec

Distance run during acceleration = J X 26*7 x 17*5/3,600 = 0*065 mile

Distance run during coasting — i(26*7 -f 37*7) X 92*9/3,600 = 0*831 mile

Distance run during braking ~ J X 37*7 X 20*6/3,600 = 0*108 mile

Specific energy output for acceleration = 0*0283 x 26*7* X 1*1

— 22*2 watt-hours per ton mile

Specific energy output for train resistance ~ 2 X 12 X 0*065/1 *0

= 1 *56 watt-hours per ton mile

Specific energy output for “down” journey

= 23*76 watt-hours per ton mile

2. Referring to example (4), p. 14, if the weight of the train is 200 tons, the
accelerating weight 220 tons, and the train resistance during the accelerating period
is 10 lb per ton, calculate (a) the specific energy output for the run, (6) the energy
dissipated in the brakes, (c) the energy utilized during coasting, (d) the mean train

resistance during coasting.

From p. 14, we have

Speed {Vi) at end of accelerating period = 38 m.p.h.

Speed (Fa) at end of coasting period — 26*88 m.p.h.

Distance run during accelerating period = 0*148 mile.

Hence the specific energy expended against train resistance during the acceler-

ating period is

2 X 10 X (0*148/1*2) == 2*47 watt-hours per ton-mile,

* As the resultant train resistance is negative (— 12 — 22*4 x 1*25 = — 16) the
brakes must be applied during the free-running period to maintain the speed constant.
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and the specific energy expended in acceleration is

0*0283 X 38* X (220/200)/! *2 = 37*4 watt-hours per ton-mile.

Whence

—

() Specific energy output for the run

= 37*4 + 2*47 = 39*87 watt-hours per ton-mile

() The energy dissipated in the brakes is equal to the energy stored in the train

at the end of the coasting period (i.e. at the speed Fg) and is equal to

0*0283 X 20*88* X (220/200)/! *2 ~ 18*72 watt-hours per ton-mile.

(c) The energy utilized during coasting is, therefore

37*4 - 18*72 = 18*08 watt-hours per ton-mile.

(d) 'l^he mean train resistance during coasting may be calculated either from the

energy utilized during the coasting period or from the given value of the coasting

retardation. In the latter case, if is the mean train resistance (in lb per ton of

train weight) during coasting, the coasting retardation in m.p.h.p.s., then

r, - W2PAWJW)
and, since P(.

= 0*1, therefore

— 102 X 0*1 V (220/200) - 11*22 lb per ton.

If we wish to calculate this quantity by the alternative method—utilizing

equation (11)—we require a knowledge of the distance run during coasting. From
p. 1.5, this distance is given as 1*002 miles. Hence, substituting in equation (11),

we have
l*99r. X (1*002/1*2) = 18*08

or rc — 11*22 lb per ton.



CHAPTER IV

DIRECT-CURRENT TRACTION MOTORS

General Considerations

With a knowledge of the dynamical requirements involved in the movement
of trains and vehicles we can now investigate the dynamical performances of

the different types of motors to ascertain their suitability for traction purposes.

Since, with all forms of electric traction, the tractive force at the treads of

the driving wheels is always proportional to the torque at the armature shaft

of the motor, the relationship between the speed, torque, and current input to

the motor are of fundamental importance.

Flo. 8. Torque Curves for d.c.

Series (I) and Shunt (II) Motors

Armature Amperes
Fig. 9. Specific Torque Curves for

D.c. Series (I) and Shunt (II) Motors

Torque-Cuirent Characteristics. The relationship between the torque and
armature current of any d.c. motor is given by the equation

S' = (p/a)0/2;/852 ..... (12)

or S' pO . /iV^/426 .... (12a)

where S' is the gross torque (in Ib-ft), p the number of poles, a the number of
circuits in the armature winding, O the flux per pole (in megalines), / the current
input to the armature, z the number of active armature conductors, N (= izfa)
the number of turns per armature circuit.

Hence for a given number of poles the torque is proportional to the product
of flux and armature ampere-turns, or for any given motor the torque is

proportional to the product of flux and armature current.

29
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Therefore with a motor in which the flux is constant (e.g. a shunt motor
supplied at constant voltage) the torque is directly proportion^ to the armature

current. But if the voltage at the terminals of the shunt winding decreases,

due to voltage drop in the line wires supplying the motor, the proportionality

between torque and armature current will, for the higher values of the latter,

depart from the straight-line relationship.

With a- motor in which the flux varies with the armature current (e.g. a
series motor) the variation of torque will always be greater than the correspond-

ing variation of current. Moreover, with such a (series) motor the torque
corresponding to a given current will be unaffected by variations in the line

voltage.

In Fig. 8 are given calculated torque/armature-current curves for shunt
and series motors in which the armature windings and magnetic circuits are

assumed to be identical and the effects of armature reaction are ignored. These
curves are calculated from equation (12), together with data of the armature
winding and the magnetization curve.

The effect of voltage variation at the terminals of the shunt winding upon
the torque is indicated by the curves IIa, IIb, which correspond to voltages of

80 per cent and 60 per cent of normal, respectively, curve 11 corresponding to

normal voltage.

The variation of torque with current is shown better in Fig. 9, in which the

specific torque (i.e. torque per ampere of armature current) is plotted against

armature current. Incidentally, these curves show also the variation of flux

with armature current, since—from equation (12a)

—

oT// = (piV/426)a) .... (126)

The curves of Figs. 8 and 9 show also the starting performances of shunt
and series motors.

From a study of these curves we conclude that when a large torque is

required the current input to a series motor will be lower than that to a corres-

ponding shunt motor, even when the latter is operated under the most favour-

able conditions, i.e., constant voltage. In traction systems, however, the line

voltage is subject to large fluctuations, and the conditions at starting may result

in the voltage at the car being appreciably below normal. Hence under these

conditions the difference between the armature currents for a given torque will

become greater as the line voltage is reduced below normal. Of course, by highly

saturating the magnetic circuit ofthe shunt motor, the effect of voltage variation

upon the torque will be smaller, but this procedure would be impracticable

with traction motors owing to the restricted space available for the field

winding.

Speed-Current and Speed-Torque Characteristics. The equation for the
speed of a d.c. motor is obtained from the fundamental equation for the

e.m.f. generated in the armature, i.e.

F - 7r = ^ . 2<D X 10-2.
60 a

whence
6,000(F -Ir) ^ 3,000(F - Ir)

z<bpla
. (13)

where n is the speed in revolutions per minute, V the voltage at the terminals
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of the motor, r the resistance of the main circuit (including the series field

winding, if any), and /, p, a, 2
, N, O have the same significance as previously.

For a given motor the speed is, therefore, proportional to the ratio (F ~
i.e. counter-e.m.f./fiux.

Hence if the line voltage is constant and the effects of armature reaction

are ignored, the speed-current and speed-torque characteristic for a shunt
motor can be calcidated quite easily from equations (12), (13). But with a
series motor a knowledge of the magnetic characteristic or saturation curve is

necessary, together with data of the armature and field windings, before these

characteristics can be pre-determined. If, however, the torque-current curve is

available the speed-current curve can be readily obtained, as, by combining
equations (126) and (13), we have

3,000(F

426S'//
= 705

(V-Ir)

Fig. 10. Speed-Cubrent Curves for Fig. 11. Speed-Torque Curves for
Series (I) and Shunt (II) Motors Series (I) and Shunt (II) Motors

With the speed-current and torque- current curves available, the speed-torque

characteristic can be determined quite easily.

The calculated speed-current and speed-torque characteristics, at normal
voltage, for the shunt and series motors previously considered are shown in

Figs. 10 and 1 1 respectively, and represent the dynamical performances of the

motors. The dotted curves in Fig. 11 correspond to constant outputs: their

points of intersection with the appropriate motor characteristic give the speeds

and torques for the given outputs.

Examples. 1. The relationship between the current and torque of a series

motor—determined by a static test—is as follows

—

Current (amp) . 10 20 30 40 60 60 70 80
Torque (Ib-ft) . 33 95 170 268 346 460 666 670

Deduce the speed curve of the 'motor when supplied at a constant voltage of

600 volts, having given : resistance of main circuit of motor ==0*6 ohm.
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The calculation is best effected in tabular form, employing equation (13a), i.e.

n 7‘05(V - Ir)l(^II).

I . 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

^// 3*3 4*75 5*66 6*45 6*92 7*5 8*07 8*37

Ir . 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
F-/r 495 490 485 480 475 470 465 460
{V-Ir)im) 150 103*2 85*7 74*4 68*6 62*7 57*6 55
n = 7*05 {V-Ir)l{^II) 1,057 728 604 524 483 422 406 388

2. The magnetization curve of a 4-pole series traction motor—determined by
separately exciting the field winding, and connecting a voltmeter across the brushes
and driving the armature at a constant speed of 500 r.p.m.—is as follows

—

Field amperes .... 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
Armature volts ... 240 380 446 488 522 550 576

Determine the speed-torque curve for this motor when operating at a constant
voltage of 600, having given that the armature has a two-circuit winding with
97 turns per circuit, the resistance of the armature winding and brushes is 0-06 ohm,
and the resistance of the field windings is 0*05 ohm.

The relationship between the flux per pole and exciting current is obtained from
the no-load magnetization curve by the application of the fundamental e.m.f,

equation: E = (p/rt)^:^(n/60) X lO-^^ or E — 2piVO(/?/60) X 10“®. In the present
case p — 4, = 97, n/60 = 500/60 -- 8*33, so that

O E X 10V(S X 97 X 8*33) -- 0*01 546A’

Whence

—

Field amperes . .50 100 1,50 200 2.50 300 350
Armature volts 240 380 446 488 522 550 576
Flux per pole (megalines) . 3*71 5*88 6*9 7*55 8*07 8*5 8*9

The speed can now be calculated by the application of equation (13), i.e.

n -- 3,000(A’ - IR)l{pN<l)) = 7*71(600 - O-lli)/^)

and the torque can be determined by the application of equation (12a), i.e.

S' = pO/iV/426 = 0*910/, O being expressed in megalines in both cases. The
calculations are given in tabular form

—

Amperes input(/)...
Internal e.m.f. (— 600-0*11/)
Speed—r.p.m. [= 7*74(600-0 11/)/OJ
Torque—Ib-ft (— 0*910/)

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
594*5 589 .583*5 578 572*5 567 561*5
1,240 775 654 .592 549 516 488
169 536 942 1,375 1,837 2,320 2,835

^

^ Comparison of Dynamical Performances of Shunt and Series Motors. Com-
paring the dynamical performances of each type of motor with the dynamical
requirements of tramway and suburban railway services, we observe that the

characteristics of the series motor are better suited to these conditions than
those of the shunt motor. Thus (i) the series motor is capable of exerting a
large torque at starting, which, for a given current, is independent of fluctuations

of the line voltage
;

(ii) this motor possesses a high free-running speed
;

(iii)

the speed automatically decreases when the torque increases, thereby protecting

the motor against excessive overloading. This self-protective property is of
immense value in practice, and is shown by the torejue-output curves of Fig. 12,

which have been deduced from the speed-torque curves of Fig. 11.

Speed-output curves are also given in Fig. 12. These curves show that if

large outputs at high speeds—such as would be necessary for express passenger
service on main-line railways—are required a number of speed/output char-

acteristics, instead of a single characteristic, must be available from the motor
equipment of the locomotive; the lower speeds being obtained by operating

the motors 'at voltages below normal (in combination, if necessary, with field
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weakening), and the higher speeds being obtained by field weakening. Both
methods are discussed later in this chapter and in chapters VIII and IX.

Electrical Operation of Series and Shunt Motors under Traction Service

Conditions. We will now compare the electrical operation of series and shunt
motors under conditions likely to occur in actual service. Confining our
attention to tramway and suburban railway services—which require the use

of passenger cars equipped with two or four motors per car—the first item of
importance is the manner in which the division of load between the several rnotors

is affected by (a) differences in the diameters of the driving wheels, such as

would be caused in practice by unequal
wear of the tyres; (h) differences in the

speed curves of the motors, such as would
occur with slight inequalities in the air

gaps of the motors, or slight inequalities in

the magnetic characteristics of the materials

employed.
In general, these conditions have an

adverse effect upon the operation of shunt
motors but have very little effect upon the

operation of series motors, the inequality

of the division of load being greater for

motors possessing “fiat” speed-torque

characteristics than for machines having
“steep” speed-torque characteristics.

The comparison is best shown quantita
tively.
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Fig. 12. OirTPUT Characteristics of
Series (1) and Shunt (TI) Motors

I. Series Motors* Parallel Operation,

Unequal Wheel Diameters. Consider a car

to be equipped with two motorseach having
a speed curve identical with curve I, Fig.

13. Let one motor {A) drive wheels 30 in.

in diameter, and let the other motor (B) drive wheels 29J in. in diameter. Then
for a given speed of the car the speed of armature B will be (30/29*5 = )

1*017
times that of armature A . Hence when the motors are connected in parallel the
current input to each will be obtained from points on the speed curve corres-
ponding to these speeds. For example, if for a given speed of the car the speed of
A is 390 r.p.m., the speed ofB will be (1*017 x 390 ~) 397 r.p.m. Whence, from
Fig. 13, the current inputs are 41*5 A and 39*5 A respectively. The division
of the load between the motors is, therefore, affected only slightly by the
inequalities in the wheel diameters.

Ia. Series Motors* Series Operation* Unequal Wheel Diameters. The current
in each motor is now the same, but the terminal voltages are unequal. In
these circumstances the results are best obtained analytically. Thus, if V is the
line voltage, F^ the terminal voltages of the motors A, B respectively,

i'll® speeds of these motors, r the resistance of each, and / the current
input, then, from equation (13), we have

»a/»B = - Ir),

Va f Fb = Fand
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Solving these equations, we obtain

V —Ir

V„ =

1 +
V-Ir

+
/r

1 +

+
Ir

1 +
If tij^' is the speed corresponding to a current I and normal voltage V, then

Wa = «a'(^a — M
Example, If njn^ = 1/1 017 as above, V = 600, Ir = 46, = 390,

= 248*2 volts
^

1 + 1017 1 + 1/1-017

500 - 46
+

45 = 251-8 volts
1 + 1/1-017 ' 1 + 1-017

= 390(248-2 - 46)/(500 — 46) = }74-2r.p.m.

Mj, = l-017nA = 177-2 r.p.m.

II. Shunt Motors, Parallel Operation, Unequal Wheel Diameters. If the
car were equipped with two motors having speed curves identical with curve II,

Fig. 13, the current inputs corresponding to 390 r.p.m. and 397 r.p.m. are

41*5 A and 24-2 A, respectively. In this case the motors are loaded very
unequally.

IIa. Shunt Motors, Series Operation, Unequal Wheel Diameters. When
the armatures are connected in series and each motor is normally excited, the
load is almost equally divided. Thus, applying the equations obtained for the
series-connected series motors, but taking Ir — 30 volts instead of 45 volts,

we have
500 ~ 30

1 + 1017 +
30

1 + 1/1017

30

= 248*12 volts

_ 500 - 30
,

1 + 1/1-017
*"

1 1-017
251-88 volts

Input to armature A = 41*5 X 248*12 = 10,290 watts

Input to armature J? = 41*5 x 251*88 = 10,450 watts

= 390(248*12 - 30)/(500 - 30) 181 r.p.m.

— 1*017 X 181 = 184*2 r.p.m.

III. Compound Motors, Parallel Operation, Unequal Wheel Diameters.
With motors having speed curves identical with curve III, Fig. 13, the current

inputs corresponding to armature speeds of 390 r.p.m. and 397 r.p.m. are
41*5 A and 35*8 A respectively.

IV. Parallel Operation, Equal Wheel Diameters, Dissimilar Speed Curves.
Assuming a 2 J per cent difference at normal speed (390 r.p.m.), the current

inputs to the motors are obtained from the points on the appropriate speed
curves which correspond to the actual armature speeds. For example, with
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series motors having speed curves represented by curves Ia, Ib, Fig. 13, the

currents corresponding to equal armature speeds of 390r.p.m. are 41*6 A and
44*6 A respectively. With shunt motors under similar conditions (curves IIa,

IIb, Fig. 13) the armature currents are 41*5 A and 72 A respectively.

Fig. 13. Effects of (a )
Differences in Diameters of Driving Wheels,

(6) Differences in Speed Curves, on Current Input to Two
Motors, of Various Types, Connected in Parallel

Summarizing the results for parallel operation, we have

Reference to Diametc'r of Speed of
Current Input
(Amperes)

Type of

Speed Curves
Fig. (13)

DrivingWheels
(in.)

Armatures
(r.p.m.)‘

Motor
Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor Motor
A B A B A B A B

Series Ia Ia 30 29 5 390 397 41-5 39-5

Series Ia Ib 30 29-5 390 397 41-6 42-3

Series Ia Ib 29-5 30 397 390 39-6 44*5

Shunt IlA llA 30 29'5 390 397 41-6 24-2

Shunt llA IIb 30 29-5 390 397 41-5 60
Shunt IlA IIb 295 30 397 390 242 72

Compound IIIa IIIa 30 20 -5 390 397 41-5 35-8

Compound IITa IllB 30 29-5 390 397 41*5 44
Compound IIIa IIIB 29-5 30 397 390 35’8 49-5

It is apparent, therefore, that if shunt motors were adopted for electric

traction the permissible deviation from the standard speed-curve would have
to be considerably smaller than that shown in Fig. 13. Moreover, all the

driving wheels of a car or a train would require frequent gauging, as only

slight differences in the diameters would be permissible.

These restrictions, however, do not apply with the same force when com-
pound motors are employed on locomotives, and such motors may be preferable

to series motors for mainline services on undulating routes. Locomotives

with compound motors are in service on the Italian State Railways, the shunt

windings of the individual motors of a locomotive being separately excited at

low voltage because of the high operating voltage (3,000 V).

Other important items which require consideration in comparing the electrical
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performances of series and shunt motors are voltage rises and temporary interrup-

tions in the supply. The former may occur on low-voltage railways when a
heavy current, due to a short circuit on the track, is cleared by the opening of

the sub-station circuit breakers, and temporary interruptions in the supply to

the motors occur when crossovers and section-insulators are crossed with the

controller “on.” These operating conditions are peculiar to traction service

and therefore require special consideration.

Voltage-rises. When a motor is subjected to a sudden voltage-rise the

initial value of the current-rush is determined by the impedance of the motor
circuit, and the duration of this current-rush depends upon the rate at which
the counter-e.m.f. of the motor is built up. The current-rush will, therefore,

have a lower initial value, and will be of shorter duration, in series motors than
in compound or shunt motors.

Temporary Interruption ot Supply. When the supply is briefly interrupted

and restored at full voltage, there is a characteristic* difference between the

operation of scries and shunt motors. With a shunt motor the counter-e.m.f.

is maintained—at decreasing value—during the interruption, but with a series

motor the counter-e.m.f. ceases when the interruption occurs. Upon the res-

toration of the supply voltage, the shunt machine will have a certain counter-

e.m.f., and the initial value of the current-rush will be determined by the

resultant e.m.f. and the impedance of the armature circuit. With the series

motor, however, the initial current-rush will depend entirely on the impedance
of the motor circuit.

Commutation of Current-rush. The large current due to a current-rush

may have to be comrnutated under unfavourable conditions, e.g. the com-
mutating flux may not follow instantaneously the rapid changes in the armature
current, or flux distortion may oc*(;iir due to weak field. Under these conditions

sparking may occur at the brushes, but the operation of the motor may be
considered as satisfa(;tory provided that this sparking does not cause a flash-over.

To produce a flash -over, sufficient voltage must exist between adjacent

commutator segments so that an arc, once formed between a brush and a
segment, will be maintained and extended from segment to segment as the

commutator rotates.

Under normal operating conditions the voltage between adjacent segments
around the commutator depends on the flux distribution in the air-gap

; the
voltage between segments in the vicinity of the brushes being influenced largely

by armature reaction.

But, under conditions of weak field, un-neutralized armature reaction and
slow growth of commutating flux, current-rushes may cause relatively high
voltage between the segments in the vicinity of the brushes. This adverse
voltage distribution is accentuated by e.m.f. ’s induced, by transformer action,

in the coils undergoing commutation, due to the rapid changes in the flux

linked with these coils.

Ability of Motors to Withstand Current-rushes. The modern series traction

motor (without a compensating winding) is able to withstand sudden voltage

rises of a large amount, and also brief interruptions in the power supply even
when operating with weakened field (50 per cent of full field). Compensating
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windings are necessary only in cases where a much greater range of field

weakening is required.

Compound motors for trolleybus service can also ' operate satisfactorily

under similar conditions without compensating windings, but motors for

1 ,500- and 3,000-V locomotives would generally require these windings.

On the other hand a shunt motor if employed on traction service would
almost invariably require a compensating winding.

Kio. 14. Fkame of Biiown Bovehi 1,000 h.p. Locomotive Motor
WITH Pole-FACE Winding

Note. This motor has the exciting field winding divided into tliree sections, and five

field strengths are obtainable for a given value ot ai mature current.

Compensating Winding. The function of a compensating winding is to

neutralize armature reaction. The conductors of such a winding must, therefore,

be located in the pole faces and should be distributed in the same manner as

those of the armature winding, the ampere-turns being equal to but opposing
those of the armature. Practical conditions, however, restrict the compensating
winding to about 50 to 60 per cent of the pole pitch, in which case the neutraliz-

ing ampere-turns will be supplied jointly by the compensating winding and the

commutating-pole winding.

Fig. 14 shows a 1,000-h.p., 1,500-V series motor with compensating winding,

the conductors of which occupy 10 slots in each pole face. This motor is designed
for a wide range of field control—^the minimum exciting ampere-turns being

26 per cent of the full excitation at this current—^and each coil of the exciting

winding is wound in three sections.
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Consideratioiis in Electrical Design. To meet the requirements of immunity
from flash-overs and stability when operating with weak field the electrical

design, when no compensating winding is employed, must provide for a
relatively “strong” field at rated load and a liberal number of commutator
segments. In addition solid spool bodies and short-circuited turns (for

“anchoring” purposes) in the field coils must be eliminated so that the growth
of the flux may not be retarded by eddy currents. In some motors the com-
mutating poles are laminated for the same reason.

The field ampere-turns at rated load are therefore of the order of 1*6 to

2 times the armature ampere-turns, and the number of commutator segments
is chosen to give an average voltage per segment between 10 to 13 volts for a
600-V motor and 15 to 18 volts for a 1 ,500-V motor. In some motors the ampere-
turns on the commutating poles at rated load are in excess of the theoretical

value in order that the commutating flux may be adequate when current

rushes occur.

Although a high efficiency is desirable the economics concerned with the
optimum efficiency involve the consideration of the energy required for

propulsion, as every ton of additional weight, resulting from an endeavour to

improve the efficiency, increases the energy consumption by approximately
(2r + 0*0283 F^^/D) watt-hours per mile (see p. 25) which must be offset

against the energy saving due to the higher efficiency.

The severe limitations of the overall dimensions and the import-
ance of light weight necessitate a high speed of rotation for the arma-
ture. Modern motors are therefore designed to operate at armature speeds,

at the 1-hour rating, of from 800 to 1,500 r.p.m. The maximum speed
in service may reach 2 to 3 times these values according to the class of
service, the limiting speed being governed by the maximum peripheral

speed of the core and windings, which is approximately 13,000 feet per
minute.

Such high speeds are practicable with roller bearings and “seasoned”
commutators. The “seasoning” process is carried out in the factory and consists

of cycles of heating, running at high peripheral speed for a brief period, cooling,

tightening. By these means the segments are settled to a permanent state in

which no “high bars” will develop in service.

Special Features in Construction. The construction of traction motors
differs in many respects from that of general-purpose d.c. industrial

motors due to—(i) the necessity of minimum weight combined with adequate
mechanical strength and robustness, in consequence of which a gear
transmission is necessary to obtain a sufficiently high rotative speed for the

armature; (ii) the location of the motor under the car floor (except in

some electric locomotives), which position very severely restricts the overall

dimensions to definite limiting values determined by the diameter of the
driving wheels and the track gauge; (iii) the large centrifugal forces to

which the rotating parts are subjected at the maximum speed of the train

or car.

In consequence, cast iron must be excluded from the construction and
replaced by either (a) cast steel or fabricated steel bar and plate for the magnetic
portion of the frame and those parts requiring high mechanical strength, or (6)

pressed or fabricated steel plate and light alloys for other parts not highly
stressed.



(C)

Fig. 15 . Typical Traction Motors
<a) MetropoUtan-Vickcrs tramway motor with resillently mounted ft-ame and roller

suspension hearings
(d) English-Blectric nose-suspended railway motor with sleeve suspension bearings.
(e) Orompton-Parklnson low height railway motor with roller suspension bearings.
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Constructional Details*

Frames. All classes of traction motors have box frames of octagonal or

circular cross section. The frames are usually of cast steel, but in some cases

steel plate is employed to obtain more uniform magnetic qualities than is

possible with castings. Typical motors are illustrated in Fig. 16.

Suspension hearings and gear-case supports are required on the frames of

axle-suspended geared motors. The bearings (usually of the sleeve type)

maintain the armature shaft parallel to, and a fixed distance from, the axle

and support approximately one half of the weight of the motor, the other

support being on the truck frame (see Figs. 22, 23). Recently roller bearings

have been introduced, and although more costly initially than sleeve bearings

they have the advantages of low maintenance, negligible wear and improved
gear performance.

The armature bearings are located in housings or frame-heads which .are

spigoted into the ends of the frame. Roller bearings are now employed because

Fkj. Hi. Half-U)N(jitudinal Section (jf Railway Motor
(Metropolitan-Vic kkrs)

of their reliability at high speeds. Moreover, due to the negligible wear, no
variation occurs in the air gap between the armature and pole faces, and when
the suspension bearings are also of the roller type, both the parallelism and the
distance between armature shaft and axle are rigidly maintained. Sealing

glands of the labyrinth type are necessary to retain the lubricant in the bearing
and prevent entry of grit. Typical arrangements are shown in Fig. 16.

Poles and Field Coils. The number of poles is limited by space restrictions.

Four main poles are suitable for outputs up to about 450 h.p. when the track

gauge is standard (4 ft in.), and six poles for larger outputs. For narrow-
gauge locomotive motors, however, six poles may be desirable even for moderate
outputs in order to obtain a longer armature core than would be possible with
four poles.

The main poles are built up of soft steel laminations, and the interpoles are

* The details of frames, suspension and gearing apply principally to motors for motor-
coaches and tramcars. Motors for locomotives, trolleybuses and battery vehicles are dis-

cui9sed«m4BepaTate sections later.
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usually steel forgings, but in some cases they are laminated in order to reduce

eddy currents which would delay the building-up of the commutating flux with

rapidly varying currents.

High-reluctance interpoles may be necessary for motors operating under

extreme weak-field conditions to ensure that the commutating flux is always

proportional to the armature current. The high reluctance is obtained, with the

normal air gap at the pole face, by non-magnetic shims or packing between

each pole core and its seating on the magnet frame.

The field coils are former-wound, bakelized, pressed to size and treated so as

to be impervious to moisture. Only class B materials, e.g. mica, asbestos,

fibrous glass, are employed for insulation.

For tappedfield control each coil of the main-field winding must be wound

Fig. 17. Internal Connexions of Tappkd-fikld Motor

in two or more sections. The corresponding sections of each coil are connected

to form a series-group, and the two, or more, groups are connected in series,

tappings being brought out from the junctions of the groups as shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 17.

Armatures. The conditions under which traction motors operate demand a

thoroughly sound mechanical construction of the armature, as well as means
for replacing a damaged shaft without disturbing either the winding or the

commutator. The core is usually built on a steel spider which is extended to

carry the commutator.
Axial ducts are provided in the core, end-flanges and commutator shell

for ventilation, the cooling air entering at the commutator end and leaving at

the pinion end. With a self-ventilated motor a fan is fitted to the back end-flange

of the armature as shown in Fig. 16. In this particular case, which refers to a

high-voltage motor, the entering air does not pass over the surface of the

commutator, and there is no possibility of brake-shoe dust being deposited on
the leakage surfaces of the brushgear insulators and commutator.
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To prevent deposits of dust at the back of the commutator and underneath
the armature coils, the back vee-ring and the adjacent end-flange ofthe armature
core are either spigoted and sealed, or combined with the commutator shell.

Some manufacturers also consider it desirable to make a dust-tight seal between
each end-flange and the adjacent laminations. For the same reason the coil

projections are covered with canvas as shown in Fig. 20.

Armature Winding. Both wave (two-circuit) and lap (multiple-circuit)

windings are employed in modern motors, the choice depending on a number of

factors concerned with design. Wave windings would be employed for all

tramway, trolleybus and motor-coach motors : lap windings would be employed
for the larger railway motors and in cases where the number of commutator
segments for a two-circuit wave winding with single-turn coils would result in

too high a value for the average voltage per segment. The successful operation

of lap windings in traction motors is due to the use of roller-type armature
bearings and equalizer connexions at every coil. Wherever possible single-turn

coils are employed to obtain good communication and freedom from flash-overs.

For this reason it is now the practice to use 250/300-volt motors (two in series)

(<^; (b)

Fi(3. 18. Tavkrki) Bar (^oni>it(’toii (Mktropolitan-Vickers)

(ff) Shaped and split bar; (6) Cross section of upper and lower
portions of slot conductor.

in four-motor equipments for tramcars and individual motor-coaches when
rheostatic braking is required for service stops.

Tapered bar conductors and tapered slots are employed in a considerable

number of British-built traction motors as, due to the parallel teeth, a larger

output can be obtained from a given size of core. Fig. 18 shows a cross-section

of a slot with the conductors in position. The manufacturing process for

single-turn coils is quite simple—^the coil sides arc formed to shape in the usual
manner from a suitable length of bar of the full depth which is slit longitudinally

as indicated at (a) in Fig. 18.

Precautions to minimize eddy currents in the conductors may be necessary
in certain cases (e.g. high speed, high tooth flux densities, deep slots). The
usual method is to split the slot portion of each conductor of the top layer and
introduce a double twist or cross-over as shown in Fig. 19. Alternative methods
are—(i) laminated conductors, (ii) folded (transposed) bars, and (iii) coils with
the bar conductors arranged on the flat, instead of on edge.*

Joints between the coils and the commutator segments need special con-
sideration in view of the high operating temperatures permissible with class B

* The relative advantages and disadvantages of these methods are discussed in a paper
by M. J. Baldwin on “Twenty-fiveYoars Progress in the Design of Traction Motors.” Trane,
AJ.E,E,, 68, 132.
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and the newer class H insulation (silicone-treated class B materials). The usual

soldering process with high-temperature solders is considered to be satisfactory

for class B insulation. For the higher temperatures permissible with class H
insulation a cold welding process has been developed in which silver is employed
as the “flow*' metal. The slots in the commutator risers, and the ends of the

conductors to be inserted therein, are silver plated : the latter are forced into

the slots, with shims where necessary, and the top of each slot is sealed with a

high melting point cadmium-silver solder.*

The binding hands and slot wedges fulfil an important function on account

of the large centrifugal forces to which the armature winding may be subjected.

The tinned-steel binding wire is applied under considerable tension with the

Fig. 20. Armature of Railway Motor showing Fan and Serrated
Clips for Binding Bands (Crumpton-Parkinson)

armature hot and special precautions are taken to ensure tightness. The
individual turns are retained in position by clips and sweating. In some cases

the clips are continuous and serrated, the serrations, when bent over, enveloping
the whole width of the band. Fig. 20 shows a completed armature banded in

this manner.

Commutator and Brushgear. The construction of the commutator follows

the usual practice, the “arch-bound” method of clamping the segments being

employed for high speeds, together with a “seasoning” process to ensure a
truly cylindrical surface.

The brush holders are rigidly supported from the frame or bearing housing

* For details see paper on “Solderless Commutator Joints for Railway Traction
Armatures,” by J. R. Reed. Trans. AJ.E.E., 69, 638.
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as shown in Fig. 21, but in large six-pole machines they are mounted on a

movable ring. Mica is the principal insulation and porcelain caps are fitted to

increase the leakage surface.

Fig. 21. M> ijiod oi M()untin<. Brush noinius (Kngtish Fugctuk)

Suspension. Two forms of suspension for an axle-mounted motor with
single-reduction spur gearing are shown m Figs. 22, 23. In one case, Fig. 22,

a lug or “nose,” //, on the motor frame, remote from the suspension bearings,

is supported on a bracket, F, fixed to the transom, B, of the truck, a strap, 6r,

restricting the upward movement With locomotive motors the nose is spring

supported.

In the other case. Fig. 23, a suspension-bar, A
,
bolted to the motor frame,

rests upon “support” springs, jB, which arc earned on each side-frame, D, of the

truck and maintained in position by bolts. Reaction springs, T, restrict the

upward movement of the suspension-bar.

With a cardan-shaft drive—as employed for trolleybuses, battery road
vehicles and some modern rail vehicles (tramcars and motor-coaches)—the
motor is fixed to the chassis or truck frame, machined lugs or facings on the

motor frame being provided for this purpose.

Oearing. A single reduction is usually employed for motor-coaches and
locomotives, but a double reduction may be necessary for Diesel-electric

shunting locomotives to obtain a suitable speed for the motor armature. Fig.

24 shows an axle-suspended motor with double-reduction gearing.



Fia. 22. Arrangement of Nose Suspension for Railway Motor
(B.T.-H.)

A—Bide frame of truck. E—brackets for supporting safety lugs, K,
B—transom. F—bracket for supporting nose.
C—spring-plank (from which the springs sup- Q—strap.

porting the bolster are carried). H—nose.

Z>—swing-links (for carrying the spring-plank). K—safety lugs.

Readstock



m
Fra 23 '^Akrangfment ut Bar Suspension (Mptropoutan-Vickers)

A—suspension bar
B—supporting springs
( —reaction springs

I)— side frame of truck
A— non adjustable axle collar

F—.idjustable axle collar

<ess**.

1 '
** ' wr

f i ai- \ S: ^
i'A-
ilcc

Fig. 24. Axle-supported Motor with Double-reduction Gearing
(English Electric)
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With single-reduction gearing the maximum gear ratio which can be
accommodated is governed by (i) the maximum permissible diameter of the

gearwheel (which is governed by the diameter of the driving wheels), (ii) the

smallest permissible diameter of the pinion, and (iii) the distance between
centres of armature shaft and axle. With driving wheels of small diameter

the axle must usually be recessed into the motor frame to obtain the desired

gear ratio.

Pinions are usually of alloy steel with case-hardened (600 Brinell) and
ground teeth.

Qearwheds are of either cast steel or forged alloy steel with hardened and
ground teeth.*

Fio. 25. Hub, Toothed Rim, Rubber Bush and Pin of Resilient
Gearwheel (Metropolitan-Vickers)

Resilient gearwheels, incorporating either springs or rubber bushes between
the hub and rim, are now frequently used with axle-suspended motors. The
cushioned drive reduces the impact forces (due to irregularities in the track)

on the gear teeth and the armature shaft, and prolongs the life of the gears.

Rubber bushes, Fig. 25, have sufficient resilience for d.c. motor drives, and have
given satisfactory results in service ; they are much cheaper and simpler than
springs and require no maintenance.

Ventilation. The modem commutating-pole traction motor requires

artificial cooling in order to obtain the full advantages of the commutating-
pole design, as with natural cooling the rating of the motor would be con-

siderably below that which would be possible from the commutation standpoint.

The ventilation may be effected either by means of a fan, fixed to the back of

* Much useful information on traction gears is given in British Standard, No. 236.
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the armature, in conjunction with longitudinal ventilating ducts and suitable

openings in the frame—such a machine being known as a self-ventilated motor—

or by means of an external blower in conjunction with suitable air ducts and

openings in the frame of the motor—such a machine being known as a forced-

ventilated motor. The latter system of ventilation is used principally with motors

for locomotive service as, in this case, all motors on the locomotive may be

ventilated by means of a single blower, which can deliver a large quantity of

air at the required pressure.

The advantages of forced ventilation are—(i) the quantity of air may be

adjusted, if desired, within limits
;

(ii) the supply of air to the motors is not

affected by the speed of the latter, so that efficient cooling takes place during

the whole period that the motors are in service
;

(iii) a blower is more efficient

for ventilating purposes than a fan fixed to the armature shaft, especially when

a large quantity of air is required.

For tramway, trolleybus and motor-coach railway services, however, a self-

ventilated motor possesses advantages over a forced-ventilated motor, as the

former is self-contained and the fan adds very little weight to the equipment.

The position of the air inlet openings should be such as to avoid, as far as

possible, the direct ingress of road grit and brake-shoe dust. Road grit causes

unnecessary wear of the brushes, and brake-shoe (lust not only provides a

conducting path when deposited upon the surfaces ot insulators, but is inflam-

mable when ignited by a spark or a flash-over.

Air filters or cleaners are now often used on trolleybus motors, and on

motor-coaches ducts may be provided in the coach bo(iy, with flexible con-

nexions to the motor inlets, so that dust-free air may be drawn through louvres

in the upper part of the coach body.

Rating

The rating of an electrical machine has usually some connexion with the

nature of the load or duty-cycle on which the machine has to operate, e.g.

industrial motors which run continuously under practically steady loads are

rated on a continuous load basis, the rated load being defined as the output
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which the motor will develop continuously with a specified temperature rise.

But with trolleybus, tramway and suburban railway services the duty-cycle

consists of irregular cycles of variable output, a typical cycle being represented

in Fig. 26. The irregularity of the load-cycle is influenced not only by normal
and known variables, such as the variable distance between stations, gradients,

etc., but also by abnormal and unknown variables such as extra stops due to

signal checks, adverse winds, abnormal train resistance, etc.

Hence under these circumstances a rating corresponding to the actual

duty-cycle could not be obtained with factory tests. Accordingly, for commercial
purposes, a nominal or arbitrary rating is adopted for traction motors, and is

based on the one-hour load (at normal voltage) which will produce a tempera-
ture rise of 120”C (by resistance) when the motor is tested at the factory on a
stand in the manner described in Chapter VI 1.

This method of rating was introduced in 1902 by the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, and was at that time considered to represent, for com-
mercial purposes, a fair method of comparing the performances of motors by
means of a simple factory test, i.e. motors of equal one-hour ratings were con-

sidered to be capable of operating similar services with approximately the same
temperature rise. But with modern ventilated motors the one-hour rating gives

no comparison between the service performances of motors. The one-hour test,

however, imposes testing conditions which arc sufficiently severe to ensure

reliability of the motors in service, and for this reason it is retained at the present

day.

The temperature rise in service depends principally upon the average losses

in the motor under service conditions and the rate at which these losses can be
dissipated. The former is influenced by the nature of the service and the

design of the motor; the latter is influenced principall}'^ by the ventilation,

and, with self-ventilated motors, is a function of the armature speed.

With motors built to British and American Standards and having class B
insulation the normal maximum temperature limits under the most adverse
service conditions are 145'^/ for the armature winding and 155°C for the field

winding, with temporary peak values of IflO'^C and ITO'^C resj)ectively, the

temperatures being computed from resistance measurements.

Effect of Ventilation on Temperature Rise and Rating. With any electrical

machine the rate of increase of temperature—due to the heat produced by the

electrical and mechanical losses—depends upon two factors, (i) the rate at

which heat is stored in the mass of the machine, (ii) the rate at which heat is

dissipated by radiation, ventilation, etc. The temperature becomes constant
when the heat produced is entirely dissipated by radiation and ventilation.

The ultimate temperature rise at a steady load is, therefore, affbeted by the
ventilation, but the temperature rise at the end of a run of short duration will

be influenced largely by the thermal capacity of the machine.
Hence the one-hour rating of a traction motor is influenced more by the

thermal capacity of the motor than by the ventilation, but the continuous
and service ratings are influenced almost entirely by the ventilation, and will

depend upon the volume of air which can be passed through the motor per
minute.

The volume of air required to dissipate a given loss is easily calculated if the
effects of radiation, etc., are ignored. Thus, taking the weight of 1 ft* of air to

be 0-076 lb (or 34-5 grammes), the specific heat as 0-237, and the calorie to be
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equivalent to 4*2 watt-seconds, then the energy expended in heating 1 ft® of

air is

34*5 X 0*237 X d X 4*2 = 34*30 watt-seconds.

Effect of Operating Voltage on the Bating. Motors for operating on high-

voltage circuits require larger leakage surfaces at the commutator and brush-

gear in addition to extra insulation on the armature and field coils. Due to the

additional insulation on the coils, and the small size of conductor, the space-

factors of the armature and field coils of a high-voltage motor will be lower

than those of a similar armature and frame wound for a low voltage, e.g.

600 volts.
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Fio. 27. Chakacteristic Curves of Railway Motor (B.T.-H.)

250 h.p., 775 volts, 42-in. whcfls, 318: I gear ratio.

In many cases, however, two 750-volt motors are operated in series on
1,500-volt circuits, each motor being insulated for 1,500 volts, and by the use

of high-grade insulation, the rating of these motors can be made equal to that

of standard low-voltage motors of similar dimensions.

Effect of Wheel Diameter and Gauge on Rating. With an axle-mounted
motor, the size of motor, and therefore the rating, is limited by (i) the diameter

of the driving wheels, (ii) the gauge of the track rails. For a given diameter of

wheel the maximum vertical dimension of the motor is fixed by (a) the clearance

between the bottom of the motor and the track, (6) the clearance between the

top of the motor and the underside of the car floor. In deciding upon the

minimum clearance between the bottom of the motor and the track, due allow-

ance must be made for wear of the wheel tyres, as otherwise, with a large motor,

the full wear may not be obtained from the tyres.

The gauge of the track rails has also a considerable effect on the rating of a

motor for a given diameter of driving wheel, and narrow gauges restrict very

considerably the output, especially when the wheel diameter cannot be increased

to allow the use of a six-pole design.
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When the whole distance between the wheel hubs is occupied by the motor
and gearing, it* is possible, with countersunk or roller armature bearings, and
single gearing, to utilize about 75 per cent of this distance for the armature
and commutator, the remaining 25 per cent being occupied by the gear,

gear-case, and frame-heads.

Characteristic Curves

Typical characteristic curves of a railway motor designed for motor-coach

service are given in Fig. 27. These curves show the speed, tractive effort,

output and efficiency, at normal voltage, for a given gear ratio and diameter

of driving wheels. They have been plotted in accordance with the standard

method adopted for traction motors, and the manner in which the various

quantities are determined and calculated is considered in detail in Chapter VII.

Locomotive Motors

Except in the case of light locomotives, for which the standard geared motor,

as used on motor-coach trains, is suitable, the motors are of larger output than
those previously discussed, and in consequence modifications are necessary in

the methods of transmitting the power to the driving axle and of mounting
the motors. Moreover, the service conditions usually involve relatively long

running periods, and therefore the motors must be selected on a continuous-

rating basis. Again, owing to the facility with which forced ventilation can be
applied to the motors and the advantages of this method of ventilation, the

larger locomotive motors are always of the forced-ventilated type.

Suspension. Nose suspension is employed on slow and moderate-speed
locomotives for motors with ratings up to 500 h.p.

Frame suspension (i.e. mounting the motors on the frame of the truck or

locomotive, which is spring supported from the axles) is necessary on high-

speed locomotives to obtain good running qualities. In this case flexibility is

necessary in the transmission system as transverse relative motion may occur

between the armature shafts and the axles. The flexibility is usually obtained
by fixing the gear-wheel to a quill or hollow shaft (which surrounds the axle

with suitable clearances) and interposing a flexible coupling between the quill

and the driving wheels. Details, together with alternative methods, are given
in Chapter XVII.

Gearing. Single gearing is suitable for outputs (per axle) up to about
f)00 h.p. and twin gearing (i.e. a pinion and gear-wheel at each end of the motor)
for larger outputs. In the latter case springs are fitted to either the pinions or

the gear-wheels to ensure equal division of the load.

Frame-mounted Motors. Fig. 28 illustrates a frame-mounted twin-geared

motor with resilient pinions. In this case, as the final drive is by connecting
rods, the gear-wheels are mounted on a shaft which is carried in bearings on
the locomotive frame. Fig. 29 illustrates a frame-mounted motor for a quill

drive and shows the usual arrangement when the motor and gearing have to be
accommodated between the wheel hubs. The quill is carried in bearings on
the motor frame, and as the latter is fixed to the truck or locomotive frame,
the whole weight of the motor, quill and gearing is spring supported.

3~(T.5043)
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Fia. 28 Fkaml MOUNTED Twin orArti d Motok with Rfsttjt nt
Pinions (Mftkofolu an Vickius)

Fio 29 Frame-moitntkd Motor for Quill Drive (Alsthom)

The twin motor, with quill drive, provides one method of obtaining a greater
output per axle than is possible with a single motor and a quill drive. The
arrangement is shown in Fig. 30, and possesses the following advantages

—

(i) the two armatures may be designed for permanent series connexion on
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1,500- and 3,000-volt circuits; (ii) the armatures and frame diameters are

smaller than those of the corresponding single motor and in consequence a

higher gear ratio is practicable, thereby leading to a higher armature rotative

speed and reduced dimensions; (iii) only single, instead of twin, gearing is

necessary, and therefore a greater proportion of the distance between the

wheel hubs is available for the armature.

An alternative method, also particularly suitable when two motors are to be

connected permanently in series, is to use two single motors—each rated at

one half of the total output required from the axle—and to mount these in

tandem, with the pinions driving a central gear-wheel on a quill, from which

the axle is driven by a universal (Oldham type) coupling. This arrangement
allows practically the full width of the locomotive body to be used for the motors

and gearing, and enables outputs of 1,000 h.p. or more to be obtained from a
single axle.

Fia. 30 (Jenj ral Arrangement oi* Twin Motor and Driving
Axee (Oerlikon)

Speed Control. Locomotives for express passenger service and those for

mixed services must have a relatively large number of economical running
speeds. These speeds may be obtained by grouping the motors of a multi-motor
equipment m series, series-parallel and parallel (as explained in Chapters VIII
and IX) and by weakening the field, by either tapping or shunting the field

winding or a combination of both. If shunting is employed to obtain a moderate
or large amount of field weakening the shunt must be inductive, with a time-
constant approximating to that of the field winding, in order to ensure the
correct division of current under both normal and transient conditions.

In the motor illustrated in Fig. 14, the exciting field winding is divided into
three sections, and five speeds are obtained, for a given armature current and
voltage, by field tapping and shunting.

Tbollbybus Motors
Modern trolleybuses are equipped with a single-driving motor* with a l-hour

• In Great Britain the laden weight of trolleybuses is limited by statutory regulations
to definite values depending on the number of axles {see Chapter XV). Hence lightness m
the electrical equipment is essential, and if a two-motor equipment were used a reduction
in the seating capacity of at least two passengers would be necessary in comparison with the
same vehicle with a single-motor equipment.
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Fig. 31a. Tbolleybus Motobs

() Longitudinal section (Metropolitan-Viekers)
() Exploded view showing fan, end shields, frame with armature, brush-gear

(Crompton-Parkinson)
(c) Motor with overhung generator and cyclonic dust catcher for Incoming ventilating

air (G E C )
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rating between 100 and 140 h.p. (corresponding to a vehicle speed of about
12 m.p.h.). The motor is fixed to the chassis of the vehicle (which is spring

supported from the road wheels) and the power is transmitted through a pro-

peller shaft to a worm-driven differential gear in the back axle, this method of

power transmission being similar to that adopted in internal-combustion-

engined vehicles (except that, on the trolleybus, there is no change-speed
gearing). The frame of the motor can therefore be made lighter than that of a
corresponding axle-suspended motor, and with the moderately high armature
speed, of 1,100 to 1,250 r.p.m. at the 1-hour rating, the weight per rated h.p.

is of the order of 10 lb. Typical motors are shown in Fig. 31 a.

Due tothe rubbertyres and thequiet-

ness of the worm drive, precautions are

taken to ensure quiet operation of the

motor, e.g. magnetic hum is reduced to

a low level and the ventilating fan is of

the aphonic type. The fan is located

outsidethebearing housing at the driving

end (in order to obtain a large diameter),

and the incoming air usually enters

through a filter or cyclonic dust catcher,

one form of which is shown diagram

-

maticalty in Fig. 31 b.

The main field windings are usually

compound, as a straight series winding
may cause difficulties in rheostatic

braking, because the mechanical weak-
ness of the worm, differential gear and
axle shafts imposes a limit to the braking
torque. The shunt and series windings
are proportioned according to the type
of braking characteristic desired. For
example, in a motor intended for re-

generative braking the ampere-turns
supplied by the shunt winding at normal
voltage are greater than those of the
series winding at rated current; while
in a motor intended for rheostatic Fig* 31b. Cross Section of Cyclonic Am
braking the shunt ampere-turns at
normal voltage are relatively weak in

comparison with the series ampere-turns at rated current (motor operation).

In both cases the windings act cumulatively for motor operation and differen-

tially for generator operation.

Typical characteristic curves are given in Fig. 32, which show the wide
range of speed control, during motor operation, by field weakening, and the
limitation of the braking torque during generator operation.

Filter showing Air Flow and Dust-
settling Compartments (G.E.C.)

Commercial Battery Vehicle Motors

Battery vehicles are usually equipped with batteries of either 30 or 36 lead-acid
cells, the number of cells and their ampere-hour capacity depending on the
vehicle and its nominal load.

A typical series motor suitable for a range of vehicles carrying loads from
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Fig. 32. Characteristk’ Curves of Compound Trolleybus Motor
(Metkopolitajst-Vickers)

Fig. 33. Characteristic Curves of B.T.-H,
Battery-vehicle Motor
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12cwt to 2 tons has a l-hour rating of 12Jh.p. at 72 volts, and lOJh.p. at

60 volts. Characteristic curves are shown in Fig. 33.

Two such motors connected in series and supplied from a 72-cell battery

are employed for vehicles carrying loads of 6 tons.

The motor is of the self-ventilated type with class B insulation. The frame
and frame-heads are of fabricated steel plate, the frame being cylindrical in

shape with machined facings for bolting to longitudinal members of the chassis.

The drive is by cardan shaft to the back axle. When two motors are employed
each armature shaft is geared to a common gear-wheel which is coupled to the

cardan shaft.



CHAPTBK V

SINGLE-PHASE TRACTION MOTORS

The development of single-phase motors for electric traction has been confined

exclusively to machines of the commutator type, as the single-phase induction

motor is incapable of exerting a large torque at starting. Although in the early

days of single-phase traction commutator motors of several types (e.g. com-
pensated series, compensated repulsion, brush-shifting repulsion, series-repul-

sion) were developed, only the compensated-series type has survived. This

type of motor has been adopted as standard for the extensive network of the

Swiss Federal Railways and for other electrifications in Scandinavia, Austria

and Germany
;

it is also in use in America on the Pennsylvania Railroad and
the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad.

These applications are all of low frequency (1G| c/s and 25 c/s) due to

factors concerned with the design and performance of the traction motors at

the time when these railways were electrified. Recent development work on
series motors has shown that they can be built (with limitations) to give satis-

factory service at the standard industrial frequency of 50 c/s, thus enabling

entirely new long-distance electrifications to be planned for this frequency
throughout the whole system.

Theory of Single-phase Series Motor
The simplest form of single-phase series motor consists of a laminated magnetic
circuit and an armature, with commutator and brushes which closely resembles

the armature of a low-voltage d.c. motor. The main excitation is supplied by a
field winding which is connected in scries with the armature.

If such a motor is supplied at standstill with alternating (jurrent of low
frequency a pulsating torque is developed^ and the relationship between the mean
value of the torque and the root-mean-square value of the current is almost
identical with that obtained when the motor is supplied with direct current.

The similarity between the performance with direct and alternating (current

follows from the fundamental principles of electromagnetic commutator
machines. Thus in any electromagnetic machine the magnitude of the torque

developed at any instant is directly proportional to the product of the values,

at that instant, of the fiux and armature current, while the direction of the

torque depends solely upon the relative directicnis, in space, of these quantities.

With series excitation, an unsaturated magnetics circuit, and an alternating

supply, the fiux is practically in phase with, and is proportional in magnitude
to, the armature current. Hence the torque at any instant is approximately
proportional to the square of the current.

Relationship between torc^ue and current. The relationship between
the mean value of the torque and the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value of the current
is readily deduced for the simple case when both current and flux follow sine laws.

Thus if the current is given by i sin ml and the flux by <I>
—

<I>„i sin mt^ the
instantaneous torque is

^in»t
~ sin* ml
= - COS 2mt)

— Wm^m COS 2mt
where A; is a constant.

58
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Thus the torque is pulsating, and may be resolved into a steady component
(equal to and an alternating component (equal to cos 2mt) having
a frequency double that of the supply current. The mean value of the latter, taken

over a period of the supply current, is zero.

Hence the mean torque over a period is

^mean “
In the case of a purely unsaturated magnetic circuit the flux is directly pro-

portional to the current, and the mean torque is

• *^mean — k P
where /( — 1^1V^) is r.m.s. value of the current.

The function of the commutator is the same in both single-phase and d.c.

motors, i.e. to enable each motor to exert a continuous torque. Thus with

a.c. operation the flux and armature current both alternate at the same fre-

quency, and the torque exerted by any particular armature conductor when
under a given pole face is always in the same direction. When this conductor
moves to a position under a pole face of opposite polarity, the direction of the

current in it is reversed (due to the action of the commutator and bushes),

and the torque is in the same direction as before. Therefore the commutator
performs the same functions whether the supply is direct or alternating, and is

as necessary for one case as for the other.

Electrical Conditions at Starting. Two important conditions occur at

starting, (i) the power factor is extremely low, (ii) the armature coils which
are short-circuited by the brushes on the commutator will probably become
overheated and vicious sparking will occur if the segments connected to these

coils break contact with the brushes (due to any slight movement of the
armature).

The low power factor is due to the inductances of the armature and field

windings. The inductance of the former is due to the magneto-motive force

produced by the current in the armature, the direction of this magneto-motive
force being along the neutral, or brush, axis. Since this magneto-motive force

is not essential for the production of torque in the motor it may be neutralized

without affecting the relationship between torque and current.

In order to neutralize the magneto-motive force of the armature a stationary
winding, producing an equal, but opposing, magneto-motive force, must be
placed as closely as possible to the armature winding, and must be distributed

in space in the same manner as the armature winding. Such a winding—called

a neutralizing or com,pensating winding—is, therefore, always provided in

commercial motors and is located in the pole faces, as shown in Fig. 42 : it may
be connected in series with the armature winding (i.e. conductively excited),

or, alternatively, it may be short-circuited upon itself (i.e. inductively excited).
In the latter case the neutralizing ampere-turns are derived by transformer
action from the armature winding, but, due to inevitable losses and to the
presence of an air gap between the two windings, the neutralizing ampere-turns
so obtained will always be lower than the armature turns, and, therefore, a
portion of the armature magneto-motive force will remain un-neutralized.
The method, however, possesses the advantage that the number of turns in
the winding do not require to be so carefully chosen as for the conductively-
excited winding. But with present-day motors the conductively-excited winding
is preferred on account of the better performance of the motor.
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The overheating of certain armature coils and the vicious sparking at the
brushes are due to the relatively large circulating currents which are induced
by the alternating main flux in the coils short-circuited by the brushes, these

coils and the main field coils acting as the secondary and primary windings of a
transformer. The conditions are represented in Fig. 34, which shows the
relative directions, at a given instant, of the currents and fluxes for a ring

armature winding with the brushes in the neutral position. It will be observed

Fio. 34. Diagram showing Directions of Transformer e.m.f’s. and
Circulating (Currents in Armature of Single-phase Series Motor

The fluxes which wouhi i)e produced by the 8ei)arato action of armature and
compensating windings are denoted by d>o and <l>„ respectively.

that the armature coils occupying the neutral zones are traversed by the whole
of the main flux, and, therefore, the coils which are short-circuited by the

brushes will be the seat of relatively large cirijulating currents. The steps which
must be taken to reduce these currents in commercial motors are considered

in the discussion of commutation which is given later.

Electrical Conditions when Running. These involve the consideration of (i)

the relationship between speed and torque, (ii) power factor, (iii) commutation.
The relationship between speed and torque is best obtained by deriving

first the relationships between (i) torque and current, (ii) speed and current.

The relationship between torque and current has already been obtained, and
the relationship between speed and current is readily obtained from the funda-

mental principles governing the action of electromagnetic machines. Thus, in

any rotating armature supplied with energy through brushes and commutator,
the e.m.f. generated in the armature winding due to its rotation—this e.m.f.

will be called the dynamic e.m.f.—together with any other internal e.m.f’s.

due to the current and the main flux must, at every instant, balance the external

e.m.f. applied to the brushes.

With a d.c. supply only two internal e.m.f’s. have to be considered, (i) the

dynamic e.m.f. (usually called the “back-e.m.f.” or “counter-e.m.f.'’ in direct-

current motors), and (ii) the voltage drop due to the resistance of the armature
circuit. But with an alternating-current supply other e.m.f’s. are present,

which are due to (iii) the alternations of the main flux through the armature
winding, and (iv) the alternations of the current in the armature conductors.

The former are called static e.m.fs. and the latter inductive e.m.fs.
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The static e.m,f’s. due to the alterations of the main flux through those

armature coils which form the electrical circuits between the brushes cancel

out when the magnetic circuits are symmetrical (i.e. when the flux from each

pole divides equafiy in passfng through the armature core, as indicated in Fig.

34) and the axis of the brushes is perpendicular to the axis of the main flux,

these conditions being represented diagrammatically in Fig. 34. But in those

coils which are short-circuited by the brushes the e.m.f’s. induced by the main

flux are active and set up circulating currents in the closed circuits.

The inductive e.m.f’s. due to the alternations of the current in those arma-

ture coils which form the circuits between the brushes

are almost negligible in commercial motors which are

provided with pole-face windings for neutralizing the

magneto-motive force of the armature.

The dynamic e.m.f. is, therefore, the principal internal

e.m.f. in the armature circuit (i.e. that portion of the arma-

ture winding between the brushes) of a commercial single-

phase motor when the armature is rotating.

The r.m.s. value of this e.m.f. is given by the equation

E = X 10-» .... (15)

where p denotes the number of poles, N the number of

turns per circuit of the armature winding, n the speed in

revolutions per second, and the maximum or crest value

of the flux per pole, which is assumed to vary sinusoidally

with respect to time.

Hence the speed in revolutions per second is given by

n = E X 107[(2/V2)2>O,„iVl

which is of similar form to the speed equation for a d.c. motor.
The r.m.s. value of the static e.m.f. induced in the exciting winding by the

alternations of the main flux is

E, ^ (27r/V2)fN,<I>„, X 10-« .... (16)

where / denotes the frequency of the supply current, Nf the number of turns
in the exciting winding, and <!>,« has the same significance as in equation
(15).

Power Factor. The conditions under which a high power factor may be
obtained can be determined by a consideration of the vector diagram for the
motor. For the simplest case of a motor in which the armature reaction is

neutralized, and only resistance losses in the armature and field circuits are
present, the vector diagram is shown in Fig. 35. In this diagram the flux is

represented by OO and is the vector of reference, the current—which is in

phase with the flux—by 01, and the terminal voltage—which leads the current
by the angle ^—by OF. The terminal voltage balances the vector sum, Oc, of
the internal e.m.f ’s., of which the dynamic e.m.f. is represented by Oa, the vol-
tage drop due to the total resistance of the motor by ah, and the inductive
e.m.f. induced in the field (excitation) winding by be.

Hence for a high power factor (i.e. for ^ to be a small angle) the inductive
e.m.f. must be small in comparison with the dynamic e.m.f.

Fio. 35. Vector
Diagram for
Series Motor
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If resistance losses are ignored we have

Whence

tan ^ =
inductive e.m.f.

dynamic e.m.f.

(27r/V2)/Ar,0^ X 10-0

(2/x/2)pnNO^ X ib-"

Power factor = cos = (1 + tan^ (^)“i

^ Jr+
• • • • (17)

where tig is the synchronous speed (=//^prev. per sec), / the frequency of

supply, p the number of poles, n the speed of rotation of the armature, Nf the
total number of turns in the exciting winding, N the number of turns per circuit

of the armature (i.e. the number of turns in series between the brushes),

the crest value of the flux per pole, the distribution of which is assumed to be
sinusoidal.

Hence for a given motor the power factor at the highest speed (i.e. at light

load) will approach unity and will decrease as the speed decreases.

Transformer e.m.f. The commutating conditions in the simple series motor
are considerably more complicated than those in a direct-current motor, as,

in addition to the e.m.f s. induced in the commutated coils by the reversal of

the armature current, there is a static e.m.f.—called the “transformer e.m.f.”

—

which is induced in these coils by the alternations of the main flux. This
e.m.f., for a coil of N^. turns, is given by

E, = (27r/V2)i\rj(D,, X 10-«
. . . (16a)

Hence, as N^. is unity in traction motors, is proportional to

Effects Caused by Circulating Currents. Since the magnitude of the trans-

former e.m.f. in a given motor is proportional to the main flux its largest values

occur at heavy loads (i.e. at high current inputs), so that under these conditions

severe sparking is liable to occur, as the coils undergoing commutation have the

circulating currents due to the transformer e.m.f. superimposed upon the current

which is being commutated.
The circulating currents, however, produce other effects which are detri-

mental to the performance of the motor. Thus, since the coils occupying the

neutral zone are in the position of maximum mutual inductance with respect

to the exciting winding, and the circulating currents are produced by induction,

the ampere-turns set up by the short-circuited coils act in opposition to the
ampere-turns producing the main flux (see Fig. 34). This reaction results in a
weakening of the main flux as well as a phase displacement between this flux

and the armature current, thereby reducing the torque. These effects are shown
in the vector diagram of Fig. 36, in which OY represents the main flux, OB the

ampere-turns producing this flux, and OF the transformer e.m.f. (which is in

time quadrature with the flux). Jf we disregard any other e.m.f’s. that may be
induced in these coils, then the circulating currents produced by the transformer

e.m.f. can be represented by 00, in phase with OF. The reaction ampere-turns
due to the circulating currents, are represented by OC, and act along the axis
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of the field winding. Therefore, OB represents the resultant of the field ampere-
turns and the reaction ampere-turns. Hence the field ampere-turns are repre-

sented by OA, and the main current by 01, which leads the flux by the angle fl.

Therefore the circulating currents are not only detrimental to commutation,
but they affect adversely the output and efficiency. They also lead to increased

losses and heating, and necessitate more ampere-turns to be supplied by the
main field winding than are required for magnetic purposes.

Reduction of Circulating Currents. When the armature is rotating the
statically-induced transformer e.m.f. in the coils undergoing commutation
may be neutralized by an opposing dynamically-

induced e.m.f. (called the “commutating e.m.f.”)

if a commutating flux of the correct density and
time-phase is provided in the neutral zone. Under
these conditions there would be no circulating

currents.

If complete neutralization of the transformer

e.m.f. is to be obtained over a range of speeds

the magnitude of the commutating flux must be
proportional to the quotient (main flux/speed).

This condition follows from the fact that the mag-
nitude of the transformer e.m.f. is proportional

to the main flux, and the commutating e.m.f. is

proportional to the product of armature speed
and commutating flux. But the speed is approxi-

mately proportional to the quotient (terminal

voltage/main flux). Hence, the commutating flux would have to be proportional

to the quotient [(main flux)2/terminal voltage], a condition which would be
difficult to satisfy in practice.

In a commercial motor it is only practicable to neutralize the transformer
e.m.f. over a limited range of loads. But, what is of greater importance, this

voltage cannot be neutralized to the slightest degree at starting.

Circulating Currents at Starting. The magnitude of the circulating currents

at starting is proportional to transformer e.m.f. per coil X number of coils

short-circuited by a brush ; resistance of path of circulating currents. This
path includes the contact surface of the brushes, the appropriate armature
coils and their connexions to the commutator segments.

Hence for a given transformer e.m.f. per coil the circulating currents can
be limited by the use of narrow brushes of high contact resistance, together
with, if necessary, high-resistance connexions, or “resistive leads,” between
the coils and commutator segments. The latter method has limited applications

in practice and is not employed in modern 16f-c/s European motors. High-
resistance connexions, however, are employed in some recently-developed

50-c/s motors, and also in some American 25-c/s motors for motor-coach trains.

Reactance Voltage of Commutation. In addition to the transformer e.m.f.

the coils undergoing commutation have induced in them an e.m.f. (called the
“reactance voltage of commutation”) due to the change in the flux linked with
the slot portions and end connexions of these coils when the current is reversed
or commutated. This flux, in the case of a particular coil is directly proportional

Fig. 36. Effects due to
ClRCTTLATTNO ClTRRENTS
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to the current in that coil, and therefore the induced e.m.f. is proportional to

change of current during commutation/time of commutation. When the

time of commutation—which is constant at constant speed—is small in com-

parison with the time of one cycle of the supply current, the current in a par-

ticular coil during commutation changes from, say, + ^ to — i, where i is the

current in the armature winding at the particular instant at which commutation
commences, and, for an a.c. commutator motor, may have any value between

zero and the crest value of the armature current for the particular operating

conditions. Therefore the induced e.m.f. is proportional to i, and the “reactance

voltage” is proportional to, and in phase with, the supply current.

Hence the reactance voltage and the transformer e.m.f. have a phase

difference of 90°.

Fig. 37. Cibcitit and Vector Diagrams for Shunted Commutating -pole
Winding

Commutating Poles. Although these poles are ineffective in reducing
sparking at starting and only partially effective at low armature speeds, their

use enables the circulating currents to be reduced to low values over a range
of speeds and loads, so that good commutation is obtained for normal running
conditions. Other advantages are higher efficiency and a greater output from
a given size of armature core.

For ideal commutation (i.e. no circulating currents) the flux density at the
face of the commutating pole must be such that the e.m.f. generated in the
armature conductors by their motion through this flux balances, in both
magnitude and phase, the vector sum of the transformer e.m.f. and the
reactance voltage. To satisfy this condition the phase of the commutating
flux must be displaced from the main flux by about 30° to 50° (lagging).

The ampere-turns to be supplied by the commutating-pole winding must
balance any un-neutralized armature ampere-turns and provide the requisite

magneto-motive force for passing the commutating flux through the pole, air

gap, and armature teeth.

Excitation of Commutating Poles. The simplest method of obtaining the
phase displacement of the commutating flux is to provide a series winding
and shunt this with a non-inductive resistor. The circuit and vector diagrams
are shown in Fig. 37.
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In the vector diagram (which represents the conditions for ideal com-
mutation) the magnitude and phase of the ampere-turns required to produce
the commutating flux OZ is represented by Oq, while OY represents the main
flux and 01 the main current. If the armature ampere-turns are completely

compensated, then the ampere-turns on the commutating pole must be equal

to Oq. The current in the commutating-pole winding must be in phase with

Oq ;
and if OH represents the current required, then OK—the vector difference

of 01 and OH—^represents the current in the shunt.

The voltage drop On in the commutating-pole circuit is obtained by com-
pounding Ov (which represents the e.in.f. induced in the commutating-pole

Fi(}. 38. Vk(T()h Diagkam Ytm (\)MMercial Sekiks Motor

winding) with vu (which represents the internal voltage drop due to the resis-

tance of the winding). The resistance value of the shunt is then obtained by
dividing Ou by the shunt current OK,

This method has given very satisfactory results in practice. The loss in the

shunt-resistor at rated load is about 1 per cent of the output for modern low-

frequency (16 1 c/s) motors, but may be from 4 to 9 times this amount for

industrial-frequency (50 c/s) motors.

Vector Diagram for a Commercial Series Motor. The vector diagram must
include the effects of losses, magnetic saturation, magnetic leakage, and circu-

lating currents, all of which vary with the load. Hence the diagram can be
drawn to represent only one operating condition. The process, however,

involves trial and error as the magnitudes and phases of some quantities have
to be assumed.

When the terminal voltage corresponding to a particular value of flux and
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speed (or dynamic e.m.f.) is to be determined the diagram is constructed as

follows.

A value is assumed for the main flux (OY, Fig. 38a). The saturation

ampere-turns required for this flux are represented by OB. The reaction

ampere-turns OC (due to circulating currents) are assumed—^in magnitude
and phase—in order that the field ampere-turns OA and the main current 01
may be determined.

The magnitude and phase of the current in the commutating-pole winding
is now determined from data of the winding and the shunting resistor. Thus,
in Fig. 38a, OK represents the current in the shunt resistor, and OH the

current in the commutating-pole winding. The commutating flux is, therefore,

represented by OZ, which is in phase with 0^.*
Next the magnitude and phase of the reaction ampere-turns, 00, must be

checked. The voltage producing the circulating currents is the resultant of

(i) the transformer e.m.f., (ii) the reactance voltage, and (iii) the commutating
e.m.f. These e.m.f ’s. can all be calculated and are represented, in Fig. 386, by
Ox (transformer e.m.f.), Oy (reactance voltage), and Oz (commutating e.m.f.).

Hence Ow is the resultant voltage producing the circulating currents, and these

currents may be considered to be in phase with Ow. The reaction ampere-turns,

00, Fig. 38a, due to the circulating currents are, therefore, in phase with Ow,
and their magnitude can be determined from the magnitude of Ow and data
of the armature winding.

The vector diagram is completed by determining the terminal voltage of the

motor, which is obtained from the vector polygon of internal e.m.f ’s. in the main
circuit of the motor. Thus, in Fig. 3Sa, Oa represents the dynamic e.m.f.

generated in the armature by its rotation in the main flux
;

ah, be, cd, de, the

e.m.f’s. due to the impedances of the exciting, neutralizing, commutating-pole
and armature windings taken in order. Oe is therefore the resultant internal

e.m.f. and is balanced by the terminal voltage OV.

(tEneral Remarks on Single-phase Series Motors

In comparison with d.c. traction motors, single-phase series motors have a large

number of poles, low flux per pole, small air gaps and moderate flux densities

in the magnetic circuits. Hence relatively few exciting ampere-turns per pole

are re(|uired and only a small i*adial depth of iron is necessary in the stator

core. Pole-face, or compensating, windings for neutralizing armature reaction,

and commutating poles are necessary to obtain good performance.

Flux per Pole. Considerations of the permissible sparking at starting, due
to the commutation of the cnrculating currents, limit the transformer e.m.f. in

the armature coils to about 3 volts per coil, assuming a simple lap winding with
single-turn (*,oils and no high-resistance connexions. Inserting this value in

equation (16a), we obtain — 67 *6//* megalines per pole, where/is the supply
frequency. Hence for a frequency of 16 § c/s the flux is limited to about 4
megalines per pole, but for a frequency of 50 c/s the limit is l-35t megalines
under the assumed conditions.

* If any armature ampere-turns are un-neutralized by the compensating winding they
must be balanced by a component of the commutating-pole ampere-turns.

f A higher flux under running conditions may be employed if the fleld winding is

shunted at starting and at low speeds (e.g. up to about 6 m.p.h.).
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Nliill1>6l of Polos. With the limited flux per pole a large number of poles is

necessary to obtain sufiicient total flux for the requisite torque (since torque is

proportional to the product of total flux and total armature ampere-conductors).

Low-frequency motors for motor-coaches have either 6 or 8 poles, and modern
locomotive motors have from 10 to 14 poles. Industrial-frequency locomotive

motors of 700 h.p., with duplex armature winding, have 16 poles.

Air Gap. A small air gap (2 to 3 mm) and moderate flux densities are

necessary from considerations of power factor.

Power Factor Considerations. We have already seen that for a high power
factor the inductive e.m.f. of the motor must be low in comparison with the

dynamic e.m.f. A magnetic circuit of low reluctance, together with a compen-
sating winding to neutralize armature reaction, satisfies the condition for a low
inductive e.m.f. To obtain a low ratio for the inductive and dynamic e.m.f’s.

equation (17) shows that (i) the speed of rotation of the armature must be
high in relation to the so-called ‘'synchronous speed,’’ and (ii) the number of
turns per circuit in the armature winding should be large in comparison with
those in the exciting (main field) winding.

These conditions necessitate a high speed of rotation, a low frequency,

a relatively large number of poles and the maximum practicable number of

armature conductors (which in the present case is governed solely by heating

considerations).

In modern low-frequency motors the speed at rated load is from seven to

eight times the “synchronous” speed, and the number of turns per circuit of

the armature winding is from two to three times the number of turns in the

field winding. Hence, theoretically, the power factor at rated load, as given by
equation (17), is

cos
<l>
= [I + (^TT X } X i)2]-i = 0-994

but in practice—due to the leakage reactances of the field and armature
windings—the power factor would be about 0*96 to 0-97.

The low reluctance of the magnetic circuit and the neutralization of armature
reaction result in relatively few ampere-turns per pole for the field (exciting)

winding. In consequence the ratio (field ampere-turns per pole/armature
ampere-turns per pole) is of the order of 0-4 to 0-6, whereas for a d.c. traction

motor it is of the order of 1 -5 to 2.

Thus considerations ofpowerfactor and commutation require the single-phase

series motor to be designed on radically different lines to the d.c. traction motor.

Operating Voltage. The limitations imposed by the commutating conditions

at starting have a direct influence on the operating voltage, which is restricted

to low values, due to the low flux per pole and the limited number of commutator
segments which can be accommodated between the closely-spaced brushes.

Thus for a motor with p poles, a simple lap winding with N turns per circuit

and single-turn coils, the number of commutator segments is equal to pN.
If Tc is the pitch of the segments in inches and Vc is the peripheral speed of the

commutator (ft/min) corresponding to the speed n (r.p.s.) at rated load, we
have pNn = 12vJ60tc-

Making this substitution for pNn in the equation for the dynamic e.m.f.

in the armature, we have
E - (2ly/2)<b^,pNn X 10-8

= (2|6^/2)(t>Mrc) X 10-8
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Now is limited to a definite value as already shown, and if is chosen

at 6,000 ft/min (30 metres per sec) at rated load, at 0*18 in. (4*6 mm), the

dynamic e.m.f. for 16f c/s (for which, with = 3V, = 4 x 10®) is

(2/5V2) X 4 X 10® X (6,000/0-18) X 10-“® == 380 V
The corresponding terminal voltage of the motor would be about 410 V,

which is approximately the operating voltage of locomotive motors for this

frequency.

For the industrial frequency of 50 c/s and the same values for r^, the

djmamic e.m.f. would be 127 V. But higher values (180 to 200 V) are possible

if a duplex armature winding is employed or if the limits of E^ and v^. are

increased and Tc is reduced to 0-15 in. (3-8 mm).

Output per Pole. If losses are ignored the output (P watts) is given by

P = EI = p^^NIn X (2/V2) X 10-.®

whence Pjp = <l>^NIn x (2/\/2) x 10“®

Now NI is equal to the total armature ampere-tunis, and may be expressed

in terms of the armature diameter (/)) and the specific electric loading (©)

—

i.e. ampere conductors per unit length (cm or in.) of armature periphery—thus

NI = \ttDQ, Also can be expressed in terms of the transformer e.m.f.

frequency, and other constants of the armature, as shown on p. 62. Effecting

these substitutions, we have

P
V \2^ \fN, X 10-®

X X 10-
1/2

When the number of turns per armature coil (N^,) is unity

P/p _ iE.DQnlf

But if V denotes the peripheral speed of the armature in feet per minute
V — 60w7rZ)/12, when the diameter of the armature is expressed in inches, so

that nD = vj^TT. Hence the output equation becomes

P/p ^ vQEJMAf (18)

Q being expressed in ampere-conductors per inch of armature periphery.

Now Q and v have definite limiting values, the former being governed by
considerations of heating and the latter by mechanical considerations.* Hence,
with limiting values for v and Q, the output per pole is directly proportional to

the transformer e.m.f. and inversely proportional to the frequency.

The permissible value of Ef is governed by the magnitude of the circulating

currents allowable under starting conditions. For a given frequency the output
is, therefore, restricted by the transformer e.m.f.

The importance of a low frequency is again emphasized by equation (18).

The adoption of a specially-low frequency—such as 16,^ c/s—instead of 25 c/s,

therefore, results in improved power factor, higher efficiency, improved com-
mutation, better starting performance, and fewer poles for a given output.

The peripheral speed at rated load may be of the order of from 7,000 to 8,000 ft per
minute, the limiting peripheral speed at light loads being of the order of 13,000 ft per
minute. The limiting value of Q for forced ventilation is of the order of 500 to 600 ampere-
conductors per cm (1,250 to 1,500 ampere-conductors per in.).
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These advantages have been recognized fully by Continental manufacturers of
single-phase traction equipment, and the standardization of a frequency of

16f* c/s, instead of 25 c/s, for single-phase railways in Europe is the principal
reason why single-phase traction has made such-progress there.

Losses and Efficiency. The low operating voltage results in a relatively

large current at the rated load of the motor, e.g. for a 600 h.p. motor the full-

load current is approximately 1,250 A at 16| c/s and 2,800 A at 50 c/s. These
currents necessitate a large number of brushes on the commutator and relatively

high losses at the surface of the latter, e.g. about 7*5 kW at the low frequency
and 18 kW at the higher frequency.

The PR losses in the armature and stator windings will be comparable to,

or slightly greater than, those in the armature and field windings of the
corresponding d.c. motor.

The core loss will be slightly higher than that for the corresponding d.c.

motor due to the loss in the stator core and the higher frequency of magnetic
reversals in the armature core.

The windage and ventilation losses will also exceed those for the corres-

ponding d.c. motor, and in addition there is the loss in the shunt resistor for

commutating-pole winding.

The full-load efficiency of a low-frequency motor will therefore be somewhat
lower than that of a d.c. motor of similar output, and the difference will become
greater as the frequency increases. Typical values for a 600-h.p. locomotive
motor (excluding gear losses) are 90*5 per cent for 16§ c/s, 85 to 87 per cent for

50 c/s and 94 per cent for a d.c. motor.

Loss in Shunt Resistor. This loss {I\) is equal to the product of the voltage

(Ecp) at the terminals of the commutating pole winding and the current (/,) in the
shunt. If

<l>c
is the phase difference between the main current (/) and the current in

the commutating-pole winding, Ig — I sin Also Ef,p — (27r/y'2) <t>cNcpf X 10“®,

where is the commutating-pole flux and N^p the number of turns on each
commutating-pole.

Expressing the loss as a fraction of the output {P ^ El) we have

P^ _ Ef.pI sin<^ {27rl\/'2)p(!>f,Nf.pf X 10'® sin

P ~ El (2/v'2)pO,„yVn X 10 ®

f
sin

<l>f.

Now Ncp — EcpI^ cos <!>(., where F^p denotes the ampere-turns due to the current
in the commutating-pole winding, and <!>,„ = 10 ®('v/2/27r)i?^//, for single-turn coils.

Also INn — \QrrDn — where Q is the spociflc electric loading (ampere-
conductors per unit length of armature periphery), D, the diameter of the armature,
and Vao the peripheral speed. Whence

- f tan
10»V2

i.e. the percentage loss in the shunt resistor is proportional to the square of the
frequency if the other factors are constant.

* The frequency of 16f c/s has been chosen in order to give a convenient ratio for the
number of poles in frequency changers (which must be employed in the sub-stations when
the traction supply is taken from an industrial supply system of standard frequency, i.e.

60 c/s).
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Comparison of Low-frequency and Industrial-frequency Motors. The present

day low-frequency European motor is the outcome of a lengthy period of

development and progress, and its successful application to powerful locomotives

for service on the Gotthard, Simplon and Lotschberg routes in Switzerland

—

with their long and heavy (2*7 per cent) gradients—is due to the adoption of

the low frequency of 16§ c/s. Outputs per pole of 55 to 60 kW are obtainable

without excessively high peripheral speeds for the commutator, and motors
of 1,000 h.p. can be built with a single armature. Maintenance of the commu-
tator has progressively decreased due to improvements in construction, better

ventilation and the choice of a suitable brush having high contact resistance

and good polishing qualities.

The industrial-frequency motor is of recent development and its present

success is due to the application of the duplex armature winding with
equipotential connexions, Fig. 46, which has enabled the flux per pole to be

twice that possible with a simple lap winding, so that outputs per pole of 30 to

35 kW are practicable. This winding also enables the permissible thickness of

the brushes to be increased and the length of the commutator to be propor-

tionally reduced.

Alternatively a single lap winding with high resistance connexions between
the coils and commutator segments is employed, and although the output per

pole is of the order of 15 kW, this is, to some extent, compensated by the higher

operating voltage (up to 240 V) which is possible under these conditions.

The development of split or sandwich brushes—in which two brushes,

each of half the thickness of an ordinary (solid) brush, are cemented together

with an insulating cement—has enabled the commutation at starting and at

high speeds to be improved, due to a reduction in the magnitude of the circu-

lating currents, as the path includes the double length of the brush as well as

the increased contact resistance. In consequence the wear of the commutator
caused by sparking has been reduced as well as that of the brushes due to

mechanical and electrical causes. Estimations of the average radial wear of

the brushes, based on service experience, are about 0*3 mm per 1,000 km
(0*019 in. per 1 ,000 miles), which is about twice that for 16 § c/s motors and about
three to four times that for d.c. motors.

The industrial-frequency motor, however, has to operate at lower flux

densities than a ]6| c/s motor. Hence its speed/torque characteristic is steeper

than that of a low-frequency motor* : in consequence fewer voltage-steps will

be necessary during starting, and the division of load between parallel-connected

motors will be less affected by wear of the wheels.

The higher frequency also results in higher leakage reactances and a
relatively low power factor (about 0*89 at rated load).

The weight per h.p. is greater for the higher frequency because of the larger

dimensions of the motor, but as a transformer forms an essential part of the

equipment for both frecpiencies, the overall weight of motors and transformer
is approximately the same in both cases.

Operation of Single-phase Motors on d.c. Circuits. As the a.c. series motor
is identical in principle with the d.c. series motor, it follows that the former

* Typical percentage values of speed and torque are

Torque (% of 1-hour rating) 60 76 100 126 160
Speed, 16f c/s (% of 1-hour rating) . . 136 113 100 93 88
Speed, 60 c/s (% of 1-hour rating) . 160 120 100 88 78
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type of motor is capable of operating on d.c. circuits. The neutralizing (or

compensating) winding, however, must be excited conductively from the main
circuit, as this winding is essential to satisfactory operation with direct-current

(on account of the high armature ampere-tums).
The only example of dual operation of single-phase motors is in America,

where certain trains of the New Haven Railroad have to operate over the

650-V d.c. lines of the New York Central Railroad.

Constructional Details

Stator. The slots for the compensating winding are of the partially-closed

type, but those for the exciting and commutating-pole windings are of the

Fig. 39. Stator and Kotor Slots with (\)NDurTORS in Position
(Oerltkon)

C, coromutating-polc ,
E, slots for exciting winding, N, slots for eompensating winding.

open type, to reduce magnetic leakage and to enable former-wound coils to

be used. Typical slots are shown in Fig. 39. The tapered form of the com-
mutating pole enables the coils of both the exciting and commutating-pole

windings to be inserted through the slot openings
;

it is also advantageous in

preventing magnetic saturation at the base of the pole.

Typical stator coils are illustrated in Fig. 40. The coils of the compensating
winding are of the concentric hair-pin type

;
the straight portions are pushed

through the slots and the projecting conductors are then bent to shape and
connected to give the desired polarities as shown in the development diagram of

Fig. 41. Wound stators of 16| and 50 c/s motors are shown in Fig. 42.



(a) (b) (c)

Fig 40 ('oils oi Comppnsaiing (a), (^ommui ating polf (
h

)
and

Exciting {<) Windings (Oi [ilikon)

^ / Commutating pole Winding
I Compensating Winding

Excftmg Winding

Fic 41 OFynoPMiNi or Stator W indtn( (1 Potts)

(«) {h)

Fig 42 Wound Stators ct Otrlikon Motors
(a) 9tt0 h p , 1 /s (6) 720 h p 50 c
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A series-parallel arrangement of the coils of the stator winding may be
necessary in large motors to obtain the required ampere-turns.

The frame is usually fabricated from steel plate and rolled sections to obtain

lightness and strength. Fig. 43 shows an exterior view, and Fig. 44 shows
sectional views, of locomotive motors.

Armature. The armatures of European motors have partially-closed slots

to obtain a low reluctance for the air gap. In some motors the slots are stepped

to obtain approximately uniform flux density throughout the teeth. The

Fi(}. 43. Brown-Boveri 1,000-H.r., 16| ( /s Motor
One of tile ( loss-anns ot the ( .udan-shaft disc drive {see Fir 210) is shown

loupled to the hollow armature shaft.

slots are normally skewed by the amount of one slot pitch to prevent flux

pulsations due to the motion of the slots and teeth.

The armature winding of low-frequency motors is of the simple lap type
with equalizing or etpiipotential connexions at every coil or alternate coil.

These connexions (Fig. 45) provide low resistance paths between points which
should normally be at equal potentials. Hence if there are any inequalities in

the e.m.f’s. of the several circuits, due to unbalanced magnetic circuits, the

resulting circulating currents are confined to those coils in which the unbalance

occurs.

If such a winding were employed for industrial-frequency motors the

output per pole would be severely restricted as already shown. A duplex
winding (i.e. two singly re-entrant windings with a single commutator, thb

segments of which are connected alternately to the coils of each winding)
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would enable higher outputs per pole to be obtained for the same circulating

currents because the turns of each winding are commutated separately.

If, however, the equipotential points of each winding are interconnected in

Fig. 45. Equalizing Connexions Applied to Lap Winding in
WHICH EVERY ALTERNATE COIL IS EQUALIZED

the manner shown in Fig. 46 (the interconnexions being taken through the air

spaces between the spider and the core) the commutating conditions become
equivalent to those of a half-turn winding. Hence the transformer e.m.f. per
coil may be twice that of a simple lap winding, and therefore the flux and the

Fig. 46. Development of Duplex Lap Armature
Winding with Equipotential Interconnexions

output per pole may be doubled. This type of winding is used in Oerlikon
motors.

Commutator. Although the V-ring type of commutator has been success-

fully applied to both low-frequency and industrial-frequency motors, the
Pollock t3rpe, recently developed by the B.T.-H. Co.* is better suited to with-

stand the operating conditions in these motors on account of its freedom from
distortion with varying temperatures, and the higher peripheral speeds which
are practicable.

* See B.T.’H. Activities^ Vol. 19, p. 301.
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The construction is shown in Fig. 47. The segments A witli their troughs
of insulation are retained by steel bars which extend almost the whole length
of the segments. These bars are welded to steel rings, or diaphragms, C, certain

(a) (h)

Ful. 47. Construction of Poi^uot k Typk of’ C\>mmi tator (HT. H.)

(a) Detail of seKments and letainini; bar, (h) Longitudinal section

of which are a light shrink fit on the shell I). The interior of the commutator
is sealed by the insulated end diaphragms, E, F, whieli allow for expansion of

Fio. 48. Brttshokar for 720-h.i»., 50-( /s Motor (Oerltkon)

the segments and provide creepage distances at the ends. The back flange may
also support the equalizing connexions.

Brushgear. On account of the large number of poles and the close spacing
of the brushes around the commutator, a compact design of brush-holder is

essential. Typical brushgear is shown in Fig. 48.
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American Motors. The standard frequency for single-phase railway elec-

trification in America is 25 c/s. The earliest motors (Westinghouse) were of

the compensated non-commutating-pole tjrpe with Resistive connexions in

the armature. Later motors (Westinghouse and General Electric) followed

European practice, but, due to the higher frequency, suffered from the dis-

advantages of a larger number of poles (16 for a 625-h.p. motor) and a lower

operating voltage (230 V).

Recent motors for motor-coach service* show divergent views on develop-

ment. In one case a 4-motor equipment is employed, with self-ventilated,

frame-mounted motors, each rated at 125 h.p., 190 V, and having 6 poles, a
compensating (pole-face) winding, a shunted commutating-pole winding and
an armature winding without high-resistance connexions.

In the other case a two-motor equipment, with forced ventilation, is

employed. Each motor is rated at 225 h.p., 328 V, and has 8 poles, a shunted

Ki<^. 49. Devklupmejnt of Armature Winding
WITH HiGH-RKSISTAN(’E CONNEXIONS BETWEEN

(^OILS AND COMMITTATOR SE(}MENTS

commutating-pole winding but no pole-face winding. Resistive connexions are

employed in the armature, and this feature enables the flux per pole and the

operating voltage to have higher values than would otherwise be practicable.

The resistive connexions, of high-rcsistance alloy, occupy the bottom of the

slots in the armature core, and connect the commutator segments to the junc-

tions of the coils at the back end of the armature, as indicated in Fig. 49.

Although such connexions increase the heating and cost of the armature, and
are a possible source of trouble if overheating occurs, their employment in the

present case is considered to be justified by the higher flux per pole.

The omission of the compensating winding simplifies construction and
maintenance, but requires additional ampere-turns in the commutating-pole
winding and results in a lower power factor.

Characteristic Curves

As a transformer forms an essential part of all single-phase motor equipments,
a number of operating voltages for the motors can be readily obtained by pro-

viding tappings on one of the windings of the transformer. The characteristic

curves for a particular motor therefore usually include speed/current curves

* For details see papers by F, C, Kreitler and H, (J, Jungk, Trana. AJ,E,E,, Vol, 70,

pp. 243, 648.
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POLYPHASE TRACTION MOTORS

The only type of polyphase motor which has been applied to electrici traction

is the three-phase induction motor. This motor possesses a “shunt” (or con-

stant-speed) characteristic, and if economical speed control is required special

windings or a second motor, or both, are necessary. For traction purposes,

however, the motor possesses the important advantage that regenerative

braking on gradients can be obtained with ideal simplicity, as the machine
becomes a generator, feeding back into the supply system, when the speed

rises above s3mchronous speed. The braking speed-torque characteristic is

also of the “shunt” type, and therefore the speed of a train descending a uniform
gradient remains constant (assuming constant frequency of the receptive

supply system) at a value only slightly higher than the synchronous speed.

These characteristics make the three-phase induction motor ideal for rail-

ways with long and steep gradients. The robust construction of the motor,

absence of a commutator, and high efficiency are also factors which are favour-

able to its applications for traction service. But the limited speed control and
the double trolley wires are serious disadvantages, which, however, may be
overcome by the split-phase multi-frequency system in which single-phase

distribution at industrial frequency is employed and each locomotive is equipped
with a phase converter and polyphase induction motors.

The principal electrifications on the three-phase system, together with the

development of suitable motors and control systems, have taken place in Italy,

and at the present time about 1,000 miles of track in the Genoa district are in

operation at 3,300 V, 16f c/s. This system, however, may ultimately be
replaced by the 3,000-volt d.c. system, which is now the standard system for

main lines in Italy. But, with the recent developments in the split-phase

multi-frequency system, the application of three-phase induction motors to

traction is still of sufficient importance to warrant a discussion of their charac-

teristics and economical methods of speed control.

Fundamental Relationships. The fundamental relationships between speed,

torque, and output are given by the following expressions

—

(i) Speed n n,(] - s) = f(l - ,s)/^p .... (19)

(ii) Torque ^ = iiTO/g — K<i>sE2RJ(^2 J

-- + s^X%) . . (20)

(iii) Power input to rotor Pg = Ag/g cos ^g . . . • (21)

(iv) Rotor PE loss—P^ — sAg/g cos c^g — sP^ .. . , (22)

(v) Mechanical output = (1 _ s)P2 = (1 — 5)A2ig cos ^g

- Ag(] -s)W . . . . (23)

(vi) Electrical efficiency of rotor ~ I — s . . . . (24)

where n is the speed of the rotor in revolutions per second {= flip)

n, the synchronous speed of the revolving field in revs, per sec,

f the frequency of the supply current,

80
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p the number of poles,

8 the slip (= (rig —
^ the gross torque,

O the flux per pole,

Ag the e.m.f. induced in the rotor at standstill,

/g the current in the rotor,

<^2 the phase difference between e.m.f. and current in rotor,

jRg the resistance per phase of the rotor,

X2 the reactance per phase of the rotor at standstill,

and K, are constants.

At starting (s == 1) the torque is given by

+ . . . (20a)

and at normal speed the torque is approximately given by

== (206)

since, owing to the small value of the slip under these conditions—which is of

the order of 0-02—the reactance
(
8X2 ) of the rotor circuit is usually very small

in comparison with the resistance of this circuit.

Speed Control. Considering only supply systems of constant frequency

equation (19) shows that there are two methods of regulating the speed of an
induction motor, (i) by varying the slip, (ii) by changing the number of poles.

The speed variation obtained by the separate use of either of these methods
is limited, but by the combination of the two methods a large speed variation

can be obtained.

When speed regulation at constant torque is to be obtained by variation

of the slip, the electrical power expended in the rotor circuit is proportional to

the slip (Equation 22), but this energy need not be wasted in rheostats, as

it can be utilized in the form of mechanical or electrical energy by means of

either another induction motor or a commutator machine connected in cascade

with the motor to be regulated. In each case the slip energy must be delivered

either to the shaft of the main induction motor or to the supply system, but in

the latter case a motor-generator set is required, in addition to the auxiliary or

cascade machine, to convert the slip energy into electrical energy having the

same frequency and voltage as the supply system. Although each system has
been applied to industrial plants, only the cascaded-induction-motor system is

suitable for electric traction. Its application thereto is due principally to the

relatively small size of motors of large output (1,000 to 2,000 h.p.), and the

simplicity of a locomotive with two such motors and a collective drive.

Cascaded-induction Motors. The cascade connexion of the main or primary
motor (the speed of which is to be regulated) with another induction motor
(called the secondary motor) requires the two rotors to be mechanically coupled
or geared together. For example, the rotors may be mounted on the same
shaft or on separate shafts, but in the latter case the shafts must be geared or

mechanically connected together. The rotor of the primary motor must be
provided with slip rings, and the rotor of the secondary motor may be of a
similar type, or of the squirrel-cage type.
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In the cascade connexion the stator winding of the primary motor is

connected to the supply. The slip-rings are connected to the stator winding

of the secondary motor, and the rotor winding of this motor is connected to a

rheostat, as indicated in Fig. 52.* The rheostat enables the speed of the set

to be regulated up to the cascade synchronous speed, which, if each motor has
the same number of poles, is equal to one-half of the synchronous speed of the

primary motor, assuming the field in each motor to rotate in the same direction.

Thus, consider, the set running light, with the rotor of the secondary

motor short-circuited, and let (l^note the number of poles in the primary

Fig. 52. Cascade Connexion of Two Induction Motoks

and secondary motors respectively. Then, if / is the frequency of the supply
system and s is the slip in the primary motor corresponding to cascade syn-

chronous speed, the speed of this motor will be /(I revolutions per
second. The frequency supplied to the secondary motor is /s*

2 ,
and therefore

the synchronous speed of this motor will be revolutions per second.

Since the two rotors are mechanically coupled together, the ratio of their

speeds is constant, and, if both rotors arc fixed to the same shaft, then
=/(l — whence .v =- ^ p^).

If each motor has the same number of poles, the minimum slip of the

primary motor cannot have a value less than 50 per cent, i.e. the cascade

synchronous speed is one-half of the synchronous speed of the primary motor.
Generally the cascade synchronous speed, in revolutions per second, is given by

Wc =//i(Pi -I- l^a) (25)

The mechanical outputs of the cascaded motors when running with normal
slip in the secondary motor are approximately proportional to the numbers
of poles in the motors. Thus if P2 is the power supplied to the rotor of the
primary motor, and s^ is the slip, the mechanical output of this motor is

== (1 — Hence, if the PR losses in the rotor and stator circuits of

* It is not essential that the rotor of the primary motor be connected to the stator of
the secondary motor, as the two rotor windings may be connected together and the rheostats
connected to the stator winding of the secondary motor.
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the primary and secondary motors are ignored, the power supplied to the rotor

of the secondary motor is equal to

and, therefore, the mechanical output of this motor is

-^2)hP2

where 82 is the slip of the secondary motor.

Whence
PM 0 _ ^2)^1

,

Pm' 1 —
~

where are the synchronous and cascade synchronous speeds respectively,

and n is the speed of the set.

Outpi^t (kH) from pair of Motors

Fig. 53. Powkji-factob Curves for Cascade and PABAiiLEL Operation
OF 1,000-kW, 6-pole, Induction Motors (Brown Boveri)

If, however, the slip, 82 ,
is small, n is approximately equal to and in this

case

P2

Pi
. (26)

The principal objections to speed regulation by the cascade system are—(i) two
motors are required, which, if they are to operate in parallel (at speeds between
cascade synchronous speed and full speed), must have the same number of
poles, while the stator windings of the secondary motor must be capable of
operating with the full supply voltage and also with the rotor voltage (corres-

ponding to cascade synchronous speed) of the primary motor; (ii) the low
power factor of the combination.

The low power factor is due to the magnetizing current of the secondary
motor being superimposed on that of the primary motor. It is necessary,
therefore, to design each motor for a low magnetizing current and low reactance,
the attainment of which is facilitated by a low frequency of supply (e.g. 16f c/s).

The effect of frequency on the power factor of cascaded motors is shown in
the curves of Fig. 63, which refer to large (1,3()0 h.p.) 16f- and 45-c/s, three-
phase, locomotive motors.

4—(T.5043)
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Speed Control by Pole-changing. The number of poles may be changed
either by providing independent windings (one for each number of poles),

or by changing the connexions between the coils of a single winding (called a

pole-changing winding). The first method gives a free choice of the numbers
of poles, but requires deep slots and is inefficient in the utilization of materials.

The second method utilizes the materials efficiently but the choice of the

numbers of poles is limited, only ratios of 2 : 1, 1 -5 : 1, 1-33 : 1 being possible.

Usually only two numbers of poles are obtainable by each method, but by
their combination (i.e. if each independent winding is a pole-changing winding)

four different numbers of poles may be possible (e.g. 4 and 8, 6 and 12). Special

pole-changing windings, however, have been devised to provide three different

numbers of poles from a single winding by changing the number of phases in

the winding as well as the number of poles (e.g. 6 and 8 poles, 3 phases ; 12

poles, 2 phases).

Fig. 54. Connexions ani> Development of FuArTioNAL-FiTi’H
PoLE-(’HANf3ING WINDING TO GIVE 4 AND 8 PoLES

A , W, C j»ui)ply itTiiiiujils for H polc.s.

^*^
1 . fill ^'i —supply termlnalH for 4 poles with A, li, C short-cirruiteil.

Simplest Pole-changing Winding. This winding gives two numbers of

poles in the ratio of 2 : 1, and involves only three additional terminals on the

motor when the rotor is of the squirrel-cage type. It has a large application in

industry due to the small number of external connexions and the simplicity of

the switchgear. But with a two-motor traction equipment (slip-ring rotors)

a 1 : 2 speed ratio can be obtained, with a better overall performance of the

motors and greater simplicity, by cascading.

Fig. 54 shows the scheme of connexions for an 8/4-pole winding, the change

in the number of poles being effected by reversing the directions of current in

alternate coils of each phase. Thus for 8 poles the phases are delta connected

and all coils of a phase are in series : for 4 poles the phases are star connected

and the two halves of each phase are in parallel, their mid-points being connected

to the supply. The fractional coil pitch (| for 4 poles, 1| for 8 poles) is so

chosen that the differential, or coil-pitch factor in the e.m.f. equation has the

same value for each number of poles.

Windings for Combined Pole-changing and Cascading. Four synchronous
speeds may be obtained by operating two similar motors, each with a single

pole-changing winding, in cascade and parallel. For general railway service

the four speeds should be in the ratio of either 1 : 1-33 : 2 : 2*66 or 1 : 1*5 : 2 : 3.
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Hence the numbers of poles must be in the ratio of 1 : 1-33 (e.g. 6 and 8) or

1 : 1-5 (e.g. 8 and 12), and both stator and rotor windings must be suitable for

parallel and cascade operation of the motors.

Several schemes for such windings have been worked out, but in all cases

a large number of leads have to be brought out from the winding (to a pole-

changing switch) if the number of phases is to remain the same for both numbers
of poles. In some cases the number of external connexions may be reduced
considerably by changing the number of phases with the number of poles, e.g.

8 poles and three phases to 6 poles and two phases.

For symmetrical windings the mutual displacement (in electrical degrees

or radians) of the coil groups of the several phases must be equal to the phase
difference between the e.m.f’s. of the supply system, e.g. 120 degrees or |7r

radians for three phases, 90 degrees or radians for two phases, 60 degrees

or Jtt radians for six phases.

The principles involved in the design of a pole-changing winding can be
best explained by considering a winding to give either 8 or 6 poles with a three-

phase supply.

Three-phase Pole-changing Winding for 8 and 8 Poles. The winding must
be of the double-layer t3q)e, and the coil pitch may be 100 per cent for the

larger number of poles (i.e. 75 per cent for the smaller number of poles). For
symmetrical windings the number of slots per yjhase must be divisible by both
pole numbers, and therefore the smallest total number of slots which can be
employed is 3 X 24 — 72.

Now a double-layer, three-phase, winding for this number of slots requires

72 coils, there being 24 coils in each phase. For eight polos these coils must be
arranged in eight groups, each group consisting of three coils, and for six

poles they must be arranged in six groups, each group consisting of four coils.

Diagrams showing the connexions between the groups of coils for the 8-pole

and 6-pole combinations of the winding are given in Figs. 55, 56, which, for

clearness, have been drawn with only one turn per coil.

The connexions shown in these diagrams are representative of those which
would be adopted when pole-changing is not required. To obtain a pole-

changing winding it will be necessary to bring out leads from a large number
of coils, so that the connexions of either Fig. 55 or Fig. 56 may be obtained as

desired. An examination of these diagrams will show that 48 leads are necessary
to obtain eight poles, and 24 additional leads are necessary to obtain six poles.

Hence (48 + 24 ~
) 72 leads will be required for the pole-changing winding, the

disposition of the leads being shown in Fig. 57. If these leads are to be inter-

connected exactly in the manner shown in Figs. 55, 56, then, obviously, 72
external cables will be required between the motor and the pole-changing
switch. But by adopting a different scheme for the inter-connexions, the
number of external cables between motor and pole-changing switch may be
reduced to 36. It will be of interest to show how this result is obtained.*

First it is necessary to determine, from Figs. 55, 56, the direction of current
in each coil which gives the correct polarities. We select, therefore, a given
instant in the cycle, ascertain the directions of the line currents, and mark
these directions on the slot portion of the conductors. In Fig. 57 the upper
row of arrow-heads shows the directions of the currents to give eight poles,

* The scheme of interconnexions given hero has been worked out by the author and
was first published in his Electric Motors and Control Systems^
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while the lower row of arrow-heads shows the directions to give six poles, the

instant selected corresponding to the currents in phases A and C having a

positive direction (which is assumed to be tmvards the neutral point of the motor
circuit) and the current in phase B having a negative direction.

Next prepare a table giving, for each set of poles, the phase positions of all

the coils and the directions of current in the coils, thus

—

Number
of Coil

0

g T3
2 «
Sit kj

Phase
Position

1

Direction of
Current m

Coil* Number
of C^oil at

ion

of

Leads

Phase
Position

Direction of
Current in

Coil*

(see Fig.
§)

CO cr i % 00
(see Fig.

00 00 CO 00

57)
qS

o
o .2 S

Q Q
o 57) U s ,2 2

Q £ Ph (iS Q & pS & &
QO CO 00 CD 00 CO 00 CO

2

1

1

4 C B (^(^W
1

CCW 38 37,40 c B CCW CW
.3, 4, 5 3' 6 B B CCW CCW 39, 10, 11 39, 42 B B CCW CW
6, 7, .S ' 5, 8 A A (^(^W \ (X’W 42, 43, 44 41,44 A A CCW CW

U 7, 10 r' A
1

CW 1 CCW 45 43, 46 C A CW CW
KK U 9, 12 c CW 1 (W 46, 47 45, 48 C C CW CCW
12, 13 11, 14 B (^W 1

1 (W 48, 49 47, 50 B r" CW CCW
14 13, 16 B B ('W 1

1 CW 50 49,52 B B CW CCW
15, 16, 17 15, 18 A B CW (W 51, 52, 53 51,54 A B CW CCW
IS, 19, 20 17, 20 C A C(^W CW 54, 55, 56 53, 56 r' A CCW (XW

21 19, 22 B A CCW (W 57 55, 58 B A cxw cxw
22, 23 21, 24 B ( (X^W

1
CCW 58, 59 57, 60 B C (XW CW

24, 25 23, 26 .A C CCW (XW 60, 61 59, 62 A C CCW
1

CW
26 25, 28 A B C('W CCW 62 61,64 A B (XW CW

27, 28, 29 27, 30 r' B CW CCW 63, 61, 65 63, 66 C B CW CW
30, 31, 32 29, 32 B 4 CW CCW 66, 67, 6‘S 65, 68 B A (W CW

33 31, 34 4 1 (^W (XW 69 67, 70 1 A CW CW
31, 35 33, 36 I 4 C CW CW 70, 71 1 69, 72 A C (W CCW
36, 37 35, 38

1

r'
!
C

1

(xnv (W 72, 1
1

71, 2 C C CCW CCW

An analysis of this table uill show that certain coils are common to a given
phase for each combination of the winding, while other coils have to be changed
from one phase to another when the number of poles is changed. Moreover,
with certain coils, the direction of current is the same for both sets of poles,

but, with other coils, the direction of current must be reversed when the number
of poles is changed. The analysis may bo summarized thus

—

() (\)ils w^hich are common to a given phase, and in which the direction

of current is the same for both sets of poles

—

6, 7, 8, m (phase A); 3, 4, 5, 14 (phase B); 10, 11, 72, 1 (phase C^.

() Coils which are common to a given phase, and in which the direction

of current must be reversed when the number of poles is changed

—

33, 42, 43, 44 (phase A); 39, 40, 4J, 50 (phase B); 36, 37, 46, 47 (phase C).

(c) Coils which have to be changed in phase without reversal of current

—

15, 16, 17, 26 {A to B) ; 24, 25, 34, 35 {A to C);
57, 66, 67, 68 {B to A); 12, 13, 22, 23 {B to C);

45, 54, 55, 56 {C to A); 2, 63, 64, 65 [C to B).

* COW denotes counter-clockwise ; CW denotes clockwise.
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(d) Coils which have to be changed in phase with reversal of current

—

51, 52, 53, 62 {A to B); 60, 61, 70, 71 {A to C);
21, 30, 31, 32 {B to A): 48, 49, 58, 59 {B to C);

9, 18, 19, 20 {(} to A); 27, 28, 29, 38 {V to B).

The four coils in each of above sets may, therefore, be connected permanently
in series. But each set of (four) coils consists of two groups, of which one group
contains either a single coil or two adjacent coils connected in series, and the

other group contains either three or two coils connected in series. Now each
group of one, two, or three coils corresponds to two coil leads (see Fig. 57)

;

hence, after the above series connexions have been made, we shall have only

116 leads remaining. The interconnexions between these leads must be made
by the pole-changing switch.

The complete connexions of the winding for both sets of poles are shown in

Fig. 58. In this diagram the 36 external leads have been marked according to

the phase position occupied by the coils, to which the leads belong, when the
winding is connected for eight poles. For example, the external leads, Nos. 8

and 70 (Figs. 57, 58), belonging to the set of (four) coils Nos. 6, 7, 8, 69, are

marked a^
;

the leads Nos. 3 and 16 belonging to the set of (four) coils

Nos. 3, 4, 5, 14 are marked ; the leads Nos. 9 and 71 belonging to the set

of coils Nos. 10, 11, 72, 1 are marked (\, c^. The leads of the other sets of coils

have been marked in like mannei*. The leads from the six groups of coils

forming one phase will, therefore, be marked as follows—

;

A^^, A^,a^\
A^, a^ \ A^, A^, Ug *, and the leads for the B and T phases will be marked
similarly.

To obtain eight poles, connexions are made between the leads as follows

—

Phase' .-1 . —r/j A^i f(2 A^; «3 .44 ; ^4 .-15 ; A^.
Phase 71. - 5 ,-^2 i h h i i K
Pliaae (\ —ej— fg 63 ; (\; t\.

Neutral ])oint, r/g r*. Lines on A^^ B^y (\.

To obtain six poles certain groups of coils must be interchanged between
phases and reversed in accordance with the above s(*heme. The connexions
between the external leads are as follows —

Phased. r/g; B^ /I,; t/3 ; r3
-<’

4 .

Phase B.— B.^-c^; C\ C\; A^ -A^.

Phase ('^-A^; f/5 a^; A^ h^; B^-B^.
Neutral point, (t^-b^ Lines on A^, Tlj,

The rotor winding may be of the same type as the stator winding and may
be connected in the same manner, but the pole-changing switch must be
arranged internally so that only three slip-rings are required.

Pole-changing Winding for 8 and 6 Poles, Three and Two Phases. The
simplest winding is of the single-layer typo, designed for three-phases and
8 poles with a coil pitch of 100 per cent, the number of coil groups per phase
being equal to the number of pairs of poles. To obtain 6 poles the coil groups
must be re-connected for a two-phuse supply, which involves bringing out leads

from each of the 12 groups of coils (i.e. a total of 24 leads).

The necessity for changing the number ©f phases, when changing the
number of poles, will be apparent from an examination of a diagram of a three-

phase, 8-pole, half-coiled, single-layer, spiral winding with full -pitch coils. It
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will be found that although a 6-pole, three-phise winding is impossible, a sym-
metrical 6-pole, two-pkase (75 per cent pitch) winding is quite practicable and
involves only a change in the connexions between the groups of coils. Thus,

for a 24-slot wave winding, the connexions for eight poles, tliee phases, are

Phase I . . . . I‘~4„7“10 13’~16_19~22

)

Phase II ... .
3“6 9~~ 12_ 15~ 18_21~24

}

Phase III .... 5~8_ir"14_17“‘20_23—2)

and the connexions for six poles, two phases, are

—

Phaae I .
3“~6 10“7__11~14 18"“15__l9—22_ 2”“23

Phase II .
1”4__8"“6 9 "12__16“13__17“20_24""21

Diagrams showing the connexions of this winding—which is suitable for

the stator—are given in Fig. 59. It will be observed that the winding is half-

coiled when connected for three phases, and whole-coiled when connected for

6Po/es Three Phase 6 Poles Two Phase

Fig. 59. Connexions of Single-layeh Pole-(’hanoing
Winding to give Eight Pole.s, Three Phase, and Six

Poles, Two Phase

two phases. The two-phase winding may be supplied from the three-phase

system by means of two “T-connected” auto-transformers.*

Rotor Winding for 8 and 6 Poles. Although each of the above 8/6-pole

windings is suitable for either stator or rotor, their application to the rotor

would necessitate an internal pole-changing switch. Rotor windings, however,
may be devised for which no pole-changing switches are required. The simplest

of these windings—originally developed by the Societa Italiana Westinghouse
for 4-8peed locomotives—is derived from a quadruplex three-phase winding
having isolated neutral points. These neutral points are connected to four

slip-rings, and the common ends of the phases are connected to three other
slip-rings.

A diagram showing the application of this principle to a 24-slot single-

layer winding is given in Fig. 60, and a schematic diagram of the circuits is

given in Fig. 61. The winding consists of twelve coils, hence each phase of the
four three-phase circuits contains one coil. Now the angular spacing of the
coils in the diagram is X 277 ==) Jtt radians, or 30°, which corresponds to a
phase difference of (t\ X Stt) == Jtt radians, or 120°, in an 8-pole field, and

* In certain cases it may be possible so to arrange the number of turns that the two
phases of the winding may be T>conneeted and supplied direct from the three-phase system.
For an example of such a winding see Joum, I,E,E» Vol. 69, p. 325.
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(tV X Ott =) Jtt radians, or 90®, in a 6-pole field. Hence coils in the diagram
which have an angular spacing of 120® will have a phase difierence of (4 x fw
=) 2f77 radians—equivalent to 120 electrical degrees—in an 8-pole field and

(4 X Jtt =) 277 radians—equivalent to zero electrical degrees—in a 6-pole field.

Fl«. 60. (\)NNEXIONS OF KoTOll WINDING SUITABLE FOR 8 AND 6 PoLES

Therefore, a three-phase winding for an 8-pole field may be formed from any
three coils for which the angular spacing is 120°: and, as there are 12 coils,

four similar three-phase windings will be obtained. Obviously these windings
may be permanently connected in parallel.

The Scheme of connexions for a winding having 24 single-turn coils is shown
in Fig. 60, and the circuits of the four three-phase windings are as follows

—

ill
. . King E— 4- 1

'

, . Ring F— 12- 9
. . Ring C;—20-17

J1

Ring A
Phase A 2 .

Phase Rg .

.

Phase Cg .

.

. . Ring R— 10- 7 1

, . Ring F—18-16
. . Ring Q— 3-23

J1

Ring D

Phase .^3 . ,

Phase 2?3 .

.

Phase Cj .

.

. . Ring JS;— 16-13
]

. . King -F-~24-21
, . Ring (?— 8- 6 J

1

Ring B
Phase A^ . ,

Phase R4 .

.

Phase C4 ,

.

. . Ring E—22-19 1

. . Ring F— 6- 3

. . Ring (?—14-11
J

Ring C

Now if these windings are placed in a 6-pole field, the e.m.f. induced in the
three phases of*any given winding will be in phase, while the e.m.f’s. induced
in corresponding phases of the four circuits wfil have a phase difference of 90®.

For example, the phase difference of the e.m.f’s. induced in phases and
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is
(
3 xj 7r=)l| 7r radians —equivalent to 270°—while the values for the

remaining circuits are

—

Phases and A^ (6 x Jtt Stt radians =180 degrees;
Phases A-^ and A^—(9 x In —

) 4: radians -- 90 degrees;
Phases A^ and 4̂4—(6 x \n — ) Stt radians =180 degrees.

Hence the corresponding phases of the four three-phase, S-pole, windings
form the (four) phases of a star-connected four-phase winding, so that, with a

Fio. ()1. DiAUllAM OF riRCITlTS FOR THE WlNDTNG SHOWN IN KlG. 60

6-p()Ie field, the rotor winding is equivalent to three four-phase star-connected
windings in parallel. The circuits {see Fig. 60) are as follows

—

Phase TV,

.

Phase Xi-
Phase
Phase Zi-

.Ring .4— 1 4

.King r;—19-22

.Ring R—13-16

. Ring D - 1 10'

Ring E,

Phase VPjj .... Ring A — 9 1 2\

Phase X2 . . . . Ring C' — 3 6 1

Phase Fa. . . .Ring R —21 24
1

Phase .^.
2

. . . . Ring R—15-181

Ring F.

JMiase IPg.

Pliase X3 .

Idiase }%.
Phase Zg

.

.Ring^ 17-2 \

.Ring R—11-14

.Ring R— 5-8
j

.RingR 23 2 1

Ring C.

The three neutral points of these windings, however, cannot be inter-

connected, as this would prevent the winding being used in the 8-pole field.

Four e.m.f’s., or currents, differing 90° in phase, may be obtained from the
following pairs of slip-rings: A-C, C-B, B-D, D-A, while two e.m.f’s., or
currents, differing 90° in phase, may be obtained from slip-rings, A-B^ C-D.

Thus, in a 6-])ole field, the rotor can supply either two-phase or four-phase
current, and, in an 8-pole field, it can supply three-phase current.

The voltage relations will now be investigated. Let HN denote the total

number of turns in the stator winding, and ^>3, Og denote respectively the fluxes

corresponding to a terminal voltage V in each case. Then the turns in series

per phase will be N for the three-phase 8-pole connexion and 3N/2 for the
two-phase 6-pole connexion. If the breadth coefficients for the 8-pole and the
6-pole windings be assumed as 0*96 and 0*9 respectively, then we must have

F/VB - 4*44 X O ^eOgiV/ X 10-2,

V = 4*44 X 0*9 X 0 92^j3N/2 x IO-2
,

Og = 1*34<D3.

and

whence
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For equal fluxes in two-phase and three-phase working the terminal voltage

for the 6-pole winding must therefore be 0*75 of the normal three-phase line

voltage. This voltage can readily be obtained from the auto-transformer.

The relationship between the open-circuit rotor voltages is obtained as

follows.

Let N' denote the total number of turns in the rotor winding
;
then there

are turns in series per phase for three-phase working, and \N' turns in

series per phase for two-phase working. Hence, with equal fluxes (O), and
assuming the same breadth coefficients as above, the voltage (Fg) between

the three-phase slip-rings is

Fg = X 4-44 X 0-96 X O X X / X IO-2
,

and the voltage ( Fg) between the two-phase slip-rings is

Fg 4-44 X 0-9 X 0*92 x O X i-AT' x / X

whence Fg = Fg. Thus cascade working will be practicable for both sets of

poles.

Cascade Operation of 8/6-pole Motors. This involves the consideration of

(i) the number of phases in the windings, (ii) the rotor voltages at the two
cascade synchronous speeds, (iii) the practicability of adapting the stator

winding of the secondary motor to these voltages.

With high-voltage (3,300 V) motors having stator and rotor windings with
the same number of phases for each number of poles, re-grouping of the coils

of the stator winding of the secondary motor will be necessary if the connexions
of Fig. 62 are employed because it is undesirable to wind the rotors for a high

voltage. If such re-grouping is inconvenient or impracticable cascading is

effected by connecting the two rotors, the starting rheostats being connected
to the stator winding of the secondary motor. This method of cascading must
obviously be employed if the rotor winding of Fig. 60 is used with the stator

winding of Fig. 58.

General Considerations Relatino to Three-phase
Traction Motors

The selection of the number of poles involves considerations of power factor

and operating speeds. To obtain a high power factor the smallest practicable

number of poles should be chosen consistent with low leakage reactances for

the windings. For example, with large, 1,000 h.p., motors six poles is the
minimum, and with a low frequency (16f c/s) a gearless drive is practicable.

But with industrial frequencies (40 to 50 c/s) and six poles a geared drive is

necessary owing to the relatively high synchronous speed of the motor. The
use of gearing in this case is preferable to a gearless drive and the increase of
the minimum number of poles to 12 or 16, as the latter would reduce seriously

the power factor, and would result in exceptionally low power factors when
lower speeds were obtained by pole-changing and cascading. The manner in

which the number of poles affects the power factor of large motors is shown by
the curves of Fig. 62.

The leakage factor is an important feature in the design, as it affects both
the maximum power factor and the overload capacity. This factor {a) is usually
defined as the ratio of the magnetizing current to the ideal short-circuit current
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(at normal voltage). Its relationship to the maximum power factor and over-

load capacity can be determined from the circle diagram, and is given by

Maximum power factor = (1 — o’)/(l + a)

Overload capacity = (1 + cr)/2\/o'

Practical requirements, therefore, necessitate a low value for a, i.e. a rela-

tively small magnetizing current and a large ideal short-circuit current.*

The air-gap of a three-phase traction motor is generally larger than that of

a stationary motor of similar size. To obtain a high power factor under these

conditions a low frequency of supply is essential, together with few poles, nearly

Fig. 62. Power-factor Curves of Brown Bovbrt 1,00()-kW Motors

closed slots, and end connexions of low leakage reactance. With large Con-

tinental motors for locomotives, the air-gap is of the order of 2 mrn (O-OS in.),

which is about 60 per cent larger than the air-gap adopted for a stationary

three-phase motor of similar output.

Losses and Efficiency. The losses comprise—stator and rotor stator

core loss, friction and windage. The rotor core loss at normal slip is negligible.

If Pm is the mechanical output we have, from equations (22), (23), rotor

PE — sP^(\ — s). Hence when the slip is small, the rotor PE loss is approxi-

mately equal to — slip X output.

With large motors the natural slip at full load is about IJ per cent, which,

therefore, represents, to a close approximation, the rotor PE loss as a percentage

of the output. Hence as the full load efficiency is of the order of 96 per cent

the stator PE and core loss together are about 2J per cent of the output.

The total losses are, therefore, much lower than those in the corresponding

d.c. and single-phase motors. Hence natural ventilation—which may be

exceptionally good due to the open construction of the rotor spider—will

normally be sufficient to dissipate the losses, especially as the largest losses

occur in the stator, which has a large radiating surface.

* For the calculation of these quantities, see Pnpera on Alternating-Current Machinery

,

Hawkins, Smith, and Neville (Pitman).
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Examples of Three-phase Traction Motors

Three-phase traction motors are usually built for locomotive service and are

frame-mounted machines of large output, the power' being transmitted from

the motors to a number of coupled driving wheels by cranks and connecting

rods. Owing to the constant-speed characteristic of the motors, a distributed,

or individual-axle drive—^as employed with direct-current and single-phase

locomotives—is undesirable, as slight differences in the diameters of the

driving wheels would cause unequal loading of the motors.

The largest application is in Italy. At one period over 700 locomotives

(3,300 V, 16| c/s) were in service, but many were destroyed during the 1939-45

war and have not been replaced. Two-speed locomotives for freight service

Fig. 63. Performance Curves of Brown Boveri 3-fhase, 3,300-volt,

16}-c/s, 4-speed Locomotive Motors

on mountain grades have equipments with two 1,300 h.p., 8-pole gearless

motors (collective drive), the two speeds being obtained by cascade and parallel

operation. Four-speed locomotives for general service have two motors with

pole-changing windings, the four speeds being obtained by pole-changing and
cascading. Some motors are wound for 8 and 6 poles according to the schemes
of Figs. 58 and 59, and are cascaded with both sets of poles. Other motors
have a pole-changing winding to give 6, 8 and 12 poles and are cascaded with
only 8 poles.

Fig. 64 shows details of a typical motor designed for 3,300 V, 8/6 poles, and
rated at 1,300 h.p. when connected for 8 poles. The pole-changing switch for

the rotor winding is located in the interior of the rotor, and is operated

pneumatically.

Fig. 63 shows the performance curves for a pair of these motors (i.e. the

power equipment of one locomotive) for cascade and parallel operation with
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both sets of poles. Curves are also given showing the performance of these

machines when operating as induction generators—i.e. when used for regenera-

Fig. 65. Sectional View of 2,500-h.p., 1,000-volt, 50-c/8 Motor for
93-ton Split-phase Locomotive (Metropolttan-Vickers)

tive braking. The high efficiency for both motor and generator operation
should be noted.

Fig. 65 shows a sectional view of a British-built motor rated at 2,500 h.p.
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(1 hour), 1,000 V, 60 c/s, of which 30 were built for the equipment of 93-ton
split-phase locomotives (Kando converter system) for the Himgarian railways.

The motor is of interest not only for its large size but also for the scheme
of pole-changing. Four speeds—corresponding to 18, 24, 36 and 72 poles

—

are
^

obtained by two pole-changing windings on the rotor (which is the
“primary” part of the motor) and a single winding, with 48 tappings, on the
stator, the terminals being connected to the 48 electrodes of a liquid rheostat.

One rotor winding, with six slip-rings, is designed for 72 and 36 poles with
a three-phase supply in each case, the scheme of pole-changing being similar
to that of Fig. 54. The other winding, with ten slip rings, is designed to give

24 ^les with a six-phase supply and 18 poles with a four-phase supply. The
various supplies are obtained from the phase converter.
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THE TESTING OF TRACTION MOTORS

Inirodaotion. Tests on traction motors may be divided into two classes, (i)

factory tests, which include (a) commercial tests run on standard machines, (6)

special tests applied to machines of a new design; and (ii) tests in service.

PART I

Factoby Tests on Dibect-cubbent Tbaction Motobs

Ratings. Traction motors are rated on an arbitrary basis, and two ratings

(one-hour and continuous) are now adopted internationally. Both ratings are

determined by load tests with the motors mounted on a testing stand (called

stand tests) and the British Standard ratings are defined as follows

—

One-hour Rating, The output at the motor shaft for one hour at normal
voltage which produces temperature rises not exceeding the limits specified in

the Appendix (i.e. for class B insulation* 120°C for the armature winding,

130°C for the field winding—both based upon resistance measurements—and
90°C for the commutator).

Continuous Rating. The output at the motor shaft for an unlimited period

at normal voltage which produces temperature rises not exceeding those, given

above, for the one-hour rating.

In each test the ventilation is to be the same as in service. The tests may
be taken either with or without gearing.

Cfommercial Tests. To meet British Standards Institution's! requirements,

commercial tests must include the following, of which brief details are given in

the Appendix

—

(i) A heat-run of one-hour’s duration at the rated load.

(ii) A speed test at full load, in each direction of rotation, to check the

position of the brushes and to ascertain if the speed of the

motor is within the permissible limits. (The speeds in each
direction of rotation must be within i 3 per cent of the rated

speed.)

(iii) An overspeed test.

(iv) Commutation tests (including circuit interruptions).

(v) An insulation test, consisting of a brief application of high voltage.

Tests (ii)-(v) are carried out with the machine hot.

With standard machines it is customary to test two similar machines
together, operating one machine as a motor during the first half of the heat-run,

and the other machine as a motor during the second half of the heat-run. The
resistances of the armature and field windings of each machine are obtained

* As all modem traction motors have class B insulation, only the temperature limits

for this class of insulation will be considered.

t The relevant Standard for traction motors is No. 173, and is published by the
British Standards Institution.
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at the start and finish of the run, in addition to the temperatures by
thermomeW.

Special Tests. The tests include (a) an efficiency and speed test over the

operating range of the motor, (h) a number of heat-runs at various loads for

the purpose of determining the thermal characteristics, (c) a core-loss and
saturation test.

Production Tests. When a particular type of motor is manufactured in

large quantities and the manufacturing processes are thoroughly stabilized

—

as will be evidenced by the uniformity of the results of commercial tests

—

the test procedure may be modified by restricting the full commercial tests to

a few machines selected at random from the production line. The remaining
machines are subjected to a short series of tests (called “production” tests)

which may take the form of—(i) a no-load magnetization characteristic

(saturation curve) with the main poles excited and the unloaded armature
driven at constant speed; (ii) a no-load magnetization characteristic for the

commutating poles, with the latter only excited and the armature driven at

constant speed, the brushes being removed and a pair of pencil points being

employed to enable the e.m.f. between the segments to be measured;* (iii)

a test for checking the position of the brushes, the armature being driven at

normal full-load speed with full-load current in the armature and commutating
pole winding

;
(iv) an overspeed and high-voltage-per-segment (45 V) test at

no load; (v) an insulation test at high voltage; (vi) measurements of the

resistances of all windings.

Testing Stands. Load tests are usually run on a testing stand, which is

arranged to accommodate two similar motors. When tests with gearing are

necessary the two machines are mounted on opposite sides of a horizontal

shaft and are geared together through standard gearing. But for ordinary

routine and efficiency tests the tw'o machines are tested without gears, the arma-
ture shafts being arranged in line and coupled together with a flexible coupling.

Typical testing stands are shown in Fig. 66.

In cases where a single macihine is to be tested the armature shaft is coupled

to a brake, which should be either a Froude water-dynamometer or an electric

regenerative dynamometer.

Load Tests on Two Similar IHachines. When two similar machines are to

be tested, one is operated as a motor and is loaded by the other machine acting

as a separately excited generator, the field winding being connected in series

with the motor. The generator may be loaded either on rheostats or by feeding

back into the supply. In the latter case a booster is required to make up the

difference between the supply voltage and that of the generator armature,
while in both cases a booster will usually be required to maintain a constant

voltage at the terminals of the motor.

The set is started with the generator loaded on rheostats, the rheostat load

being cut out as soon as the generator is paralleled with the supply. The load
is then regulated by adjusting the excitation of the “load” booster, while

* Details are given in a paper on “Quick and Accurate Production Testing of Large
d.c. Apparatus,“ by M. J. Baldwin and H. D. Barnhart. Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 69, p. 136.
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normal voltage is maintained across the motor by regulating the excitation of

the “line” booster. The efficiency of the machine operating as a motor is deter-

mined in the following manner

—

Let Vi
— voltage across motor terminals,

V = voltage across motor and generator field (called the “total”

voltage),

Fg == voltage across generator armature,
— motor current in amperes (input),

-^2 = generator cuirent in amperes (output).

Then the total losses are given by VI^ — F2/2.

Now, since the generator field is connected in series with the motor and
each machine is running at the same speed, the field /^i?, core, friction, and
gear losses may be assumed as equal in each machine, while the armature PR

Fig. 67. Connexions roit Loading Back Test on Traction Motors

losses are the only components of the total losses which differ in the two
machines. If R^, R^ denote the resistances of the motor and generator armature
circuits (including commutating-pole windings and brushes, respectively, the

total loss in the motor is given by

\{Vh - - (W +
and, since the motor output is Fi/j, the efficiency is given by

n = rv, -Wh - V* +
or ^ 1 - (0-5/Fi){(F + /A) - (/J/i) (F, + Z^)} • • (27)

a form which is convenient for calculation.

When the loading-back method is employed the efficiency is best determined
from direct measurement of the motor input and the total losses, rather than
from the motor input and generator output. Thus, if/ and Fg denote the current

input from the supply system and the voltage at the terminals of the “load”
booster armature, respectively, we have

Total losses = F/^ - = F/j ^ (F - V^)I^

= F(/,-7*)+ F»/,= FZ+ F*/,

Hence the efficiency of the motor is given by

ri = [v^I^ - + y^) -(w + h^R^)} + iwiyxh
= 1 - 0-6(F/ + Fa/, + /,% - /,*i?a)/Fi/i . (27a)
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Therefore the readings to be taken when running an efficiency test by the
loading-back method are: motor current and voltage, generator armature
current, line or supply current, “total” voltage, “load” booster armature
voltage.

Calculation of Characteristic Curves from Test Results. In working out

standard characteristic curves the test readings are corrected for a copper
temperature of 110°C, and for a gear friction loss, at the rated load, equivalent

to 2 per cent of the input {see Appendix).

The speed is corrected in the following manner

—

Let R denote the resistance of the armature and field windings at a tem-
perature of 110°C, Ri the resistances during the test, the test speed, and n
the corrected speed, both corresponding to a current /. If the terminal voltage

during the test has been held at its normal value Fj, then

nJn=^{V^-mi(Vr-IR)
whence n = ni(Fi - 1R)I{V^ - IRi) .... (28)

If the speed has been determined at a voltage ( F'l) other than normal,

then
n^n^{V^-IR)l(V\-lR^)

The speed curve is usually plotted in miles per hour, corresponding to the

diameter of wheel (D in.) and gear ratio (y) to be used. Thus the speed, 8
(in m.p.h.), corresponding to an armature speed n (r.p.m.), is

GOtt

12 5̂;^
= 0-00297

'nD
• (29)

The torque curve is obtained from the efficiency and speed curves. It is

generally plotted in terms of the tractive-effort (expressed in lb) at the driving

wheels. Thus, for a current of and (normal) voltage Fj, the tractive-effort

(F) in lb is

33,000 60 0 005V

8 100 X 746 5,280 8
. (30)

7] and 8 denoting the percentage efficiency and speed (m.p.h.) respectively,

which are obtained from the appropriate curves.

When it is desired to separate the mechanical losses (i.e. friction, windage,

and gear loss, if any) from the electrical and magnetic losses (i.e. PR losses,

“load” loss, and core loss) the set is run light—by supplying power to one
machine at low voltage—and the input is measured over the range of speeds

corresponding to the efficiency test. This input will then give the mechanical
losses. The accuracy of the method, however, is not very high owing to the

difficulty in obtaining steady readings of the input. A greater accuracy is

possible by driving the set by a small motor and measuring the input to this

machine.

Core Loss. The core loss (i.e. the iron loss in the armature core and the

eddy-current losses (if any) in the armature conductors, armature Ganges,

etc.) may be determined by two methods
;

(i) by driving the traction motor by
a smaller shunt motor and measuring the input to the latter when the former
is (a) unexcited, (b) excited with various field currents, the speed being held
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constant throughout
;
or (ii) by running the traction motor light, with separately

excited field, and measuring the input to the armature at various excitations,

the speed for each excitation being obtained from the speed-curve of the

motor.
The second method, although not giving such accurate results as the first

method, has the advantage that the tests can be carried out in a relatively

short time. This method is employed when the conventional efficiency is

to be calculated from running-light tests and resistance measurements (see

Appendix).

The procedure is as follows

—

The exciting field winding of the traction motor is separately excited and
the armature is run light from a variable voltage supply. Readings are taken
of the input to the armature at various values of the exciting current and speed

(the speed for a given excitation being adjusted to that corresponding to this

current on the speed curve). The input so obtained is equal to the core, friction,

and windage losses.

To separate the core loss from the friction and windage loss the machine is

run light—as a series motor—on a low voltage circuit, and the input to the

armature is observed for speeds corresponding to those in the previous test.

Since the excitation will be very low, the input to the armature may be taken
as equivalent to the friction loss. Provided that the speeds have been correctly

adjusted, the difference between the two tests will give the core loss without

further calculations.

A typical set of readings and the core loss deduced therefrom is given in

Table II, and the results are plotted in Fig. 68.

TABLE II

Typical Set of Readings for Cork Loss by Running-light Method
(Battery vehicle motor. Rated voltage, 60 V)

Running as a Separately-excited Motor Running as a Series Motor

Speed Field Arma- Arma- Watts Speed Term-
inal

Volts

Amperes Watts
r.p.m. Amj)ere8 ture

Amperes
ture
Volts

Input r.p.m. Input Input

1,240 200 20-8
1

1

1

1,000
1

1,240
1

6-5 9-6 62-4

1,330 175 20-

1

49 984 1,330 I 71 9-6 68-2

1,440 150 190 50 950 1,440 7-7 9-6 74

1,630 125 16-6 52-5 874 1,630 8-7 9-6 83-6

1,890 100 12-85 55 708 1,890 9-9 9-65 95-6

2,000 92 11-5 55-5 638 2,000 10-6 9-7 103

(^ore

Loss
(Watts)

937
916
876
790
613
535

The core loss so obtained corresponds to “no-load” conditions (i.e. undis-

torted main flux). When the motor is loaded the effects of armature reaction

cause distortion of the main flux and result in higher core losses in the armature
teeth, together with higher eddy-current losses in the armature conductors.

These additional losses are called “stray” losses, and are of considerable

importance in machines working with tapped fields in consequence of the field

distortion being greater in these machines than in machines working with full
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field. This matter has been investigated by Dr. F. W. Carter and is discussed

at length in a paper on ‘‘Rating and Service Capacity of Traction Motors”
(Journ, LE.E., Vol. 65, p. 994).

Thenual Characteristic. The thermal characteristic of a traction motor is a
curve showing the time that the motor will carry various loads, at normal
voltage, for a temperature rise of 95°C, the machine being at atmospheric
temperature at the start. The characteristic is determined by carrying out heat
runs at different loads and normal voltage.

The thermal characteristic is useful in showing how the temperature of a
motor is affected by steady loads of definite duration. But the continuous
rating of the motor obtained from this characteristic will differ from the

Fi(3. (>8. Results of No-load (^ore-loss Test

continuous rating of the machine when operating under service conditions,

on account of the distribution of losses not being the same in each case.

When the service on which a given motor has to operate is known, the
approximate temperature rise of the machine can be obtained from a heat-run,
on the testing stand, in which the losses in the motor are equivalent to, and
distributed in the same ratio as, the average losses in service, the ventilation
being, as far as practicable, the same as in service. The heat-run is continued
until a constant temperature is reached. The temperature rise obtained by
this method, however, is usually slightly higher than that obtained in service,

on account of the better ventilation in the latter case.

The method of obtaining the voltage and current at which this test must
be conducted is as follows. From the service speed-time curves the correspond-
ing curves of the voltage and current for each motor are obtained. The mean
voltage and r.m.s. current are then calculated over the whole period in which
the motor is in service, and these values adopted for the heat-run. It is apparent
that the losses in the motor during this test will have the same value as the
average losses in service, and, moreover, the ratio of the distribution will be
the same in each case.
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When this test is run on a self-ventilated machine, the speed of the armature
during the test must be equal to that corresponding to the average speed in

service. The voltage corresponding to this speed may differ from the mean
voltage in service, and in this case the test must be run with the total armature
loss and the field loss equivalent to the average values obtained above, although
the ratio of the armature PB loss to the core loss may not be the same in the

two cases.

PART II

Factoby Tests on Single-phase Traction Motors

The commercial test applied to a single-phase motor is similar to that applied

to a direct-current motor. The motor is run for one hour at its rated load

with normal voltage and frequency, the resistances and temperatures being

Fig. 69 . Connexions for (^ore-loss Test on Compensated-series Motor

obtained in the usual manner. This test is followed by a speed test in each
direction of rotation, a commutation test at various loads, including starting,

and an insulation test. In addition, the impedance of tlie motor is measured
at normal frequency with the armature stationary.

The loading-back method cannot be applied (jonveniently to single-phase

motors, and in consequence the load must take the form either of a d.c. generator
or a mechanical brake (e.g. the Froude water dynamometer).

In efficiency tests readings are obtained of the input (by wattmeter and
ammeter), torque and speed over a range of loads at constant voltage and
frequency. The readings are then corrected to a definite copper temperature
and gear loss (if any) in a manner similar to that adopted for d.c. motors, and
the efficiency and power factor calculated, while the torque and armature
speed are converted into tractive-effort and train speed, to correspond to the
operating conditions. The results are then plotted against input amperes (as

abscissae), thus giving the characteristic curves of the motor.
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Core Loss. In single-phase motors core losses occur in the field structure

(or stator core) as well as in the armature core. The loss in the latter consists

of two components, one due to the alternating flux and the other due to the

rotation of the armature. The core loss in the stator (and the component of

the armature core loss which is due to the alternating flux) is supplied by the
exciting current, and can therefore be measured by a wattmeter in this circuit.

The other component of the armature core loss (which is due to the rotation

of the armature) is determined by measuring the power required to drive the

armature. In these tests the brushes must be raised from the commutator, as

otherwise the copper losses in the field and armature windings (resulting from
the circulating currents in the coils short-circuited by the brushes) will be
included with the core losses. A pair of pilot brushes with pointed contacts is

fitted for the purpose of measuring the voltage induced in the armature and
thereby enabling the flux to be calculated.

The method of procedure is as follows. The exciting winding is separately

excited from a variable voltage supply of the correct frequency, and a wattmeter,
an ammeter, and a voltmeter are connected in the circuit (Fig. 69).

The armature is driven at various speeds from a small shunt motor, the

armature of which is connected to a variable voltage supply, while the field

is separately excited at a constant current. An ammeter and a voltmeter are

connected in the armature circuit of the driving motor.*

The brushes of the motor under test are removed, and a series of readings

are then taken over a range of exciting currents (from zero to about 50 per cent

overload) at four or five different speed8,t the speed being maintained constant

for each set of readings. In this manner both components of the rotor core

loss, together with the stator core loss, are determined at the same time. Pro-

vided that there are no circulating currents in' the armature due to transformer

action,} the wattmeter in the field circuit will measure the core loss in the stator

and armature (due to the alternating flux) + the PR loss in the field winding.

Similarly, the input to the driving motor, when corrected for the PR loss in its

armature, will, in the absence of circulating currents, represent the core loss

(due to the rotation of the armature) + the friction and constant losses in the

set. The latter are, of course, given by the corrected readings corresponding to

zero excitation on the machine under test.

In order to determine the losses (due to circulating currents) in the armature
coils which are short-circuited by the brushes, the above tests are repeated

with all the brushes in position. The wattmeter reading in this case includes

the losses (due to transformer action) in these coils.

Generally, the rating of the driving motor should be about 10 to 15 per cent of that
of the machine under test. To obtain good results the following conditions should be
fulfilled—

(i) Maximum current input to driving motor should not exceed 60 per cent of the full

load current, (ii) input current when driving the machine under test unexcited should not
exceed 20 to 25 per cent of the full load current.

t Or for each value of the exciting current the corresponding speed is obtained from
the speed-curve and readings taken at this speed with and without excitation. In this

manner the points on the characteristic core-loss c\irve are determined directly, but the
results will be affected to a much greater extent by inaccuracies in individual readings than
when the test is conducted in the manner detailed above. Moreover, the results only give
the characteristic core-loss curve for one operating voltage.

} Circulating currents may be produced in multiple-circuit armature windings if they
are unbalanced magnetically or electrically.
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PART III

Service Tests

Service tests can be grouped into two classes, (i) those which are conducted

under achml service conditions, involving runs of various lengths (corresponding

to the distances between the stations) at a given mean schedule speed
;
and (ii)

those which are conducted under equivalent, or average, service conditions,

on a level test track, for the purpose of obtaining data of the motors.

The tests in class (i) are of the order of “official” tests, and are usually

run to ascertain if a given etjuipment fulfils the manufacturers’ guarantees;

while those in class (ii) are of the nature of experimental tests, the object of

which is the determination of data from which the “service-capacity” curves

of the motors can be obtained. These curves show the mean schedule speeds

at which a motor is capable of operating various services with a given tempera-
ture rise

;
the nature of the service being expressed by (a) the number of stops

per mile, (ft) the train weight per motor.

Now the heating due to the PR and core losses depends upon the magnitude
and distribution of these losses, and will vary with the class of the service.

Thus, in suburban service, the greater portion of the PR losses occurs during

acceleration and speed-curve running; while the core loss has its greatest

value at the end of the accelerating period, and will probably exceed the arma-
ture PR loss during the free-running period. On account of the large thermal

capacity of the motor, the temperature of the various parts will not follow

appreciably the fiuctuations in the losses, and a steady temperature will be

attained when the average rate of generation of heat is balanced by the rate

at which the heat can be dissipated in radiation, convection, etc.

To determine the service capacity curves of a motor it must be operated under
uniform service conditions (corresponding to a particular service) until the tem-

perature has attained a constant value. Having decuded the class of service

(i.e. the schedule speed, stops per mile, and train weight per motor) an appro-

priate speed-time curve is drawn, from which, in combination with the charac-

teristic curves of the motor, the accelerating current, the time during which
power is “on,” the coasting time, braking time, and duration of stop are obtained.

A car equipped with motors and loaded to the required weight per motor
is then operated on level track to this speed-time curve, the runs being con-

tinued until the temperature of the motors becomes steady. Additional tests

are made for other service conditions, the motors being at the atmospheric

temperature at the start of each test. The line voltage in all tests is maintained,

as far as practicable, at the normal value. Provided that the service conditions

under which the tests are run have been selected to give the same limiting

temperature rise in each case, the service capacity can be obtained directly

from the tests.

The determination of a number of service-capacity curves in this manner
would consume much time. But as service-capacjity curves can be calculated

from the service thermal characteristic of the motor, it is necessary to perform

only sufficient tests to determine the latter.

The method by which the service thermal characteristic of the motor is

determined is as follows. Records are obtained of the current and voltage by
means of suitable graphic-recording instruments, while the temperatures of

the field and frame are observed at frequent intervals, and the final temperatures

of all parts are ascertained at the completion of each test.
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The resistances of the field and armature windings are taken, if possible,

during the lay-over periods.

The PR losses in the armature, brush contacts, and field windings are

calculated.* The core loss corresponding to the various excitations and speeds

is obtained from the core-loss curves, and the “stray” loss and other inde-

terminate losses causing heating are obtained from the segregated losses deduced
from the stand efficiency test. In this manner the total losses in the motor

Fi(, 70 Graphic Recordino Instrument (Kvershed and Vignolbs)

are determined lor a senes of runs. From the average losses and the highest

observable temperature rise the watts dissipated per degree rise of temperature

is computed for each run and is plotted against the mean running speed. Hence
from this curve (which usually approximates very closely to a straight line)

the temperature rise for any service can be predetermined when the correspond-

ing average losses and the mean running speed are known.
On '‘official service tests the energy consumption, temperature rise of the

motors, and schedule speed have to be determined. With d.c. equipments it

In some cases the PR loss in the field coils has been determined directly, by means of
a watt-hour meter connected in the field circuit. The average loss is then obtamed by
dividing the watt-hours registered during the test by the duration of the test (in hours). If

the average resistance of the field coils is also determined, the square of the average current
during the test can be readily obtained, which, when multiplied by the average armature
resistance, will give the average armature PR loss,
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is the practice to record the line voltage and the current input to one motor.

With a.c. equipments, however, the current and power input, together with the

line voltage, must be determined on the high-voltage side of the main
transformer.

Graphic recording instruments for train testing must be designed to withstand

the large amount of vibration incidental to train operation, and are usually

distinguished from the commercial forms of recording instruments by the high

torque and large damping of the moving element.

A typical instrument is illustrated in Fig. 70. This instrument gives records

of five different quantities—current, voltage, speed, duration of brake appli-

cations, duration of stops—on one chart 12 in. wide. The speed record is

obtained from the voltage of a magneto-generator coupled to one of the wheels,

an adjustable resistor in the circuit providing the means whereby the chart

record is given directly in miles per hour. The duration of the brake applications

is recorded by a pen operated by an electromagnet, which is controlled by con-

tacts on the brake cylinder. The duration of the stops is recorded by a second

electromagnetic pen controlled by a push button operated by an observer.
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THE CONTROL OF TRAMWAY, TROLLEYBUS AND
BATTERY VEHICLE MOTORS

Genbbal Pbinciples

Duty»cycle. In selecting a suitable method of control for an electric motor, or

a group of motors, a knowledge of the duty-cycle is necessary. With tramway
and suburban railway services the duty-cycle consists of (i) a starting period

at high current input—of from 10 to 20 seconds’ duration—(ii) a speed-curve-

running period during which the acceleration and the current input diminish

gradually, (iii) a coasting period, (iv) a braking period, (v) a brief period (from

10 to 20 seconds) of rest. A typical duty-cycle corresponding to suburban service

is shown in Fig. 26.

The frequency varies from 15 to 20 duty-cycles per hour for suburban
service up to about 60 duty-cycles per hour for tramway service.

As the average current input to each motor during the starting period is

usually of the order of the rated current, a considerable loss of energy would
occur if the motors were started with a series rheostat. But, since the operating

conditions on tramways and suburban railways necessitate the use of multi-

motor equipments—tramcars being equipped with two, and in certain cases

four, similar motors, and motor-coach suburban trains being equipped with four

or more similar motors—alternative methods of control are available by
grouping the motors in series and parallel. These combinations may be utilized

during starting because the torque of a series motor depends only upon the

current input to the motor, and therefore with a multi-motor equipment two
or more similar motors, when connected in series, will produce the same total

torque as when they are connected in parallel, provide that the current per

motor is the same in both cases.

The series combination of a multi-motor equipment, however, can only
be employed during the initial portion of the starting period, as the parallel

combination is necessary to obtain full speed.

Therefore, with a two-motor equipment, the motors may be connected in

series during the first portion of the starting period and in parallel for the

remainder of the period. With a four-motor equipment three combinations of

the motors are possible, (i) series, (ii) series-parallel, (iii) parallel. These methods
of starting are called “series-parallel” and “double-series-parallel” control,

respectively. They not only result in considerable saving in energy compared
with the rheostatic method of starting, but also provide two and three efficient

running speeds.

Energy Loss at Starting. First consider two similar motors to be started

by the series-parallel method. Let the line voltage be constant and the motor
current be maintained at a constant value, /, throughout the starting period.

The current-time and voltage-time diagram for the starting period is shown
in Fig. 71, in which the motor current is represented by the horizontal line ABC
drawn at ordinate /, the line current by the stepped line ABDE, and the line

voltage by the horizontal line XYZ drawn at ordinate V. The voltage drop
in one motor, due to the current /, is represented by OF, and the voltage drop

111
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in the two motors when connected in series by OG (= 20F). The starting period

is represented by OJf
,
of which the portions ON, NM correspond to the series

and parallel connexions respectively of the motors. The point N is determined
by the condition that the connexions must be changed from series to parallel

when the voltage per motor is equal to one-half of the line voltage. Hence, if a
horizontal line be drawn through the ordinate corresponding to half line voltage,

the point of intersection, //, with the line ZjP’ gives the abscissa required.

Fig. 71 P^ig. 72
Starting Conditions for Series-parallel (^ontrol

The point, N, and the durations of the scries and parallel portions of the starting

period, are easily determined analytically. Thus, if T denotes the duration of the
starting period, tg, the durations of the series and parallel portions respectively,

V the line voltage, and v the voltage di’op in each motor corresponding to the
current i, then, from the similar triangles OJN, OKM, we have

tg _ JN _ JF - r

T ~ KM V

whence /« ~ JT(F — 2r)/(F — r)

and t^ -= r[l - i(F - 2v)l{V - v)\

The variation of voltage at the terminals of the two motors during the
series portion of the starting period is represented by GY, and the variation of
voltage at the terminals of each motor throughout the whole starting period
is represented by FZ. Hence the variation of the counter-e.m.f. of each motor
throughout the starting period is represented by OK, ZK being equal to OF
(which represents the voltage drop in one motor due to the current /).

Hence ordinates between XY and OY represent the voltage drop in the
starting rheostat when the motors are connected in series. Similarly ordinates

between YZ and HZ represent voltage drop in the starting rheostat when the
motors are connected in parallel and the line current is 21.

Therefore the energy loss in the starting rheostats during series running is

represented by the product of the motor current and the triangular area XOY.
Similarly the energy loss in the rheostats during parallel running is represented
by the product of the line current and the triangular area YHZ.

For the ideal case, when the voltage drop in the motors is negligible, the
current-time and voltage-time diagram takes the form of Fig. 72, in which the
counter-e.m.f. and terminal voltage per motor are both represented by the
line OZ, The duration of the series portion (ON') of the starting period is now
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equal to that of the parallel portion (N'M), The energy loss in the starting

rheostats during series running is proportional to the triangular area XOY\
and that during parallel running is proportional to twice the area Y'LZ, i.e.

to the area XOY' (since Y'Z = XY\ and Y'L = JOX). Thus the energy loss

during starting is divided equally between the series and parallel periods. The
total energy loss during starting is proportional to the area of the rectangle

OXY'N\
Now the energy output from one motor during the whole starting period

is represented by the product of the motor current and the triangular area

OZM : it is, therefore, proportional to the area OZM, Hence the output from
the two motors during the starting periods is proportional to the area of the

rectangle OXZM. Therefore the total loss of energy in the starting rheostats is

equal to one-half of the e/nergy output from the motors during the starting period.

Energy Saving due to Series-parallel Control. Since the energy taken from
the supply system = energy output from motors + losses in rheostats, there-

fore, with series-parallel control, the energy taken from supply system
= 1*5 X energy output from motors, and the overall efficiency during starting

== 1/1*5 = 2/3, or 66f per cent.

With rheostatic control throughout the whole of the starting period (i.e.

with the motors connected permanently in parallel) the energy loss in the

rheostats is proportional to twice the area OXZy i.e. to the area of the rectangle

OXZM, Fig. 72. Thus in this case the energy loss in the rheostats is equal to

the energy output from the motors, and the overall efficiency is 50 per cent.

Series-parallel control, therefore, results in a saving of energy equal (in the

ideal case) to one-half of the energy output of the (two) motors during the starting

period.

Other important advantages of series-parallel control are—two speeds are

available in the ratio of 1 : 2, approximately ; the starting rheostats are smaller,

lighter, and cheaper than those necessary for oidinary rheostatic control

under similar conditions.

Energy Saving due to Double Series-parallel Control. When four similar

motors are available, three combinations of the motors are possible, series,

series-parallel, and parallel. Hence with ideal starting conditions, i.e. negligible

voltage drop in the motors, constant current per motor, and constant line

voltage, the durations of the series and series-parallel portions of the starting

period are each equal to one-fourth of the whole starting j^eriod. Tt is easy to

show that under these circumstances the energy loss in the starting rheostats

for the series and series-parallel periods is equal to one-half of that for the
parallel period, and that the energy loss during the parallel period is equal to

one-fourth of the energy output from the motors during the whole starting

period. Thus the overall efficiency — 1/(1 + J + J) or 72*73 per cent.

When six similar motors are available and each motor is wound for one-half

of the line voltage—as is the practice with 3,000-volt equipments—the three

motor combinations are: (i) series, (ii) first series-parallel with two groups
each consisting of three motors connected in series, (iii) second series-parallel

with three groups each consisting of two motors connected in series. In this

case, with ideal starting conditions, the durations of the three portions of the

starting period are all equal, and the energy loss in the starting rheostats is

equal to one-third of the energy output during the whole of the starting period.

Therefore the overall efficiency in this case is 1/(1 + J) — |, or 75 per cent.
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(kmpmaon ol Rheostatic, Series-parallel, and Doable Series-parallel Control.

The comparison for ideal starting conditions is shown in the accompanying
table, in which is also given the approximate ratio of speeds for the various

combinations of the motors when the rheostats are cut out and the motor
current has a given value.

No. of Approx.

Rheostatic
Losses as
Percentage

Overall
Efficiency
during

System of Control Speeds
Available

Uatio of
Speeds

of Energy
Output
(Ideal

Conditions)

Starting
(Ideal)

Conditions
Per cent

Rheostatic Parallel 1 100 60
Series-Parallel 2 1 : 2 60 66-6
Double series-parallel (4 motors) 3 1:2:4 37-5 72-7
Double series-parallel (6 motors) 3 1:2:3 33-3 76

Applications of Double Series-parallel Control. This system is employed
on heavy locomotives which require a large number of rheostatic steps in order
to obtain smooth starting. With suburban trains, however, the slight saving
in energy of double series-parallel control compared with series-parallel control

would be entirely offset by the additional cost, weight, and maintenance of the
double series-parallel equipment.

Lme Current

1 1 ^

r I'
' \ \ ,

\
\ I ^ V
\ I \ I

M

MoterCurrenio noter^urren

Time

Fig. 73. Variation of
Current dufitno Starting

Fig. 74. Ai.ternative Methods
OF Connecting Motors and

Rheostats

Practical Requirements. In the practical application of series-parallel and
double series-parallel control the starting must be effected with a limited
number of steps in the starting rheostats, in order to avoid excessive cost and
complication of the controller. Therefore the motor current during starting
cannot bo maintained at an absolutely constant value, as hitherto assumed,
but varies between definite limits as the sections of the rheostat are cut out.
By suitable design of the rheostats and correct manipulation of the controller
a given average value of the motor current can be maintained throughout the
starting period, as indicated in Fig. 73. To obtain this result with series-

parallel control, it is necessary that the change of motor combinations from
series to parallel be made when all the rheostat has been cut out and the motor
current has decreased to its lower limit—^i.e. at point A, Fig. 73.
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The change of motor combinations from series to parallel necessitates the
re-insertion of a portion of the starting rheostat in order to limit the motor
current to the prescribed value. The rheostats may be re-inserted according

to either of the alternative methods shown in Fig. 74, both of which are exten-

sively employed in practice. If the limits of the motor current during parallel

running are to be the same as those during series running the value of resistance

cut into the motor circuit when the motors are first connected in parallel must
be such that the upper limit of current (i.e. point B, Fig. 73) is obtained. The
methods of calculating the requisite values of resistance to satisfy these con-

ditions are discussed later.

The starting conditions represented in Fig. 73 in which uniform variation

of motor current occurs during the whole of the starting period, may be con-

sidered as ideal for the limited number of steps which can be employed in

practice. These ideal conditions necessitate that the transition be effected

without interrupting the current in either motor—a result which may be

..-jgfgg.. i
MQto-s

FuH Series.

Trensition
J

-OPMP-'ITMZXTJiH <3yT5Ipi-=

letp^reiiel

Fig. 75. Connexions for Shitnt Transition

accomplished by the “bridge” method. In many cases, however, the compli-
cation entailed in the controller with this method of transition is not warranted,
and a simpler method, called “shunt” transition—in which one motor only is

supplied with current during transition—is employed. These methods will

now be discussed in detail.

Shunt Transition. Three transition steps are necessary, the connexions
being shown in Fig. 75. At the first step a portion of the starting rheostat is

re-inserted, the motors being still connected in series. The value of this resistance
should be such that the current input on the second transition step (when one
of the motors is short-circuited) is approximately equal to the upper limit of
current during the starting period (i.e. point B, Fig. 73). At the second step,

one motor (No. 2) is short-circuited by connecting the negative terminal of
motor No. 1 directly to the negative supply main. At the succeeding step the
series connexion between the motors is opened, so that motor No. 2 is now
ready to be connected in parallel with motor No. 1, thus completing the
transition.

Bridge Transition. This is effected in a single step without opening either
of the motor circuits. The starting rheostats, however, must be divided into
two separate portions, so that when the motors are operating in parallel each
motor may have a rheostat connected in series with it, as shown at B, Fig. 74.

When the motors are operating in series the two portions of the starting
rheostat must be connected between the motors in the manner shown at A,

5~(T.5043)
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Fig. 76, in which the numbered arrow-heads indicate the order of cutting out

the sections of the rheostats. At the full-series combination of the motors, B,

a connexion X is established directly between the motors, and the original

series connexion is opened, together with the short-circuiting contacts across

the sections of the rheostat. At the transition step, C, the free ends of the

rheostats are connected to the supply, so that the motors, rheostats, and con-

nexion X form a Wheatstone bridge network, as shown in the conventional

diagram of Fig. 77. The connexion X now forms an equalizing connexion—
A Series. dLH(jyjjvaiji3fipa^^

B FufiSeries

C Transition. BrQ^ogSBjSSIHBBIEaiciiirr'ejfii'Sla

D

Fig. 76. Connexions for Bkidge Transition

between the two parallel paths—motor No. 1 and rheostat group No. 1, motor
No. 2 and rheostat group No. 2—and the opening of this connexion gives the

normal parallel comjbination, of the motors, as is shown at I), Fig. 76. If, when
transition is eflFected, the values of the rheostats are such that the motor current

increases to its upper limit, then the transition will have been effected under
the ideal conditions shown in Fig. 73.

Bridge transition, therefore, enables the normal accelerating torque to be
available from both motors throughout the whole of the starting period.

+

Fig. 77. Wheatstone Network Diagram to Illustrate Bridge
Transition

Alternative Methods of Reducing Energy Loss at Starting. The rheostatic

losses at starting may be eliminated by variable voltage control, the motors being

supplied from a variable (adjustable) voltage generator or converter (metadyne
or grid-controlled mercury-arc rectifier), or by means of a booster connected
between the current collector and the motors.

The variable-voltagc-generator method is employed on vehicles carrying

their own power or converting plant, and its application is discussed in Chapter
XVIJ. The metadyne converter and booster methods have been supplied to

motor-coaches and locomotives, and have the advantage they they are readily

adaptable to regenerative braking : their principlesand applications are discussed

in Chapter XII.
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With a singU-motar equipment (which is usually employed on trolleybuses)

the rheostatic losses at starting may be reduced by shortening the rheostatic

accelerating period and employing a high initial acceleration.

For example, in a particular trolleybus equipment an acceleration of

2*8 m.p.h.p.s. is obtained with a given armature current and field strength,

the speed corresponding to normal voltage being 12*5 m.p.h. and the duration

of the rheostatic acceleration being 4*46 sec. By an increase of field strength

an acceleration of 3 m.p.h.p.s. can be obtained with the same armature current,

the speed corresponding to normal voltage now being 11-25 m.p.h. and the

rheostatic accelerating period 3-75 sec. The rheostatic losses are approximately
234 kW-sec and 197 kW-sec respectively, and the reduction due to the higher

acceleration is 1 6 per cent.

Sertes-parallel Drum-type Controllers

Before discussing actual tramcar controllers—the connexions of which are rather

complicated—it may be desirable to determine the simplest form of drum
controller which will fulfil the requirements,

which are (i) to control the speed and direction

of motion of the car, and the retardation during

electric braking, (ii) to provide means for cutting-

out, if necessary, a defective motor and operating

the car with the remaining motor. In some cases

provision must also be made for preventing a (jar

running backwards when stopped on a steep

rising gradient.

Simple Series-parallel Controller. A drum-
type controller consists essentially of a contact

drum, or cylinder, carrying insulated and inter-

connected segments, which, when the drum is

moved through certain angles, make contact

with appropriate fixed contacts (called fingers)

to which the motors, rheostats and supply
mains are connected.

The connexions of the simplest form of series-parallel controller for two
non-reversing motors and shunt transition are shown in Fig. 78, in which the
contact drum is represented by its flat development.

The fingers are represented by the vertical row of large dots, and the
segments by the black rectangles. The operating positions, called “notches,’’

are indicated by the vertical chain-dotted lines (numbered 1 to 8) drawn through
the segments. These lines coincide with the centre-line of the fingers in the
operating positions. Thus on the first notch the top and second fingers are
connected together, and the eighth and ninth fingers (from the top) are also

connected. The motors are, therefore, in series and all the starting rheostats
are in circuit. Sections of the rheostat are cut out on the succeeding notches,

until, on the last series notch (No. 4) the motors are connected in series across
the supply. Notch 4 is therefore called a running position. Similarly notch 8
is a running position. The other notches, 1 , 2, 3, 5, 0, 7, arc called rheostatic

positions.

^ If

P'lG. 78. Connexions for Series-
parallel Controller with

Shunt Transition
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Reversing Drum. Although in practice provision must be made for operating

the motors of a car in either direction of rotation from the same controller,

operation in the reverse or backward direction of the car is not required under
normal running conditions. Separate contact drums and operating handles are

therefore employed for (a) starting and speed regulation, (6) controlling the

direction of motion. These (separate) drums are called the “power drum” and

Fi«. 79. Connexions for Series-parallel C'ontroller with
Reversing Drum

the “reversing driiiir’ respectively. The reversing drum consists of a small
contact drum and fingers for reversing the armature connexions. This drum
must be mechanically interlocked with the power drum so that it cannot be
operated unless the latter is in the “off'’ position. Four fingers and two sets of

interconnected contact segments are required per motor, the connexions being

shown in Fig. 79.

Conductor in Magnetic Field

Suppression of Arcing at Controller Contacts : Magnetic Blow-out. Provision
must be made in all traction controllers for the suppression of arcing at the con-

tacts, otherwise excessive burning will occur at the fingers and segments at

which circuits are opened. In all modern controllers arcing is suppressed by
means of a “magnetic blow-out.” A powerful magnetic field is provided at

the contacts where arcing occurs, and the conditions are so arranged that the
arcs are rapidly extinguished or “blown out.”

The operation of the magnetic blow-out depends upon the fundamental
principles of electro-magnetism that a current-carrying conductor situated in

a magnetic field—the direction of which is perpendicular to the axis of the
conductor—is acted upon by a force tending to move the conductor out of the
field, i.e. the direction of the force is perpendicular to both the axis of the con-

ductor and the direction of the magnetic lines. Elementary diagrams showing
the relationship between these quantities are given in Fig. 80.
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The magnitude of the force is proportional to the product of current and
magnetic flux density.

The magnetic fleld is produced by an electromagnet excited by the main
current, and is directed by pole-pieces to the spaces in which arcing occurs.

With a transverse distribution, the flux is perpendicular to the plane con-

taining the contacts and the arcs are blo\^Ti in an ariaJ, or longitudinal, direction.

With an axial (longitudinal) blou-out field, arcs forming between fingers

and segments will be blown in a direction perpendicular to the axis of the

contact drum, according to the directions of current and flux. Obviously, only

the radially-outward direction is permissible.

In order to prevent the arcs striking adjacent fingers, fireproof barriers,

called “arc deflectors,” are inserted horizontally between the fingers and
segments.

Electric Braking. Since dynamo-electric machines are reversible in their

functions, the motors on a car can be operated as self-excited electric generators

—provided that certain conditions are satisfied—when driven by the momentum
of the car. When thus driven as generators, the machines are loaded by
rheostats, and the energy which is dissipated in the latter, as well as that

necessary to supply the losses in the generators, is derived from the kinetic

energy of the moving car. In some (*ases the exciting coils of magnetic track

brakes are connected in series with the loading rheostats, to provide additional

braking effort

Conditions Governing Electric Braking. To operate the series-wound car-

motors as self-excited series generators when driven by the momentum of the

ear, two conditions must be satisfied

—

1. The armature and field connexions must be reversed relatively to each
other.

2. A rheostatic load, the maximum resistance of which does not exceed a
pre-determined value, must be connected across the terminals of the machines.

The reversal of connexions is necessary because, under normal braking
conditions, the direction of rotation is the same as that when the car is running
under power. Hence, due to the series excitation of the field winding, a reversal

of the armature relatively to the field winding, or vice versa, is required in

order that the machine may build-up as a generator when it is connected to a
load.

The second condition, in which the maximum value of the loading resistance

IS specified, arises from an inherent characteristic of series generators, i.e. that
a generator of this type will not excite if the resistance of the load connected
to its terminals exceeds a critical value.

Connexions of Motors for Electric Braking. With two-motor equipments,
the motors are connected in parallel for electric braking as the series connexion
of the machines would produce an excessive voltage across the loading rheostats,

thereby necessitating not only special insulation but rheostats of considerably
higher resistance than those required for starting purposes. With the parallel

connexion of the motors, however, the starting rheostats, with one or two
additional sections, may be utilized as loading rheostats. But in this case

precautions have to be taken to ensure stable operation of the generators.

Stability in the operation of two parallel-connected series generators is
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obtained either by equalizing the exciting currents, e.g. by connecting the field

windings in parallel, as in Fig. 81 (a), or by cross excitation, as in Fig. 81 (6).

These schemes, however, possess an important difference under abnormal

conditions. For instance, if the direction of rotation of the generators is

™iUlr-p 1

RhMtOtS f
Track
Brokaa

Tfinniir-p—

i

Rhaaatata f
Track
Brakac

(a)

Fig. 81 . Methods of Conne(’ting
(ft)

Motors for Electric Braking

reversed (due to, say, a run-back) and the armature and field connexions are

the same as for normal braking conditions, no braking effect can be obtained

with the connexions of Fig. 81 (a), as the machines will fail to excite. On the

other hand, an emergency braking effect will be obtained with the connexions

Fig. 82 . Connexions of Series-parallel Controller, arranged for
Electric Braking, with Run-back Preventer and Motor Cut-outs

To cut out motor No. 1, raise fluRers marked •

To cut out motor No. 2, raise fingers marked

of Fig. 81 (6), as the machines will build-up in scries and will be short-circuited

upon themselves. Another difficulty when using the equalized-field connexion
is the possibility, with incorrect settings of the brushes or commutating poles,

of the machines building up in series on their commutating-pole excitation, in

which case very little current may pass in the external circuit although the
armature currents may be large.
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Series-iMiallel Controller Arranged for Electric Braking. In controllers of
this type, the control of the motors during starting apd braking is effected by
a single operating handle; starting and speed regulation being effected by
moving the handle to one side ofthe ‘‘off** position (in, say, a clockwise direction),

and electric braking by moving the handle to the other side of the ‘^off** position

(in, say, a counter-clockwise direction). A separate drum and handle is provided
for controlling the direction of motion of the car.

Fig. 82 shows how the controller of Fig. 79 is modified to obtain braking
with the equalized-field connexion. The reversal of connexions between

Fia. 83. B.T.-H. Duum-typb {B 5)0) Tkamcar Controllek
Maley and Taunton Rlr-l)rakc valve mounted under the cap-plate.

“power** and “brake” is effected by an auxiliary drum and additional fingers.

This diagram also shows the simplest device for cutting-out a defective motor
(four fingers with locking-off cams), which, however, is not now used.

Bun-back Preventer. A car stopped on a steep rising gradient may be
prevented from running backwards by short-circuiting one motor without
reversal of connexions. Any backward motion therefore causes the machine
to excite as a short-circuited generator and so check the car’s progress.*

Fig. 82 shows one method of adapting the controller for short-circuiting

both motors in the “off” position. The “power” segments of the auxiliary
drum are extended and additional segments are provided on the main drum.

* An electric bralce, depending for its action on the motion of the car, cannot “hold**
the car on an incline, although it can prevent the car from running away. Mechanical
brakes are necessary for holding a car on an incline.
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In cases where the motors are cross-connected for braking, as in Fig. 81(6),

the braking positions of the controller are effective for l)oth directions of motion
of the car, and may, therefore, be used for preventing a run-back.

Example of Hand-operated Tramcar Controller

B 510 Controller of British Thomson-Houston Co. This controller is designed

for motors having individual ratings up to 45 h.p. at 600 volts. Fig. 83 shows
a controller with cover removed and arc deflectors closed

; it is fitted with an
air-brake valve which is operated by a cam when the driving handle is moved
to the braking positions.

The fingers, Fig. 84, are of the pivoted type with renewable tips. The
contact pressure is obtained from spiral compression springs which are adjust-

able, and flexible copper shunts connect each finger to its terminal base, so

that no current is carried by either the hinge or the (compression spring.

The segments are fitted to split “body castings," which are clamped to a
mica-insulated square shaft. Renewable tips are fitted to those segments
subjected to arcing.

The magnetic blow-out is of the “indivddual-finger" type, a blow-out coil

being fitted to the finger bases of each of the main fingers. Iron plates are

moulded in the arc deflectors to direct the flux to the contact tips of the fingers.

This type of blow-out closely resembles that employed with contactor-type

controllers.

The cut-out switch is of the drum type: it is located immediately below
the reversing drum, and its operating spindle extends through the cap-plate

as shown in Fig. 83. The cut-out spindle is operated by the reversing handle,

which must be removed from the spindle of the reversing drum for this purpose.
The latter operation is possible only when the reversing drum is in the “off"

position (i.e. when the main drum is “off," as an interlocking device between
the drums ensures that the reversing drum can be moved only when the main
drum is “off").

The cut-out switch has three positions, namely, both motors in circuit.

No. 1 motor cut out. No. 2 motor cut out. The connexions of its nine fingers

and three groups of segments are shown in the simplified diagram in Fig. 85.

When this switch is in either of the “cut-out" positions an interlocking device
prevents the main drum being moved beyond the “full series" position.

A simplified diagram of connexions is given in Fig. 85, in which the fingers

and segments of the reversing drum are omitted, but the positions of the fingers

in the armature circuits are indicated. Transition is by the shunt method
(Fig. 76), and the motors are cross-connected for braking (Fig. 81 (6).) When
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either motor is cut out, electric braking can be obtained with the remaining
motor, but in this case the position of the reversing handle must always corres-

pond to the actual direction of motion of the car.
'

Tramcab Remote Control (power-operated) Systems and
Control Gear

Individual Contactor Control System. The necessity for high acceleration in

modern tramways, together with the provision of ample passenger accommo-
dation ill the cars, requires four-motor equipments with ratings aggregating

Afodor /y<7 / Afodor /y^7.

2

cot•oat cat -oat.

Kio. 85. Connexions of B.T.-H. Drum-type Tramcar (Controller

Dotted linos represent positions of tiiiKers of reversing drum.

180 to 260 h.p. For the control of such equipments power-operated contactors

are preferable to hand-operated drum-type controllers, and systems employing
both electro-pneumatic and electromagnetic t3q)es of contactors have been
developed. These systems are simplified forms of multiple-unit equipments
for motor-coach trains which are considered in detail in Chapter IX.

Essentially the control equipment consists of (i) a group ofabout 9 contactors
for the main circuits and starting rheostats, (ii) a reverser, (iii) a change-over
switch for “power” and “brake,” (iv) a master controller. Items (i), (ii), (iii)

may be either assembled on a framework, as shown in Fig. 86, for installing in

the car body, or arranged in one or two cases for mounting on the underframe
of the car.

Electro-pneumatic ConUwtor. This consists of a fixed contact. A, Fig. 87a ,

with a blow-out coil, B, attached; and a moving contact, C, actuated by a
single-acting air cylinder, Z), the air supply to which is controlled by an electro-

magnetic valve, E, shown in detail in Fig. 87b .

Admission of air to the cylinder causes the contacts to close, and a spring
above the piston to be compressed : release of air causes the contacts to open.
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Eledro-magmtic Reverser, This is of the drum type and is actuated by
two single-acting opposed air cylinders, a rack on the common piston rod

engaging a pinion on the shaft carrying the contact drum. Each cylinder has

its own control valve, and admission of air to either cylinder sets the contact

drum in one position or the other.

Fig. 86. Metkopolitan-Vickebs Cab-mounted Electro pneumatic Control
Gear for Tramcar

(a) Contaotois, (6)Rover8er, (c) Power/brake change-over switch.

The power and brake change-over switch is of similar construction.

Master Controller. As the solenoids of the valve magnets require only a
few watts for their operation a low voltage (obtained from a storage battery)

is employed for the control circuit. The master controller therefore is of simple
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construction as only small currents have to be controlled and no magnetic

blow-out is necessary.

Mam-c$rcmt Connexions, These are shown m Fig. 88, which refers to a

Fig. 87a B T H. Electro pnbumatk Contactor ioa Kailwai Service

four-motor equipment with magnetic track brakes. Provision is made—by
additional operating positions of the power/brake change-over switch—^for

operation with either pair of motors cut out.

The sequence chart shows the contactors which are closed on each operating
position of the master controller, and the schematic diagrams show the general
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scheme of the circuit connexions for both power and brake operation of the

motors.

An alternative system of control provides for automatic acceleration with
bridge transition, the scheme being similar to that employed on motor-coach
trains and described in Chapter IX.

Multi-notch Control System. This system was originally developed in America
for the Presidents’ Conference Committee (P.C.C.) type of street railway car,

the object being to obtain high and smooth acceleration and rheostatic braking
within the limits of adhesion. These requirements called for a practically

“stepless” control system. Two American designs were evolved, one having
almost 100 rheostatic steps, whilst the

other has considerably more.
In this country an equipment fulfill-

ing the same requirements and following

similar principles has been developed
by Messrs. Allen West & Co. in

conjunction with Messrs. Crompton
Parkinson.*

Contactors. In this design the large

number of rheostatic steps is obtained

by means of simple, coil-less, magnetic-

operated, contactor elements arranged
in a circle with the operating mechanism
(two diametrically opposite permanent
magnets) in the centre. Fig. 89 shows the

complete group of rheostatic contactor

elements combined with the rheostat,

the whole assembly being called the

“accelerator.” The continuous sections

of the strip-type rheostat, A, are

clamped to the supporting steel pins

which project radially from the moving-
contact portion of each contactor

element, and which thus constitute tap-

pings . The circular assemblyofcontactor
elements with their associated rheostat

are arranged electrically in two halves, the moving contacts making contact

with a common circular bus-ring. The current enters one half of the rheostat

and passes to the other half by a diametrically opposite pair of contactor

elements making contact on the common bus-ring.

Each moving contact, B, is actuated by a pivoted lever carrying an iron

armature C. The moving contact is mounted on a leaf spring which biases

both the moving contact itself and its actuating lever to the “open” position

relative to the common bus-ring.

The two permanent magnets, X>, are fixed at opposite ends of arms fitted

to a sleeve which is mounted on a central shaft, the sleeve being driven through
gearing by a small pilot motor, M. The rotation of the magnets closes in

sequence diametrically opposite contactor elements through the attraction of

• This equipment is designated by the trade name “Vambac,” which is an abbreviation
for “Variable automatic multi-notch braking and acceleration control.**

cSprtag^

Air suiv>lypon

LLJJ
inlet yatk^e

Fig. 87b. Detati. of Electromagnetic
Valve
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the armatures on their actuating levers. The latter, however, do not touch
the magnets and do not impose any frictional drag on the pilot motor. The
speed of the pilot motor is controlled automatically so as to maintain the
current in the motors approximately constant at the value to give the required

acceleration and braking, corresponding to the position of the master controller.
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Fig. 88. Main-circuit Connexions roit 4-MoTOit Equipment (250/275.V Motors)
(Metropolitan-Vickers

)

The flcliematie rliaKrams show the circuits for (u) power, all motors
; (6) brakiuK, all

motors; (c) power, two motors only; (tf) brake, two motors only.

Additional contactors of the electro-magnetic type, mounted on a panel,
are employed for the main power and rheostatic braking circuits, for field

shunting, and for cutting out additional rheostats (which provide for slow
running or “crawling”).

Main Circuit Connexions. Fig. 90 shows the scheme of connexions. Two
motors are shown for simplicity, but in practice two pairs of 275-V motors are

used, the motors of each pair being permanently connected in series. Series-

parallel control is not employed. Slow running speeds are obtained with
only contactors L and closed, the accelerator. A, remaining in its initial
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position. Automatic acceleration is obtained with contactors, L,

closed, the accelerator moving at a controlled rate to its “full speed” position,

’'"•'tfutw, I ifiwr”'”'

Fr(.. 80 . ("oMPLETio nnori* or Kheomtatk Elements and
Contactors (Allen-West)

at which point closes to sliort] circuit the accelerator, and and F^ close

to weaken the motor fields.

Fig. 90 . Scheme of Connexions for “Vambac” Equipment
(Allen-West)

Rheostatic braking is obtained with the crossed-field connexion by closing

contactors and JSg. By arranging the circuits in the manner shown in Fig.

90 no reversal ofthe motor connexions is necessary when changing from “power”
to “brake.”
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The braking torque is held controlled by the movement of the accelerator

which gradually cuts the rheostat out of circuit.

Pilot Motor, The field of this motor is separately excited from a low-voltage
(36-V) battery whilst the armature is supplied at variable voltage by means
of a reversing potentiometer rheostat also connected to the battery. The drive
from the pilot motor, with its gear box and the rotating magnets of the
accelerator, is taken up by an electromagnetic clutch, the coil of which is

controlled by auxiliary contacts on the short-circuiting contactor such
that once the accelerator has cut out all the rheostat and is short-circuited by

i--

Fio. 91. Master Controller (Cover Removed) for “Vambac”
(’’oNTROL (Allen West)

the closing of contactor, Afg, the clutch is de-energized and the rotating magnet-
arm is spring-returned to its initial position. By this means the accelerator,

having fully accelerated the car, is always ready for a rheostatic brake appli-

cation, and similarly, having brought the car to standstill by rheostatic

braking, there is no delay if an immediate re-application of power is required.

Master Controller. This is usually combined with the reverser, as shown in

Fig. 91, and arranged for location under the driver’s seat.

The operating handle, which has a central “off” position, moves forward
for acceleration and backward for rheostatic braking. The degree of movement
of the handle from the “off” position, besides closing the appropriate contactors
for “power” or “brake,” determines the acceleration and the rate of braking.
This is effected by setting, through spring tension, the position of the contact
arm of the pilot-motor potentiometer (which is a miniature permanent-magnet-
operated rheostat). The force exerted by the spring is opposed by the pull

due to a control solenoid which carries a current proportional to that in the
main motors. When the accelerator advances from its initial position the current
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in the main motors increases, and proportionately increases the pull of the

solenoid until a state of balance exists on the potentiometer-arm between the

spring tension due to the position of the master controller handle and the pull

due to the control solenoid, thus holding the speed of the accelerator to give

the acceleration or rate of braking desired.

Trolleybus Control Systems and Controllers

Control Requirements. Trolleybuses are usually equipped with a single motor
(series or compound) which is started on the simple rheostatic system. To
reduce the losses in the rheostats they are cut out at a low vehicle speed (about

12 m.p.h.), and therefore field weakening is necessary to obtain normal service

speeds.

Electric braking (rheostatic) is Usually employed in order to reduce the

wear of the brake shoes and drums, the final retardation being effected by
mechanical brakes, operated usually by compressed air. Regenerative braking,

with compound-motor equipments, is now confined to such hilly routes on
which the advantages of recuperation outweigh the difficulties in the operation

of the sub-stations and distribution system.

The control system must therefore provide for—(i) rheostatic starting, (ii)

field weakening, (iii) electric braking, (iv) mechanical braking. These operations

must be effected by the driver’s feet (as his hands are required for steering and
applications of the hand brake) and, following the practice in mechanically

-

propelled vehicles with foot control, two pedals are provided, one for accelerating

(i.e. starting and speed control), and the other for braking (electric and
mechanical). The pedals must require only a light pressure for actuating the

controls, and therefore a remote-control system is necessary, with power-
operated contactors for the main (heavy-current) circuits and pedal-operated

master controllers (power and brake) for the control (light-current circuits).

As the vehicle is always driven in one direction (reversing being only required

for manoeuvring) the reversing switch is of the hand-operated main-current
type.

In addition provision is usually made, on vehicles for service in Great
Britain, for emergency operation from the lighting battery, the ampere-hour
capacity of which is increased for this purpose. The battery is arranged in two
sections (each either 24 or 36 V) which are normally connected in parallel (for

lighting and charging) but may be connected in series when emergency pro-

pulsion is required. A change-over switch is therefore necessary together with
a contactor (controlled by a foot-operated switch) for connecting the battery

directly to the motor (which operates on its series field winding without starting

rheostats).

Control Schemes. The control system for a non-regenerative compound
motor provides for a total of ten steps for motor operation [i.e. 6 starting

(rheostatic), and 4 running (including 3 weak field steps)] and two steps of
rheostatic braking.

For motor operation the shunt field winding is cut out on the first weak-field

step and diverter resistors are connected across the series field winding on the
succeeding steps.

For rheostatic braking either of the schemes shown in Fig. 92 are employed,
each of which gives a similar braking (speed/tractive-e&rt) characteristic
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with a definite liihiting torque {see Fig. 32). In both cases the shunt-field

winding is separately excited from the supply system and the armature is

loaded on rheostats. De-compounding in one case is obtained by including a
portion of the series field winding in the load circuit, and in the other case by
including in the shunt field circuit a portion of the voltage drop in the load

rheostats in such a direction as to oppose the supply voltage.

For a regenerative (<;ompound) motor—in which the shunt field ampere-
turns are much greater than those in a non-regenerative motor—^the control

system would provide for four weak-field stops (3 with weakened shunt field

and one with the series field alone).

As regenerative braking ceases at a speed of about 13 m.p.h. two steps of

rheostatic braking are provided, the machine operating as a differentially-

compounded generator.

The control system for a series motor would provide for 5 starting (rheostatic)

Si/pp/y Supply

(«) W
Fig. 92. Connexions foh Rheostatic Braking

(a) Contra-field, or dififerontially compounded, method; (b) stabilized shunt-field
method. Two stanes of braking are obtained with the contactor (i) open, and (ii) closed.
The dotted connexions in (a) show an alternative (shunted-field) method to the tapped

' scries field winding.

steps and 4 running steps (3 with weakened field). Rheostatic braking is not

usually employed as misuse of the electric brake may cause over-stressing and
damage to the mechanical transmission gear.

Equipment for Starting and Speed Control. The contactors are of the

electromagnetic type, the operating coils being usually wound for the line voltage

(525 V), but in some cases low-voltage operation from the lighting battery is

employed. A typical contactor is shown in Fig. 93. The hinged-armature
method of actuating the moving contact is employed as this form of construc-

tion is simpler than that with a plunger.

The master controller has two sets of contacts (one for accelerating and one
for rheostatic braking) which are of the silver-tipped butt type. The moving
contacts are mounted on rocking levers which are linked to the respective

pedals. A t3q)ical controller is shown in Fig. 94.

The reverser is of the drum type and is hand operated : it is located in the
same case as the master controller. When provision is to be made for battery
operation additional contacts and operating positions (forward and reverse)

are necessary. These additional contacts may also include those for changing
the connexions of the battery {see Fig. 96), or alternatively a separate change-
over switch (parallel-series) may be employed.

The master controller shown in Fig. 94 is intended for location under
the driver’s seat and the contactors are mounted on a panel for location either

in the cab or on the chassis. A more compact arrangement is shown in Fig. 95,

which enables all the control-circuit wiring to be completed at the factory.
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The reversing handle is operated by the driver’s left hand (for a right-hand-

drive vehicle) and the linkwork from the pedals is connected to the levers at

the bottom of the master controller. ^

Connexions. Fig. 96 shows the scheme of connexions of the main and control

circuits for a compound-motor non-regenerative equipment wjth stabilized

rheostatic braking and battery manoeuvring. The master controller is of the
type shown in Fig. 94, and the contactors are of the electromagnetic type
with the operating coils wound for the line voltage.

The auxiliary circuits (in addition to the control circuit) supplied at line

voltage include (i) the visual dewirement indicator, (ii) the motor driving the

t > llllfclli liililii'iil

\

Kia. 95. Cab-mount>.i) Control Unit (B.T. H.)

air compressor for the air brake, (hi) the motor of the motor-generator set for

low-voltage lighting (see Chapter XIIT) and battery charging.

Radio interference due to arcs at the contacts of the master controller is

suppressed by coils connected in the supply leads to the controller, and radio

interference due to sparking at the trolley collectors is suppressed by a combina-
tion of capacitors (condensers).

Automatic (current-limit) Control of Accelerating Period. In Great Britain
and many other countries the driving technique of a trolleybus is similar (except
for gear changing) to that of an internal-combustion-engined bus, i.e. the speed
and acceleration depend on the amount of depression of the “accelerating”

pedal. With a trolleybus a rapid movement of this pedal would cause overload-

ing of the motor and the opening of the circuit breaker. Such mal-operation
may be neutralized by arranging that the rate at which the starting rheostat
is cut out, and the field is weakened, is dependent on the current input to the
motor. This “current-limit” method of controlling the acceleration has a
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universal application to d.c. motor-coach trains and is described in detail in

Chapter IX.
Trolleybuses, however, do not require such elaborate systems, and simpler

schemes based on the same principle have been developed.* One scheme
(incorporating both current and time-limits) is shown diagrammatically in

Pig. 97a. a telescopic link is inserted between the accelerating pedal and the

operating lever of the master controller (which is of the type illustrated in

Fig. 94), and the movement of the latter is retarded by a piston, P, working
in a cylinder filled with oil, the fiow from which is controlled by electromagnetic

valves, B, C.

When the vehicle is stationary and the accelerating pedal is depressed, the

initial current closes valve B, and the oil flows through valves A and C, allowing

the master controller to advance at a predetermined rate. If the load is such

that the motor current increases above the permissible value the current-limit

relay causes valve, C\ to close and slow down the rate of movement of the master
controller.

A quick-return valve, I), allows a quick return of the master controller to

the ^‘off” position.

If power is re-applied during coasting a (piick advancement of the master
controller is obtained (due to valves B and T being open) until the motor
current rises to the value which causes valve B to close.

Fig. 97b shows a master controller in which a similar scheme of acceleration

control is incorporated. The telescopic link is shown in the operating pull rod
below the controller.

Battery Vehicle Control Systems

Control Requirements. Battery vehicles are employed chiefly for local

deliveries of goods in large towns. The daily duty of a vehicle consists of many
short runs, involving frequent starting and stopping. As the ampere-hour
capacity of the battery is restricted by considerations of weight and cost,

economy in discharge is important, and may be effected by (i) reducing the

rheostatic losses at starting, (ii) providing two efficient running speeds (prefer-

ably in the ratio of approximately 1:2). Both requirements are fulfilled by
arranging the battery in two halves, which may be grouped either in parallel or

series.

Control Systems. For small vehicles simple rheostatic starting is employed
and the control equipment consists of a drum-type controller and reverser.

For larger vehicles, handling loads of 12 cwt and above, a more economical
control system is necessary, and the parallel-series battery grouping system is

employed. The two halves of the battery are connected in parallel during the

initial starting and for running at approximately half maximum speed, and are

connected in series when maximum speed is required. The transition from the

parallel to the series connexion of the sections of the battery is made by a
closed-circuit bridge method and the sequence of the steps is shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 98.

A remote control system is employed, with electromagnetic contactors

(for the main circuits), a small pedal-operated master controller and a hand-
operated reversing switch with an additional position for “charge.” Fig. 99
shows the equipment mounted on a vehicle.

* See Transactions A,I,E,E., Vol. 71, “A new control for trolley coaches,” by N. H.
Willby. Also B.T,H. Activities, Vol. 19, p. 439.



Fig. 97a. Simplified Scheme of Acceleration
Control ^for Trolleybuses (Metropolttan-

VirKKiis)

Fig. 97b. Trolleybi^s Master CController with
Automatic Acteleration Control (G.E.(\)
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A typical master controller is shown in Fig. 100, and a diagram of connexions

of a parallel-series control system, suitable for vehicles carrying loads up to

tons, is given in Fig. 101.

P"iG. 9H. T>iag«am showing Transition from Parallel, to
Sfrti s CoNNi.xroN OF Batteries

(a) IJatteiieH iii paitillol (b) tiaiiHitiona] resistor (iR4 - -Rs) inserted (r) batteries in stiies

Fig. 99. Control Equipment Mounted on
Vehicle (B.T.-H.)

The master controller has three operating positions, giving two rheostatic

steps and a running step with the sections of the battery in parallel. To obtain

full speed a push-button on the steering column is pressed for a few seconds and
released, the pedal of the master controller remaining depressed. The sequence
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of operations is as follows—contactor No. 2 opens (by the opening of the con-

tacts, By of the push-button)
;
No. 4 closes (due to the closing of the interlocks
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on No. 2) ; Nos. 1 ,
J a open (due to the opening of the interlocks on No. 4)

;

No. 5 closes (due to the closing of the interlocks on Nos. I, Ia) ; No. 2 closes

when the push-button is released and its interkxjks cause No. 4 to open, so that

only the essential contactors (Nos. 2, 3, 5) remain closed.



CHAMBR IX

THE CONTROL OF DIRECT-CURRENT
RAILWAY MOTORS

Control Systems for Motor-coach Trains

Electric trains for suburban service are usually made up of a number of motor
and trailer coaches, and the composition of the train is altered to suit the traffic.

Thus for light traffic one motor-coach and one trailer may be sufficient, while

for heavy traffic two or more motor-coaches and a number of trailers may be
required. Each motor-coach may be equipped with two or four motors, but
all of the motors throughout the train must be controlled simultaneously from
one point.

Multiple-unit Control. To obtain the maximum hexibihty in the make-
up of trains an indirect or remote control system is required in which the

various series-paraUel controllers for the motors are power operated,* the

operating currents of all these controllers passing through a small master
controller manipulated by the driver, who has, therefore, complete control over

the whole of the motors. Such a system is called multiple-unit control, because,

for control purposes, each motor coach and its equipment is considered as

one unit, and the control circuits of all the units are connected in parallel or

multiple.

This system is now standard for all motor-coach trains and is also employed
on locomotives in cases where two or more locomotives may require to be
coupled for hauling heavy trains over gradients.

General Classification of Multiple-unit Systems. Multiple-unit systems are

classified according to the system of operation and the type of motor-controller.
Thus the motor-controller may be operated either entirely electrically (called

“aZZ electric'' operation), or by pneumatic cylinders having electrically-operated

control valves (called ^'electro-pneumatic'' operation). Again, the motor-
controller may consist either of a number of individual switches (called "unit

switches" or "contactors") each having its own operating mechanism and being

self-contained, or, alternatively, a group of switches or contactors may be
operated by cams mounted on a common shaft, so that only a single operating

mechanism is required for the switch group. Motor-controllers of the former
type are called unit-switch controllers, or individual-contactor controllers

;
those

of the latter type are called cam-shaft controllers.

Further, with a power-operated motor-controller two methods of notching-

up, or progression from step to step, are possible, i.e. (i) synchronously with
the movements of the master controller (and therefore under the direct control

of the motorman just as if a hand-operated motor-controller were in use),

(ii) automatically, the notching-up, when once started by the motorman, being

completed automatically (by means of relays and auxiliary switches) without
further effort or skill being necessary on the part of the motorman.

* The teim “motor-controller” is employed subsequently to denote such power-
operated series-parallel controllers, including also the reversers.

139
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Application. The mn-avtormtic system is obviously necessary for loco-

motives as the service duty may vary from day to day. The motor-controllers
are usually of the electro-pneumatic individual-contactor type.

The automatic system was developed especially for motor-coach trains as
the starting conditions, except for gradients, are practically constant, the
passengers—even in a packed suburban train—contributing only about 15 to

25 per cent to the total weight. Moreover, the adhesive weight is always
sufficient to permit the full accelerating tractive effort to be employed under
all rail conditions.

Although all the above systems are in extensive use, the present tendency
is towards electro-pneumatic operation, the motor-controllers being either of the

Fig. 102 . Layout of Contkol Apparatus on Motor-coach of
Multiple-unit Train

Lim^ voltage control supply, earth return

individual-contactor or cam-shaft type for surface railways, and the cam-shaft
type for underground railways with restricted under-floor space.

The chief reasons for preferring electro-pneumatic, instead of electro-

magnetic, operation for motor-controllers of the individual-contactor type
are—(i) the contactor group is more compact

;
(ii) each valve-magnet requires

only a few watts for operation, whereas the solenoid of an electromagnetic
contactor may require from 100 to 200 watts; (iii) a low voltage control
supply can be employed, which simplifies the auxiliary and interlocking

contacts on the contactors and their circuits, reduces the size of the master
controller and gives greater reliability to the whole of the control apparatus
and circuits. As electric trains are almost universally equipped with compressed-
air brakes, the supply of air for electro-pneumatic operation is always
available.
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Control Equipment on Coaches. The equipment which is necessary on a
motor coach for control purposes comprises

—

Master controller, series-parallel motor-controller (with rheostats and
reverser), control-circuit multi-core cable (control bus-line) with coupler

sockets, accelerating relay; also a motor-generator, battery or tapped
line-connected resistor (potentiometer) if the control circuit is to be supplied

at low voltage.

That necessary on a trailer coach comprises

—

Master controller (when required), control-circuit multi-core cable with

coupler sockets.

To ensure protection of the motor equipment against excessive currents,

and to isolate, when necessary, the control apparatus of any motor-coach from
the control bus-line, each motor-coach is further equipped with

—

Over-current relay with driver’s control switch, isolating switch for

master controller, cut-out switch and fuses for isolating the control circuit

of the motor-controller from the control bus-line.

A diagram is given in Fig. 102 to show the layout of the apparatus and the

method of connexions for a motor-coach equipped with two motors and intended

for single-end operation. It will be observed that branch connexions from
the control bus-line and also from the main bus-line (the object of which is to

interconnect the collector shoes on the several motor-coaches of a train) are

made by means of special connexion boxes.

Control Supply. The control circuits of electrormgnetic systems are usually

supplied at line voltage (600 V), but the operating coils of the contactors and
reverser are usually wound for about 120 V, which necessitates a number of

coils, or the equivalent resistors, being connected in series on each step of the

motor-controller. The switching of the coils and resistors is effected by
auxiliary contacts on the contactors.

In electro-jmeumatic systems, however, due to the small power required by
the valve magnets, a low voltage is desirable, and voltages between 50 V and
120 V are employed. The supply is obtained either from a motor-generator
(with usually a storage battery floating across the generator) or from the

earthed end of a potentiometer rheostat connected across the traction circuit.

A supply of compressed air is essential for electro-pneumatic systems.

The air is stored in an auxiliary reservoir, which is supplied from a main
reservoir, the air pressure in the latter being maintained within prescribed

limits.

Individual-contactor Multiple-unit System

Contactors. Individual contactors for multiple-unit systems are more
robust than those for tramcar and trolleybus equipments. The magnetic
blow-out is more powerful and the arc chutes are larger in order to give high
arc-rupturing capacity. A drawing of a typical 1,500-V contactor is shown in

Fig. 87a.

Each contactor is fitted with auxiliary contacts, actuated by the moving
contact and shown at F, Fig. 87a, for the purpose of interlocking and auto-

matically switching the control circuits in automatic control systems as

explained later.
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From 12 to 20 contactors are necessary for series-parallel control with bridge

transition, the smaller number for 600-V circuits and the larger number for

1,600-V and 3,000-V circuits.

Master Controllers. All master controllers for multiple-unit trains are

provided with a “dead-man’s” handle, to ensure that, in the event of the driver

becoming incapacitated, the power supply to the motors will be interrupted

and the brakes will be applied automatically.

Fig. 103 shows a modern controller designed with low height for operation

by a seated driver. The contacts are of the contactor type, and those con-

trolling the series and parallel switching of the contactors are actuated by a

horizontal cam-shaft with a bevel drive from the driver’s handle. The pair of

contacts (called the “cut-off” or “dead-man’s” contacts) to the left are connected
directly in the supply circuit to the controller and are actuated by the driving

handle through a spring latch. These contacts close when the upper (hinged)

portion of the handle is depressed in the “off” position and moved to an operat-

ing position: they open automatically when the handle is released whatever
its position. When the handle is released in an operating position the cut-

out contacts cannot be reclosed until the handle is returned to the “ofiF”

position.

The hinged portion of the handle also controls a pilot valve connected to

the train pipe of the air brake. This valve is closed when either {a) the reversing

lever is in one of the running positions and the driving handle is depressed, or

(h) the reversing lever is in the “off” position.

Hence the driving handle must normally be held depressed, and if any
abnormal circumstances cause it to be released the power supply to the motors
will be cut off and the brakes applied automatically.

Fig. 104 shows an alternative form of master controller with drum-type
contacts incorporating the “dead-inan’s-handle” feature. The fingers are

arranged in line, and the drum c;ontacts are arranged axially, A, being the

reversing contacts, H, the “dead-man’s” contacts, and C the contacts controlling

the contactors.

Beversers. These are usually of the drum type with two operating positions.

In the electromagnetic type the operation is by two electromagnets, one for

each position. In the electro-pneumatic type (Fig. 105) a pinion on the shaft

of the contact drum engages a rack formed on the common piston rod of two
single-acting opposed air cylinders, A, each with its own control valve, one
being shown at B, Admission of air to either cylinder sets the drum to one
position or the other. Auxiliary contacts, C, are fitted to both types for inter-

locking the control circuit of the reverser with that of the main contactors.

Automatic Control. Automatic closing of the rheostatic contactors at a
given motor current may be obtained by means of a current-limit relay (called

an “accelerating” or “notching” relay) and auxiliary contacts on each contactor.

The relay consists essentially of a pair of contacts (connected in the control

circuit) and an actuating electromagnet excited by the motor current. The
contacts are closed when the current is below a prescribed value and open
when the current is above this value.

The general scheme of operation is that, as each “rheostatic contactor”

closes, it transfers (by means of auxiliary contacts) its operating coil from an
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actuating circuit (which includes the contacts of the relay) to a retaining circuit

(which is independent of the relay contacts), and connects the operating coil

of the contactor for the succeeding step to the actuating circuit via the contacts

of the relay.

Hence the contactors will automatically “notch-up,” step by step, until the

motorcombination correspondingto thepositionofthemaster controller isreached,

the rate at which the notching progresses being controlled indirectly by the

motor current. The notching, however, may be arrested at any point, if desired,

by opening the actuating circuit.

Since the resistance steps are cut out only when the motor current falls to

the prescribed value, it is possible, by correctly grading the rheostats, to obtain

the same variation of motor current on each notch, so that the average accelerat-

ing current, and therefore the average acceleration^ will he constant.

Accelerating Relay. The simplest form of relay consists of an open type
vertical solenoid with a plunger carrying a contact disc which bridges a pair

of contacts when the plunger is in its lowest position. But the attracted

armature type, of which one form is shown in Fig. 113, is employed in many
modern equipments on account of its compactness and robustness.

Protective Relays. Over-cvrrent protection in modern equipments takes the

form of a relay having a series operating coil and contacts, normally closed,

connected in the control circuit of the “line” contactors (which are designed

to rupture currents much in excess of normal). When the relay trips, the con-

tacts are latched in the open position and must be reset by energizing a shunt
coil, the circuit of which is usually taken through off-position contacts on the

master controller. A shunt tripping (joil, controlled by a push button, is also

provided to enable emergency tripping to be effected by the driver.

Low-voltage protection is necessary on trains operating without a main
bus-line to ensure that if the main supply to any motor-controller is inter-

rupted (due to the current collectors crossing a gap) the control supply to that

controller will also be interrupted. This is effected by a relay (called a “low-

voltage,” “no-volt,” or “line,” relay) having a shunt operating coil connected,

with a suitable series resistor, across the traction supply and a pair of contacts

(which are closed when the operating coil is excited) in series with the control

circuit of the line contactors.

Combined low-voltage and Imv-current protection may be necessary when the

motor of the motor-generator for the auxiliary supply has a speed-stabilizing

(shunt) winding.

In this case a series winding (connected in the motor circuit) is added to

the low-voltage relay. Arrangements are made (see Fig. 114) so that the initial

closing of the contacts is effected by the voltage coil and the retention of these

contacts in the closed position is dependent on the current in the series coil.

Connexioiis for Automatic Control (Electro-pneumatic System). Schematic
diagrams of the main-circuit and control-circuit connexions are given in Figs.

106, 107. The control-circuit supply to the master controller is taken through
the contacts of a pneumatic switch (called a “control governor”) in addition

to the usual isolating switch. The control circuit is therefore interlocked with
the air supply, and the circuit to the master controller is closed only when the

air pressure is above a definite value.
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The sequence of operations is briefly as follows

—

When the reversing handle is thrown to an operating position the re-set

coils of the overload relays are energized via wire 7.
^

When the driving handle is moved to the first position, the circuit to the

re-set coils is broken, and a circuit is established to wires 1 or 2 (according to

the position of the reversing drum) and also to wire 3, in the circuit of which
is included the contacts of the “<lead man’s” feature. (These contacts are also

included in the circuits of wires 4, 5, 6, which are energized on subsequent

Fl(i. 106 MAlN-ClRCiriT CONNRXIONS FOR MeTROPOLTTAN-ViCKF RS
Electro-pneumatu 1,500-volt Control System

AR, OR denote the accelerating relaj and the o\er-iurient lelays lespectlvels

.

Contactor No 10 (not ahown in cliagiain) is c.onnccled lutwct'ii R^ of tlie lower group
of rheostats, and the < ut-oiit foi No 2 motoi

steps.) The reverser is therefore set, and its interlocking contacts energize
(via wires 1 or 2) the magnets of contactors 10. Observe that this

circuit includes the contacts of the overload relays and the auxiliary contacts
on the motor cut-out switches.

Wire 3 establishes the circuits to the “full-field” contactors, and the
“series” contactor JR, the former being interlocked with the field-tapping

contactors and the latter being interlocked with the line contactors

LSi, LS^, Thus contactors LS^, 10, F^, F, Jiifgare closed, and the motors
are connected in series with each other and with the full resistance in the circuit.

When the driving handle is moved to the second position the “actuating”
circuit is established, and contactor RR^ closes, provided that the motor
current has fallen to the prescribed value. Observe that the circuit to the
accelerating relay includes the interlocking contacts on contactors LS^, JR,
The closing of contactor RR^ transfers its magnet coil to the “retaining” circuit

—which is supplied by wire 3—and connects the magnet coil of contactor Ri
to the “actuating” circuit. Automatic action then continues until the “bridge”
contactors J^, Jg (fwo contactors being connected in series) close and the
“full series” step is obtained. Observe that when J^ closes, its interlock opens
the circuit of the magnet coils of contactors JR, RR^, R^, RR^, R^, RR^, R^.
Observe also that the opening of JR opens the “actuating” circuit.
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The “transition-actuating’' circuit is established, via wire 5, at the third
position of the master controller, and, if the motor current is below the pre-
scribed value, the “parallel" contactors— LS4, G—^are closed and the bridge
contactors are opened. Observe that the closing of transfers the magnet

Fig. 107. Control-circuit Connexions eor Metropolitan-Vickers
Electro-PNEUMATIC Control System

The interlocks are shown In the ‘'open" position of the contactors.
AR, OR denote the accelerating relay and the overload relays respectively.

coils, 7/^3, L8^, O, to the “retaining" circuit supplied by wire 3, and that the
closing of G opens the circuit of Jj, /g* Observe also the interlocking of the
“parallel" contactors with both the “series" contactor and the auxiliary
contacts of the motor cut-out switches, the re-establishment of the “actuating"
circuit (via wire 4) and the energizing of the auxiliary shunt coil of the
accelerating relay.
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On the last step of the controller the control circuit of the field-tapping

contactors, F^, F^, is established via wire 6, the special contacts of the accelera-

ting relay, and the interlocks on contactors and O. Hence tapped-field

operation cannot be obtained until the motors are in “fuir* parallel and the

current is below the prescribed value.

Connexions for Automatic Control (Electro-magnetic Ssrstem). Schematic

diagrams of the motor and control circuits are given in Figs. 108, 109.* The

Fig. 108 . Main-circuit Connexions fob Metropolitan-Vickers
Automatic All-electric Control System

control circuit is supplied directly from the traction circuit and, as the contactor

operating coils are designed for about 100 volts, the operating circuits must
always include six coils or their equivalent in resistance.

The control-circuit bus-line cable consists of seven wires, of which five are

for the purpose of controlling the contactors and the remaining two are for

the purpose of controlling the automatic circuit-breaker. Each of the wires

constituting the control circuit proper has a definite function: thus No. 1

wire controls the “actuating” circuit of the contactors
;
No. 2 wire controls

* These oonnexions and the scheme of numbering the contactors are typical of the
Metropolitan-Vickers control systems on some of the suburban motor-coach trains operating
on the Southern Begion of British Railways.

6—(T.5043)
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the “retaining” circuit of the contactors; No. 3 wire controls the transition

into parallel
;
and wires Nos. 4 and 5 control respectively the “forward” and

“reverse” operating coils of the reverser, as well as the “line” contactor and the

contactor No. 10 in No. 2 motor circuit.

When the master controller is placed on the first (series) notch “forward,”

two circuits are established. One circuit is from No. 5 finger (Fig. 109), through

the “forward” operating coil and interlocks of the reverser,* through the opera-

ting coils of contactors and 10, and thence to earth through a rheostat. The
other circuit is from No. 2 finger, through the interlocks of contactors and
thence through the operating coil of the “series” contactor {JR) to earth via the

Kia. 109. (’oNTROTi-ciKCciT Connexions for Metropolitan-Vickers
Automatic All-electric Control System

auxiliary contacts of contactors, ifj, Jfg’ RRi, Ri, R^, RR^i R^y ^^zy ^
number of substitutional resistors. This circuit forms the “retaining” circuit

for the contactors which are subsequently energized automatically.

If the master controller is moved to the second notch, another circuit

(called the “actuating” circuit) is established by means of wire No. 1 and the

current-limit or accelerating relay. This circuit, however, is under the control

of the relay, and the contactors will be energized only provided that the relay

contacts are short-circuited. As neither potential coil of the relay is energized

on the first notch of the controller, the relay contacts will be short-circuited

when the controller moves to the second notch, and, therefore, a circuit will be

established through the operating coil of contactor RR^ to earth, via the contacts

(6) of the relay and the interlocks of contactors RRj^ JR, R^, R^, RR^, R2 ) RRz-
When contactor RR^ closes, its operating coil is transferred automatically to

the “retaining” circuit (energized from No. 2 wire) by means of the interlocks

on this contactor, and, at the same time, the circuit of the potential coil (c) of

the relay is opened. Before this change has taken place, however, the plunger

* If tlie reverser is in the “reverse” position, the “forward” coil is energized with the
full lino voltage provided that contactor is open.
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controlling contacts (c) of the relay—^from which the succeeding contactor,

is energized—will have been lifted, and the time-limit device on the plunger

will prevent the premature release of the latter when the circuit of the potenttal

coil is opened. Therefore, the contacts (c) cannot close until the plunger is

released by the series coil, which occurs when the motor current falls to the

predetermined value at which the relay is set. Contactor R^ will then be ener-

gized, via the contacts (c) of the relay and the interlocks of contactors 0,

RRl, R3, RR2, Rsy RRs-
Next, contactor RR2 is energized via the contacts (6) of the relay and

contactors JRi^ -^3 > RR^t R'^^ RR^*
In a similar manner contactor i?2 , and contactors RR^ and jRg, are energized

sequentially on the next two notches. The transference of the earth connexion

of the “retaining” circuit from contactor RR^ to contactor R^ should be noted,

as well as the automatic opening of contactors RR2 and JRg.

On the next notch—the last series notch—the “bridge” contactor J is

energized, and when this contactor closes, its auxiliary contacts open the circuit

of contactors JR, RR^, R^, RR^, R^- The contactors closed on the last series

notch are, therefore, Mi, 10, J.

It should be noted that no more “notching-up” can take place unless No. 3

wire is energized. Moreover, during the above process of notching-up, the

notching can be stopped at any desired point by placing the master controller

on the first notch, which interrupts the “actuating” circuit.

If the master controller is moved to the last (or fourth) notch “forward,”

contactors M2 and G will be energized from No. 3 wire via the contacts (b) of

the relay and contactors J, JR, M2 , JR, RRi, Ri, R^, RR^, R^, RRz- A^en
contactors M2 and 0 close, the control circuit is transferred to No. 2 wire via

the interlocks of contactors, Mi, M2 ,
JR, RRi, Ri, R^, Thus the

object of No. 3 wire is to energize the “parallel” contactors (M2 and G), and these

contactors cannot close tintil J has closed and JR has opened. At starting,

the master controller may be placed directly on the last notch, and “notching-

up” will take pla(*e through all the series notches, the transition notch, and the

parallel notches.

When M2 closes, J is opened automatically, and the potential coils of the
relay are supplied through the auxiliary contacts of ilfg- i^he series notches
the potential coils of the relay are supplied through the auxiliary contacts of
JR. Thus the automatic relay can only control the “actuating” circuit, provided
that either JR or M2 is closed.

The notching-up to “full parallel” takes place in a manner similar to that
for the series steps. Observe, however, that the operation of the contactors
is now governed by the current in motor No. 1. On some of the parallel notches
the closing of corresponding “rheostatic” contactors takes place successively

instead of simultaneously. For example, a rheostat section in No. 1 motor
circuit is not cut out until the contactor of the corresponding section in No. 2
motor circuit is fully closed. The next rheostat section in No. 2 motor circuit,

however, cannot be cut out until the relay contacts close again.

Cam-shaft Control Systems

Advantages. Cam-shaft systems possess important advantages over systems
employing individual contactors. For example, the cam-shaft system has fewer
parts subjected to wear; it is less costly to maintain than an individual-

contactor system
;
a definite sequence of automatic contactor operations is
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obtained with a very small number of auxiliary contacts ; the control equipment
is lighter, occupies less space, and can be inspected easier and quicker than a
corresponding equipment with individual contactors. Moreover, the control-

circuit wiring for automatic control is very much simpler than that for the

corresponding system having individual contactors.

Electro-pneumatic System. In the system which has been developed in this

country by the British Thomson-Houston Co., and in America by the General

Electric Co.,* the cam-shaft actuates only the “rheostatic*' contactors. A
separate group of three cam-operated contactors (called a transfer switch)

effects the series and parallel combinations of the motors, and individual

contactors act as circuit breakers. The complete equipment assembled for

underframe mounting is shown in Fig. 110.

A unique feature is that the cam-shaft rotates in one direction to cut out
resistors in the series combination of the motors, and, when the full-series

position is reached and transition has been effected, it returns through the same
positions, but in the reverse order, to cut out resistors in the parallel combination
of the motors. When the full-parallel position is reached the cam-shaft has
returned to its original position. Hence when power is cut off no further move-
ment of the cam-shaft is necessary.

This feature enables nine rheostatic steps to be obtained in each combination
of the motors, and in consequence only a relatively small variation of current

and tractive-effort occurs on each step.

Cam-shaft Contactors. The eleven “rheostatic** contactors are arranged in

two groups on opposite sides of the cam-shaft as shown in Fig. 111. Each con-

tactor is closed by a spring and opened by a cam. The cams, of moulded
insulating material, are fixed to a square shaft, one end of which is fitted with
a star-wheel and the other end with a pinion, which engages with a rack
connecting two single-acting pistons as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 112.

One piston, A
,
operates under oil pressure and the other, B, under air pressure,

and the motion of the rack and cam-shaft is due to the difference of pressure

on the pistons. The use of air and oil gives smoother operation than air alone.

Operation. In the initial position of the cam-shaft, and with the valve-

magnet unexcited, air pressure is maintained in the “air** cylinder and atmo-
spheric pressure exists in the oil reservoir. When the valve-magnet coil is

excited, air is exhausted from the “air** cylinder and is admitted to the oil

reservoir. The pressure on piston A is now greater than that on piston J5, and
the cam-shaft, if unrestricted, would rotate in the clockwise direction at a speed
determined by the flow of oil through the valve (\

Step-by-step movement of the cam-shaft is obtained by a star-wheel, pawl,
and an electromagnet (called the “stop** magnet), which, when excited, is

capable of holding the pawl in any notch of the star-wheel. The operating coil

of this magnet is in series with the contacts of the accelerating, or “notching,**

relay, which in this case are closed when the motor current is above a prescribed
value and open when the current falls to, or is below, this value. Hence the

* This system has been adopted since 1938 for all deep-level (“tube”) trains of London
Transport on account of its suitability for underframe mounting with wheels of small
diameter. It is also employed on other linos of London Transport and has an extensive
application in America.



Fia. 112. OpiiHATiNa Mechanism of B.T.-H. Type PCM Cam-shaft
Contactor Group
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star-wheel can move through a notch only when the motor current falls to,

or is below, the prescribed value.

When the cam-shaft reaches the limit of its travel, interlocking contacts

complete the circuit of the valve-magnet coil of the series-parallel transfer

switch, and, if the master controller is in the position for parallel operation,

transition is effected by the bridge method. The operation of the transfer

switch opens the circuit of the cam-shaft valve-magnet, thereby exhausting

air from the oil reservoir and admitting air to the “air'' cylinder. Pressure is

now applied to piston B, and the cam-shaft moves step-by-step in the reverse

direction until the initial position is reached, corresponding to the full parallel

combination of the motors.

Transfer Switch. The three contactors P, 8, G, Fig. 114, are actuated by a
cam mechanism which is operated by an air cylinder. With no air pressure

in the cylinder, i.e. the valve-magnet is unexcited, 8 is closed and P,Q, are open,

and when air is admitted, due to the excitation of the valve-magnet, P, Q,
are closed and 8 opens.

Accelerating Relay. This is of the attracted-armature type and is shown in

Fig. 113. The armature. A, which has a knife-edge pivot at its upper end, carries

a contact at its lower end and is spring-biased to open the contacts when
unexcited. The operating coils in the present case consist of two series coils

—

one in the circuit of each motor—and two shunt coils—one called the “lift^’

coil and the other the “rate'’ coil.

The “lift” coil, B, is energized momentarily while the star-wheel of the cam-
shaft is passing from notch to notch, the circuit being controlled by the contacts

G, Fig. 112 (labelled PC Inter in Fig. 114), actuated by the pawl: its function,

therefore, is to attract the armature and close the relay contacts while the
motor current is rising in the series coils.

The “rate” coil, C\ is controlled by either a special switch in the driver’s

cab or additional contacts on the reverse drum of the master controller. When
energized its ampere-turns oppose those of the series coils, so that the armature
releases at a higher motor current than when the series coils act alone. The
function of the rate coil, therefore, is to enable two values of accelerating

current to be obtained with a given setting of the armature control spring.

This feature is useful where trains have to operate both underground and on
the surface, as it allows a higher acceleration to be employed on the underground
lines where the rails are always in a good (dry) condition.

The function of the auxiliary electromagnet, D, (called the relay stop
magnet), is to stop the action of the relay by holding the contacts closed.

The operating coil is excited on the first (shunting) step of the master controller

{see Fig. 114) and in this condition an extension on the armature engages the
lower end of the relay armature. The “stop" magnet of the cam-shaft therefore

remains excited and the cam-shaft is prevented from notching.

Connexions. Schematic diagrams of main (600 volts) and control (low-

voltage) circuits for the equipment illustrated in Fig. 110 are shown in Fig. 114.

In position No. 1 of the master controller a supply is given to train wires

Nos. 1, 2, 4, (the reversing lever being in the “forward” position) and the
valve-magnets of the line contactors LB^, LB^ are energized provided that the
contacts of the low-current-and-voltage relay and other interlocks are already
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closed. The closing of the line contactors completes the main circuit, but
although the valve-magnet of the cam-shaft is excited, notching cannot proceed
because the contacts of the accelerating relay are closed and the star-wheel
is held by the stop magnet.

When the master-controller is moved to positions Nos. 2 or 3 automatic
notching to either full series or full parallel occurs as already explained. Observe

FlO. 113 A( ( ELERATINO OR NoTCHINO ReLAY AS USED WITH
Tirp. P("M Equipmp.nj (R T -H )

(i) that the operation of the transfei* switch, PSG^ depends upon the interlock
PCIO being closed (assuming train wire No. 3 to be connected to the control
supply), and (ii) that interlocks on PSG establish a retaining circuit for its

valve-magnet and open the circuit of the cam-shaft valve-magnet. The cam-
shaft therefore returns to its initial position, No. 1, which is now the full-

parallel position.*

* Full parallel, full field, is obtained when the cam shaft reaches position No. 2. The
final step enables one step of field weakening, if desired, to be obtained under the control
of the accelerating relay.
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In the equipments in service on the London Transport lines provision is

made for two stages of field weakening. A special hand-operated switch is

provided in the dnver’s cab together with additional contacts on the master
controller and an extra wire in the control bus line. When this switch is closed

Fi«. 114. Simplified Main- and Contkol-( im i it Connexions for Type PCM
Equipment (B.T.-H.)

OCR and NR denote the over-current and notching (a(< derating) leldjn lowpeetively

,

PUG denotes the series-parallel transfer switch

and the master controller is in position No. 3 the first stage of field weakening
is obtained with the cam-shaft in position No. 1, and the second stage is obtained
under the control of a series relay.*

Electro-pneumatic Cam-shaft equipment for l»500-volt Circuits. A typical
equipment for compartment mounting on a motor-coach is shown in Fig. 115,
and differs from the 600-V equipment only in (i) additional insulation, (ii)

barriers between the cam-shaft contactors, (iii) individual contactors for transfer
from series to parallel, (iv) three stages of field weakening.

For connexions, see paper by E. Webster on “Railway Traction Control Equipment on
Suburban London Transport,” Proc, I.E,E. Vol. 96, Pt. II, p. 537.
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AU-electric (English Electric Co/s) System. The essential difference between

this and the electro-pneiimatir system is the method of operation. The cam-
shaft is operated by a small electric motor and the reverser is operated by
electromagnets. The line, or circuit-breaking, contactors are of either the

electromagnetic or cam types, the latter being operated by cams fitted to an
extension of the main cam-shaft.

A typical 1,500-V motor-coach equipment is shown in Fig. llfi.

Fio. lir>. B.T.-fT. 1,500-V IOi.iik tro-pnki'matk CAivT-sn aft Control Eqijii*mi5nt

(a) Lint* and J*/S(t contactor'^; (6) cain-Hliaft contactors; (c) over-current relays;

((/) Hold-shunting contactois, (e) accelerating and field-shunting relays, and reveiser.

Principle of Operation. The cam-shaft is driven through gearing by a low-
voltage separately-excited motor, the starting and stopping of which is con-

trolled by a contactor (called the “cam-shaft -motor relay”). In automatic
equipments this relay is controlled by the accelerating relay in conjunction

with an interlocking drum (called the “position regulator”) on the cam-shaft,

the supply to which is controlled by two relays (called “position relays”)

energized from the master (jontroller. In non-automatic equipments the cam-
shaft-motor relay is controlled entirely by the position regulator, and several

position relays are necessary.

The reversing switch for the cam-shaft motor is fitted to the line, or circuit-

breaking, (jontactors, and is so arranged that the motor cannot start in the
forward direction until these contactors have closed, nor start in the backward
direction (for moving the cam-shaft to the “off” position) until these contactors
have opened. Hence the ainm circuit is always broken by the line contactors.
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Coxmexions of Automatic Equipment with ^^Advance^’ Feature. A simplified

diagram of connexions is shown in Fig. 117.

The series and parallel positions of the cam-sha^t are controlled by t\^o

relays, S and P, which are energized in positions Nos. 2 and 3, respectively, of

the master controller. In position No. 1 of the master controller the cam-shaft
can only move to position No. 1, as the supply to the cam-shaft-motor relay

is then cut-off by the position regulator, due to relay S not being energized.

The current-limit

y

or accelerating, relay operates in conjunction with a
special steel cam fitted to the end of the cam-shaft. The profile of this cam
consists of a number of notches, each notch corresponding to an operating
position of the cam-shaft. The pawl which engages with these notches carries

one of the contacts of the relay, the other contact being attached to the pivoted
armature. (These contacts control the cam-shaft motor relay.) The contacts,

relay armature, and pawl are so arranged that when the pawl occupies a notch
in the cam the contacts are closed if the relay armature is released, but are open

(a) {h) (r) id)

Fifl 110 TiPiCAL All-kle(tric Cam-shaft Control Equipment (Enc^ush Elkctric)

(ff) Line cont.utors (ft) inotoi ami Keai box, (e) position rogulatoi

,

(d), (e) contactois

if the armature is held up by the current in the operating coil (which is connected
in the main circuit of one of the motors). When the cam-shaft advances (due
to these contacts being closed), the pawl, together A\ith the relay armature,
is lifted by the cam (the contacts remaining closed), and, if the motor current is

above the prescribed value for which the relay is set to operate, the armature
is held while the pawl passes into the next notch in the cam. This operation
opens the relay contacts, thereby interrupting the operating coil circuit of the
cam-shaft motor relay, and stopping the motor. Observe that the cam-shaft
motor is stopped by cutting off power from, and immediately short-circuiting,

the armature, the field remaining excited. The cam-shaft motor will not
again start until the circuit of its relay is re-established by the accelerating
relay.

The ''by-pass'' or "advance" feature consists of a special lever (spring-biased

to the “off” position) and contacts on the master controller, together with an
auxiliary relay and a demagnetizing shunt coil on the accelerating relay.

When the lever is placed in the “advance” position, the auxiliary relay is ener-
gized and the lifting of its armature connects the operating coil in series with
the demagnetizing coil of the accelerating relay. The armature of the latter

(if held up by a high motor current) is, therefore, released, and the cam-shaft
is advanced one step.
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Control Systems for Locomotive Equipments

(1,500 AND 3,000 volts)

General. A locomotive must be capable of operating under variable service

conditions which may include shunting service as well as the hauling of trains

of various weights at slow and moderate speeds. Moreover, the conditions at

starting are of an entirely different nature to those relating to motor-coach
operation. In the latter ease a high acceleration is essential, and the starting

l+tfOOk'
Camshaft Motor

Fra. 117. Connexions of ENGETSH-EiiECTKic Cam-shaft Control System

period rarely exceeds 20 seconds. But with locomotive operation the accelera-

tion must be limited to moderate values and the starting period may, under
certain conditions, occupy several minutes. For example, in starting a long

loose-coupled freight train, the initial tractive effort must be limited to a
moderate value in order that the slack may gradually be pulled out of the
couplings. This initial tractive effort must be increased by uniform increments
until the normal accelerating tractive effort is reached. In passing from notch to

notch the fluctuations in the tractive effort must be limited to relatively small
values and must be uniform, both in order to avoid shock and to prevent slipping

of the driving wheels.

Motor Combinations. With line voltages above 1,500 volts, two or more
motors are connected permanently in series, and, for control purposes, are

considered as equivalent to a single motor. Both series-parallel and double
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series-parallel control are employed, the former being used for locomotives
of moderate weight and the latter for heavy locomotives.

Transition is usually effected by the shunt method, as the total number
of contactors required for control is then smaller than that required when
bridge transition is adopted, although the number of contactors involved in

the transition is greater with the former method. Considerable simplification

of the control gear is possible by arranging the contactors effecting the com-
binations of the motors as a cam-operated group controlled electro-pneumati-

cally, a typical example being shown in Fig. 118.

Shunt transition also enables all the field windings to be arranged on the

earthed side of the system. This arrangement is advantageous for high-voltage

Fig. 118. Cam-operateu Contactor Ohoup for changing
Combination of Motors (Metropolitan-Vickers)

circuits, as the reverser and field-tapping contactors may be of the low-voltage

type. Moreover, as these switches and the field windings are subjected only

to low voltages, the possibility of insulation breakdowns is eliminated.

Contactors. The special features of individual circuit-breaking contactors

for high-voltage (3,000-V) circuits are (i) the insulation, (ii) the magnetic
blow-out and arc chute.

A typical individual contactor is illustrated in Fig. 119. Both the fixed

and moving contacts are insulated to enable two or more contactors to be
connected in series when necessary. A strong blow-out field and a large narrow
arc chute are provided for the suppression of the arc. The narrow arc chute

3

1

much more effective than a wide chute on account of the arc stream being

brought more into contact with the sides of the chute and being thereby
cooled more rapidly. In some cases a transverse barrier (called an ‘‘arc-splitter”)

is inserted in the arc chute for the purpose of increasing the cooling surface

exposed to the arc stream.*

* Comprehensive data of magnetic blow-outs, together with photographs of arc streams,
are given in a paper and discussion on “Air-break magnetic blow-outs,’* by J. F. Tritle,

Trane, A,I,E,E„ XLI, 262-287,
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(
Metropolitan -Vickers

)

(a) The complete contactor (6) Fiont and (c) side of lontactor with ari thnte lenioved

Fia. 120. Main-circuit Connexions for Series-parallel Control of
3,000-volt Locomotive Equipment (Metropolitan-Vickers)

•Switching operations on the rheostatic steps 2-S inclusive involve closing, in successive
order contactois Ri-R^,
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Example of Series-parallel Control for 3»000-volt Locomotive. This example
refers to a 1,200-h.p. locomotive with Metropolitan-Vickers equipment. The
electro-pneumatic unit-switch control system is employed- and is arranged for

regenerative braking, but the consideration of the regenerative-control features

will be deferred for the present. Individual contactors, or unit switches, are

used for the rheostatic steps and at other positions in the circuit where current

has to be broken. But cam-operated contactor groups are employed for changing

the motor combinations, field tapping, and reversing, as well as for changing

over the main-circuit connexions from “motoring” to “generating.”

A simplified diagram of the main-circuit connexions is given in Fig. 1 20.

The control is, of course, non-automatic, and, on account of the regenerative

features, the master controller has three operating handles and contact .drums

(i.e. the combined reversing and motor-combination drum, the braking drum,
and the rheostatic or accelerating drum) as shown in Fig. 121.

In operation the combined reversing and motor-combination handle is

thrown to the “forward series” position and the accelerating handle is notched

Fio. 121. Cap-plate and Opehating Handles of Master Controller
FOR Locomotive (Metropolitan-Vickers)

up to the full-series or weak-field position (tapped-field operation being possible

with both combinations of the motors). Next the combined reversing and motor-

combination handle is moved into the “forward parallel” position, and the

accelerating handle is returned to the first notch, which causes transition to be

effected automatically. The handle is then notched-up to the running position

desired.

The manner in which transition is effected is as follows

—

When the accelerating handle is returned to the first notch—the motor-

combination handle being set for “forward parallel”—the opening of contactor

energizes the “parallel” valve magnet of the pneumatic cylinders of the

motor-combination cam-contactor group. As soon as contactor of this

group closes, the circuits of the “parallel” valve magnet and the valve magnet

of contactor are broken at the interlocking drum. When 8^ opens, the

“parallel” valve magnet of the cam group is again energized—by means of inter-

locks on 8^—and the transition is completed by (i) closing contactor P3 ,
(ii)
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opening contactors 8^, 8^, and (iii) energizing the valve magnets of contactors

L/S4 ,
XiSg, L8^, Cg, the latter operation being effected by the interlocking drum

of the cam group.

The valve-magnet coils of all the rheostatic contactors are connected to a
special set of interlocking contacts under the control of an auxiliary relay, the

magnet-coil of which is in circuit with the auxiliary contacts of the three over-

load relays. Hence the operation of any of the overload relays causes the whole
of the rheostatic contactors to open, and in consequence the whole of the

starting resistance is inserted before the line contactors open, the latter operation

being effected by interlocks on contactor R^. In this manner the arcing at the
line contactors is much less severe than it would bo if these contactors were
opened directly by the overload relays.

Examples of Double Series-parallel Control for l»500-volt 4-motor and 6-

motor Locomotives. The motors of the four-motor locomotive are designed

for the full line voltage, but those of the six-motor locomotive are designed

for one half of the line voltage. With each equipment three speeds, with a given

voltage and excitation, are obtained, these speeds being in the ratio of 1 : 2 : 4
with the four-motor equipment, and in the ratio of 1 : 2 : 3 with the six-motor

equipment.
A schematic diagram of the main-circuit connexions of the four-motor

equipment is shown in Fig. 122. There are five running steps for each combina-
tion of the motors, four being obtained by field weakening. The shunt method
of transition is employed, and the exciting-field windings are aU connected on
the earthed side of the system.

A simplified diagram of the main-circuit connexions of the six-motor
equipment is shown in Fig. 1 23, from which it will be observed that (i) two steps

of shunted-field control—using inductive shunts*—are employed for each
combination of the motors

;
(ii) the motor and control equipment is arranged

in two halves.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER IX
THE OALCl I.ATION OF STARTINO RHEOSTATS FOR DIRECT-CURRENT

MOTORS

General Considerations. A reference to the connexion diagrams of series-parallel

controllers will show that the starting rheostats must be arranged with a limited
number of sections, and that some of the sections must be suitable for use with both
the series and the parallel positions of the controller. The number of sections for

use with a given motor equipment is governed by (i) the maximum tractive-effort

which may be exerted during th(» starting period
;

(ii) the permissible variation of

the tractive-effort. These considerations involve others, such as the adhesive weight
of the train, locomotive, or car ; the coefficient of adhesion

; the mass to be acceler-

ated; and the gradients (if any) which have to be negotiated.
With tramcars the adhesive weight is from 75 per cent to 100 per cent of the

weight of the car, while with motor-coach trains the adhesive weight is usually of

the order of 50 per cent of the weight of the train. Generally, in each of these cases,

the mean accelerating tractive-effort during starting is much below that required
to slip the driving wheels under normal conditions (i.e. with dry rails). Therefore,
relatively large fluctuations in the tractive effort are permissible, so that only a few
notches are required on the controller.

* An inductive shunt consists of a laminated-iron com with air gaps and a magnetizing
winding, with a resistor connected in series.
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Fig. 123. Main-circuit Connexions for Double Series-parallel Control
OF 6-motor, 1,500-volt Locomotive Equipment (General Electric Co.)

We shall show that the number of sections and also the resistances of the sections

are both influenced by the slope of the speed curve between the limits of current

during starting. In general, a motor possessing a ste(»p speed curve (e.g. a single-

phase motor, or a d.c. motor with either an unsaturated magnetic circuit or a high

internal resistance) requires fewer rheostat sections (for a given percentage variation

of tractive-effort) than a motor possessing a flat speed curve.
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The data required for the calculation of the number of sections and the resis>

tances of the sections are : the speed and tractive-effort curves of the motor (cor-

responding to the line voltage at which the start is to be made) ; the resistance of

the motor ; the limiting value of the tractive effort and the permissible variation of

tractive effort during starting. The calculations involve the use of two coefficients

—

which are called “grading coefficients”—namely, the ratio of the lower and upper
limits of the current during starting and the ratio of the tangents of the magnetiza-
tion curve at these currents. They cannot, therefore, be effected without a knowledge
of the magnetization curve (or, alternatively, the speed curve) of the motor. It is

this fact that renders the calculations more complicated than those for the starting

rheostat for a shunt motor (in which only one coefficient is involved).

The simplest solution is obtained by deriving a second relationship between the
coefficients in general terms (i.e. independent specifically of any particular motor),

(a) (b)

Fid. 124. ('ir( ittt Diaoham and Starting (\:)nditions for (Calc ulations of
Startjncj Rheostats

as with two relationships available, each of the two coefficients can be determined
without difficulty.

The method is best explained by deducing from first principles, and in general
tf^rrns, the equations relating to the starting period.

Calculation o! Resistances of Sections for Series Steps, (insider a single starting
rheostat to be connected in circuit with two motors as shown in the circuit diagram
of Fig. 124 (rt). Let n denote the number of sections in the rheostat; (n + 1) the
number of steps or notches in the series position of the controller

;

4- j, the resistances of the circuit on each of the several notches; the resis-

tance of each motor. If the starting conditions rociuire an equal variation of tractive
effort on each step, together with the same upper limit of tractive effort on all steps
except the first (on which a lower tractive effort is required), the variation of current
during the series portion of the starting period will be as shown in Fig. 124 (5).

Denote the upper and lower limits of current by /j /g, respectively, and the initial

current (which is between and ig) by /.

Then initially, I = where V denotes the line voltage which is assumed
to be constant.

The resistance R^ is kept in circuit until the current decreases to the lower
limit, /g, when the first section {R^ — R^) is cut out so as to obtain the upper current
limit Ii. The current change from I^Uy Ii is assumed to take place instantaneously
in all cases, i.e. the speed is unchanged.

Hence, since the counter-e.m.f. of any motor is proportional to the product of
flux and speed, the counter-e.m.f *s. of each motor immediately prior and subsequent
to the change in the circuit conditions are

J(F —
• J(F — IxR2 ) = /cOj, respectively.

(F ~ hR^mV -- hR^) =Whence
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Similarly, the resistance is kept in circuit until the current decreases again to
its lower limit, /a* when the second section (R^ — R^) is cut out so as to obtain the
upper limit, /j. Hence, the counter-e.m.f’s. immediately prior and subsequent to
this change are

i(F — I2R2 )
— — I\Rz) — AjOj, respectively.

Whence (F ~ hR^mV - I^R^) -
This process is continued until, finally, the last section [(iJ„ — -Rn+i)= (^n~2/JTO)]

is cut out. For this step we have

J(F ~ I^Rn) = Artha, and J(F - 2I^RJ =- m,.

Whence (F - 2I,R^)I{V -- I,RJ -
Hence generally

cDi _ F - T,R, _ F - I,R2 _ - 2I,R^

(Da V - V - /a^a
‘

’ F --

These, then, are the fundamental equations connecting the circuit resistances of

the steps for the specified starting conditions. Observe that the ratio of the fluxes

is involved as well as the limits of current.

When the rheostats consist of only two or three sections the resistances of these

sections may be determined by solving the general equations (31) by trial and error.

Thus the upper limit of current, Jj, being fixed, the flux Oj is obtained from the mag-
netization curve (or, alternatively, from the speed curve if the magnetization curve
is not available). The lower limit is then assumed, (D.^ is obtained from the magnet-
ization curve and R^ is calculated, Ri being known from the initial conditions. The
value of R2 is then substituted and a solution obtained for /f.,, and so on, until finally

the value obtained for R^^, when solving the final equation, should agree with the
actual resistance of the motor, otherwise a fresh trial must be made with a different

value for /j.

Such a trial and error method, however, is not to be recommended on account
of its tediousness and the amount of time consumed. The method is, of course,

impracticable when the number of sections is large. Moreover, since the ultimate
requirement is the resistances of the sections, rather than the circuit resistances of

the successive steps, a method is desirable in which the former can be calculated

directly. For these cases one of the simplest analytical solutions (which is universal

in its application) is that developed by the author and given in a paper to the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.*

Starting with the fundamental equations (31), the numerators are divided
throughout by 7^ and the denominators by h, thus

<i\lh _ F//» - ^ VIh _ yil, -
~ F//, - if, F/i, - if,

•
• VII,-R„ •

• ' '

Let A = ; y = hlii ; « = h/r.

Then F/i, = (F/i)(i/ii)-F/i{ = /f,/«.

VI

h

= {VIIi) Utlh) - VI1,Y = W.
Substituting these values in equations (i), we have

_ RJC -R2 _ RJC - ^8 _ „ RiU - 2Rm ....

RjyC - RJyt - ^2
’ ‘ RiM -Rn • •

* “A universal ‘Chart’ method of calculating starting rheostats for direct-current

motors,” Journal I.E,E,, Vol. 60, p. 867. For alternative methods see Vol. 68, p. 646,
“Analytical determination of the steps in the starter of a series motor,” by S. Parker Smith

;

Vdl. 99, Pt. IV, p. 1, “A method of calculating the jading of resistors for electric traction

equipments, with particular reference to multiple-\mit trains using automatic acceleration,”

by A. F. Harvey.
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Cross-multiplying, we have

= = • (iiio)

BJi - ^ - Bt) (iiii»)

etc. etc.

Add (i^i — RJC) to each side of the drst equation, so as to eliminate RJi from the
left-hand side, and simplify, thus

iJ, -i?, = -l) + (l - a)!

-

iCii, . . (iva)

Reduce the left-hand sides of equations (iii6), (iiic), etc., to the form — R^)*

(Rg — -K4), etc., by subtracting successively the upper from the lower equation of

each pair (i.e. subtract equation (iii«) from (iii6), equation (iii6) from (iiic), and so

on). Thus
R^ — R^ — A(i?i — Rg) = XKR^ . . . (iv6)

/?3 -* R4 = URt - 2?3) = • • • (ivc)

if,, ~ 2if,„ = ~ ifj = X^~^KR, . . (ivd)

Observe that these equations give directly the resistances of the sections of the
rheostat, and that there is a common ratio (A) between the resistances of successive

sections. Observe, also, that the numerical value of A depends upon the quotient

of the ratio of fluxes and the ratio of currents corresponding to the current limits

during starting (or alternatively upon the ratio of the tangents of the angles formed
by lines drawn from the origin to the points on the magnetization curve corres-

ponding to these currents). Thus the valtie of A depends upon the slope of that portion

of the magnetization curve which lies between the current limits /j, /g. Its maximum
value is unity—which corresponds to a straight-line magnetization curve (i.e. a
magnetic circuit worked at extremely low flux densities)—^and its minimum value
is equal to y. In the latter case the flux is constant, and if the substitution A — y bo
made in equations (iv) we obtain the resistances of the rheostat sections for a shunt
motor.

l^roceeding with the determination of a general relationship between A and y,

we add together the whole of the left-hand sides of equations (iva) to (ivn), inclusive,

and perform a similar operation on the right-hand sides. The result is

ffj — “ KRi{\ -}“ A -j- A^ -}- • • • “h A** ^)

- KR^il - A«)/(l ~ A)

Whence by rearrangement

• <->

But if e is the voltage drop in the two motors corresponding to the current /,

then e = 2R^I. Hence 2RJR^ = {ell)l{VII) = e/F.

The relationship between y and A can therefore be calculated for deflnite numbers
of sections, and deflnite values of (c/F) and {(= IJI). Moreover, the results can
be plotted in the form of universal curves for general use. Such calculations have
been made by the author for a number of starting conditions, and the curves are

published in the Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers^ Vol. 60, pp.
870-880.

These curves give the general relationship between y and A/y for values of n
between 2 and 12, inclusive, for { = 1*5, and for appropriate values of (e/F). The
relationship is given for y and A/y, instead of for y and A, since A/y = ^i/^t»
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therefore the co-ordinates represent the ratio of currents and the ratio of the

corresponding huxes, thereby enabling a second or particular relationship between

these quantities to be plotted on the appropriate curve sheet (or preferably a sheet

of superimposed tracing paper). The point of intersection of this (second) curve

with the appropriate curve on the chart, therefore, gives both y and A.
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Fig. 125. Chart for Calculation of Sections of Starttn(} Rheostats
(Series Combination of Motors)

Traction operating conditions, however, render it desirable for the rheostat

designer to have freedom in the selection of the initial starting current, so that in

this case the ratio IJI cannot be fixed for the purpose of calculating the general

relationship between A and y. But the above principle can be adapted to include

this case. Thus, by re-arranging equation (vi) after substituting ejV for

we obtain

i(i i) -d j
- (1 - A) . . (via)

Therefore, the quantity (A/y — 1)/C [= (Oj/Oa - l)/(/i//)J can be calculated in

terms of A for given values of n and ejV, The results are plotted in the curves of

Fig. 126 and give the general relationship between A and (A/y — 1)/J. The particular
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relationship between these quantities for the particular motor, starting conditions,

and number of steps in the controller, is obtained as follows

—

The upper limit of current is either given directly or is obtained from the
current/tractive-eflPort curve of the motor for the specided upper limit of the tractive

effort. Three values—say 12
^* I2

"— assumed for the lower limit of current
over a range which should be a little greater than that actually expected during
starting, but the range selected is immaterial, provided, of course, that all the
assumed values are below the upper limit of current. The ratios of currents (i.e.

/gVA* li'llv I2 II1 ) calculated.

The fluxes Oi, Og', Og", Og'", corresponding to these currents are obtained either

directly from the magnetization curve or indirectly from the speed curve. Usually
the latter procedure will have to be adopted. In this case, assuming that the given
speed curve is that corresponding to the line voltage F, calculate the internal

e.m.f’s. corresponding to the currents /j, /g", and a terminal voltage (per

motor) F. Obtain the speeds «i, Sg', Sg", a"', and calculate the flux ratios. Thus,
since flux is proportional to (counter-e.m.f./speed), we have

^ _ 8/(F - - /A)
<|)/ 8,(F 4)/ 8,(F '-///?,„)’ 4>/' 8,(F~7/'ii„)

where is the resistance of the motor circuit appropriate to the speed curve in use.

Next calculate X corresponding to the above ratios of fluxes and currents (e.g.

etc.), and from the given initial starting current calculate the
(juantities (A'/y' - 1/0* ^‘tc. These calculations are quickly carried through if

arranged in tabular form as in the example which follows, l^lot the results on a slip

of tracing paper superimposed upon Fig. 125, and determine the point of intersection

with the appropriate curve. A and y are then determined.

Determination of Number of Steps for Given Starting Conditions. When the
initial starting curnmt and the limits of currents during starting are fixed the
number of steps in the starter for a given motor can be calculated by substituting

appropriate values in equation (vi(/) and solving for n. Thus

n lug
j

1
(1-^1 - e/K2_

1 _ A -I (A/y - 1)/^
/ log A (vii)

A simpler process, however, is to determine which of the appropriate curves of

Fig. 125 has co-ordinates corresponding to the given values of A and (A/y — l)/{.

Thus values for the quantities A and (A/y — 1 )/C are calculated for the given starting

conditions and the particular motor. C\)-ordinates corresponding to these values

are drawn in Fig. 125, and the appropriate e/F curve which passes through, or is

nearest to, the point of intersection of the co-ordinates gives the value of n
directly.

Example. FaJculation of the sections of the starting rheostat for the series steps

of a standard tramcar controller to be used with two 50-h.p., 626-volt motors. The
resistance of each motor is 0-45 ohm. The initial tractive-effort per motor at starting

is to be 1 ,100 lb and the maximum tractive-effort per motor is to be 1,760 lb. The
relationship between current, speed and tractive-effort is

—

Current (amp) 60 70 80 106
Speed (m.p.h.) 18-2 16-7 16-6 13-7

Tractive-effort (lb) 760 950 1,150 1,750

To comply with the starting requirements we select the initial starting current

at 77A, and the upper limit of current at 106A. Hence { = IJI == 106/77 = 1*36.

The voltage drop in the two motors at a current of 77A is 77 X 2 X 0-46 = 69-3 V.
Whence e/V = 09-3/626 = 0-132.

We next calculate the particular relationship between A and ?^ly for a fixed
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upper limit of 105A and lower limits of SOA, 70A, 60A. The calculations are

arranged in tabular form

A

y(« IJI,) ....
Voltage drop per motor
Internal e.m.f. per motor (= E)
Speed (= a)

diy^m
A • • . •

105
80 70 60

0*762 0*666 0*571
47*2 36 31*5 27

477*8 489 493*5 498
13*7

1*112

15*6

1*18

16*7

1*275

18*2

0*0822 0*132 0*202
0*848 0*787 0*728

Plotting these results on Pig. 125 we obtain the point of intersection with the

interpolated curve for ejV = 0132, n — 3, as A *= 0-78, (A/y — 1)/J ~ 0*142.

Whence Kjy = 1*193, y = 0*664, and /g = 68*6A. »

Now Hi — &25I11 = 6*82 ohms

Hence substituting in equation (iva) we have

Hi - Hi -- Hiiik/y - Die + (1 - A)} = 6*82 X 0*362

= 2*47 ohms

and from equations (iv6), etc.,

= A(i?, - Hi) = 0*78 X 2*47 == 1*93 ohms

Hi - = MR2 — Rz) = 0-78 X 1*93 1*5 ohms

Calculation of Resistances of Sections for Parallel Steps. These calculations
are effected by an extension of the above method, the same fundamental principles

being involved. We shall consider the case in which rheostats are connected in the
circuit of each motor, as is necessary when transition is to be made by the bridge
method (Pig. 76). The equations deduced for this case can be applied to cases

where a single rheostat is employed—^as with tramcar controllers—but the values
of the resistances obtained from the application of the equations must be halved.
If transition is effected at the current /g motor), and is the upper limit of

current (per motor) for the parallel steps, then, assuming the speed to be unchanged
during the transition period, we have for the transition step

= (V hM{\y “ hRJ
where Ru, is the resistance in circuit with each motor on the first parallel step. If

the lower limit of current for the parallel steps is the same as that for the series

steps,t and the resistances in circuit with each mott)r on the second and subsequent
parallel steps are i^g,,, n' being the number of sections, the general
equations for the parallel steps are

—

^ ^ z n2)
r - F - Bj,

• •
• F -

/js R„'
' '

Whence

_ YJ/jjL— -^20 _ _ yi^iv Rfn

vih -Riv * w
Similarly for the transition step

<^iplhv _ ^
hVIh-Rm ’

* El, 81 denote the internal e.m.f. and speed, respectively, at the current Ii; E^, 82
denote t^se quantities for the assumed lower current limits, /g.

t This condition corresponds to the majority of cases of automatic control equipments
for motor-coach trains. The method can be readily adapted to cover the cases in which the
lower limits of current differ.
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Denoting by A, ; IJI^, by y, ; F//„ by ^' (= t Yjlt by
BA= RJyi)’) substitutii^ in equations (viii) and (ix) and cross-multiplying, we
have

Ri Rip = Xp{^R0 Rfit) . . • . (xa)

Ri Rfp ~ ^p{Ro Rip) .... (x6)

Ri' - Ri
etc.

'8l» ^p(Rt> "

etc.

(xc)

From equation (xa) we obtain

Riv = “ ^p (iRo - Rm) = RoVp - K(\Ro -Rm)- • (xiu)

and by Buccessive subtraction of equations (xa), (x6), etc., we have

/?jj, — R^^ — ^p{^{Ro R\p) {\Ro Rm))

Whence

-- kp{\R0 Rm- Rip) . . . .

R2P Rrp ^piRip R^p)

- kpHiRo \~Rm Rip) •

etc. etc.

Rip - Rm - URo + Rm- Rip){K 4- Ap® ^ . A/')

- (i/f, + Rm ™ Ri^) Ap (1 - A/')/(l - K)
Substituting for Rip from equation (xier), and denoting Ap(l — A/')/(l

we have, after re-arranging and simplifying equation xii,

(xi5)

(xie)

. (xii)

— }.p) by a,

Rm (1 4~ iAj,)

R0 (1 4 a)(l - A,)
. . . ( ;

Now RmlRp — (^101(^1^2 )
== where e is the voltage drop per motor

corresponding to the current /.

Hence
e /z _ (1 4- (x.)iyp — JAp) — ia

V J (14 a)(l - Ap)
(xiv)

Hence the general relationship between Ap and yp can be calculated for various

numbers of sections and for appropriate values of the product (e/F) {I^II)* A set

t»f curves can then be plotted to give the general relationship between Ap/yp and yp.

Such a set of curves is given in Fig. 126*.

The curve giving the particular relationship between Ap/yp and yp is obtained in

tlie same manner as for the series steps, but in the present case the lower limit of

current is 6xed, and therefore values are assumed for the upper limit.

Starting Rheostats for Locomotives. The problems connected with the design
of rheostats for locomotive service involve the consideration of a number of special

features. Thus a locomotive may be required to haul trains of various weights, and
also to run light.

Again, when starting a heavy train up a gradient, the tractive-effort required
may approach the limiting value at which slipping of the driving wheels occurs.

Under these conditions it is imperative that the limiting tractive-effort be not
exceeded on any notch, and the controller must be held on a notch until the current

has decreased to the minimum value. The rheostats should therefore be proportioned
to allow of considerable time being spent on each notch. Thus with control equip-
ments for heavy freight locomotives it is standard practice to install rheostats

having a 5-minute rating, while under exceptionally severe operating conditions

continuously-rated rheostats are installed. These equipments form a striking con-
trast to those for motor-coach trains, in which a 20-second rating for the rheostats
is general practice.

* Tabulated values of a are given m the Authors paper {Joum, Vol. 60, p. 871).
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Moreover, in starting a long loose-coupled freight train the initial tractive

effort must be limited to a low value, and must be increased in small increments to

pull the slack gradually out of the couplings. In this case^ it is very important th^t

the variation of tractive effort during starting shall not exceed a definite value.

The starting and accelerating operations are, therefore, effected with the aid of

an ammeter connected in the circuit of one motor, as the driver then has an indica-

tion of the extent of the variation of the tractive effort on the several steps.

On account of the variable conditions of operation, transition cannot always be

effected at the same current, and, in consequence, full advantage cannot be taken

of the bridge method. Hence, for series-parallel control, shunt transition is usually

employed, and, to avoid a sudden restoration of normal tractive-effort when
the motors are first connected in parallel, one or two extra resistance notches must
be provided in the parallel-transition positions of the controller.

The calculation of the resistances of the rheostat sections is, therefore, not so

simple as in the cases previously considered. The problem is difficult and com-
plicated ; it is probably best tackled by arranging the grading of the rheostats to

give uniform variations of tractive-effort, together with the same upper limit of

tractive-effort on each step, when starting the normal or average load. Additional

steps are then arranged to meet the special starting conditions.

Tn these circumstances the current-speed curve will not follow the regular “saw
tooth” shape (Fig. 124) during the early portions of the starting period even when
the normal load is being started, and irregularities will occur with other loads. But
if both the variation and the maximum value of the tractive-effort are within the

prescribed limits the starting performance may be considered as satisfactory. The
calculations for the resistances of the additional sections are best effected by a

graphical trial and error method.
In Fig. 127 are given the speed/tractive-effort and current/tractive-effort curves

for a 4,000-h.p., 1,500- volt, locomotive equipped with four motors of the type

illustrated in Fig. 14 and contrcdled on the double series-parallel system according

to the scheme shown in Fig. 122. The heavy “siiw-tooth” lines show the starting

performances when the locomotive is starting heavy and moderately-heavy loads.

In the former case all the combinations of the motors are employed. The initial

tractive-effort is 14,000 kg (111-77 tons) the mean tractive-effort is approximately

18,500 kg, and the variation of tractive-effort during the initial steps is 4,000 kg.

With the moderately-heavy load only the series-parallel and parallel combinations

arc employed. The initial tractive-effort is 9,000 kg, the mean tractive-effort is

approximately 10,000 kg, and the variation of tractive-effort during the initial steps

is about 4,000 kg. In both cases the tapped-field steps are used only in the parallel

combination of the motors.



CHAPTER X

THE CONTROL OF SINGLE-PHASE RAILWAY MOTORS

The control of the speed and torque of single-phase series railway motors is

effected by variation of the applied voltage. Since the operating voltage of the

motors is much lower than the line voltage, a transformer forms an essential

part of the equipment, and therefore the various voltages required for starting

and speed control may be obtained from tappings on this transformer. Hence
not.only are rheostats dispensed with, but each control point becomes a running

point, so that a number of economical speeds are available.

The reguloition of the voltage is effected by either (i) a group of contactors or

(ii) a tap-changing switch. In each case precautions must be taken, when

Transformer

Contactors ^

Prevents CoU

Motor

Sequence of Contactors

Notch
Contactors

1

n m
HDH HHH
HEM HHj
HBH UHH

4 HH
5 _ _ _U

Fiq. 128, Connexions fob Contactor Method of Tap-changing

changing the voltage, to avoid the successive short-circuiting of the sections

of the transformer-winding between the tappings.

Contactor Method of Tap Changing. The connexions are shown diagram

-

matically in Fig. 128. The contactors (I, 2, . . . 6) are arranged in two groups
(i.e. 1, 3, 5

;

2, 4, 6), with the common terminals of each group connected to a
preventive coil, the centre-point of which is connected to the motor. Two
contactors, normally connected to adjacent tappings, are closed on each notch.

Each contactor, therefore, carries approximately one half of the motor current.

Transition from one voltage to the next is effected by opening one contactor
and closing another belonging to the same group.

Division of Current in Preventive Coil. It will be of ini eldest to investigate the
currents in the two portions of the preventive coil and the motor voltage during
transition.

Under normal conditions the currents in the coil and the sections of the trans-
former are distributed in the manner shown in Fig. 129 (a), the vector difference
between the currents in the two portions of the coil being equal to twice the normal
magnetizing current. Fig. 129 (6) shows the vector diagram for these conditions.
The vectors OBj, OE^ represent the voltages of the tappings to which the coil is

connected: the vectors 01, OIq represent the motor current and the normal mag-
netizing current of the coil respectively. The currents in the two portions of the
coil are therefore represented by O/j and OI^.

The motor voltage is obtained by subtracting vectorially the voltage drop in
the right'hand portion of the coil from OEi» Oa represents the induced voltage in
this portion of the coil. Oh the internal voltage drop duo to resistance, and Oc—
the resultant of Oa and Oh—the total internal voltage drop. The motor voltage is

given by OF, the resultant of OE^ and Oc.

174
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When one-half of thfi coil carries the motor current the whole of the ampere-

turns are expended in the magnetic circuit, and a considerable choking effect will

be produced unless the magnetic circuit is designed with arhigh reluctance.
,

The vector diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 130 (6), in which OI represents

the motor cmTent, Oa the induced voltage, Ob the internal voltage drop due to

Fig. 129. Fig. 130

Vector Diagrams showing the Effect of Preventive Coil on Motor Voltage

resistance, and Oc the total internal voltage in the half-coil which is carrying the

current. Hence the motor voltage is given by O V.

Ckmtactor Methods o! Tap Changing for Large Currents. Owing to certain

difficulties in the design of a.c. contactors for large currents (above 1,000 A)
it is now the practice, when contactors are to be employed for tap changing,

to divide the current between a number of contactors.

Transformer
4-jWWWW\A/WV\A^^

Contactors
u5QQ BID Emmm

ZIn Z
in
HQi
IWEM
7
e J
9 IL1

Fig. 131. Contactor Method of Tap Changing for Large
('tjrrents

Fig. 131 shows a method in which the motor current is divided between
four contactors. Three preventive-coils (also called “bridging coils’* and
“centre-tapped reactors”) are necessary to ensure the correct division of current
between the contactors. Although nine steps are obtained with six tappings
and four contactors closed on each step, on locomotives three additional steps

may be obtained initially—at low tractive-effort—by closing contactors 1, 2, 3
successively.
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Tap Changing by Double-contact Sliding Switch. This method can be
applied to either the low-voltage or high-voltage side of the transformer. It

requires one tapping for each operating position or motor voltage. Tap-changing
on the high-voltage side is necessary when a large number of operating

Trytnsfhrmer

Fio. 132. Tapping-SWITCH Method of Tap-changing (Brown Boveri)

voltages is required and/or the secondary current is large (e.g. above 5,000 A).

Fig. 132 shows the connexions for the simplest case. The sliding contacts

Ay B are insulated from each other and are fitted to a carriage which is operated
by the screw 8, the pitch being equal to that of the fixed contact blocks, />,

which are connected to the tappings of the transformer. The contactors CV

Fkj. 133. Tapping-switch Methoi> of Tap-changing on High-Voltage
Side (Brown-Boveri)

r
2 are operated by cranks fitted to an extension of the screw 8, One contactor,

Cl. is connected to a preventive resistor, R, and the other contactor, short
circuits this resistor together with the contacts of contactor 0^. When either

of the sliding contacts Ay Bis fully on one of the fixed contacts, contactor C2 is

closed and Ci is open. When both of the sliding contacts are on adjacent fixed

contacts (i.e. during transition), both contactors are closed, and the preventive
resistance is connected between the sliding contacts.
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The cycle of operations in changing from one tapping to the next is as

follows— i

Assuming the switch to be in the position shown in Fig. 132 and contactor

62 to be closed, the forward rotation of the screw causes B to make contact

with block 2 . Contactor is then closed and contactor is opened before A
leaves contact block 1 . Contactor remains closed while switch B is passing

Fig. 134. Typical Contactoks and Auxiliary Control
Equipment (S^jcheron)

across block 2. Contactor Cg closes immediately after A makes contact with

block 2, and opens just before B leaves this block.

A similar type of switch is employed for tap-changing on the high-voltage

side, but in this case the tappings are arranged on an auxiliary auto-transformer

from which the primary of the main transformer is supplied. The scheme is

shown in Fig. 1 33, the cycle of operations in tap changing being similar to that

described above. The sliding contact switch is oil immersed and fitted to the

side of the transformer tank, but the contactors C\, Cg arc of the air-break type.

Control Apparatus

Contactors. The electro-pneumatic type is employed in modern equipments
both in Europe and America, but the electromagnetic type was formerly

employed in Germany and Scandinavia.

The electrO’pneumatic contactor for a.c. circuits closely resembles, and in some
cases is almost identical with, its prototype for d.c. circuits. It possesses a
number of advantages over the electromagnetic type. Thus (i) the higher'

contact pressure enables a smaller width of contact to be employed for a given
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current, thereby resulting in a lighter moving contact and a lower eddy-current

loBS 2D the contacts; (ii) the operating mechanism is simpler and lighter than

that of an electromagnetic contactor
;

(iii) the power required for operation

and control is very small.

The electromagnetic valves are usually identical with those for d.c. equip-

ment and are supplied with direct current at a low voltage. Fig. 134 shows a

group of typical contactors, together with auxiliary control equipment, installed

in a locomotive of the Swiss Federal Railways.

The electromagnettc contactor for a.c. circuits differs in a number of features

from a similar contactor for d.c. circuits. In general, the former is much

P'lQ. 135. Magnet and Lever System of Siemens-Schuckbrt
Electromagnetic Contactor

-4—armature. C—link.
li—lever fixed to armature D—bell-crank lever pivoted at E
Full lines show contactor in open position; dotted lines show contactor closed,

heavier than the latter and requires more power for its operation. Moreover,
a number of difficulties are encountered in its design which are non-existent
in the d.c. contactor. For example, (i) to obtain rapid action the moving
contact must be operated through a system of levers from a relatively light

moving armature
;

(ii) the magnetic circuit must be laminated
;

(iii) chattering
or vibration of the moving armature due to the alternating flux must be pre-

vented
;

(iv) the main contacts must be laminated or divided to reduce eddy
currents (which would be generated in solid contacts by the alternations of the
blow-out fleld)

;
(v) the current in the operating coil varies with the position

of the moving armature and the ratio of maximum to minimum current

—

corresponding to the open and closed positions, respectively—may be of the
order of 5 to 1.

A typical lever system is sketched in Fig. 135. The design is such that the
load on the armature of the magnet (due to the weight of the moving parts)

increases as the air gap decreases, but becomes very small when the air gap
approaches zero. Chattering is prevented by short-circuited coils (called

‘‘shielding coils'’) of copper in each of the pole faces, each coil embracing
approximately one-half of a pole face. The circulating currents due to the
alternating flux cause a phase difference between the fluxes in the two portions
of the pole faces, with the result that the variation of the resultant flux is rela-

tively small and a practically steady pull is obtained.

The contact pressure is obtained by a compound compression spring, which
IS designed to give a high pressure both initially and finally. Rapid opening
is thereby ensured.
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FlO. 136. OsCILLOGJiAMS SHOWING OPERATION OF SlEMENS-SCHUCKERT
Electromagnetic Contactor on I6S c/s System

Upper oacHlogram—Contactor breaking 1,204 amp (r.m.s.), ./, at 76 3 volts, E. Lower
ottciUogram—Contactor breaking 2,560 amp (r.m.s), .7, at 125 volts, E: a, operating coil
energized at 170 volts, lOjt e/s; 0, main contacts touch, r, armature (of magnet) closes, d,
voltage removed from operating coil ; e, main contacts open ; A arc ruptured

; g, zero line,

main current; h, zero line, voltage, current lii operating coil, k, zero line, operating-
coil current.

Fig. 137. Cam-shaft Contactor Group for Motor-coach (Brown-Boveri)
The position regulator is shown in the foreground. The shields between the first two pairs of

contactors have been removed so os to expose the contacts.

7—(T.3043)
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The strong blow-out field is confined, by pole-pieces of special design, to

the space occupied by the contact tips and arcing horns, and a sharp rupture

of the arc is obtained. This feature is shown in the reproduced oscillograms

shown in Fig. 136. These oscillograms show also the variation of current in

the operating coil during the closing of the contactor.

Cam-shaft Contactors. The cam-shaft principle of contactor operation has

recently been applied to a tap-changer for light motor-coach equipments. An
example is shown in Fig. 137.

The contactors are arranged in two rows on either side of a central cam-
shaft. The fixed contacts are provided with terminals for connecting to the

tappings on the transformer, and the moving contacts are connected, by flexible

Fig. 138 . Bbown-Boveiii Tapfing Switch Mounted on TKANSfORMEB

leads, to two bus-bars, to which the preventive coil is connected. The arcing

horns are of special shape and material to enable arcs to be ruptured effectively

without a magnetic blow-out.

The cam-shaft is driven, through gearing, by a small motor in conjunction

with a “position regulator” for determining the notches.

Tap-changers of the type shown in Fig. 137 are built, with a maximum of

20 notches, in two sizes with ratings of 750 A and 1 ,000 A per contactor.

Tapping Switches. A typical switch, mounted in position on the trans-

former, is illustrated in Fig. 138.

The screw shaft operating the switch is chain driven by a small d.c. motor,
and the arcing switches, or contactors, are actuated by cranks fitted to this

shaft. A slip-coupling is interposed between the motor and the driving

chain-wheel.

The sliding contacts are usually ofthe laminated-brush type, but in some cases

solid contacts are employed. With the laminated contact the laminations are
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set obliquely to the direction of motion so as to prevent the formation of grooves

in the fixed contact bars and blocks. The sliding surfaces are lubricated

automatically by felt pads. '
*

Switches of the type illustrated in Fig. 138 are made with a maximum
number of 18 switch positions, as although the switch itself could be arranged

i

Fid. 139 . Brown-Bovejii Transformer (Radially-laminated-core
Type, removed from Tank) and High-voltage Tapping Switch

The tapped winding (gee Fig 133) is located between the horizontal yokes A and
and the main primary and secondary windings (P and<S^, Fig. 133) are between the yokes

B and C.

The high-voltage (15-kV) tenninal is shown to the left of the cover-plate, and the

copper-strip tenninals for the motor connexions are at the right; the other group of

five terminals (connected to tappings on the lower winding) are for train heating and
auxiliary supplies.

with a larger number of positions, difiiculties are encountered in providing a

larger number of tappings on the transformer.

These difficulties and those due to heavy currents are overcome by tap-

changing on the high-voltage side. In this case the tapping switch is arrang^

in a vertical position on the side of the transformer as shown in Fig. 139, the

contacts being oil immersed and enclosed in a sealed tank which is bolted to

the side of the tank enclosing the transformer (also oil immersed). The con-

tactors (Cl, Czi Fig. 133) are of the air-break type, and the moving contacts
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are connected to the operating mechanism by insulated rods as shown in Fig.

140. The operating screw-shaft of the tapping switch is gear driven by a small

d.c. motor as in the previous case.

Beversers. These switches have to perform the same functions as the

reversing switches in d.c. equipments. Usually a throw-over drum-type

switch is employed and is operated either electrically (by electromagnets) or

electro-pneumatically.

Master Controllers. In equipments with individual contactors the control

circuits are supplied at low-voltage and as non-automatic control is employed

Ft«. 140. Operating Me(’hanism and Air-break Contactors (Left)

FOR Brown- Boveri High-voltage Tap-changer

no special features are netjossary in the master controllers. As the motors are

permanently connected in parallel (or in series-parallel in some cases) only two

operating handles are required, i.e. a reversing lever and, usually, a handwheel.

With tapping switches of the sliding-contact type provision has to be made
for stopping automatically the operating motor when the required tapping,

corresponding to the position of the master controller, is reached. This was

originally effected by a follow-up mechanism in the master controller, but in

later equipments with high-voltage tap-changing the automatic control and

selector gear is housed in a compartment adjacent to the tap-changing switch.

Transformers. The single-winding (“auto”) type is usually employed and

tappings are provided not only for the motor circuit but also for the auxiliary

and train heating circuits. Oil cooling is usual with European equipments

and air cooling, by means of a blower, with American equipments. In many
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cases with oil cooling an external oil cooler and a circulating pump are necessary

as sufficient cooling surface cannot be provided on the tank for the cooling

of the oil by natural circulation. With motor-coacn equipments an air blast

is necessary for the oil cooler (Fig. 201), but on large locomotives the cooling

tubes may be mounted along one side of the body so as to be exposed to air

currents.

Typical oil-immersed transformers for locomotive equipments are shown
in Figs. 141a, 141b, 142.

The transformer shown in Fig. 141a is for a locomotive equipped with
50-c/s commutator motors, and because of the heavy currents the tap-changing

Kici 141a. 1,400 kVA Locomotive Transformer for 22-kV, 50-c/s
Supply (A C.E.C , Charleroi)

With elec tro-pneuniatic tap-( lianRinff (ontactors and air-blaHt oil cooler (at rear)
mounted on tank

contactors are mounted on the tank. The oil pump and the air-blast oil cooler

are also fixed to the tank so that the transformer and cooling system form a
self-contained unit.

The cores of the transformers shown in Figs. 141a and 141b are of the con-

ventional “shell” type with the central limb and yokes of rectangular cross-

section, but the core of Fig. 142 is of the “cylindrical shell” type with a central

portion of cylindrical cross-section (the laminations being arranged radially)

and a number of distributed yokes consisting of packets of laminations arranged

radially.

This form of core—originally due to A. F. Berry—is particularly advan-
tageous for single-phase transformers and enables a considerable saving in
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space and weight to be eifected in comparison with the conventional form.

Modern spot welding technique has enabled a robust construction to be obtained

for the radially-laminated central core and the radial yokes.

The coils are of cylindrical form, concentrically arranged, and the connexions
between the tappings and the terminals are accommodated in the recesses

between the radial yokes so that only a small clearance is necessary between
the core and tank.

This construction is also advantageous for high-voltage tap changing as

the main and regulating (tapped) windings may be arranged axially around
the central core; the main windings (concentric coils) being uppermost and
separated from the regulating winding by a packet of annular laminations,

located at B in Fig. 139, which carries the differential flux. Similar packets
of laminations, located at A and C, connect the radial yokes with the lower
and upper extremities of the central core.

Calculation of Voltage Steps for Starting. If the magnetic reactions due to

circulating currents are ignored and the reactance voltage of the motor at a given
current is assumed to be independent of the terminal voltage, the simple vector
diagram of Fig. 35 and the e.m.f. equation (15) may be used as the basis of the cal-

culations. In this case if the variation of current during starting is between the
fixed upper and lower limits I^ and /g respectively, and the initial current is /, as

represented in Fig. 124 (6), the fundamental equations are

Fi = + A’“) = f TV sin -= + F/sin^ ^„) . (i)

_ i = ^2 COS — IiR ^ F„ COS <l>nXz /i? (ii)

<I)„J y F, cosV -hR F„_iCos^„_/ -
' ' ' '

where n denotes the number of steps in the controller
; Fj, Fg. . . . F„, the voltages

applied to the motor on the several steps; cos cos » • • • f'he power
factors corresponding to the current 1^, at the several voltages F^ . . . F„;
cos <l>i't cos . . . cos the several power factors corresponding to the
current Jj*, cos cos the power factors for the current T at the voltages Fj
and F„ respectively ; R the effective resistance of the motor (mean value over the
range of currents I^ to 12 ) and X the reactance of the motor at the current /.

In practice the general equations (ii) cannot be reduced to a simple equation
involving A, y, ??, Fj, F„, etc.,* as in the dii'ect-current case (p. 1(57). But if n and
Fi (or 7) are not confined to definite values, and F„, together with the current limits

are given, a simple solution may be obtained for the voltage steps. Thus since

we have

Vi cos <l>i"
— (y/A)F2 cos <^2

^ — i^i 2(l/A — 1)

Fg cos
<l>2

" = (y/A)F3 cos ~ 7J/2(1/A --
1

)

Fn-i cos -= (y/A)F„ cos - Tf/gfl/A - J

)

Now

Ficoa^i" - V[F,> - (F^sin^i")*] = V/);

Fg cos <^2
" “ (Fg^ “ F„2 sin^ ^„") ; etc.

and

Fj cos
<l>2 = V(F2

* — F„® sin* ^„') ; etc.

* Such an equation, however, can be obtained in the hypothetical case of a motor with
an unsaturated magnetic circuit (i.e. A/y = 1).
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Whence

n-i = V{(Yiw(v'?~y?^H«) - Rhair-^D? . (Ui)

V, = V{[ylW{V,* - sin* - /e/,(l/A~ 1)]* + F,‘ sii?^ . (iv)

The voltage steps are therefore calculated successively, starting from the final step

corresponding to normal voltage, In practice difficulties may arise in obtaining

the exact voltages for the steps owing to the impracticability of providing suitable

tappings on the transformer.

Example. Calculation of the voltage steps for a railway motor, the normal
voltage being 336 V and the current limits 650 A and 450 A. The power factors

corresponding to these currents at 335 V are 0-97 and 0*98 respectively, and the

speeds are 1,630 r.p.m. and 1,900 r.p.m. respectively. The effective resistance of

the motor is 0-05 ohm and the reactance is 0*185 ohm.
Solution* Evaluating the constant terms in equation (iii) we have y/A =

~~ 1,530(335 -- 0*05 X 450 )/l,900(335 - 0*05 X 650) = 0*836; y = 450/660 =
0*693; A - 0*693/0*836 -= 0*829; (1/A - 1) = 0*206; ~ 1) = 0*05 X

460 X 0-206 4-06; sin = V(1 - 0-97*) = 0-243; sin = ^(1 - o'-98*) =
0*2

; F„* sin^ = 6,620 ; sin* = 4,490.

Hence substituting in equation (iii) we obtain F„_i = 275 V ; and for the

following steps we have F^^j = 225 V ; F^^g = 183 V ;
F„^4 ~ 148 V ; F^.g =

119V; F„_6 = 95*3V; 76 3 V.

Now Z — V(()*05* + 0 135*) — 0*141, and therefore the voltages at standstill

to give currents of 450 A and 650 A are 64*8 V and 93*6 V respectively. Hence the
voltage of 76*3 V, calculated for F^.,, is suitable for the first step, and the initial

starting current is (76 3/0*144 — ) 530 A.



CHAPTER XI

THE CONTROL OF THREE-PHASE RAILWAY MOTORS

General. The methods of obtaining a range of speeds from pol3rphase railway

motors are
:

(i) rheostatic control, (ii) control by changing the number of poles,

(iii) cascade control, (iv) combined cascade and pole-changing control.

The multi-speed methods of control (i.e. the pole-changing and cascade

combinations) can be considered as the adaptation (and extension) of series-

parallel control to polyphase motors. Thus the simple rheostatic and the

two-speed changeable-pole, or cascade, control of two three-phase motors
correspond, respectively, to the rheostatic and series-parallel control of two
d.c. motors. The diagrams given in Fig. 72 (p. Ill), showing the losses in the

starting rheostats for rheostatic and series-parallel control, also represent

approximately the relative losses in the rheostats for the a.c. cases.

Rheostatic Control. This is the simplest but least efficient of the methods
of regulating the speed of i)olyphase motors. Only one economical running

speed is obtained, and approximately one-half of the energy supplied to the

motors during the accelerating period is wasted in the rheostats. Owing to

these features, the applications of simple rheostatic control are limited to those

light locomotives and motor-coaches for which a single economical speed is

sufficient and energy consumption is not of importance.

The general relationship between the torque and slip of a polyphase motor
(operating at constant voltage and frequency) is given by the equation

KsR K ( RjsX \

jiz 4. X \1 + (RIsX)^}
(20a)

where ^ is the tor(|ue, K a constant, s the slip, R the total resistance per phase
of the rotor circuit (i.e. the normal resistance, per phase, of the rotor winding
phis the external resistance), X the total reactance per phase of the rotor

circuit at standstill {s -- 1)—i.e. X is ccjual to the normal reactance per phase
of the rotor winding at standstill together wn'th any additional reactance that

may be introduced by the external resistance and the connecting cables.

The general interpretation of this equation is shown graphically in Fig. 143,

in which are given slip-torque curves for various values of the ratio RjX,
Observe that for each value below unity of this ratio there is a particular slip

at which the torque is a maximum (this slip being given simply by the ratio

RfX*), and that the maximum torque has the same value throughout.

* Thus if equation (20a) is dilferentiated with respect to «, and the first differential

coefficient is equated to zero, wo have

dd d/ Ksli \ KR(R^ K8K(28X^)

ds ~ da\R^-^ a^X^ )
~ {R^ + s^X^)*

~ ”

whence R^ -f-
— 28^X^

i.e. R — aX

Thus the torque is a maximum at the slip for which the reactance {sX) is equal to the
resistance.

188
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The starting torque is given by
_K/ R/X \

,

X[l + (R/X)^)

and is, therefore, a maximum when M = X, Observe that the starting torque

corresponding to a given value of R/X is inversely proportional to X—the

reactance of the rotor circuit.

Therefore, when external resistance has to be inserted in the rotor circuit

for the purpose of regulating the speed, it is important that no additional

reactance be introduced into the circuit. This matter is of especial importance
when the cascade connexion is employed, as reactance in the secondary motor
circuit adversely affects the power factor of the primary motor.

Of the two types of rheostat available—i.e. metallic (or grid) and liquid

—

the liquid type, on account of its non-inductiveness, is preferable to the

0 20 AO 60 60 100

% Slip

Fig. 143. Torque-Slip Curves for Polyphase Induction Motor

metallic type for the control of polyphase railway motors, especially when
cascade working is to be adopted. Moreover, with a liquid rheostat the resis-

tance can be cut out in such a manner that a uniform torque is obtained
throughout the whole period of rheostatic acceleration. Against these advan-
tages there are the following disadvantages: for a given equipment a liquid

rheostat is heavier than a metallic rheostat
;
provision has to be made for cooling

and circulating the liquid, or electrolyte, and for replacing loss due to evapora-
tion

; the electrodes require renewal periodically.

Control by Changing the Number of Poles. This method of control is the
simplest of the multi-speed methods. With two-speed machines having slip-

ring rotors the regulation of the torque and speed during starting and
acceleration is effected by rheostatic control, liquid rheostats being employed.

Two-Speed Cascade Control. The motors are operated in cascade for the
lower speed and in parallel for the higher speed. For parallel operation each
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motor must have the same ratio of transformation—since the rotors are

connected in parallel as well as the stators—but for the cascade operation the

ratio of transformation of the secondary motor must be unity if the same
starting rheostat is to be used for both parallel and cascade operation.

With high-voltage motors the ratio of transformation is greater than unity.

Hence if both motors are designed for the same ratio of transformation, cascade
operation will necessitate re-grouping the stator winding of the secondary
motor for a 1 : 1 ratio of transformation.

The switch for re-grouping the stator winding is usually of the drum type
and is mounted on the frame of the motor. Fig. 144 gives the connexions and
development of a suitable switch for re-grouping the windings of a 12-pole

Fig. 144. Connexions and Development of Re-gkouping Switc’h
FOR 12-pole Motor

L, //—switch positions for low and higli voltagos respectively.

motor. Each phase of the stator winding consists of six groups of coils—one
group per pair of poles. For cascade working these coils are connected in three

parallel sets (each set comprising two groups of coils in series) and the phases
connected in delta

;
while for parallel operation the coils are connected in series

and the phases connected in star.

The change of connexions from cascade to jiarallel, and vice versa, is effected

by a change-over switch, which is usually of the drum type. This switch and
the re-grouping switch are operated pneumatically.

Combined Cascade and Pole-changing Control. In this method the primary
and secondary motors are each wound for the same number of poles, but the

windings are so arranged that the number of poles can be changed.

In Chapter VI we described two pole-changing windings to give 8 and
6 poles. The simpler winding (Fig. 59) requires a three-phase supply when
connected to give 8 poles and a two-phase supply when connected to give 6

poles. The other winding (Fig. 58) operates throughout with three-phase

current.

Considering first the winding which operates throughout with three-phase
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current, cascade operation will involve either the re-grouping of the stator

winding of the secondary motor for a ratio of transformation of unity, or the

use of the inverted cascade connexion and the re-grouping of the sections of

the (metallic) rheostat. With high-voltage motors the inverted cascade

connexion necessitates the insulating of the rheostats to withstand the line

voltage.

With the alternative pole-changing winding—operating with three-phase

current for 8 poles and two-phase current for 6 poles—cascade operation will

involve a suitable three-phase/two- (or four-) phase rotor winding and a suitable

rheostat. A single rotor winding to meet the requirements is described in

Chapter VI, and a liquid rheostat solves satisfactorily the rheostat problem.

Siip rings

Fig. 145. Connexions of Rheostat Electrodes to Slip-rings for Three
PHASE AND Two-phase Operation with Rotor Winding of Fig. GO

The seven slip rings (Fig. 61) are connected to the electrodes of the liquid

rheostat in the manner shown in Fig. 145.

The rheostat must be suitable for either the three-phase or the two-phase

rotor circuits. A reference to Fig. 61 will show that when the motor is operating

with three-phase current (i.e. 8 poles), there will be no potential diiforence

between the two- (or four-) phase slip-rings—since these are connected to the

four neutral points of the winding—while, with two-phase operation (i.e.

(6 poles), all the three-phase slip-rings will be at the same potential.

The two-phase current for supplying the stators of the motors may be

obtained from the three-phase supply by means of two auto-transformers,

connected according to the Scott (or ‘‘T”) system.

Control Apparatus for Multi-speed Motors

Control apparatus for multi-speed three-phase equipments has been developed

almost exclusively for use on electric locomotives. Notwithstanding the

apparent complexity of the combinations to be effected by this apparatus in

some of the multi-speed methods of control (e.g. the two-speed and four-speed

cascade-parallel methods), the control equipment is characterized by its

general simplicity and the small number of parts.

This simplification is obtained by the adoption of high-voltage motors

and automatic liquid rheostats, together with the use of compressed air for

performing the principal operations of the control apparatus.
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Therefore no switches are required to break heavy currents, and by con-

fining the interruption of the main primary circuits to the reverser, the pole-

changing, change-over, and re-grouping switches have to be designed with
reference to current-carrying capacity and insulation only.

Automatic Liquid Rheostat. The most interesting portion of the control

equipment is the automatic liquid rheostat. The liquid rheostat was first applied

to railway purposes (in about 1901) by Ganz & Co. in connexion with the

equipment of the Valtellina line of the Italian State Railways. The experience

obtained on this line proved that a liquid rheostat possesses several advantages
for the control of three-phase motors on the cascade system.

The general features of liquid rheostats for three-phase railway motors are

—

A number of electrodes, of iron plate, arc suspended in the upper part of a
tank into which a solution of carbonate of soda can be pumped from a storage

tank at a lower level, the flow of liquid being controlled by a valve operated
by the driver, either directly or by a servo mechanism.

Pole-changing Switches. These are usually of the drum type and are

operated pneumatically. The switches are not intended for breaking the

circuit, which operation is performed either by a double-pole oil switch combined
with the pole-changing switch, or by the reverser (which, in this case, is designed

for circuit breaking).

Be-grouping and Change-over Switches for Cascade Control. For two-speed
cascade-parallel equipments, the change-over switch may be combined with the

regrouping switch when the latter is of the drum ty^c. Hence, with the usual

method of pneumatic operation, only one double-acting pneumatic cylinder is

required for effecting the cascade and parallel combinations of the motors and
rheostat.

Reversers. To reverse the direction of rotation of a three-phase motor, two
of the line wires must be interchanged with respect to two terminals or phases
of the stator winding. Since in all three-phase traction systems one phase of

the supply and one terminal of each motor is permanently earthed, the reversal

of direction of rotation involves simply the inter-change of the connexions
between the trolley wires and the corresponding terminals of the motor.

With cascade and combined pole-changing-cascade equipments, the

reverser usually fulfills the combined functions of a reversing and circuit-

breaking switch. A capstan-t3q)e, air-break switch is used on the 3,300-volt

locomotives of the Italian State Railways.

Master Controller. In multi-speed control equipments with a combined
circuit breaker and reverser the master controller has only to control the valve
magnets of the pole-changing switches and the regulator valve of the liquid

rheostat. The controller is therefore of simple form.

Phase Converter for Split-phase System

Chief GonstructiOlial Features. The synchronous type of machine is now employed

:

it consists of a stator, with primary and secondary windings, a rotating field magnet,
an exciter and starting motor.

The single-phase primary winding is supplied from the traction system and may
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operate at the distribution voltage (15 kV) so as to dispense with a transformer.

The secondary winding is a polyphase winding to suit the pole-changing require-

ments of the motors. The rotating field magnet is of the cylindrical type (i^e.

similar to that of a turbo-alternator).

In order to reduce size and weight, liquid cooling of both stator and rotor has

been adopted by Ganz and Co. The stator is cooled by oil circulated through the air

gap and special slots in the stator core. The rotor is cooled by water circulated

through pipes located in channels in the teeth. Both oil and water pass through
tubular coolers with air cooling.

Principle. When the converter is running at synchronous speed, the single-

phase currents in the primary winding produce an alternating field. This may be
split up into two component rotating fields which are equal in magnitude but rotate

at synchronous speed in opposite directions.

The backwardly rotating component field is neutralized by a low-resistance

squirrel-cage winding on the rotor to prevent e.m.f’s. of double supply frequency

being induced in the secondary winding and rotor core.

The forwardly rotating component field induces e.m.f*s. of supply frequency in

the secondary winding and its reaction with the rotor field produces the torque

necessary to maintain rotation.

The excitation of the rotor controls the power factor by neutralizing wholly or

partially the wattless component of the input current. For example, at no load

the magnetizing ampere-turns for passing the flux through the magnetic circuit

could be supplied either wholly by the rotor—^in which case the power factor would

be unity—or jointly by the rotor and the primary winding—in which case the

power factor would be below unity due to the wattless (magnetizing) component
in the supply current.

When the secondary winding is loaded the magneto-motive force produced has

a component directly opposing that of the rotor. Hence, if the power factor is to

be maintained at its former value, the direct component of the secondary ampere-

turns must be neutralized by an increase in the excitation.



CHAPTER XII

REGENERATIVE BRAKING

General Considerations

Mechanical Regenerative Braking. The energy output from the motors of an
electric train, operating on a level track, is expended in (i) accelerating the train,

and (ii) supplying the losses due to the resistances to motion. When the train

is running at constant speed, the kinetic energy which it possesses is equal to

the energy expended in acceleration. During coasting a i)ortion of this energy
is utilized for propulsion. Hence, coasting may be considered as a form of

mecJianical regenerative braking or recuperation of energy. Generally, the greater

the ratio of the coasting period to the total running period the lower will be
the energy consumption. But prolonged (ioasting will result in a low schedule

speed, and, if the original schedule speed is to be maintained, an increase in

the acceleration will be necessary, which will usually involve the use of larger

motors, so that the saving in energy consumption may be neutralized by the

increased train weight and the additional cost of the equipments. With modern

Station Level Station

Level

P’10. 146. Grading of Track on London Underground Railway
(C’entral Line)

urban and suburban traffic conditions, the coasting period is from 20 per cent

to 50 iier cent of the total running period, and consequently a large percentage
of the acceleration energy has to be wasted in the brakes.

By suitably grading the track the kinetic energy of the train may also be
utilized in doing work against gravity. When the train is brought to rest it

will, therefore, possess a certain amount of potential energy which can be
utilized during the descent of the train to the level. This form of mechanical
regenerative braking is adopted on some sections of the London tube railways,

the tracks being graded in the manner shown in Fig. 146, which refers to the
original Central London Railway. The energy consumption of the original

120-ton trains was 43 watt-hours per ton-mile for a schedule speed of 14 m.p.h.,

power being cut-off when the train was on the level track and the brakes applied
on entering the station. This consumption is approximately 75 per cent of
that estimated for the same train and service on level track.

The total economy, however, is not simply represented by the decreased
energy consumption of the train, because the service can be run with smaller
equipments than a similar servicje on a level track.

But these economies will be sacrificed if the service is run in any other than
the predetermined manner for which the graded sections of the track is designed.

194
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Hence if an increase in schedule speed becomes necessary, owing to traffic

requirements, a higher acceleration, together with a higher maximum speed,

must be employed, which, in general, will entail alterations in the triin

equipments.

Electric Regenerative Braking Possibilities on Level Track. Although
graded track construction is quite practicable for tube railways, it is scarcely

practicable for surface railways. Hence, if reductions are to be effected in the
energy consumption of level-track surface lines by means of regenerative
braking, the electrical equipment must be utilized for this purpose, the motors
being operated as generators during the period of retardation, and the power
generated being returned to the supply system.

The energy which it is possible to recuperate under these conditions will

depend upon (i) the train speeds at which regenerative braking commences and
ceases, (ii) the efficiency of the electrical equipment and line conductors to

the point of utilization of the recuperated energy, (iii) the train resistance.

The train speed at which regenerative braking ceases will depend upon a number
of factors connected with the motor equipment and the system of control.

With the booster and metadyne systems (p. 207) regenerative braking is possible,

theoretically, until zero speed is reached, but in practice the final braking to

standstill would be effected mechanically, and regeneration would cease at a
low speed (about 5 m.p.h.).

If the retardation, m.p.h.p.s., and the specific train resistance, r, during
regeneration are assumed to be constant, a simple expression may be derived

for the relationship between the recuperated energy (in watt-hours per ton)

and the speeds at which regenerative braking commences and ceases, V and
respectively. Thus, applying the principles of Chapter III

—

The kinetic, or stored, energy at a train speed of V m.p.h. is equal to
0 02831^2 X 11, or 0 031 watt-hours per ton of train weight.

The energy expended against train resistance is equal to 2r/>' watt-hours per
ton of train weight, where D' is the distance (in miles) run during recuperation.

[Note. D' = - Fi2)/3,G00//,..]

Hence the energy available for recuperation is ecjual to

0 031(F2 - Fi^) - r(F* -
watt-hours per ton of train weight, and the encjrgy returned to the supply system
is equal to

ry(F2 - Fi2)(().031 - r/3,0U0^,.)

watt-hours per ton of train weight.

For example, if regenerative braking commenced at a speed of 30 m.p.h. and
ceased at 5 m.p.h., then, assuming an average value of 75 per cent for the equipment
efficiency, a constant retardation of 2 m.p.h.p.s. and a constant train resistance of

14 lb per ton, the recuperated energy would be

0-75(302 -- 52){0 031 - 14/(3,000 X 2)} - 21-8

watt-hours per ton of train weight. Hence with a service having 0*75 stops per mile
(for which the specific energy consumption without regenerative braking may be of

the order of 70 watt-hours per ton mile) the approximate energy consumption may
be 70 — 21-8 X 0-75 = 53-6 watt-hours per ton mile.

Disadvantages and Advantages of Regenerative Braking on Level Routes.
In practice a number of difficulties and disadvantages are involved in the
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application of regenerative braking to level routes. The disadvantages, in so

far as d.c. equipments are concerned, are briefly—

^

The motors are larger, heavier, and more costly than those for ordinary

equipments, thereby resulting in more costly mechanical parts (e.g. trucks),

an increase in the weight of the train, and possibly an increase in the

number of motors. Additional equipment is necessary for the purpose of

controlling and safeguarding the regenerative action of the motors and to

obtain suitable regenerative characteristics. These features result in

increased first cost of the trains, increased maintenance charges on the

electrical equipment, and increased complication in the control and method
of operation. Moreover, difficulties in the operation of the sub-stations

may occur should the recuperated energy exceed the energy output from
the sub-station.

To oifset the disadvantages there are the following advantages

—

Reduced energy consumption
;
reduced wear of brake shoes and wheel

tyres
;

lower maintenance costs for these items
;

relatively small amount
of brake dust produced when the mechanical brakes are applied.

In the majority of cases, however, and especially with motor-coach trains,

the increased cost of the train equipments and the additional features necessary

to obtain regenerative braking, combined with the increase in the maintenance
costs of the electrical equipment, may entirely off-set the economies in the

energy consumption and the other items.

Practical Results. A number of trains with metadyne equipments are in

service on the Circle Line in London. Tests on a six-coach train (comprising

three 2-coach units, each unit having four motors and a metadyne converter

set) in normal service showed that during regenerative braking the recuperated

energy was about 25 to 30 per cent of the energy input to the motors.*

A similar result was obtained on the Paris Metropolitan Railway some years

ago on a motor-coach train with booster equipments. The energy consumption
of this train in normal service was 48 watt-hours per ton mile, while that of a
train with standard series-parallel non-regenerative equipment was 60 watt-

hours per ton mile.

In both cases the regenerative equipment is heavier than a standard series-

parallel equipment, the increase being about tons for the metadyne equipment
(four 160 h.p. motors) and about tons for the booster equipment (two
175 h.p. motors).

Experience with regenerative equipments on tramways and trolleybus routes

has shown that on level routes the energy consumption is about 10 per cent

lower than that of a standard (series motor) equipment, the operating conditions

being similar in each case. With undulating routes the saving may be of the

order of 20 per cent.

Electric Regenerative Possibilities on Main-line and Mountain Railways* The
operating conditions on main line railways having long gradients and on

* Details of the equipments are given in the following papers—“The Metadyne and its

Application to Electric Traction” by G. H. Fletcher €tnd A. Tustin, Joum. I.E,E,, Vol. 86,

p. 370; “Railway Traction Control Equipment on Suburban London Transport,” by E.
Webster, Proc, I.E.E,, Vol. 96, Pt. II, p. 537.
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mountain railways are very favourable to electric regenerative braking’*' owing
to (i) the relatively large amount of energy available ^uring the descent of the

gradients, (ii) the exclusive use of electric locomotives, (iii) the operatihg

conditions permitting the use (when desirable) of motors having constant-

speed characteristics. In these cases, even when d.c. series motors are employed,
the additional equipment necessary for regenerative braking adds but a small

percentage to the cost of the locomotive.

The advantages due to regenerative braking on these railways are greater

than those obtained on level routes. Thus, in addition to the saving of energy,

there are large savings in the maintenance of the mechanical brakes and wheel

tyres. Moreover, owing to the mechanical brakes being used only to a small

extent—and, in some cases, not all all—during the descent of gradients, the

danger of overheating of the brake shoes and wheel tyres (which may be a
serious menace with mechanical brakes) is eliminated, thereby conducing to

greater safety in operation and more uniform braking. Further, higher operating

speeds on the gradients become possible and heavier trains can be taken down
the gradients.

In these circumstances regenerative braking results in a considerable

reduction in the operating costs compared with mechanical braking.

Practical Results. The Giovi-G^noa lines of the Italian State Railwaysf
form a striking example of the advantages of electric regenerative braking on
a railway with heavy gradients. With electric traction the capacity of the lines

has been trebled, due to the heavier trains which can be run on the down
gradients and the higher speeds permissible with electric braking. The running
costs have been found to be only about 75 per cent of those when the lines

were operated with steam locomotives, although the plant of the generating

station is not fully utilized. These low costs are the result of electric recuperation

of energy on the down gradients, the recuperated energy being of the order of

from 60 per cent to 80 per cent of the energy consumption for the up journey
with the same train.J Considerable saving is also effected in the brake shoes,

wheel tyres, and rails, as the mechanical brakes are only used for “slow-downs’"

and stops.

General Conditions Relating to Electric Regenerative Braking on Main-line

and Mountain Railways. In the application of any system of electric regener-

ative braking to these railways three important conditions have to be fulfilled

—

(i) The speed-torque characteristics of the regenerative equipment must
be such that mechanical stability is obtained over the whole range of operating
speeds, i.e. an increase in speed must be accompanied by an increase in the
braking torque.

(ii) The electrical or volt-ampere characteristics of the equipment must
ensure electrical stability over the whole range of operating speeds, i.e. sudden
fluctuations in the line voltage must not cause flash-overs or sudden fluctuations

in the braking torque.

(iii) If and when the recuperated energy exceeds the energy demand of

Generally, regenerative braking is desirable, and necessary, in any electrification

scheme fot lines having long gradients exceeding 0*6 per cent (1 in 166).

t For a description of this electrification see Tramway and Railway Worlds Vol. 27,

p. 346; Vol. 35, p. 184.

t In all cases of regenerative control the efficiency of the equipment has an important
bearing on the economical results. It is only with the use of large gearless three-phase
motors that results of the above order can be obtained.
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other trains operating on a given section of the distributing system, the sub-

station converting plant must be capable of returning the excess energy to the

primary supply system, and the latter must be capable of absorbing this energy.

Hence, in the case of railways which are supplied from a separate generating

station which has no other load, provision must be made for dissipating any

excess energy in loading rheostats (which are usually of the water type)
;
other-

wise dangerous operating conditions, both at the generating station and at the

trains descending gradients, would occur.

Fia 147. Speed-Torqxtk (^dkves for Motor and Generator Operation
OF Polyphase Induction Machine

Epectkic Recjenerative Braking Systems

I. Regenerative Braking with Three-phase Motors. This is the simplest

system of regenerative braking, especially when automatic liquid rheostats

are employed. No additional apparatus or equipment is necessary, and no

extra notches or special operating positions are required on the master controller.

The essential feature in the control of the three-phase induction motor for

regenerative braking depends upon the property of this machine to operate

as a non-synchronous (induction) generator when driven at speeds above

synchronism. The machine, however, is not self-exciting as a generator and
must be connected to a system supplied by synchronous generators, this

system supplying the excitation and determining the frequency at which the

induction generator operates.

The relationship between torque and slip for generator operation is similar

to that for motor operation (except for a slight difference in the magnitudes

of the maximum torque in the two cases), i.e. the slip (which is negative***)

* Thus if n = speed of rotor in r.p.m., n, = synchronous speed in r.p.m., the slip

(n, - w)K == - (^K - !)•
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With constant resistance in the rotor circuit is approximately proportional to

the torque, while for constant torque the slip is approximately proportional to

the resistance of the rotor circuit.

Fig. 147 shows typical torque-st)eed curves for both motor and generator

operation. Observe that with no external resistance in the rotor circuit the speed
varies only very slightly over the whole range of the torque, and that the effect

of adding external resistance to the rotor circuit is to increase the speed for a
given braking torque. Hence, when braking with zero external resistance in

the rotor circuit the speed will be practically unaffected by the steepness of the

gradient, and will also be practically independent of the load, i.e. weight of the

train. But if increased speeds are necessary with light loads they may be
obtained by inserting resistance in the rotor circuit. Alternatively, multi-speed

motors or cascade control may be employed.
The curves of Fig. 147 show also that the maximum braking torque available

from the machine is greater than the maximum motoring torque. The former
is usually of the order of three times the continuous-load torque, and is always
considerably above the torque necessary to slip the driving wheels.

Regenerative braking on level track can be obtained only with multi-

speed equipments. Thus with the two-speed cascade system, regenerative

braking is obtained at speeds above the cascade-synchronous speed by cas-

cading the motors, the control of the braking retardation being effected by
regulating the resistance in the rotor circuit of the secondary motor. Hence,
with this (two-speed) equipment, the economy obtained from regenerative

braking on level track will be small. Even a four-speed equipment will not
show marked economy on account of the unavoidable losses in the rheostats.

Regenerative braking on gradients, however, will show considerable econ-

omy, as the machines can be operated without external resistance in the rotor

circuit, i.e. under conditions of high efficiency. The energy returned to the

distribution system is equal to the work done by gravity on the descending

train, less the energy expended against train resistance and the losses in the

motors. Thus the output from the machines (which is practically proportional

to the braking torque) is determined by the weight of the train and the gradient.

The speed—with zero external resistance in the rotor circuit—is determined
by the speed-combination of the machines, and will be slightly higher than that

corresponding to the motor speed for this combination. In general, therefore,

the speed-combination which is used when ascending a given gradient will also

be used when descending this gradient. But in the latter the train weight

which can be handled by a given locomotive is greater than that in the former
case.

When two or more locomotives have to be coupled together for the purpose
of handling a heavy train down a gradient, it is desirable that the locomotives

should share the load equally in spite of any differences in the diameters of the

driving wheels. This condition is easily obtained with equipments provided

with automatic liquid rheostats. The rheostats on the locomotive with the

largest driving wheels are short-circuited, while the rheostats on the other

locomotives are adjusted (from the driving master controller) to maintain a

load on these locomotives equal to that on the former locomotive.

II. Regenerative Braking with d.c. Motors. In this case the voltage generated

in the armatures when braking must exceed the supply voltage by an amount
which is equal to the voltage drop (due to resistance) in the machines and
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connexions. Moreover, the generated voltage must be maintained at this

value independent ofthe speed and braking torque. These conditions necessitate

either shunt- or separately-excited field windings.

The speed and braking torque are controlled by regulating the excitation.

They could also be controlled by a variable resistor, or, alternatively, a booster,

connected in the armature (main) circuit.

The range of speed and braking torque obtainable from a given equipment
with this method of control (i.e. by regulating the excitation of the traction

motors) is governed by considerations of heating and commutation. For
example, the torque corresponding to a given combination of the motors is

limited, at the lower speeds, by the heating of the armature and field windings.

At the higher speeds (i.e. when the machines are operating with weakened
fields) the torque is limited by commutation. Thus, to obtain satisfactory

commutation the ratio of field ampere-turns to armature ampere-turns must
always exceed a minimum value (which is of the order of 0*4).*

Regenerative braking with shunt machines cannot be effected with the

simplicity which this method of excitation would suggest, as difficulties are

encountered in the series-parallel operation of the machines, both as generators

and motors. Moreover, shunt machines are inherently sensitive to voltage

fluctuation and would be extremely unstable on a traction circuit. But satis-

factory operation, so far as the motors are concerned, can be obtained with
compound excitation by a suitable choice of shunt and series ampere-turns,
and by arranging that the series and shunt ampere-turns oppose each other

during regenerative braking.

Such motors are employed on trolleybuses when regenerative equipments
are required, and motors with series and separate (adjustable) excitation are

employed on many 3,000-V d.c. main-line locomotives in service in Italy. In
the latter case the separately excited winding (which is supplied from a low-

voltage exciter) is regulated to give speed control during motor operation and
a limited amount of regenerative braking on “down” gradients, large scale

regenerative braking being unnecessary.

Modern developments in large-scale regenerative braking on d.c. railways

have been entirely with standard series traction motors. Suitable charac-

teristics for regenerative braking are obtained by separately exciting the field

windings,f and electrical stability is obtained either by differentially com-
pounding the exciter or by connecting the exciting circuit in parallel with a
resistance inserted in the main current. The braking torque is controlled by
regulating the excitation of the exciter.

The exciter may be driven either by a separate motor (which is usually

series wound and is connected to a permanent mechanical load, such as a fan
or blower) or from one of the axles of the locomotive. In the latter case the
exciter is usually an axle-mounted generator and is driven from one of the

trailing axles. In some cases—e.g. with locomotive equipments having a large

number (six or more) of motors—one of the driving motors is used as an exciter.

Elementary diagrams of connexions for those cases are given in Fig. 148.

In diagram (a) the exciter is differentially compounded, and is driven by a

Other factors are discussed in a paper by O. H. Hahn, “Theory and Prftctice of
Regenerative Braking of d.c. Locomotives with particular reference to Multiple-unit
Operation.” Proc, I.E.E., Vol. 95, Pt. II, p. 85,

t The term “field windings” here refers to the exciting windings and does not include
the commutating-pole windings.
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Beries motor, to which is also connected a permanent mechanical load. The
shunt winding of the exciter is separately excited from an auxiliary supply

:

the diflFerential series winding is connected in the main circuit and carries the

recuperated current. The exciter has to carry the sum of the armature and
field currents of the traction motors. Control of the braking torque is effected

by a rheostat connected in the shunt-field circuit of the exciter.

Diagram (6) also refers to a motor-driven exciter, but in this case the exciting

circuit (i.e. the exciter armature together with the field winding of the traction

motor) is connected in parallel with a “stabilizing” resistance in the main circuit.

The exciter armature carries only the exciting current of the traction motor,

but its voltage must be equal to the sum of the voltage drops in the stabilizing

Fio, 148. Elementary Diagrams of Methods of obtaining Regenerative
Braking with d.c. Motors

resistance and the traction motor field winding. The same scheme of connexions
may be employed with an axle-driven exciter.

Diagram (c) shows a method of utilizing one of the traction motors as an
exciter. In this case the “exciter” operates as a self-excited series generator,

and supplies not only its own excitation but also that of the other machines
which are generating. Control of the excitation and braking torque is obtained

by both shunting the field winding of the “exciter” and varying the resistance

in the exciter-armature circuit.

The speed-torque characteristics obtained from each of these methods have
the same general form, but, for given conditions, the variation of speed with
torque is generally smaller with a stabilizing resistance than with a differentially

compounded exciter. Typical characteristics are shown in Fig. 149. Such
characteristics can be calculated when the requisite data are available, but
the calculations are more tedious than those for the motor speed-torque

characteristics, as the shape of the magnetization curve of the exciter and arma-
ture reaction have to be taken into account.

It is important to observe that for each value of excitation, the torque
increases as the speed increases until a definite torque is reached, after which
an increase of speed results in a decrease of torque (i.e. the braking system
becomes unstable mechanically). The value of the maximum torque depends
upon the excitation, the largest value being obtained with the largest

excitation.
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Comparison of Above Methods. With the differentially-compounded exciter

method (Fig. 148 (a)) the traction motors must first be connected to the line

as motors when regenerative braking is required, the change from motoring

to braking being effected by increasing the excitation. Stability against surges

of current due to sudden fluctuations of line voltage is obtained by the

differential compounding of the exciter in combination with armature reaction

and voltage drop in the exciter armature. For example, should a sudden
decrease in the line voltage occur, the tendency for the recuperated current

Fia. 149. Speed/Current and Speed/Tractive-effort Curves for
Electric Locomotive when Braking Regeneratively

Motor-driven exciter and 0 04-ohiii stabilizing rcsistanre.

to increase is checked by a reduction of the exciter voltage, which decreases

the excitation of the traction motors.

With the motor-driven exciter method employing a stabilizing resistance

the traction motors may be connected to the line as generators, and, on account

of the inherent stability of this method, the voltage of the machines at the

time of their connexion to the line does not require exact adjustment. In the

event of a sudden decrease in the line voltage the tendency for the recuperated

current to increase is checked by the decreased excitation due to the increased

voltage drop across the stabilizing resistance.

This method possesses the advantages of greater simplicity and a smaller

exciter for a given motor equipment than the preceding method, and the losses

in the stabilizing resistance are to some extent balanced by the decreased

commutator losses of the exciter and the maintenance of this machine.

With the traction-motor exciter method shown in Fig. 148 (c), the ‘‘exciter”

carries only the field current of the traction motors. The stabilizing resistance
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carries the sum of the armature and field currents. Electrical stability is there-

fore obtained by a method similar to that employed in ¥ig. 148 ^5) . The control

of the excitation of the exciter and the traction motors is effected by utilizing

a portion of the main starting rheostats and contactors. Hence, regenerative

braking entails very little additional equipment. On the other hand, the range

of speeds over which braking is possible is less than that obtainable with the

preceding methods (with which two or more combinations of the motors are

possible).

Example of Control Equipment for Regenerative Braking. This example
refers to a 3,000-volt, 1 ,200-h.p. locomotive with Metropolitan-Vickers equip-

ment. The control equipment for motor operation is arranged on the series-

parallel system and is described in Chapter IX (p. 161). For regenerative

braking a motor-driven exciter with stabilizing resistance is employed, and both
combinations of the motors can be used if desired. Transition is effected by
opening the main circuit.

Simplified diagrams of the motor and control circuits—in so far as regener-

ative operation is concerned—are given in Fig. 150. The exciter is driven by
a double-armature, 3,000-volt, motor which is mechanically connected to a

blower. The motor has a series winding (which normally supplies the majority

of the excitation) and a light shunt winding which is separately excited from
an auxiliary source (100 V). The exciter has a main shunt winding, which is

separately excited, and a light series (cumulative) winding which is connected
in series with the motor. The object of this (series) winding is to compensate
for gradual or semi-permanent fluctuations in the line voltage. Thus if the line

voltage increases, the speed of, and the current input to, the motor both
increase. Hence the voltage generated in the exciter increases, thereby increas-

ing the excitation of the traction motors. A decrease in the line voltage produces

the opposite effect.

The change of connexions from motoring to braking (which involves the

cutting-in of the exciter and stabilizing resistances) is effected by a cam-operated
group of contactors.

The control operations are

—

The combined reversing and motor-combination handle of the master
controller (Fig. 121) is placed in either the series or parallel position, the

braking handle is moved to the first notch, and the accelerating handle is moved
to the first notch.

The braking handle is then adjusted until the ammeter shows that recupera-

tion has commenced. The current is maintained approximately constant at a

small value, by manipulating the braking handle, while the starting rheostats

are cut out, after which operation the braking current is adjusted to the desired

value by manipulation of the braking handle (which controls the amount of

resistance in the shunt field of the exciter).

111. Regenerative Braking with Single-phase Motors. The problem of

obtaining regenerative braking with single-phase series motors presents

difficulties which are considerably greater than those discussed above in

connexion with d.c. equipments.
These difficulties are concerned chiefly with the prevention of self-excitation

(i.e. the building-up of the machine as a self-excited generator at a frequency
different from that of the supply system) and the attainment of a high power
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factor. Circuits for recuperation at high power factor, however, usually suffer

from self excitation, and those which are inherently stable and free from
self excitation usually operate at a low power factor. Much development wofk
to overcome these difficulties has been carried out during recent years by the

Oerlikon Co., and a number of schemes have been evolved and tried out in

service.*

Shunt Connexion with Series Reactor. The simplest scheme (due to Behn-
Eschenburg and applied to about 100 locomotives and motor-coaches of the

Swiss railways) is shown diagrammatically at (a), Fig. 151, and a simpbfied

vector diagram is shown at {h). The exciting winding, £, of the traction motor

Mom Transformer

Fkj. 151. Circuit and Vector Diagrams for Behn-Esc henburq
Method of Regenerative Braking (Oerlikon)

is excited from the secondary winding of an auxiliary transformer connected
to the tap-changer of the main transformer, to which the armature is connected
with a choking coil or iron-cored reactor, i), in series. (With multi-motor
equipments the exciting windings of all the motors are connected in series and
supplied from the auxiliary transformer

;
the several armatures are connected

in the same combination as when operating as motors, a reactor being

connected in each circuit.) To obtain the correct (leading) phase of the com-
mutating flux a resistor, R, is connected in series with the commutating-pole
winding, C, and the combination is shunted with an iron-cored reactor, F.

The current, in the exciting winding has a phase-difference of approxi-

mately 90® (lagging) from the voltage, F, at the tap-changer
;
and the e.m.f.

F, generated in the armature is in phase with this current. The vectors

representing these qualities are 01^jOV and OE, The voltage across the reactor

is, therefore, represented by OD (which is the vector difference between OV
and OE) and the armature current, /^, is represented by 0/^, lagging

approximately 90® from OD, its magnitude being proportional to OD if the

reactor has a straight-line characteristic.

For a given voltage at the tap-changer the braking torque is proportional

* Some of these schemes are discussed at length in an article by P. Leyfraz on **Recent
developments of regenerative bralcing for single-phase railways,'* BtiUetin Oerlikon, Nos.
283, 284.
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to COS ^ and the power returned to the supply system is, ignoring losses,

proportional to cos

From the vector diagram we deduce that, for constant excitation, (i) the
braking torque is approximately constant at all speeds, (ii) the volt-amperes
absorbed by the reactorD exceed those generated in the armature, (iii) the power
returned to the supply system has a low-power factor (averaging about 0*7 in

practice) and is only a fraction of the full-load rating of the motor.
In practice the last item is not a serious disadvantage with passenger trains

j—

R F

Flo. 152. (’apa<'ttok ('oni>jexiom for
Rkgenekative Braking (Brown

-

Boveri)

Moin Transformer

Aux.
Transformer

rVWWS pAA/V^

F
,

:£ fmM

R R

Fjg. 153. Ex(’1tkr-motor Connexion for
Kk(jenerativr Braking (Oerlikon)

as the full braking power of the locomotive is not usually required, 15 to 40 per

cent being sufficient on many Swiss main lines.

The disadvantage of a low power factor is compensated by the simplicity

of operation, stability, reliability and freedom from self excitation.

The weight of the main and auxiliary reactors and the resistors for the

commutating poles is about 8 lb per kW of rated braking power at the treads

of the wheels.

Capacitor Connexion. A high power factor may be obtained by connecting

a capacitor (condenser) in series with the exciting winding of the motor of such
capacitance that a resonant circuit is obtained. The power factor of this circuit

is then unity and the field current is in phase with the voltage at the terminals

of the transformer. Hence current fed into the transformer from the armature
will have a power factor of practically unity. 8uch a scheme has been developed
by Brown Boveri & Co. and has been applied to a number of motor-coach
equipments.

A schematic diagram of connexions for the simplest case is shown in Fig.

152. The exciting winding of the traction motor is excited from a low-voltage

tapping of the transformer with a variable capacitor, if, and a limiting resistor,

Bi, in series, the object of the latter being to obtain a resonance curve with a
rather broad peak. A stabilizing or decompounding resistor, is common to

the field and armature circuits. Correct excitation for the commutating poles

is obtained by means of an inductive shunt, i?, F,
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During braking the machine operates as a separately excited generator

with light differential compounding, and the brakinjg characteristics (speed/

torque) resemble those shown in Fig. 149, i.e. the speed is only slightly affected

by variations in the braking torque.

In practice relays, and modifications, to the simple circuit of Fig. 152 are

necessary to maintain high power factor and efficiency over the working
range of speeds and to suppress self excitation.*

Exciter-motor Connexion. This scheme, which also operates at a high

power factor, is suitable for multi-motor equipments (e.g. four or more motors)

and has been applied by the Oerlikon Co. to a number of motor-coaches and

SODA 700A

4004
I

600A
I

800A 7*640A

13 si 78 atoln n fsi ti / mast.ImaSDA

— Brake effort in kg at wheel rim

Fig. 154. Typical Bkaking Characteristks
FOR Ex( ITER-MOTOR C^ONNEXION (OeRLIKON)

The full-line curves show the speed/brakinR-eflort
characteristics for each of the 18 steps of the con-
troller, and the dotted curves show the character-

istics for constant currents.

locomotives. The speed/torque characteristics are similar to those of the

Behn-Eschenburg connexion. Typical characteristics are shown in Fig. 164.

A schematic diagram of connexions for two motors is shown in Fig. 163,

in which machine No. 1 acts as an exciter and No. 2 as the regenerative generator.

The reactor, D, in the armature circuit of No. 2 equalizes the phase difference

between the armature e.m.f. and the voltage at the tap-changer. Stability

and suppression of self excitation are obtained by means of differential com-
pounding (using a tertiary winding on the auxiliary transformer) and suitable

excitation of the commutating poles, two shunts—one inductive, F, and one
non-inductive, R ,—being employed. The non-inductive shunts are supplied by
auxiliary windings on the reactor D.f

^ ^ APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XII

The Metadyne System op Operation for d.c. Motors
Metadsme Converter. The metadyne converter is a single-armature d.c. machine

See Brown Boveri Review, Vol. 31, p. 125; Bulletin Oerlikon, p. 2038.

t Further details, i ncluding theory and performance ate given in BuUetin Oerlikon,

Nos. 275, 284.
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which converts input power at constant voltage into output power at variable
voltage, or vice versa. The variable output voltage is fed to a group of traction

motors. Regenerative braking to standstill is obtained by feeding power from the
motors (now acting as generators) to the output terminals, the power being returned
to the supply system through the input terminals.

The met^yne belongs to the “cross-field” class of machines in which armature
reaction is utilized for excitation and self regulation. The number of groups of

brushes is double that in an ordinary machine, and to obtain commutating zones
for these brushes each main pole is divided into two equal parts.

Principle of Simple Metadsme. Consider the armature of a bipolar d.c. machine
to be mounted in a four-pole magnet frame without windings but with brushgear
(four groups) as shown in Fig. 155 . The brushes are assumed to make contact with
the active conductors so that the magnetic axis due to a current in the winding
coincides with the axis of the brushes supplying the current.

If, with the armature stationary, a low-voltage supply is comiected to the brushes
A1A2 and the brushes B1B2 are open-circuited, the flux distribution will be as shown

Fig. 155 . Diagrams to Illustrate Prin( ipll of Simj*lk Metadyne

at (a). Fig. 155 . If the supply is transferred to the brushes BiBzj and brushes
are open circuited, the flux distribution will be as shown at (6 ), Fig. 155 .

If the armature is driven at constant speed and a current, /j, is supplied to the
brushes AiA2, an e.m.f., E21 will be induced in the armature winding between the
brushes B1B2, the magnitude of this e.m.f. being proportional to the flux due to Ii,

No e.m.f. will be induced in the ^1^2 ‘J-xis, and therefore the voltage at the brushes
Aj^A2 will be equal to the voltage drop due to the current Zj.

If a load is connected to the brushes B1B2 the resultant flux distribution, due to

the load current 12 and the supply current Zj (assumed unchanged), will be as shown
at (c), Fig. 155 . The resultant flux, 0 , may be considered to have two components
—one component, Oj, along the other component, <I>2> along the
B1B2 axis. The rotation of the armature in the component Og induces an e.m.f,,

j&i, in the A1A2 axis which opposes the supply voltage. Hence if the current is to
be maintained at its original value, Z^, the supply voltage must be increased by an
amount to balance The torque due to Z^ and ^2 will balance the torque due to

Zg and Oj, as the rotational losses are supplied by the driving motor.
Under steady-state conditions with unsaturated magnetic circuits we have

= K<!>2 = KJ2 and jFg

Hence F^/Zg == Fg/Z^, or E^I^ = Ag^g, i.e. the machine operates as a d.c. transformer.

If the load is entirely resistive and the internal resistance of the machine is

zero, the e.m.f. E2 will build up to a value such that J^g = ZgZ2, where R denotes
the resistance of the load. But if the load consists of a series, or separately-excited,
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motor, the steady-state condition occurs when the output of the motor balances

the mechanical power required by the load, the current input to the motor renaaining

constant. • ^
*

Control of Output Characteristic. The simple metadyne gives a fixed and
indexible characteristic, e.g. with constant supply voltage the output current is

constant.

Control of the output characteristic may be effected by means of separately

excited windings on the poles, the excitation being controlled in such a manner as

to give the characteristics desired. One winding—called the secondary variator—

Fio. 166. Simplified Main-circuit Connexions of Metadyne for
4-motor Motor-coach Equipment (Metropolitan-Vickers)

The metadyne armature, Ml), is direct-coupled to the armatures of the regulator and the
exciter. The field windings of the metadyne are iei)resented by--5, light series stability
(primary and secondary), R, regulator; F, variator. M and 0 refer to the positions
of tlie change-over switch (and the appropriate contactors) for motor and generator

operation lespectively.

produces a m.m.f. along the ®'X.is, and the other winding—called the regulator

(or primary variator)—produces a m.m.f. along the A-j^As^ axis. Hence since the
resultant m.m.f. along the B^B^ axis must be constant—^to maintain Og constant

—

the m.m.f. produced by the variator winding causes a change in the load current ig*

The regulator winding is necessary to maintain the balance of the torques, i.e.

Og/j = Oj/g. In the metadynes in service on the London Transport lines the
regulator winding is connected in series with a shunt machine—called the regulator
machine—which is coupled to the metadyne and connected to the supply.

Scheme of Operation.* In practice to reduce the size of the metadyne the
booster connexion is employed, the armatures of the traction motors—arranged in

* Only a brief outline can be given here. Fuller details are given in the following:
Metropolitan-Vickers Gazette, Vol. 17, p. 400; Joum, I,E.E,, Vol. 86, p. 370; Vol. 96, p. 637.
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two groups—being connected to the brushes A^B^ and A2B2 as shown in Fig. 156 ,

The voltage across each group of armatures is therefore equal to—^supply voltage

± output voltage of metadyne.
The main-fieid windings of the traction motors are connected in series with the

variator winding and supplied by an exciter which has three field windings, i.e, a

self-excited shunt winding and two separately-excited windings (acting on separate

magnetic circuits) one of which is supplied from the brushes A2B1 and the other from

the brushes ^2^2*
The metadyne has four field windings, (i) regulator, (ii) variator in two sections,

(iii) primary stability, (iv) secondary stability. The two latter are light series

windings to give stability with fluctuations of supply voltage.

Connexion of Metadyne to Supply. The metadyne is started by operating the

regulator machine as a motor, a series starting winding being provided for this

purpose. When normal speed is reached the variator winding is separately excited

Fig. 157 . Performance C^ruvEs of Metadyne and Four Traction
Motors (M rtbofolitan -Vickkrs )

Line voltage (iOO \ ,
wheel dia ‘R5 In gea.i latio 05/10, 4 niotorw each of 152 h p

from the supply so that a back-e.m.f. ecjual to the supply voltage is built up between

the A^A2 brushes, which may then be connc'cted to the supply.

Control of Traction Motors. The motors are started by supplying current, from

the exciter, to the main-field wiiidmgs, vrhich operation also transfers the variator

winding to this circuit, connects the regulator winding in circuit with the regulator

machine and cuts out the series starting winding. Control of the motor current

during acceleration is effected automatically by the joint action of the three field

windings of the exciter. Definite balancing speeds on level track are obtained by

means of rheostats in the separately-excited field windings of the exciter.

Typical characteristics are shown in Fig. 157 . The negative values of current

in the regulator winding indicate that the regulator machine is acting as a motor,

while positive values indicate action as a generator. Negative values of primary

current, /j, indicate that the voltage across the BiB^ brushes opposes the supply

voltage.

Regeneration. For regenerative braking the armatures of the traction motors

must be transferred to the quadrants A1B2 and A2BJ, this operation being effected

by a change-over switch when the metadyne is disconnected from the supply. The

metadyne is re-connected to the supply and the braking torque is controlled auto-

matically by the exciter.



CHAPTER Xm

AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR TRAMCARS
AND TROLLEYBUSES

In addition to the motors and controller a tramcar or trolleybus requires—(i)

a current collector; (ii) a starting rheostat; (iii) apparatus to protect the
equipment against excessive currents and over-voltages due to surges or

lightning
;

(iv) a lighting, and in some cases a heating, installation
;

(v) an air

compressor, when air brakes are employed. TroUeybuses operating in Great
Britain also require—a leakage testing socket; apparatus to suppress radio

interference; a battery and generator for low-voltage lighting (which is

compulsory with an all-metal body).

Current Collectors. Tramcars and trolleybuses derive their power from
overhead conductors suspended about 22 feet above the road surface. The
current collector must therefore be mounted on the roof of the vehicle and must
adapt itself to variations in the level of the wire.

The trolley collector is universally employed on trolleybuses. With this

collector contact with the wire is made by either a grooved wheel, or a grooved
slider with carbon insert. Fig. 158, carried at the end of a light pole which is

hinged to a swivelling base fixed to the roof of the vehicle. As two trolley

wires are necessary for a trolleybus a separate trolley collector is provided for

each wire, the bases being mounted side by side as shown in Fig. 159. Each
collector can therefore adapt itself to variations in level of the wire concerned.

Trolley collectors must operate in a trailing position, and if the direction of
motion ofthe vehicle is reversedthe collector must berotated through 180 degrees.

The head—whether fitted with a wheel or slider—^is always of the swivelling

type. The wheel is of gunmetal, and the diameter at the bottom of the groove
is about 3 inches : it runs on a lubricated spindle fitted in a guard, which is

mounted on a vertical spindle carried in a bearing in the body of the head, the
thrust being taken either by a ball or a flat surface in conjunction with a friction

washer.

In the slider type of collector a renewable carbon block, a, Fig. 168, is fixed

to a holder, 5, which is mounted on a lubricated spindle, c, fitted to a swivelling

guard, d, carried in a light frame of welded steel clamped to the trolley-pole.

The swivelling bearing is fitted with a renewable bush, e, and a friction washer,

/. This head gives quieter operation and less sparking than the wheel t3q)e.

The pressure between the head and trolley wire is approximately 201b
for a wheel collector and 35 lb for a carbon-inset slider. The lever and spring
system at the base is designed to maintain this pressure approximately constant
over the operating range of the head.

Bow and parvtograph collectors—^in addition to the trolley collector—^are

employed on tramcars. The pantograph collector has large applications in

Europe and has superseded the bow collector which was formerly employed.
Tlie pantograph collector is in general use on locomotives and motor-coaches

operating from overhead contact wires, and is described in Chapter XV. For
tramcars a lighter construction can be employed, and considerable simplifi-

cation can be made to the mounting (due to the low voltage).

211
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The advantages of the pantograph over the trolley collector are—(i) its

suitability for operation in either direction of motion, (ii) no risk of the collector

leaving the wire at junctions, (iii) considerable simplification of overhead

construction at junctions due to the absence of points and grooved crossings.

(/) {<^)

Fig. 168 . I. Wheel (V>llect<)r (JlREt knell- Willis); 11 . Light-weight
Welded-steel Troi^ley-heai) with Slipper Cou.ec’Tor (British

Insulated Callender’s CoNvSTruc’Tion Co.)

Rheostats. Robustness and light weight are essential in rheostats for

trolleybuses, light weight being particularly important for buses operating in

Great Britain, where the weight of the fully-laden vehicle is limited by statutory
regulations.

A typical rheostat fulfilling these requirements is shown in Fig. 160. The
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resistor elements consist of coils of high-resistivity stainless steel strip wound

on edge : the individual turns are supported by ceramic insulators mounted on

sheet steel supports, the ends of which are carried on mica-insulated bars

Fl(». 159. (^OLLEfTORS FOR TrOLLEYBOS MOUNTED ON RoOF OF
Vehk jiL (Metropoi han-Cammell-Weyman)

fitted between end frames. Lugs for connexions are welded to the ends of each

coil. The resistor material and the (*eramic supports can withstand tempera-

tures of 45()°C without deterioration, while the edgewise winding provides

good cooling with a relatively small overall dimension.

Fio. 160. Rheostat with Edgewise-wound Strip Elements (B.T.-H.)

Fig. 161 shows an alternative form in which the strip is formed into loops,

and rigidity is obtained by spot welding transverse strips, A, to the loops at

intervals and supporting these on mica-insulated rods with ceramic insulators

as spacers.

Protective Devices. 1. Circuit Breaker. The equipment is protected against

excessive overloads by an automatic circuit breaker, which is connected
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between the current collector and the main wiring. Two circuit breakers are
employed on a trolleybus, one in each trolley circuit.

Typical circuit breakers are shown in Fig. 162. The main contacts are
located in an arc chute and are provided with a magnetic blow-out, the blow-out
coil actuating also the tripping mechanism. The handle is arranged to trip

the circuit breaker when it is moved to the “off*' position. Hence the circuit

breaker can be operated by hand in the same manner as a switch.

2. Radio Interference Suppressor. On trolleybuses, due to the insulation

of the vehicle from earth, arcing or sparking at the collector, controller, motors,
etc., may cause e.m.f’s. of radio frequencies to be induced in the wiring and

Fig 161. Rheostat Element removed from
Frame (Rheostatic Co

)

radiated from the trolley wires. The most serious interference occurs at the
contacts of the master controller in systems with electromagnetic contactors
operated at line voltage. Suppressors* take the form of (i) two radio-frequency
chokes, one connected in each supply lead to the master controller, (ii) a
capacitor filter, comprising three star-connected capacitors each about 0*1/^F
capacitance, connected between the trolley cables and chassis as shown in

Fig. 96.

3. Lightning Arrester or Surge Diverter. This apparatus is usually only
fitted to vehicles which operate in districts liable to lightning storms. One
type consists of a small cylindrical block of carborundum held between two
electrodes one of which, with a small air gap in series, is connected to the
positive trolley, and the other to earth or the negative trolley. A discharge
which breaks down the air gap is dissipated in the numerous air spaces through-
out the block, the high resistance of which prevents the current being maintained
by the line voltage.

Car Wiring. Power Circuits. With modem tramcar equipments the wiring
for the power circuits consists of two multi-core cables (one along each side of
the car), with distinctive colours to the separate cables. These cables inter-

connect the controllers, and tappings are brought out at suitable points for
connexion to the motors, rheostats, and brakes.

• Details are given m British Standard No. 827.
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With trolleybus equipments the motors, rheostats, controller, and circuit

breakers are all arranged at the forward end of the vehicle. The connexions are

made by flexible cables (e.g. 248/-018, 140/-01) ofthe tough-rubber-sheathed type.

Lighting Circuits. These circuits have to provide for the interior lighting

of the car as well as for the lights required by traffic regulations. When lighting

at line voltage is permissible (e.g. on tramcars and also trolleybuses with wooden
and composite bodies) the circuits consist of a number of low-voltage lamps

Fig. 162. Tram(au and Tbollkybus Circuit-breakers

Left U 1 -H lixght Mot^opoIltan-^ ickers

connected in series. Formerly 105-V filament lamps (five in scries) were
employed, but the “long series” system—with circuits of either fifteen 40-V
lamps, each 40 or 60 W, or ten to twelve 50-V lamps, each 40 or 60 W—is prefer-

able, each lamp having a short-circuiting device which comes into action

on the failure of a lamp and therefore enables the faulty lamp readily to be
located. Each lampholder, however, must also be fitted with a short-circuiting

device which comes into action on the removal of a lamp from its holder.

Fluorescent lighting has been adopted on some tramcars and trolleybuses.

The lamps (2-ft, 20-W, tubular, normal circuit voltage 110 V) may be supplied

either with d.c. at line voltage (in which case a number are connected in series

with a ballast resistor) or with a.c. (at a frequency of about 800 c/s) from a
small motor-alternator set. Details are given in Chapter XIV. In each case

a small 12-V battery must be provided for supplying the traffic or “legal*
*

lights.

Low-voltage Lighting. The lighting circuits of trolleybuses with all-metal

bodies must be supplied at low voltage (24 or 30 V).

The supply is obtained from either a generator coupled to the traction
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motor—^in conjunction with a battery, automatic switch and voltage regulator

—or a motor-generator with a floating battery. In the former case the generator

is rated at 1,600 watts and is designed for a ‘"cut-in” speed of about 4
m.p.h.

The motor-generator is of the two-bearing type, and consists of a series

motor and a shunt generator rated at 1,200 watts. The speed at light load is

limited by the ventilating fan, and the voltage of the generator is controlled

by an automatic regulator. As statutory regulations require double insulation

between the high-voltage and low-voltage parts, the motor armature is built

WAIN PLUG ^INSULATED CAP

Fig. 163 . Lonoititdinal Section of Motor-generator for
Trolleybus (Metropolitan -Viceerh )

on a sleeve which is insulated from the shaft, and the two magnet frames are
insulated from each other. Fig. 163 shows a typical arrangement.

Air Compressor. For trolleybuses the air compressor is of the two-cylinder
type with a capacity of 5 cubic feet per minute

;
it is direct coupled to a |-h.p.

series motor operating from the traction circuit and controlled by a pressure-

operated contactor.

Leakage Testing Socket. To facilitate the carrying out of the daily leakage
test on a trolleybus with an all-metal body a multi-point socket is provided,
the contacts of which are connected to the chassis and to each of the frames of
all the electrical equipment which is insulated from the chassis. The test is

made by energizing the whole equipment at line voltage and measuring the
leakage current from (i) the chassis to earth, (ii) the frames of the equipment to
earth, a special plug and milli-ammeter enabling these measurements to be
made in quick succession. The first reading gives the total leakage over both
primary and secondary insulation, and the second reading gives the leakage
over the primary insulation.

Dewirement Indicator. This is necessary on trolleybuses with low-voltage
lighting and is located in the driving cab in view of the driver : it gives both
visual and aural signals of loss of voltage at the trolleys. The essential features
are (i) a relay connected to the traction circuit; (ii) an indicating lamp, and
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(iii) a buzzer. The lamp and buzzer are supplied from the battery through

the contacts of the relay which are closed when the rplay is de-energized (i.^.

when the line voltage fails).

A simpler t3^, giving only a visual signal, consists of a neon lamp with

protective fuses.



CHAPTER XIV

AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES AND MOTOR-COACHES

The auxiliary electrical equipment required by locomotives and motor-coaches
includes: (i) current collectors; (ii) motors and control gear for driving (a)

the compressors, or exhausters, for the power brakes, (6) the blowers for

ventilating the main motors (if these are of the forced-ventilated type)
;

(iii)

the motor-generator for supplying the lighting, control, and auxiliary circuits

of high-voltage d.c. equipments at suitable voltage.

Current Collectors

The type of current collector depends upon the position of the conductor
from which the locomotive or motor-coach obtains its supply. With conductor-

rail distribution systems the current collector consists of a cast-iron, or cast-

steel, collector shoe, which is maintained in contact with the conductor rail

either by its own weight or by means of a spring. With overhead distribution

systems the current collector consists of a bow- or pan-shaped sliding contact

carried on a light framework and maintained in contact with the trolley wire

by means of springs.

Collector Shoes. In this country the top-contact conductor rail is

generally used, and typical collector shoes are shown in Fig. 164.

When the conductor rails are located outside the track rails, the collector

shoes are attached to an oak beam, which is fixed to the axle-boxes, or to a
part of the truck frame directly connected to the axle-boxes (e.g. the equalizer

bars in an equalized bogie). In the other position of the conductor rails (i.e.

between the track rails) the collector shoe is either attached to an oak block

(which is bolted to a bracket fixed to the motor frame) or to an oak beam at the

end of the truck, this beam being connected to longitudinal channels carried

from the axle-boxes. It should be noted that, when passing round curves, the

transverse movements of the shoes will be greater the greater the distance

the shoes are from the pivotal centre of the truck.

Bow and Pantograph Collectors. An essential condition in the collection of
current from an overhead conductor is that the collector shall maintain contact
with the trolley wire at all speeds. Hence the collector must follow instan-

taneously any irregularities in the level of the trolley wire, and therefore, with
an ordinary suspension, a collector of very small inertia (e.g. a trolley wheel or

a light bow) must be employed. But, although the trolley-wheel collector* is

used (on account of its cheapness) to some extent on inter-urban railways in

America, its use on a large railway system could not be tolerated, both on
account of the complication involved in the overhead conductors and the
liability of the trolley wheel to leave the trolley wire. In practice, therefore,

a bow or pantograph collector, together with a level troUey wire, must be

* The current-collecting capacity of the larger wheels may be as high as 800 amperes
at low speeds. With a level trolley wire, currents of 200 amperes have been collect^ at
speeds of from 60 to 60 m.p.h.
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employed. The bow collector has the smaller inertia, but is not so readily
adaptable to the collection of large currents as the pantograph collector. More-
over, the bow collector must always be run trailing. Hence for reversible
operation, either duplicate bows or a reversing bow must be employed. On the

•"""A

(a)

(b)

Fig. 164. Collector Shoes for Top-contact Conductor Rails
(a) 15.T.-H. (b) London Transport Executive (for positive rail).

other hand, a pantograph collector is reversible, but, on account of its greater
inertia, requires a greater pressure to maintain contact with the trolley wire
than a bow collector.

The collector, whether bow or pantograph, is usually maintained in contact
with the trolley wire by means of springs, while the raising and lowering
operations are performed by air cylinders.



Fig 165 Metropolitan Vicklrs Pantograph Collector
IN Normal Position

Fig. 166 . Metropolitan Vickers Pantograph Collector in Lowered Posh
Detail of the underside of the head Is shown below.
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A pantograph collector for 1,500- or 3,000-V locomotives or motor-coaches is

shown in Figs. 165, 166. The contact portion consists of a pressed steel pan,

of channel section, fitted with renewable copper wearing strips, which is

supported by springs at the apex of a hinged pentagonal framework, these

springs enabling the pan to follow small irregularities in the level of the trolley

wire. The lower sections of the framework are fitted to horizontal shafts, B,

which are carried in ball bearings fitted to the main frame, C\ These shafts

Fig. 107. Bkown-Bovert Pantograph Collector for Single-phase
Locomotive

Inset shoves type of head for 3,000-\olt, d c lotoniotlve

are interconnected by rods D and springs A", the latter being adjusted to balance
most of the dead weight of the movable framework.

The pantograph is maintained m the normal (raised) position by compressed
air in a cylinder, F, the piston rod of which is connected by a system of levers

to a central crank on one of the shafts. This action stresses the central spring,

6r. Hence when air is exhausted from the cylinder the pantograph is lowered
by the action of this spring and is secured in this position by a latch.

The pantograph shown in Fig. 165 has a single head and that shown in

Fig. 166 has a duplex head suitable for heavier currents, a detailed view of the
underside of the head being also shown.

The cranks and springs are so designed that the variation of pressure on
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the trolley wire does not exceed 61b over the whole working range of the

collector. The average working pressure is 161b, but other values may be
obtained by varying the stroke of the pistons by means of adjustable collars

inside the cylinders.

The extremities of the pans are of the inverted-horn shape to prevent the

pans fouling the trolley wires at crossings, and also to prevent a sagging trolley-

wire becoming entangled with the pans.

A pantograph for single-phase 15,000-V locomotives is shown in Fig. 167.

The contact strip is of aluminium and is lubricated.* The inset view shows the

head employed for 3,000-V d.c. locomotives and currents of 800 A.

For d.c. railways, operating at 1,500 and 3,000 volts, the pan type of panto-

graph collector is usually employed on account of its greater current-collecting

capacity. Pans of the form illustrated in Fig. 166 can readily be designed for

collecting the currents required by the largest d.c. locomotives. For example,
currents of 2,000 amperes have been collected at speeds of 40 m.p.h. by a
collector having two pans (with inserted copper bars), each pan being 6 in.

wide by 42 in. long.

Power Supply for Brakes and Ventilating Apparatus

Power brakest require either a supply of compressed air or means for creating

and maintaining a vacuum. In the former case an electrically-driven com-
pressor and air reservoirs are required, together with means for controlling the

motor so as to maintain the air pressure within prescribed limits. In the latter

case a vacuum pump, or exhauster, is required, together with means for con-

trolling the speed of the motor to give the degree of vacuum desired.

Compressors. The compressor is usually of the single-stage two-cylinder,

single-acting type, and is directly connected to the motor. With compressors

for motor-coaches, a moderate speed motor is adopted in order to reduce the

weight, and the compressor is driven through double-helical spur gearing.

The single-stage compressors for use on motor-coaches and locomotives

are built in capacities up to 100 cu. ft (piston displacement) per minute at

normal air pressure (80 to 90 lb per sq. in.). Larger compressors are of the

two-stage type, with three or four cylinders and an inter-cooler between the
low- and high-pressure cylinders.

Automatic starting and stopping of the motor to maintain the air pressure

within prescribed limits is effected by a pressure-operated switch, the moving
contact of which is actuated, through a system of levers and a toggle mechanism,
by the air pressure on a spring-loaded diaphragm.

Exhauster. The exhauster or vacuum pump (which is used with vacuum
brakes) is usually driven by a slow-speed motor through a spring coupling. In
some cases the motor is run continuously at slow speed (for the purpose of
maintaining the vacuum), and is automatically switched over to full speed
when the brake valve is moved to the “off” or “release” position. In other

cases the motor is controlled by an automatic governor, which is arranged
to start the motor when the vacuum falls to 16 in.

* When sparking at the contact strip would cause radio interference the aluminium
strip is replaced by carbon.

t A description of the mechanical equipment for compressed air and vacuum brakes is

given at the end of Chapter XVI.
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Ventilatiilg Plant. Blowers arerequiredon locomotiveswhenforced-ventilated

motors are used. In some cases a single blower is pmployed which delivers

air at a small pressure (6 to 8 in. of water) into a central duct—built into the

underframe of the locomotive body—from which it is distributed to the motors.

In other cases, with large frame-moimted motors, a separate blower is provided
for each motor. The blowers are then mounted on the motor frames, and two
or more blowers are' coupled together and driven by a single motor.

Power Supply for Auxiliary Circuits

The auxiliary circuits requiring a supply of current are
:

(i) control
;

(ii)

motors for driving the compressors, exhausters, and blowers; (iii) lighting;

(iv) heating.

With singh-phaae equipments these circuits are supplied from tappings on
the main transformer, a voltage of about 220 volts being employed for the
auxiliary motors, and also for the control and Ughting circuits, except in cases

where a low-voltage, d.c., train-lighting system is already in existence. The
train-heating circuits are usually supplied at a voltage between 600 and
1,000 volts, in order to limit to moderate values the current to be carried by
the heating bus-line cable and couplers, as in some cases from 300 to 400 kW
may be required for heating purposes. Usually three tappings are provided
in order that the degree of heat may be varied when desired, the control switch

being located in the driver’s cab.

With equipments operating at 26 c/s and 60 c/s a three-phase supply is

preferable for the auxiliary motors as these may then be of the three-phase

induction type with squirrel-cage rotors. This supply is obtained either from
an alternator driven by a single-phase induction motor or a phase converter

operating on the Arno principle.*

With high-voltage^ d,c, equipments the compressor, exhauster, and blower
motors are usually supplied directly from the traction circuit when the voltage

does not exceed 1,600 volts, but for higher voltages these machines are suppli^
at low voltage (100 to 126 V) from a motor-generator set, which also supplies

the control and lighting circuits.

Alternatively, on 3,000-V circuits, when a relatively large amount (60 to

60 kW) of power is required for air conditioning, ventilation, etc., a three-phase
supply for the auxiliary services (other than the control circuits) is preferable,

as three-phase induction motors with squirrel-cage rotors are cheaper, and
require less maintenance than d.c. motors.

Motor-generator. To simplify starting procedure the motor must start as a
series machine, and unless a permanent load (e.g. a blower) is directly connected
to it, additional excitation must be provided to prevent large changes of speed
with variation of the generator output. This additional excitation is usually
supplied by a separately-excited shunt winding connected to the generator.

The output voltage of the generator is maintained constant by an automatic
regulator (both carbon-pile and vibrating-contact types being in use).

* The principle of this system is described in a paper by A. H. Maggs, ‘‘Single-phase to
three-phase conversion by the Ferraris-Amo System,*’ Journ, LE.E,, Vol. 93, p. 133.



CHAPTER XV

TRAMWAYS ROLLING STOCK, TROLLEYBUSES AND
COMMERCIAL BATTERY VEHICLES

I. Tramways Rolling Stock

Types of Cars. In Great Britain the double-deck car with covered upper
saloon is used almost exclusively on account of its suitability for British

operating conditions and its lower cost, on a per-passenger basis, in comparison
with a single-deck car. Typical modern cars with closed vestibules are shown
in Fig. 168,

In other countries the climate, operating conditions, system of fare

collection (pay-as-you-enter), large number of standing passengers, and the

requirements of rapid loading and unloading are unfavourable to double-

deck cars, and the single-deck car is, therefore, in universal use. This

type of car is also in use on some British tramways where the traffic

conditions require rapid loading and unloading. Examples of European and
British single-deck cars are shown in Figs. HiO, 172, and data are given in

Table HI.

Features of Modem Tramcars. Modernization of tramway rolling stock

throughout the world has progressed along the lines suggested by the Transit

Research Corporation, U.8.A., and modern tramcars follow the design, or incor-

porate the principal features, of the Presidents’ Conference Committee (P.C.C.)

single-deck car, which was the outcome of this research and of which over 5,000

are in service in N. America alone.

The chief features are high acceleration and braking retardation, quiet and
smooth running, rapid loading and unloading, light-weight design, low

maintenance.
The high acceleration and braking retardation to 4-75 m.p.h.p.s. and 4 to 6

m.p.h.p.s respectively)* are obtained byusing bogie truc*ks with four-motorequip-

ments, andautomatic multi-notch control. Quiet and smooth running are obtained
by using light-weight frame-mounted motors with cardan-shaft drive, resilient

(composite steel and rubber) wheels, trucks with roller axle bearings but without

homblocks, silentbloc connexions for all links, and rubber pads to avoid

metal-to-metal contact.

Car Body. The main pillars, carlines and other members of the framing
consist of high-tensile steel. The plating, panelling, mouldings, etc., are usually

of aluminium. The underframe is integral with the body and is built of rolled

steel sections. Entrance and exit doors are usually power operated and are

controlled by either the driver or the conductor.

The seating accommodation consists of either transverse seats or a com-
bination of longitudinal and transverse scats.

* The higher values refer to American operating conditions with P.C.C. cars. The
braking retardation in emergencies may reach 9 m.p.h.p.s.
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Fia. 168. Modern British Cars with Closed Vestibules

Upper —Sheffield (dr with trolley colleitor single truck. 9 ft wheel base (Metropolitan-Vickers
and B T -H equipment) Lower—Glasgow car with bow collector, bogie trucks

(Metropolitan-Vickers)
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TABLE III

Data of Tramoars and TROLiOBYBysBS

Length over all .

Length of body (over comer
posts)

Width over all (maximum)
Total height
Number of seated passengers

(lower deck)
Number of seated passengers

(upper deck)
Class of truck
Wheel base .

Diameter of wheels
Centres of bolsters

Motor equipment .

Weight of car equipped

I II III IV V

60' 32' V 46' 44' 3" 30'

43' 6" 21' 33' 6" 30' 22'

7' ir 6' 111'' 8' V 7' 2-^ 7' 11"
10' 15' r 10' 10' 9" 16' 10"

66 26 69
1

27 28

36 38
Bogie Single Bogie Bogie —

6' 9' 6'
1

5' 4" 18' 7"

27^ 2T 25'' 26" 41"
25' — 22' 9"

1

21' —
4 45 h.p. 2-65 h.p. 4-66 h.p. 4-66 h.p. 1-120 h.p.

14 tons 14 tons 14f tons 14 tons 10 tons

I, single-deck British car, 4' Hi'' gauge : II, double-deck British car, 4' 8K gauge ; III, American (P.C.G.)
single deck car, 4' 84' gauge ; IV, Swiss (Zurich) single-deck car, metre gauge, designed for max. of 73 standing
passengers and for hauling two trailers

; V, double-deck, 3-axle British trolleybus.

Trucks

Trucks for tramcars may be divided into two classes, (i) single trucks, (ii) bogie

trucks.

Single trucks may be subdivided into three types, (a) trucks in which the

axles are maintained rigidly parallel (called rigid-axle trucks)
;
(b) trucks in which

the axles are allowed transverse oscillatory movement (called swing-axle trucks).

Bogie trucks may be subdivided into two t3^es, (c) the maximum traction

or single-motor truck, in which the pivotal centre is displaced from the centre

of the truck towards the driving axle
;

(d) the equal-wheel truck, in which the

pivotal centre coincides with the centre of the truck.

Single Trucks. Rigid-axle single trucks were formerly of the type shown in

Fig. 170, in which the axle boxes slide in machined guides or “horns” formed
in the side frames. The latter are supported on short spiral springs which are

carried in pockets on side extensions ofthe axle boxes. The car body is supported
on the side frames by a combination of spiral and semi-elliptic laminated
springs.

A modern truck is shown in Fig. 171. The chief features are (i) the roller

axle-box bearings, (ii) the elimination of sliding axle-box guides (which when
worn are a source of noise), (iii) the support of the truck frame on rubber pads,
(iv) the slight lateral flexibility of the axles. The rubber pads are carried on
side extensions of the axle-boxes at a much greater distance apart than the
supporting springs in the truck of Fig. 170, thereby giving steadier riding at

maximum speed. These extensions are connected to the truck jframe by links

of spring-tempered steel. The car body is supported by a combination of spiral

and semi-elliptic springs. The truck is built with a wheel-base of 9 ft, whereas
the wheel-base of the rigid-axle truck of Fig. 170 is usually 6 ft or 6 ft 6 in.

The principle of one form of smng-axk truck is shown in Fig. 173. The axle
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boxes have spherical-seated roller bearings and are fixed to long semi-elliptic

springs which are attached to brackets on the side frames of the truck, thereby,

eliminating axle-box guides or “horns” which are necessary in the rigid-axle

truck of Fig. 170. The spherical roller bearings in conjunction with the long
springs allow the axles to move sideways relatively to the side-frames when
the wheel flanges strike the rail. Such movements cause the springs to twist

slightly and produce a restoring force to return the axle to its normal position.

Ki(. 172. Hla( kvooj Tramcar wuh “Vamba( ” KQuirMWNT
(("kompton I*arkinmon)

The transverse movements of the axles, due to track irregularities, are not,

therefore, transmitted to the car body as would be the ease with a rigid-axle

truck.

Features of Modem Bogie Trucks. Innovations introduced into the design

and construction of bogie trucks for modern tramcars have been towards
obtaining silent running, light weight and low maintenance. At the outset

the trucks were developed for frame-mounted motors and a cardan-shaft
drive, the whole weight of the motors being spring supported. In the P.C.C.

design the armature shaft is at right angles to the axle, and the final drive is by
spiral bevel gearing with a reduction ratio of 7*2 . 1 . In other designs the arma-
ture shaft is parallel to the axle and is hollow, the cardan shaft passing through
it and being connected by flexible couplings to spur gearing. Examples are

illustrated in Figs. 176, 177.
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Although the original P.C.C. design was based on the use of both rheostatic

and air-operated wheel brakes, supplemented by magnetic track brakes

(battery operated) for emergencies, in recent designs the wheel brakes have
been abandoned to eliminate noise therefrom and to reduce both weight and
maintenance. The rheostatic brake has been extended so as to be effective at

speeds as low as 2 m.p.h., and the final stopping and parking is effected by a

drum-type friction brake on each armature or propeller shaft, the brake shoes

being applied by a spring and released by a solenoid.*

Bogie Truck with Propellor Shaft and Spiral-bevel Drive. Fig. 174 shows a

British truck incorporating the above features.. The motors are supported by
inverted cradles fixed to the side frames. The car body is supported on lubri-

cated side-bearing pads fixed to a cross beam or bolster, to which is also fitted

the spherical bearing for the king pin through which the tractive effort is

transmitted to the underframe of the car body. The ends of the bolster are

Fig. 173. Essential Features of E.M.B. Swing-axle Truck

bolted to long semi-elliptic springs located just outside the side-frames of the

truck. Bearers at the ends of these springs rest upon rubber springs or pads
(eight in all) which are seated in brackets. A, attached to the side frames.

The truck frame is built of steel forgings and channels, and is supported

by rubber pads (eight in all) carried on bearers, B, attached to the axle casings,

(7
,
the latter being maintained in their correct positions, relative to the truck

frame, by links anchored to the side frames.

The wheels are of the resilient type and are described later. Separate

drums are fitted for the non-ferrous brake shoes, which are operated by two
air cylinders (located near the bolster) through a compensated system of levers,

rods and beams.

Bogie Trucks with Cardan Shafts and Spur Gearing. Two examples, which
are,typical of Swiss practice, are shown in Figs. 175, 177. In each case the arma-
ture shaft is parallel to the axle and is hollow, the cardan shaft passing through
it and being connected by a fiexible coupling to a stub shaft carrying the pinion,

which is mounted in ball or roller bearings fitted to the gear case, as shown in

the sectional drawing of Fig. 178.

* For details see
*'Recent developments in track brakes and drum brakes for P.C.C.

oars,” by S. J. Vouch, Trans. A.I,EM,

^

Vol. 66, p. 302. Also, “Some recent developments
in the P.C.C. car,” by S. B. Cooper, ibid, p. 288. For other papers see Vol. 70, pp. 222-231.



Fio. 174. MAT.Ky-TATTNTON BoaiF. Truck with Cardan shaft Driye
AND MaONETIC TrAC K BuAK]j.S

Fio. 176. Brown-Boveri “Simplex” Booib Truck with Cardan-shaft
Drive, Disc Couplings and Magnetic Track Brakes
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A feature (originally due to Bro\vn, Boveri & Co.) of both trucks is the

absence of a conventional truck frame (i.e. side frames, transoms and head-

stocks), The motor frames are rigidly connected to a central structure of welded
steel plates and sections to form a main frame which is supported from either

Ft«. 17(). Ei.t<.vation and Plan Vikws or Brown Bovkrt
‘ SiMCLKx” lio(a^ Trik k

Diineiisions in min

the axle boxes (Fig. 178), or the axle casings (Fig. 176), by long semi-elliptic

springs arranged longitudinally. The axle boxes, or axle casings, are maintained
in their correct positions relative to the main frame by longitudinal and
transverse links fitted with silentblocs.

In the truck shown in Fig. 175 the car body is supported on a bolster which
is carried, by swinging links, from the ends of a pair of long transverse semi-
elliptic springs fixed to the central frame.

Similar semi-elliptic springs are employed in the truck shown in Fig. 177,



Fkj. 177. Bcxjie Tmj(K with S^ciieron Cardan-shaih? Drive and
Mahnetk Track Brakes

Fio. 178. Elevation and Sectional Plan Views of Bogie with
S^cheron Cardan-shaft Drive
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but in this case there is no bolster and the car body is supported entirely by
the centre pivotal bearing which is fixed to the springs, the ends of which are
attached to swinging links pivoted to the central structure as shown in Fig. 178.

Fig. 179. S6cheron Flexible CourLiNG

The flexible couplings employed in the truck shown in Fig. 175 consist of
thin steel discs (described and illustrated in Chapter XVII), while those in the
truck shown in Fig. 177 consist of links of spring steel fixed to cross arms (one

I

r

%

Fig. 180. Motor with Drum Brake ano Flexible (\)upling (S^jchbron)

Ai Ji, Cross-arms connected to armature and cardan shaft, C, flexible Imks of spring steel.

of which is fitted to the driving shaft and the other to the driven shaft) as shown
in Figs. 179, 180.

The internal cardan-shaft drive necessitates the mounting of the pinion on
a stub shaft which must be carried in ball or roller bearings fitted to the gear
case as shown in Fig, 178. The latter must therefore be of rigid construction
and must be supported on roller bearings fitted to the axle or gear-wheel,
with a link connecting the pinion end to the truck frame.
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Both trucks have resilient wheels.

Mechanical braking is obtained by applying brake shoes in one case to th^
treads of the wheels, and in the other case to a drum fitted to the armature
shaft as shown in Fig. 180.

Wheels. Both solid and resilient wheels are in use. The resilient type gives

quieter running than the solid type due to the cushioning effect of the impact
blows between wheel and rail.

Solid wheds have renewable tyres which are shrunk on to a steel centre

and retained in position by either set screws or rings. The tyres are usually

2 in. to in. thick at the tread and have a life of about 60,000 miles, based
on a radial wear of ^ in. per 6,000 miles.

Resilient wheels. One method of construction

is shown in Fig. 181. The central or tyre portion,

A, is sandwiched between rubber discs, B, about
one inch thick, which are themselves sandwiched
between the hub-plates, C, D. Metal dowels, E,
bonded to the rubber, transmit the load from hub
to tread, the rubber being loaded in shear. This
arrangement gives the wheel a slight lateral

flexibility. The normal wheel diameter is 27 in.

and the maximum static load is approximately
7,0001b. The life of the rubber discs is about
three years. As the tyre is insulated from the axle

flexible bonds are necessary between the tyre and
the hub plates.

Service Brakes. Electric rheostatic braking
(also called dynamic braking), in conjunction with

mechanical braking, is employed fornormal service ^
stops, the mechamcal brake being applied at low Rrsilirnt Wheel
speedswhen the electric brake becomes ineffective.

In some cases the exciting coils of magnetic track brakes are connected in series

with the loading rheostats so that a higher retardation is obtained for a given

current. But in P.C.C. car equipments the magnetic track brakes are employed
only in emergencies, when a retardation higher than normal is required, and
the coils are excited from a battery.

Mechanical brakes are, of course, necessary for holding the car stationary.

Hitherto mechanical brakes for this purpose consisted of brake shoes acting

on the treads of the wheels, the application being made either by air pressure

in an actuating cylinder or by hand-operated gear at the driving platform in

conjunction with pull rods, levers and beams connected to the brake shoes.

Recent developments in electro-mechanical drum brakes (in which the brake
drum is fitted to the motor shaft and the brake shoes are applied by springs

and released by a solenoid excited from a battery) have made the hand-applied
wheel brake redundant. Such electro-mechanical brakes are now standard on
P.C.C.* and other cars in service in America and many other countries, and
their use has recently been sanctioned by the Ministry of Transport for one
tramway system in England.

For details see Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 56, p. 302.
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Blagnetic Track Brake. The electromagnet is of the bipolar type with

elongated pole faces a short distance apart and longitudinal to the rail. The
body is of cast steel and the renewable pole faces are of soft steel. The excitation

is supplied by a single coil which is enclosed in a watertight metal case.

The magnetic circuit is transverse to the rail head, as shown in Fig. 182.

Hence the vertical force between magnet and rail is, for a given flux density,

proportional to the length of the pole faces in contact with the rail. A force

of 2 tons can easily be obtained on British tramway rails with pole faces 24 in.

long.

The magnet is suspended from the side-frame of the truck by spiral springs

so that the pole faces normally clear the rail head by about I in., and the thrust

between magnet and truck is taken by a bracket on the latter engaging lugs on

the side of the magnet (see Figs. 174, 177).

The vertical force between magnet and rail may be calculated from the funda-

mental equation for the tractive force of a magnet, i.e. force (dynes) — BM/Stt,

Coif

Ft(J. 182. Sket(’11 (Elevation and Cross-section) of
Magnetic Tha( k Brake

where B is the flux density (lines per cm^) at the pole face and A is the total

contact area (in cm^) of the pole faces. Expressing the force (F) in kilogrammes

we have, approximately, F = 4B^A X 10'^. Whence the pressure between

magnet and rail is approximately 4^^ x 10"^ kg per cm^, or 51 IB^ lb per in.^

For B = 15,500 (which would correspond to a moderate saturation in the

cast-steel body of the magnet) the pressure is 1 38 lb per in.^ of pole face area.

If, therefore, each pole face is 24 in. X | in. the force at this flux density will

be 24 X 2 X 0*75 X 138 -- 4,970 lb.

IT. Trolleybuses

General. The general design and arrangement of the body and chassis

closely follows that of other mechanically propelled buses, e.g. the body (which

may be of either the single-deck or double-deck type) is mounted on a chassis

with either two or three axles and wheels with low-pressure pneumatic rubber

tyres. Typical examples are shown in Figs. 183, 184. The front wheels are

fitted with steering gear and the rear wheels are driven through differential

gearing so that these wheels may rotate at different speeds when the vehicle

is negotiating curves.

British Ministry of Transport Regulations. Trolleybuses for service in Great

Britain must conform to Ministry of Transport, regulations with respect to (i)

laden weight, (ii) ground clearance, (iii) overall dimensions, length of loading

platforms, overhang at rear.

The maximum laden weight of a two-axle vehicle is 12J tons, and that of

a three-axle vehicle is 14J tons. The load on any axle must not exceed 8 tons.
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A minimum ground clearance of 10 in. must be provided for a distance of
12 ft from the front of the vehicle and a width of not less than f of the distance,
between the centre line of the front wheel tracks.

Fto. 183 British BUILT Sinlll dlik Trolleybus ior Service Overseas
(Metropolitan Vk kers and MErROPOLiiAN Cammell-Weyman)

Fig 184 Doubi e-deck Three axle Trolleybus (Metropolitan-Vickbrs
AND Metropolitan-Cammell-Weyman)

The maximum overall dimensions are—width 8 ft , length (2 axles) 27 ft,

(3 axles) 30 ft
,
height (unladen) to trolley standard 15 ft 10 in.
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Chassis. The frame consists of main longitudinal members, of pressed steel,
with cross bracings (usually tubular) and cast-steel brackets for canying the

Fig. 185. Methods of Mounting Driving Motor on Two-axle
AND Three-axle Trolleybuses (("rompton-Parkinson and G.E.C.)

{In both cases the motors are fitted with air filters, and in the upper view the motor is fitted
with an overhung generator for lighting and battery chargmg.

springs, brake gear and other fittings. The springs at both front and rear are
of the semi-elliptic type.

The motor is mounted between one of the main longitudinal members and
an auxiliary member as shown in Fig. 185, and is located outside the restricted
ground-clearance area so that a short horizontal propellor shaft may be
employed. The speed reduction is by a worm and wormwheel, and the gear
ratio is between : 1 and 10J : 1.
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Hhe front axk-beam is a drop forging of nickel steel with forked ends which
carry the swivelling stub-shafts on which the wheel hubs are mounted.

,

The rear axU is of the ‘Tull floating*’ type, i.e. the axle shafts are subjected

only to torsion, the load being carried by a separate casing concentric with the

shafts. The outer ends of these shafts are connected to the wheel hubs and the

inner ends are splined to take the bevel wheels of the difierential gear, the four

pinions of which are mounted in a carrier fltted to the worm wheel.

With a three-axle chassis each driving axle is fitted with a differential gear

and another differential gear (of smaller dimensions) is fitted between the two

Fia. 186. Driving Cab or Trolleybus (G.E.C.)

worm shafts to allow for differences in the effective diameters of the tyres.

A “torque blade” of spring steel is fitted centrally between the axle casings to
provide a reaction for the accelerating and braking torques and so relieve the
springs of stresses due to these torques.

Wheels and Tyres. The wheels are of the disc type : they are spigoted to
the hubs and secured by a number of studs and nuts. The low-pressure tyres

are 20 in. by 10 in. (effective outside radius 19J in.) for the smaller (two-axle)

vehicles and 20 in. by 10^ in. (effective outside radius, 20J in.) for the larger

(three-axle) vehicles.

Mechanical Brakes. Statutory regulations require each vehicle to be
equipped with mechanical brakes which may be applied by a foot pedal or a
hand lever. The brakes are of the expanding type with internal friction-lined

shoes acting on steel or cast-iron-alloy drums fitt^ to the wheel hubs.
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The foot pedal controls the electric (rheostatic) brake and the mechanical

brakes acting on all wheels, the brake shoes being applied by individual air

cylinders. The air supply to these cylinders is controlled by a valve actuated

by the pedal, and the pressure in the cylinders is proportional to the depression

of the pedal. The air is stored in a reservoir which is maintained charged

(at a pressure of 85 lb per in.^) by a small motor-driven compressor.

The hand lever actuates the brake shoes on the rear wheels independently

of the air cylinders, this brake being intended for holding the vehicle stationary.

Location of Equipment. Vehicles for service m the United Kingdom are

predominantly of the double-deck type with a bulkhead separating the driver

Fin 187. iJopY Stkiktuki. oi Thrfi* axi^l DouBi.f dia k Tkolu^y bus
(Ml TKOPOLTTAN ('AMMLBT. Wi^YMAN)

from the passenger compartment. Adequate space is therefore available in

the cab for the control equipment. On some older vehicles, however, this equip-

ment is mounted on one of the side-frames of the chassis, which position, or

alternatively at the rear of the chassis, is necessary for single-deck vehicles.

The starting rheostats are mounted between the side-frames, as in Fig. 185, and
the battery, when provided, is mounted forN\ard of the rheostats. The motor-
generator, when provided, is mounted on one of the side-frames alongside the

air compressor and air reservoir. The circuit breakers and other switches,

instruments, etc., are located in the cab, as shown in Fig. 186.

Body. All-metal bodies have now superseded composite bodies. Lightness,

together with great mechanical strength and durability, are obtained by the

use of high-tensile steel for the framing, sheet steel for the inner panelling,

sheet aluminium for the outer panels, and aluminium or light alloys for the
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mouldings and other fittings. The body is constructed as an integral unit and
is bolted to the chassis frame. /

,

The framing consists of longitudinal, vertical and cross members of tubular,
angle or channel section connected by gusset brackets. The inn^r panelling
is of 20 S.W.G. sheet steel and is riveted to the framing thereby adding to
the strength of the structure. The outer panels are screwed to timber fillets

in the pillars and rails, this construction enabling any panel to be easily replaced
if damaged. Fig. 187 shows the complete body structure ready for the external
panelling, a portion of which is in place.

With the conc;ealed type of trolley-base gantry (which gives reduced
overall height compared with the exposed type) the roof structure is reinforced
as shown in Fig. 188. Each trolley base is mounted on a block of rubber which
is moulded to a steel plate bolted to the gantry. A rubber covered plate, with

Fig. 188. KKINroItrKMLM’ Ol' KgOF STlirCTITKE (METKOroUTAN-CAMMELL-WEYMAN)

the front and rear edges bent upwards, is interposed between each trolley
base and the rubber mounting (see Fig. 159) to divert rain water and prevent
the formation of a leakage path between base and roof.

ITT. Commerc ial Battery Electric Vehicles

These vehicles, in the form of light delivery vans, are employed for the delivery
of parcels, food stuffs, etc., in large towns, where the aggregate daily run is of
the order of 30 to 40 miles. Their advantages for this service over vehicles
driven by internal combustion engines are low maintenance, long life of motor
and control gear, absence of fumes. Data of vehicles are given in Table IV.

The first cost of the vehicle (without battery) is, with the present limited
production, about 25 per cent less than that of the corresponding mass-produced
petrol-driven vehicle. The cost of the battery is an appreciable item and may
be 25 to 30 per cent of that of the vehicle (without battery). Replating of the
battery is necessary after approximately four years of normal service. But
this cost, together with that of the electrical energy required for recharging the
battery, should be regarded as a “running’’ or fuel cost, which if averaged over
the life of the battery will be actually lower than the cost of fuel for the petrol-
driven vehicle.*

* Useful information is given in a paper by H. W. Heyman on “Economic Basis of
Battery Electric Hoad Vehicle Operation and Manufacture,” Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 99, Pt. II,
p. 467.
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TABLE IV

Data or CoMMBBciAL^BATTBBy Boad^Vehicles*

Rated load (payload), owt
Gross laden weight, cwt
Licensing weight, cwt .

Weight of battery, cwt .

Overall lengthf ....
Overall widthf ....
Overall heightf ....
Wheel base.....
Tyres (low pressure)]: .

Motor......
Gear ratio .....
Battery, No. of cells

Battery, Ah capacity
Speed on level with rated load, m.p.h.
Average range on full charge, miles

14 20 40
42 60 90
18 22 29
10 16^ 20

ir 94" 12' V 16' lOi"
5' 2i" 5' Hi" 6' 7i"
6' 6' 11" 8' 0"
Q' 3^ 6' 10" 9' 6"

ir X 51^ 16" X 6" 13" X 6"

1 101 b.p. l-12i h.p. 1 -12i h.p.
12 : 1 12 : 1 15 : 1

30 36 36
174 226 315

16 to 18 18 to 20 14 to 16
35 to 40 25 to 35 35 to 40

• Smith’s Electric Vehicles,
t Standard delivery van body.
t The first figure denotes diameter of wheel rim to which tlie tyre is fitted. The second figure denotes the

diameter of the cross-section of the inflated tyre (.over.

Fia. 189. Chassis of Batteby Vehicle with Full Equipment
(Smith’s Electric Vehicles and B.T.-H.)

Chassis and EQuipment. The general arrangement of the chassis, axles,
transmission and brakes follows that of a petrol-driven vehicle. The battery
is carried in the manner shown in Fig. 189, the crates being easily removable
(sideways) through openings in the side walls of the body.
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The motor is mounted between the side-frames of the chassis iust forward

of the battery, and the drive to the back axle is by a propeller shaft and double-

reduction gearing, helical spur gearing being employed for the first reduction

and a spiral bevel gear for the final reduction. The overall gear ratio is between

12: 1 and 15: 1.

The contactor control gear (see Chapter VIII) is mounted on a panel in the

cab, as shown in Fig. 99, and the starting rheostats are mounted below the

floor of the cab.

Battery. This is usually of the lead-acid type, the number of cells being

either 30 or 36. The capacity depends on the vehicle and may be between
175 and 315 amp-hours at the 5-hour rate.

Charging. When a fleet of vehicles operates from one depot charging may be
effected from a central plant at the depot. In other cases each vehicle may be
equipped with a charger of the metal -rectifier type and a relay to control the
charging current. In both cases interlocking contacts are provided, as shown
in Fig. 101, to open the control circuit of the contactors while charging.

Body. The main frame and underframe are constructed of hardwood, the

valances are of sheet aluminium and the mudguards are of rubber. The cab
is enclosed, and for a parcel delivery vehicle the side walls of the body are of
aluminium-faced plywood.

For further information on battery road vehicles and their equipment see

Proc. LE.E. Vol. 99, Pt. II, p, 457.

9—(T.5043)



CHAPTER XVI

ROLLING STOCK FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

Motor-coach Trains

Advantages of Motor-coach Trains. The traffic requirements of urban and
suburban railways involve the running of frequent trains at relatively high

schedule speeds (for this class of service), together with facilities for (i) varying

the composition of the trains to suit variations in traffic density
;

(ii) getting

the trains into and out of the terminal stations in the minimum time and with
a minimum number of signal and train movements. These conditions can best

be satisfied by the use of motor-coach trains, which possess a number of

advantages over locomotive-hauled trains for urban and suburban service.

Thus—
1. Since the passenger coaches are equipped with motors, the whole, or a

large portion, of the train weight is available for adhesion, and a large number
of driving axles is available. The loading on the permanent way due to a
train is more uniform than in the case of a locomotive-hauled train (which

would necessitate the use of a very heavy locomotive).

2. The trains can be made up to suit variations in traffic density with a

minimum of shunting operations.* If the train weight per motor is maintained
constant, the trains for light and heavy traffic will be able to maintain the same
schedule speed with the same specific energy consumption.

3. The capacity of a terminus (expressed in terms of passengers per hour)

is greater with motor-coach trains owing to fewer signal and train movements
being necessary, and the absence of docks or platform sidings which would
have to be provided for locomotives.

Adhesive Weight. In trains made up wholly of motor coaches and all axles

equipped with motors, the adhesive weight is equal to the total train weight.

On many railways in this country, however, it is the practice to operate one
motor coach with one, two, or three trailer coaches as a train unit, and to run
the service with trains made up of one unit, or of two or more units coupled

together, as demanded by the traffic. In these cases the adhesive weight is

equal to the total load on the axles which are equipped with motors. It should
be at least 25 per cent of the total train weight (generally it is from 33 per cent

to 50 per cent), and, to avoid slipping of the driving wheels under unfavourable
conditions of weather, the total accelerating tractive effort should not exceed
about 15 per cent of the adhesive weight. The adhesive weight and total train

weight of some typical motor coach trains are given in Table VI. Other
particulars of the motor coaches arc given in Table V.

A striking example of the rapidity with which electric trains can be made up at a
terminus is given by J. Shaw in a paper entitled “The Equipment and Working Results of
the Mersey Railway under Steam and Electric Traction” {Min. of Froc. I.C.E. Vol. 179,

p. 19).

In the paper it is stated that the trains are allowed three minutes at the termini, during
which interval any alteration in the making-up of the train has to be done. The average
time for making up a train is two minutes, which includes shunting and coupling of brakes
and electric connexions.

944
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TABLE V
Data of D.C. Motor-coaches -Urban and Suburban Lines, IjONDon

Transport and British Railways—4 ft SJin. Gauge

I II III IV V VI

Type of coarh Saloon
(Al-alloy

body)

Saloon Saloon Saloon Saloon Saloon

l^eiigth of body 51 ft 1 in. 52 ft 4 in. 51 ft 1 in. 68 ft 62 ft 6 in. 60 ft

Width of body 8 ft 1 1 in. 8 ft 8 in. 8 ft 11 in. 8 ft 3 in. 9 ft 0 in. 9 ft 3 in.

Number of HeatH

DjHtaiico between bogie
40 42 40 68 82 52

centres 36 ft 33 ft 6 m. 35 ft 41 ft 44 ft 41 ft 3 in.

Wheel base 7 ft 10 in. 6 ft 3 m. 7 ft 10 in. 7 ft 6 in. 8 ft 9 in.* 8 ft 6 in.

Diameter of wheels
Number of motors per

36 in. 31 in. 36 in. 36 in. 42 in. 43 in.

coach
Number of motors per

2 2 2 4 2 4

bogie 1
1 1 1 2 2 2

Rated h.p. of each motor 125 168 152
j

135 180 210
Gear ratio

Weight of coach in ser-

74/17 59/18

1

65/16

1

63/16 65/17 71/17

1

vice order (tons). 28 ' 27*5 35-7 36 43 50-9

System of control .

1

Electro-p
cam-

lieumat 1C

shaft

Metadync Electro-p noumatic contactor

* Motor truck; wheel base of trailer truck 8 ft.

I, II, III, London Transport Executive (I, District TJne; II, Tubes (Northern line);

III, Metropolitan-District line); IV, London Midland Region, Wirral lines; V, Southern
Region; VJ, Eastern Region (Liverjiool St.-Shenfield, 1,500 V).

Notes. All motor-coaches have a driving compartment at one end only. All except
V have air-operated sliding doors; V has passenger-operated hinged doors (8 each side).

Motor-coaches IV, V, VI have a luggage compartment adjacent to the driving compartment.

Coaches

Tsrpes. Three types are in use, namely (i) the compartment type with side

doors, (ii) the compartment side-corridor type, and (iii) the saloon type with
end and intermediate doors. Saloon stock is the only type permissible for deep-

level underground (or tube) railways. Although there exists a considerable

difference of opinion among railway engineers as to the advantages of saloon

and compartment stock, nevertheless, the saloon type, by virtue of its better

facilities for the distribution of the passengers when entering the train, is more
suitable for urban service with dense traffic than the compartment t3rpe.

Limitations to Dimensions. The maximum length and width of a coach
which can be used on a given line is determined by the layout of the track

(which affects the clearance between passing trains), the loading gauge, and the
size of the tunnels. When sliding or inwardly opening doors are adopted

—

as in the saloon type of coach—the clearance between passing trains can be
made smaller than that when outwardly opening side doors are used.

The length of trailer coaches for express service on the principal steam
railways in this country varies from 50 ft to 76 ft while the width varies from
8 ft to 9 ft 3 in.

The largest electric coaches in this country (i.e. those in service on the

Liverpool-Southport section of the London Midland Region have a length of
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60 ft with a width of 10 ft. They are of the end-door saloon type, with trans-

verse seats, a central corridor (2 ft wide), and seating^ accommodation for 100
passengers. Each of the transverse seats on one side of the corridor is arranged
to accommodate three passengers, while on the other side of the corridor two
passengers are accommodated on each seat.

A similar seating arrangement is adopted, with a slightly narrower corridor,

on the steel saloon stock on some of the suburban lines of the Southern Region,
British Railways, but in this case the overall width is 9 ft 0 in. This stock

has side doors (10 on each side of a coach, i.e. one for each group of seats), and
the seating capacity is 102 for a coach 62 ft over the body.

Construction. In the design of rolling stock for urban and suburban railways

it is important to reduce the weight by the use of suitable materials, as unneces-

sary weight not only increases the energy consumption but also leads to

increased maintenance costs when the whole of the equipment is considered.

Of course, if the stock is built too lightly it will not be sufficiently strong to

withstand the stresses due to high acceleration and braking, and in this case

the maintenance costs will be high. But the use of aluminium and steel of high
tensile strength will enable the weight to be reduced without sacrificing strength.

With saloon coaches constructed of steel sections and sheets the sides of the

body may be combined with the sole-bars of the underframe, thereby allowing

the latter members to be reduced in section.*

The design of the underframe for a motor coach will be infiuenced by the

type of coach, the method of control, and the disposition and weight of the

control apparatus, auxiliary apparatus, etc. In multiple-unit trains the

control and auxiliary apparatus may be located either in a compartment at

one end of the coach or under the coach between the bogies. As the total

weight of the control apparatus for a coach equipped with four d.c. motors
may be of the order of 3J tons, the disposition of this apparatus must be care-

fully considered in the design of the underframe.
In the majority of cases the underframe is constructed of steel sections.

The principal longitudinal members are of channel section, and are connected
together by cross-bars and end frames (the latter being called head stocks) to

which the buffing and draw-gear is attached. The outer longitudinal members
(called sole-bars) are fitted with adjustable truss-rods,t which carry the tension

component of the stress produced by the bending moment, while the compression
component of the stress is carried by the channels. The centre pins, centre

bearings, and side-bearing plates are fitted to cross channels, which, for a motor
coach, have to be specially reinforced and braced to the sole-bars and head
stocks. In some types of underframes these channels are replaced by steel

castings (called body bolsters). When the control apparatus is located in the

See “The Design of Rolling Stock for Electric Railways,” by H. E. O’Brien, Joum,
Vol. 52, p. 455; “The Mechanical Design of Modem Light-weight Motor-and

trailer-coaches,” by F. W. Sinclair and S. C. Lyon, Joum. I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 205.

The results of energy consumption tests carried out on the District Line, London
Transport, with steel and aluminium-alloy coat;hes are given in Engineer

^

Vol. 195, p. 630,
and show that for this service (i.e. half-mile runs at a schedule speed of 18 m.p.h.) the energy
consumption of a train with aluminium-alloy coaches is about 13 per cent lower than that of
an equivalent train with steel coaches. The savings are estimated to exceed the extra capital
cost of the coaches.

t The truss-rods are adjusted to give a slight upward deflection, or camber, to the sole-

bars when the coach body is unloaded and in position on the trucks. Truss-rods are not
required on steel cars in which the sides and sole-bars are designed to form plate-girders.
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coach body, the sole-bars and longitudinal members are braced by diagonal

bracings, but these have to be omitted when the control apparatus is fixed to

the underframe. The cross-bars must then be supplemented by gusset plates.

(a)

(a) District Railway (London Tranhport Executive) boKie, 4 ft SJ in gauge, with one
driving motoi and iiidividuai brake cylinders.

(i!») Estoril Railway bogle (British built, 5 ft 6 in. gauge, with two driving motors
((l.E.(\ Equipment)).

The above types of underframes are adopted for rolling stock running on
suburban railways, when the dimensions do not have to conform to a restricted

loading gauge. In the case of tube railways, however, the loading gauge is

much below that of surface railways on account of the limited diameter of the

tunnel. For example, in the majority of the London tube railways the internal

diameter of the tunnel (for straight single track) is 11 ft in., while the height
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from the track rails to the top of the tunnel is 9 ft llj in. The rolling stock on
these lines is of the saloon t3rpe, and the underframe jis incorporated with tl^e

body.

Trucks

The trucks in use on the passenger rolling stock of railways are usually of

the four-wheel bogie type with a central bolster, although in some cases a six-

wheel bogie is adopted. The trucks for motor-coaches are, in general, of similar

design to those for trailer coaches but are of heavier construction to withstand

the greater stresses to which they are subjected.* The wheel base is from
6 ft to 10 ft.

Motor4ruck8 can be divided broadly into two classes, according to the spring

system adopted between the truck frame and the axles. Thus (i) the truck

Fig. 191. Brill “27 M.C.B.” Eqctalized Motor-truck

frame may be supported on the axle boxes through laminated springs (Fig. 190),

or (ii) the truck frame may be supported on spiral springs carried on equalizing

bars, the ends of which are supported directly on the boxes (Fig. 191). In each
type of truck the bolster is supported on springs carried by the spring plank,

which may be of either the swinging or the rigid type, the former being the

more general for railways operating at moderate speeds.

Trucks of the first class (which may be called non~equalized trucks) are

practically standard for all British railways, while trucks of the second class

(which are called equalized trucks) are largely used in America and are only used
to a limited extent in this country. This type of truck has superior riding

qualities to the non-equalized type on poor track, but with the excellent track

construction on our larger railways the riding qualities of the non-equalized
truck are quite satisfactory. Moreover, the equalized truck is not only heavier

and more costly to maintain than a non-equalized truck of equal wheel base,

but it is subjected to a tilting action during braking—the forward end of truck
being depressed and the rear end raised—this action being greatest when outside-

hung brake shoes are used.

In view of the large forces to which a motor-truck is subjected (the truck
having to perform the work of a tractor in addition to carrying and guiding
the car body), the frame must be very rigid and must be sufficiently braced to

* Much useful information is given in a paper by W. S. Graff-Baker on “Considerations
on Bogie Design, with Particular Reference to Electric Railways’’, Proc. /.Af.P., Vol, 162,
p. 217.
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maintain its "'squareness’' under all conditions. As the only means of bracing

the side frames is by the transoms and the end frames, these members must
be liberally designed, and must be reinforced by gusset plates at the connexions

to the side frames.

Wheels and Axles. The standard wheel diameter for rolling stock on steam
railways in this country is approximately 43 in., and wheels of this diameter
have been adopted on most of the suburban electrifications in this country, as

the trailer coaches of the electric stock can be coupled to standard steam stock.

With underground and other railways having a restricted loading gauge,

wheels of smaller diameter (31 to 36 in.) must be employed.
The diameter of the axle at the motor bearings varies from about 6 in. to

in., according to the size of the motor, while the diameter at the journals

varies from 4J in. to 6 in., this dimension being influenced by the weight of the

coach.

Brake Riooing

It is the general practice on steam railways to fit two brake shoes to each wheel
for all passenger rolling stock. With motor-trucks having a wheel base of from
6 ft to 7 ft there is considerable difficulty in finding room for the operating

gear, since the position of the motors prevents the use of brake beams for the

inner set of brake shoes. Consequently many motor-trucks of this wheel base

are provided with only one brake shoe to each wheel. These difficulties may be
overcome by the use of individual brake cylinders, as in the trucks shown in

Figs. 190 (a), 197. The cylinders are of relatively small diameter (3| to 4| in.)

and can, therefore, be easily accommodated in the truck frame. Moreover,
such an arrangement eliminates a lot of levers, rods, etc., which are necessary

when a single brake cylinder is employed.
When the wheel base of the truck is of the order of 8 ft to 10 ft, however,

it is generally possible to provide two brake shoes to each wheel.

The use of outside-hung brake shoes enables brake beams to be adopted
with a convenient arrangement of levers, but these advantages result in a
tilting of the truck* when the brakes are applied, the front end of the truck
being depressed and the rear end raised. This tilting action is more pronounced
in trucks of the equalized type, due to the short spring-base and the method
of mounting the truck frame on equalizer bars. When trucks of this type
(with outside-hung brake shoes) are braked to give a high retardation, the tilting

action compresses the front springs (on the equalizer bars) and removes a portion

of the load from the rear springs. Thus when the car comes to rest a reaction

is produced which results in a sudden backward jerk of the car body.

Brake Rigging for Inside-hung Brake Shoes. Fig. 192a shows a typical

arrangement. As brake beams cannot be employed, the brake levers must be
pivoted to the brake shoes and the force must be transmitted in line with
brake shoes. In the present case divided brake rods C (Fig. 192a) are employed
in order to clear the wheels, and are attached, at one end, to a radius beam B,
and at the other end to the brake levers D. The latter are pivoted to the brake

* The tilting action with outside and inside brake slioes is discussed fully in a paper by
R. A. Parke, on “Railroad Car Braking,” Trans, A,I,E,E,, Vol. 20, p. 236. See also paper
by H. R. Broadbent on “Weight Transfer in Multiple-unit Electric Stock,” Railway Gazette,

Vol. 92, p. 69.
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shoes, and the lower ends are connected to the brake levers on the outer wheels
by the equalizing rods E,

The brake shoes of the inner wheels are suspended, by links, 6r, from brackets

fixed to the side frames of the truck. The links 0 also support the weight of

the brake levers D and a portion of the weight of the brake rods and equalizing

rods.

The brake levers £>' (for the outer wheels) are pivoted to their respective

shoes, and the upper end of each lever is provided with a fulcrum F, formed by

Fig. 192a. Diagram of Brake-rigging for Inside-hung Brake Shoes

angle brackets fixed to the side frames. This fulcrum is adjustable in order to
allow for the wear of the brake shoes, and the effective length of the equalizing

rods is adjustable for the same reason.

The radius beam B is usually supported by guides L attached to the inner

head stock, and the transverse movement of the beam is limited by the rollers

M engaging with these guides.

When a tension is applied to the pull rod A, the brake shoes of the inner
wheels come into operation first, and the thrust is then transmitted through
the equalizing rods to the brake shoes on the outer wheels.

Brake Rigging for Two Brake Shoes per Wheel. Fig. 192b shows the arrange-
ment for a motor-truck. The outside brake shoes for both wheels are pivoted
to the brake levers D, which are suspended from brackets H on the head stocks

of the trucks. The brake levers of the inside shoes of the outer wheels are
suspended in a similar manner from brackets F, fixed to the transom, but for

the inner wheels of the trucks the inside brake shoes (and the brake levers
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connected to them) are suspended, from brackets G fixed to the opposite tran-

som, by the links K. The inside brake levers aife of ajspecial shape,

and their lower ends are connected to the lower ends of the outside brake levers

D through the equalizing levers E and the brake rods (7, the other (lower)

ends of the equalizing levers being connected together by the adjustable rod R.

The upper ends of the inside brake levers (for the inner wheels of the truck)

%

%

Fio. 193. Stb:et. Motor-coach of the District Railway (London
Transport ISxecutive)

are connected to a radius beam by dividing brake rods B, and the radius beam
is operated by the pull rod A as explained above.

When the brakes are applied the inside shoes of the inner wheels come
into operation first, and provide the brake levers with fulcrums. The thrust

is then transmitted to the other brake shoes by means of the equalizing levers

and brake rods.

Examples of Motor-coaches*
Motor‘Coaches for Low-volUige, d.c. Railways. A District Railway (London
Transport Executive) f motor-coach attached to a train is shown in Fig. 193.

The coach is of the saloon type, with sliding doors (pneumatically operated

and controlled by the guard of the train).J
In the latest stock aluminium and light alloys have largely replaced steel

in the construction of the body and the frames of the control gear.

The present practice on this rolling stock, and that on the tube railways,

* Dimensions and data are given in Table VI.

t Some details of the London Underground railway system are given m a paper, by
T. S. Pick and R. Dell on “Review of British Underground Railway Practice,” Proc.
LE.E., Vol. 97, Pt. lA, p. 27.

t For details see paper by R. J. D. Arthurtori on “Power-operated Doors on Multiple-

unit Electric Railway Stock,” Proc. l.E.E,, Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 246.
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is to St only one motor to each bogie of a motor-coach, and to employ eJectro-

pneumatic cam-shaft control gear slung from the underframe. Each bogie is

also equipped with positive and negative collector shoes, all shoes of like

polarity on a train being connected in parallel by ‘‘bus-line” cables.

An interior view of a coach is shown in Fig. 194. Fluorescent lighting is

installed the lamps (2 ft, 20 W) being arranged along the ceiling in two rows,
each having 12 lamps, as shown at A. Secondary lighting, supplied by a 50 V,

Fig, 194. Interior of District Railway Coach (London Transport
Kxectttive)

57-Ah battery, takes the form of two filament lamps enclosed in a fitting, B,
at the end of each coach.

The fluorescent lamps are supplied with alternating current at 1 10 V,
850 c/s, which is obtained from a special winding* in the pole faces of the
4-kW, 50-V, d.c. generator supplying the control and auxiliary circuits. The
lamps are operated in parallel and are started by means of a resonant circuit
in series with each lamp.

As the successful operation of the lamps depends on the maintenance of the
correct frequency the speed of the motor driving the generator must be con-
trolled within narrow limits notwithstanding the large variations of voltage
(e.g. 550 to 700 V) at the terminals of this machine under certain operating
conditions (regenerative braking). This close control of the speed is effected
by means of an automatic regulator of the vibrating-contact type in conjunction
with a separately excited field winding on the motor (in addition to the series
starting and stabilizing winding) and flat-compounding of the generator when
operating at a constant speed.

A typical motor-car in service on the London tube railways is shown in

* See Control Clear and Auxiliary Machines for d.c*. Multiple-unit Electric Trains” by
E. T, Hippisley and F. E. Butler, Pror, J.E,E„, Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 244.
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Fig. 196, and one of the bogies is shown in Fig. 196. The car is of the saloon

type with sliding doors pneumatically operate and 6ontrolled by the guard
of the train. On account of the low overall height and the necesssity for a level

Fig 195 Motor-car of the London Tube Railways (London
Transport Executive)

floor throughout the train the bogie is designed with a low overall height and
the wheels are 31 in. in diameter. In consequence only a single motor, of
168 h.p., can be accommodated on each bogie, and to obtain the maximum

Fig. 190 Lo>\ -height Motor Truck or London Tube Railways
(London Transport Executive) with Motor and Collector Shoes

IN Position

(Crompton-Parkinson Equipment)

weight for adhesion the pivotal centre is displaced, from the centre line of the
truck, towards the non-(kiving axle. Each bogie is equipped with positive and
negative collector shoes, those of like polarity being interconnected on each car,
but not throughout the train, as a “bus-line” is not permitted.
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The motor-coaches in service on the extensive 660-V system of the Southern

Region are of several types (e.g. compartment, saloon, corridor, Pullman)*.

Originally, all motor-coaches were of the compartment type^ with a luggage

compartment adjacent to a spacious driving cab, and the control gear, of the

electromagnetic contactor type, was housed in an intermediate compartment.
Subsequently, with the extension of the electrification to main lines, a large

number of additional motor-coaches were acquired, all of which were equipped
with electro-pneumatic control gear slung from the underframe. This type of

control gear and mounting is also installed on rebuilt stock. The control

Fia. 107 Tiiatn of Thufe “Tkatn Untis” on thi Li\i«ui*ool

Street Shenpikld Link
(EnffliHh-Elet tiR Equipment)

circuit is supplied at about 70 volts from a potentiometer-type rheostat connected
across the traction circuit.

A four-coach train-unit (two motor coaches and two trailers is standard
for suburban services, each motor-coach being equipped with two motors (on

one bogie) of ratings between 180 hp. (ventilated, new stock) and 275 h.p.

(non-ventilated, old stock).

The non-stop expresses on the London-Brighton service consist of six-coach

units (two motor-coaches and four trailers), each motor-coach being equipped
with four 225 h.p. non-ventilated motors. These, and other main-line express

trains have motor generator sets for supplying the low-voltage lighting, control,

and other auxiliary circuits in the kitchen and buffet cars.

Motor-coaches for High-voltage (1,500-V) d.c. Railways. The motor-
coaches on the Liverpool Street (London)-Shenfield lines are representative of

modern design and equipment.! They are of the saloon type, with driving and
luggage compartments at one end, and two pairs of doors, pneumatically

Details of this electrification are given in a paper, by C. M. Cock, on “Electric Traction
on the Southern Railway,” Proc, I.E,E., Vol. 95, Pt. II, p. 115.

t Details of this electrification are given in a paper, by H. H. Swift, on “The Electrifica-

tion of the Liverpool Street-Shenfield Lines, Eastern Region, British Railways,” Proc,
I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 42
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operated, in the passenger compartment. Fig. 197 sh^ws a train consisting of

three “train units” each comprising one motor-coach and two trailers. '

Each bogie is equipped with two 210-h.p., 750-V motors, connected

Fi(}. 198. ENOLisH-EiiECTRir 1,500-V Control Equipment on Motor Coach
Tlu‘ tompartnients (left to right) contain —line contactors and fuses, rheostatic contactors,

field-shunting contactors, motor cut-out switch and reverser.

permanently in series, which are self-ventilated, the air being drawn
through duets from openings near the coach roof.

The control gear is of the electro-pneumatic individual-contactor type and
is fitted into cases slung from the underframe of the coach, as shown in Fig. 198.

Fig. 199. Train Unit for Main-line Service on Nkderlands
Rail>vays

A motor-coach train-unit (four coaches) for main-line service on the
Nederlands Railways is shown in Fig. 199. The coaches are of the saloon type
with communicating jiassages between the end and intermediate coaches. The
bodies of the two coaches at each end of the train are close-coupled, and the
ends are carried on a single bogie (not equipped with motors) so that only six

bogies are necessary for the four coach bodies. Such an arrangement has given
satisfactory results in practice at speeds up to 125 km.p.h. (78 m.p.h.).

The motor equipment consists of eight 270-h.p., 750-V motors (two per-

manently in series). The control equipment is of the individual-contactor

electro-pneumatic type and is slung from the underframe.*

* Details of the Nederlands railways electrification are given in a paper by H. J. van
Lesson on ‘"Electric and Diesel-electric traction on the Nederlands Railways,’* Proc.

Vol. 97, Pt. I, p. 63.
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The control and lighting circuits are supplied at 52 volts from a 6*l-kW
generator operating in parallel with a 125-Ah alkaline storage battery. Both
the generator and the 1,500-V driving motor have shunt and series windings,

the shunt winding of the generator being self-excited and that of the motor
being separately excited from the generator terminals. The series windings
of both machines are connected in the motor circuit, the (light) series winding
on the generator being for the purpose of ensuring excitation of correct polarity.

The voltage of the generator is controlled automatically to a constant value

by a carbon-pile regulator.

Each generator supplies the lighting circuits ofa train-unit, i.e. three coaches,

the number of 60-W lamps totalling 78.

Train heating, approximately 8 kW per coach, is supplied directly from the
traction circuit.

Motor-coaches for Single-phase Railways. Fig. 200 shows the general

design and principal dimensions of a modern motor-coach for a 15-kV, 16f c/s

system. The electrical equipment consists of four frame-mounted motors,
having an aggregate 1-hour rating of 1,200 h.p., and is designed to allow

trailer coaches aggregating 300 tons to be hauled on the level, or 120 tons on a
2*5 per cent gradient at a speed of 34*8 m.p.h. Provision is made for regenerative

braking using the exciter-motor connexion, Fig. 154, one machine supplying
excitation to the remaining three machines which are all connected in series.

For motor operation the two motors on each bogie are connected in series, and
the two pairs are operated in parallel, tap-changing being effected by a group
of 18 contactors according to the scheme of Fig. 131

.

The transformer. Fig. 201, is oil-cooled with forced oil circulation and air-

blast cooling for the tubular oil-cooler. It is constructed with low overall height

for mounting below the underframe of the coach, together with the regenerative

braking equipment. Fig. 202, and other auxiliary equipment (e.g. compressor,

motor-generator, battery). Nine tappings, for voltage steps from 175 V to
865 V, are provided for starting and speed control, two—at 820 V and 1,050 V
—for train heating (200 kW) and one at 220 V for the auxiliary services. The
contactor group (18 contactors) is mounted in the luggage compartment.

The electrical equipment of motor-coaches, with 50-c/s series motors, for a
50-c/s system is in general similar to that of those for a low-frequency system
except that (i) provision is made for shunting the main field winding at starting

and at low speeds (up to about 6 m.p.h.) to reduce the circulating currents at the
brushes, (ii) forced cooling is necessary for the non-inductive shunts for the
commutating-pole windings, (iii) the auxiliary motors are of the induction
(capacitor) type.

On account of the steeper speed/torque characteristic of the 50-c/s motor,
fewer tappings are necessary on the transformer (e.g. 7 instead of 9 for an
equipment of about 1,600 h.p.).

The weight of the electrical equipment for a motor-coach with four motors
of an aggregate output of 1,600 h.p. (1 hour) is about 18 to 20 tons, which is

approximately the same as that for a motor-coach with 16f-c/s motors of the
same output.

Brakes

The brakes on railwaypassenger rolling stock are always operated by power, since

it would be impossible to obtain sufficient braking force with hand-operated
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brakes. Hand brakes, however, are fitted to motor-coaches and guards’
compartments for operation by the motorman or guard in cases of emergency.

Two types of power brakes have been developed, the compressed air (or

Westinghouse) brake, and the vacuum brake. The former brake is largely used
on electric railways, and is also extensively adopted in America on steam

Fio. 201. Oil-cooled Tkansfokmer for Underframe Mounting (Oerlikon)
Vppn View -Transformer tomplc te with nrc ulating pump and air-blaat oil ( oolcr

Lower Transformer removed from tank showing the eore and the three i entre-tapped realtors
(preventi\e coils) employed with the tap-i hanging sihemt of Fig 131

railways. The vacuum brake is standard on all our large steam railways, and
has been adopted on some electrified lines (e.g. the Lancashire sections of the
London Midland Region and other railways abroad).

For electric railways the compressed-air brake possesses some advantages
over the vacuum brake, as compressed air can be stored so that a quick release
of the brakes can be obtained

;
whereas, with the vacuum brake, the vacuum

must be created by means of a pump or exhauster. This disadvantage, however,
can be overcome by the use of either vacuum reservoirs and equalizing valves]
or a two-speed exhauster.
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The Vaeaom Bralce. In its simplest form this brake consists of a vertical

cylinder (called the brake cylinder) fitted with a piston aiid piston rod, the latter

operating the brake rigging through suitable levers. A vacuum is maintained
continuously on the top of the piston, while air—at atmospheric pressure

—

can be admitted to, or exhausted from, the underside of the piston. Under
normal conditions (i.e. brakes off) a vacuum is maintained on both sides of the

piston, and the latter rests against the lower cylinder cover. When an applica-

tion of the brakes is required, the vacuum is broken on the underside of the

piston and the latter is forced upwards, thereby applying the brakes. The

Fia. 202 . Regenerative Equipment Removed irom (^ask (Oerlikon)

This (onsists of an auxiJiaiy transformer and leactois (7) and E, Fig 153)

brakes are released either by re-creating the vacuum, or by equalizing the

pressure on each side of the piston.

In practice each coach is equipped with one or two brake cylinders (accord-

ing to the nature of the brake rigging on the bogies) which are connected to

the “train pipe,” as shown in Fig. 203. The latter is continuous throughout
the train, and is connected to the operating (or driver’s) valve on the locomotive
or motor-coach. On steam trains this valve is a combination of an air valve

and two steam ejectors, one large and one small. Under normal conditions the

small ejector maintains the vacuum in the train pipe, while the large ejector

is only operated for releasing the brakes. On electric trains these ejectors are

replaced by a motor-driven exhauster (or vacuum pump) which is run at two
speeds—one being double the other—^the higher speed being used only for

releasing the brakes. With d.c. equipments the lower speed is obtained by
inserting a rheostat in series with the motor, and the rheostat is cut out when
the driver’s valve is moved to the “off” or “release” position. With single-phase,

a.c. equipments two or more operating speeds for the exhauster motor can
readily be obtained from tappings on the transformer.

One type of vertical brake cylinder (manufactured by the Vacuum Brake
Co.) is shown in Fig. 203. The cylinder A is combined with the vacuum chamber
B, which is provided with trunnions for mounting in a vertical position under
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the coach. The piston C is an easy fit in the cylinder, and is provided with a

rolling rubber ring D, while the pikon rod E is provided with a packing gland

in the lower cylinder cover. The sides of the piston near the top are provided

with three small holes and ball valves (one of which is shown at F), by means
of which communication can be established between the vacuum chamber
and the underside of the piston when the pressure in the former exceeds that

in the lower portion of the cylinder. This portion of the cylinder may be

connected directly to the train pipe, or the connexion may be made through an

I

Drip Vain Pipe^

U
Detail of

Gtuteh-Acting Affl/cation
S^lve

Detail of Brake Cylinder

Fig. 203. (general Arrangement of Kssential Parts of Vacuum
Brake (Vacuum Brake Co.)

automatic valve as described below. The vacuum chamber can also be con-

nected to the train pipe through the release valve G, which is normally held

on its seat by atmospheric pressure acting on a diaphragm.
When the brake is “off” the vacuum is maintained in the train pipe,

vacuum chamber, and on the underside of the piston, and any air which finds

its way into the vacuum cylinder is exhausted through the ball valves. When
an application of the brakes is required, the train pipe is opened to the
atmosphere, and air is admitted to the underside of the piston, which is moved
upwards. The force with which the brake shoes are applied to the wheels
depends on the rapidity with which the vacuum is destroyed, while the brakes
may be partially released by partially restoring the vacuum.

The air in the train pipe is prevented from reaching the vacuum chamber
(and the top of the piston) by the ball valves and the packing ring. The function

of the release valve is to allow the brakes to be released on a coach which is

disconnected from the locomotive. This is done by lifting the valve from its
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seat, wllich equalizes the pressure on both sides of the piston, thereby aXVo-wVn^

the latter to return to the bottom of the cylinder.

When a quick-acting brake is required on a long train, the brake cylinders

are not connected directly to the train pipe but to auxiliary valves which are

connected to the train pipe and to the atmosphere. A cross-section of one
type of auxiliary valve (called a “quick-acting application valve”) is shown in

Fig. 203. A rubber-seated valve J is provided with a diaphragm K, over which
is placed a small air chamber //. This air chamber communicates with the train

pipe through a small annular space formed by the fixed stem L and a central

hole in the body of the valve J. The underside of the diaphragm and the top
of the valve J can be placed in communication with the atmosphere by means
of the hinged clap valve P. Under normal conditions valve J is maintained
on its seat by the excess of pressure on the upper part of the valve, the underside

of the latter and the top of the diaphragm being connected to the train pipe

(at M), When an application of the brake is required, the vacuum in the train

pipe is destroyed by operating the driver’s valve. This unseats the valves

J and P, and air is admitted through the latter to the train pipe and brake
cylinder, thereby producing a rapid application of the brakes throughout the

train.

The Compressed-air Brake. In its simplest form the compressed-air brake
consists of a reservoir (in which compressed air is stored), a brake cylinder,

an operating valve, and a train pipe. The brake cylinder is of the single-acting

type, and is shown in Fig. 204.

The brakes are kept “off” by springs in the brake cylinders acting against

the pistons, while they are applied by admitting compressed air, from the

reservoir, to the back of the pistons, the force of the application depending
upon the quantity of air admitted to the brake cylinders. The brakes are

released by exhausting the air from the brake cylinders.

When this brake is used on trains consisting of several coaches, additional

features are required in order to obtain (juick action of the brake throughout
the train. These features are shown in Fig. 204. Each coach is equipped with
a brake cylinder, an auxiliary reservoir, a “triple valve,” and a “train pipe”

(to which the triple valve is connected) ; while the motor coaches are equipped
in addition, with a compressor, a main reservoir, and the operating (or driver’s)

valve.

The train pipe is continuous throughout the train, and is connected to the

driver’s valve, to which is also connected a pipe from the main reservoir, and
a connexion to the atmosphere.

The main reservoir pipe is also continuous throughout the train, and it

connects the main reservoirs to the compressors. Each coach of a motor-coach

train must, therefore, be provided with two hose couplings at each end.

The driver’s valve is of the rotary type, and can connect (i) the train pipe

to the main reservoir, (ii) the train pipe to atmosphere
;
while it can also cut

off the connexion between the train pipe, the main reservoir, and atmosphere.

The function of the triple valve is to admit air from the auxiliary reservoir

to the brake cylinder, this operation depending upon the difference of pressure

between the auxiliary reservoir and the train pipe. When the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir exceeds that in the train pipe (such as would happen if the

driver’s valve connected the latter to atmosphere) the triple valve admits air

to the brake cylinder and the brakes are applied. On restoring the pressure
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in the train pipe (e.g. by connecting it to the main reservoir), the triple valve

releases the air in the brake cylinder and charges the auxiliary reservoir.

In order to secure a quick release after an application of the brakes, the

pressure in the auxiliary reservoirs is about 20 lb per in.^ lower than the pressure

in the main reservoir (which is between 80 and 90 lb per in.*). With normal
applications of the brake it is necessary to discharge the air gradually from the
train pipe and to stop the exhaust gently. This is accomplished by means of
an equalizing piston in the driver’s valve, in conjunction with a small reservoir

(call^ the equalizing or brake valve reservoir). The equalizing piston controls

Fig. 204. General Arrangement of Essentjal Parts of Westinghouse
Quick-acting (’’ompressed-air Brake (Westinghouse Brake (^o.)

the exhaust valve (in the driver’s valve) for the train pipe, and is operated
by the difference of pressure between the brake valve reservoir and the train

pipe. The driver’s valve is constructed so that for normal ajyplications of the

brake, the air is exhausted from the brake valve reservoir, and by means of

the equalizing piston a corresponding reduction of pressure is obtained in the

train pipe.

The gradual reduction of pressure in the train pipe causes the triple valves

to admit air gradually from the auxiliary reservoirs to the brake cylinders, so

that the brakes are applied gradually throughout the train.

When a rapid application of the brakes is required in cases of emergency
the driver’s valve is arranged to exhaust air directly from the train pipe,

thereby producing a sudden reduction of pressure. Under these conditions the

triple valves admit air from both the train pipe (through a check valve) and
the auxiliary reservoirs to the brake cylinders, so that a rapid application of

the brakes occurs throughout the train.
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With the above forms of the compressed-air brake a redaction in the

braking effort (after the brakes have been applied) can only be obtained by

fully releasing the brakes and re-applying them. The disadvantage has been

overcome by the addition to the brake system of electrically-operated valves,

by means of which air may be released, under the control of the driver, from the

brake cylinders. Such a system is called the eiedro-jmeumatic brake;* it is

adopted on the latest rolling stock of the London Transport Executive, the

Liverpool Street-Shenfield line, etc.

* A comprehensive description is given in a paper, by H. R. Broadbent, on “The
Electro-pneumatic Brake,’* Proc, LE.E.^ Vol. 97, Ft. Ia, p. 250.



CHAPTER XVn

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

General Considerations

General Classification. Long-distance main-line traffic involves high operating

speeds and the running of various types of rolling stock, such as restaurant

and dining cars, sleeping saloons, corridor and non-corridor coaches, brake
vans, etc. Such traffic is best handled by locomotives. Moreover, on a large

railway system there are two other classes of traffic for which locomotives are

necessary, (i) local passenger traffic, intermediate between suburban and long-

distance traffic
;

(ii) freight or goods traffic (with which must be included the
marshalling and shunting operations).

Thus a large railway system will require at least three classes of locomotives
(i) “express passenger” locomotives, capable of giving large outputs (1,000-

3,000 h.p.) at high speeds (60-90 m.p.h.)
;

(ii) “local passenger” locomotives
of moderate output; (iii) “goods” locomotives, giving large outputs at slow
speeds. In addition, a few “shunting” locomotives will be required for working
the marshalling yards and large sorting sidings.

Mechanical Design. The mechanical design of an electric locomotive
involves many considerations, some of which are external to the locomotive
and others are concerned with the operating requirements. The former include

the loading and track gauges, the strength of the permanent way, and the
strength of the couplings and draw-gear of the rolling stock. Moreover, the
wheel arrangement and the disposition of the various parts of the locomotive
must be considered with reference to the wear and the cost of maintenance of
the permanent way.

The operating requirements concern the draw- bar pull and speed, the
weight to be carried on the driving axles, the running qualities, and the cost

of maintenance of the locomotive itself.

External Considerations. 1 . The loading gauge affects both the overall

width and height of the locomotive. When overhead collectors are employed
the lowest operating position of the collectors must be within the loading
gauge, and the height of the roof must be arranged accordingly.

The track gauge affects the overall length of the motor, and the effect of
this limitation on the output is discussed in Chapter IV.

2. The strength of the 'permanent way limits the maximum load which can
be carried on each driving axle.

The strength of bridges limits the number of driving axles carrying limiting

loads and the total wheel-base over which these loads are distributed. In this

country, under steam locomotive conditions, the limiting axle load (25 tons)

may be carried on each of three driving axles having an overall wheel-base
of 14 ft.

3. The strength of the couplings and draw-gear limits the maximum draw-bar
pull. With the passenger-rolling stock in use on our main-line railways the
draw-bar pull at starting must be limited to about 16 tons. But with goods
trains in this country the draw-bar pull must be limited to about 12 to 14 tons,

266
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on account of the large number of privately-owned wagons in use.* When
specially built wagons are employed, the limiting valufe of the draw-bar pull

can be raised to about 30 tons.

4. The wear and maintenance of the permanent way is affected by a number
of features, such as trafi&c density, wheel arrangement, size of driving wheels,

height of centre of gravity of locomotive, etc. Generally, for a given traffic,

the track wear and maintenance will be reduced if the locomotive has a leading

bogie, driving wheels of medium to large diameter, a high centre of gravity,

and a minimum of dead, or non-spring-borne, weight on the axles.

Operating Requirements. 1. The draw-bar pull required in a given case can
be estimated when the weight of the train, the acceleration, the gradient, and
the train resistance are known.

2. The total weight to he carried on the driving wheels (called the adhesive

weight) is determined by the condition that the locomotive shall exert the

required tractive effort without slipping the wheels.

The ratio of the tractive effort to slip the wheels and the adhesive weight
is called the coefficient of adhesion, the value of which is influenced by the

condition of the rails and also by the speed.

Average values of the coefficient of adhesion at various speeds are

—

Spood m.p.h. . . 0 10 20 30 40 60
Coefficient of adhesion . 0-25 0 18 0-14 0 12 0 1 0 09

Under normal starting conditions, with clean, dry rails, a value of 0*25 may
be assumed for the coefficient, and a maximum value of 0-3 when sand is used.

If the rails are wet or greasy, the coefficient of adhesion will be much lower

;

for example, with a thoroughly wet rail a value of 0*1 8 to 0*2 is usually assumed,
while for a moist or greasy rail the coefficient is of the order of 0*15. But with
the application of sand these values may be increased to about 0*25.

If the tractive effort fluctuates during starting, the maximum value of the

tractive effort must not exceed (adhesive weight X coefficient of adhesion).

Hence the more uniform the tractive effort during the starting and initial

accelerating periods the heavier will be the train which can be operated by a
locomotive of given adhesive weight. This point is of considerable importance
for goods traffic, where the weight of the train usually approaches the maximum
weight which can be handled by the locomotive.

3. The running qualities are influenced by the wheel arrangement, the height

of the centre of gravity, and the disposition of the masses of the various parts

with respect to the longitudinal and transverse axes of the locomotive. Good
running qualities are characterized by freedom from vibration and oscillations

at all speeds. These qualities are obtained by a symmetrical disposition of

the masses about the longitudinal and transverse axes of the locomotive, a
moderately high centre of gravity, and dynamic balancing of the rotating

parts.

Speed-torque Characteristics. In all electric motors operating at constant

voltage (and constant frequency in the case of a.c. motors) the speed and torque
are intimately connected with each other, as has been discussed in Chapters
IV, V, VI. With series motors the speed increases as the torque decreases,

The usual type of coupling on wagons is tested to 60 tons, and a factor of safety of 4
is usually allowed.
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and large variations of torque produce large variations in speed. On the

other hand, with shunt and induction motors the speed is almost unaffected

by variations of torque.

Such characteristics are unsuitable for traffic requirements and do not com-
pare favourably with those of steam locomotives, in which, by regulation of
the cut-off, the speed and tractive effort are almost inversely proportional to

each other (i.e. the output is constant) over a wide range.

More favourable characteristics, however, can be obtained with electric

locomotives having series motor equipments by voltage and field control. For
example, with single-phase locomotives, regulation of speed over the whole
range is effected by voltage control. In this case the speed-output characteristic

is governed by limitations of heating and commutation, the permissible output
increasing with the speed until the maximum value (as governed by the
prescribed limitations) is reached.

Again, with d.c. locomotives dynamical characteristics somewhat similar

to those of steam locomotives can be obtained by the combination of double
series-parallel and field control when three or more weakened field steps are

provided.

Power Plant. In general, the main power plant of a locomotive may consist

of either one or two motors of large output or a number of motors of moderate
output. The number of motors to be employed in a given case depends largely

upon the power required, the method of speed control and the system of power
transmission. For example, with single-phase equipments duplication of the
motors for purposes of speed control is unnecessary, and a single motor may be
employed if the operating conditions are suitable. Similarly, with three-phase
equipments, a single motor could be employed under suitable conditions, as

four speeds could be obtained by two pole-changing stator windings. But two
motors are necessary if cascade control is to be employed. On the other hand,
with d.c. equipments, in which the motors are wound for the line voltage, two
motors are necessary for series-parallel control, and four motors for double
series-parallel control. With high-voltage equipments, in which each motor
receives a fraction of the line voltage, a corresponding increase in the number of
motors is necessary.

Power Transmission. The axles may be driven either individually or

collectively, the latter drive involving the coupling of the axles by side rods,

and the transmission of power thereto by cranks and connecting rods. The
individual-axle drive is preferred—except in locomotives having a single motor
or a pair of motors—because of the lower first cost and low maintenance.

With the individual-axle drive, however, wheel slip may occur, under
unfavourable conditions of adhesion, on any of the driving axles during starting

and running.* Indication of such slipping may be given to the driver by special

indicators, the action of which depends on a comparison of either the speeds of
the axles or the inputs to the motors. Correction of wheel slip may be effected

by either a light application of the mechanical brake to the slipping wheels, or

* Wheel slip and associated problems are discussed in the following papers—“Loco-
motive wheel-slip and wheel-lock protection,” by R. M. Smith, Trans. A.I.E.E., Vol. 69,

p. If 164; “Skidding of wheels : influence of series characteristics of traction motors driving
individual axles,” by M. Royer, BvUetin of the International Rly. Congress Assoc., Vol. 2,

p. 203.
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a reduction of the input to all the motors. The former ipethod is preferred and
can be effected automatically by means of suitable relays when individual'

brake cylinders are fitted to each bogie or driving axle.

As the application of this drive to axle-mounted motors has been discussed in

Chapter IV, the present discussion will be confined to methods of applying the

drive to frame-mounted motors.

Individual-axle Drive with Frame-mounted Motors. Due to the motors
being mounted on the spring-supported frame of the truck or locomotive,

the distance between a given armature shaft and the corresponding driving

axle may not be a fixed quantity, and the parallelism of their axes may not
always be maintained. Hence a flexible connexion is necessary between either

the armature shaft and the pinion, or the gear-wheel and the driving axle. In

Fig. 205 . (left) Wbstinghuuse Spring Drive, {right) Si:cH£RON Spring Drive
A—SprinR-oup on quill. B—Spring-cup on wheel.

the former case a cardan shaft is usually necessary, and in the latter case the
gear-wheel is usually mounted on a quill and the latter is flexibly coupled to

the axle or the driving wheels. Numerous schemes, involving these and other

principles, have been devised, but many have been abandoned due to considera-

tions of cost and maint-enance. Those now manufactured are characterized

by their simplicity and the relatively few parts subjected to wear. Some typical

examples will be considered.

Quill Drive with Spiral Springs. The original (Westinghouse) form is shown
in Fig. 205 (left) and a modification (Secheron) (right). Although both possess the

merit of simplicity and cheapness, in comparison with later forms, they have
the disadvantages that the springs are exposed to dirt and wet, and have no
lateral support to resist the effects of centrifugal force. Nevertheless many
applications have been made to locomotives and motor-coaches in America
and Europe, and the Secheron form is employed on the latest locomotives of
the Austrian railways.

The modern (Brovm-Boveri) form is shown in Fig. 206. The springs are

enclosed in the gear-wheel which is carried by roller bearings mounted on a
short quill which is clamped to the motor frame. Since the quill is stationary
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and has to provide only for vertical displacements of the axle, the hole in the

quill to accommodate the axle may be oval in shape to enable the motor frame

to be located nearer to the axle than would be possible with a rotating quill.

The torque is transmitted by spiral springs to the projecting arms of a spider,

Fig 2()() Mom kn Form oi Spring Drive (Drown Doveri)

Fig 207. Qtjill Drive with Link Coitplino (Alsthom)

S, which is pressed on the axle. These arms bear against the spring cups in the

centre plane of the gear-wheel. The springs arc relieved of stresses due to

centrifugal force by the lateral support of the spring cups. This drive is used

on many passenger locomotives and motor-coaches in Switzerland, and also

on the Brown-Boveri gas turbine locomotive (No. 18000) of the British Rail-

ways.
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Quill Drive with I^ink Coupling. The AUthm drive/is shown in Fig, 207,

and is employed on many locomotives in service on the French Railways.
'

The gear-wheel is fixed to the quill which extends the whole distance between

the wheel hubs. Each end of the quill is coupled to the corresponding driving

wheel by two pairs of links which connect pins, A, on the driving wheel with

Fig. 208 . Swiss Locomotive Works’ Individual-axl?; Drive with
Tandem Motors

pins, R, on the quill through the intermediate lozenge-shaped plate C, All

links and pins have silentbloc bushes, and no lubrication is necessary. The
cost of maintenance is very low.

Quill Drive with Universal Coupling. This drive (due to the Swiss Loco-
motive and Machine Works) was developed for tandem motors with outputs
of 1,000 h.p. or more per axle. The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 208,
and the gear-wheel, with Oldham-type coupling, is shown in Fig. 209. The
gear-wheel is mounted on stub quills (one on each side) and is arranged centrally

between the driving wheels. The coupling is located inside the gear-wheel.

The motors are mounted on the locomotive frame above the driving wheels
and their pinions mesh with an idle or intermediate gear.

Cardan-shaft Drives. These drives for locomotives have been developed in

Switzerland. The axis of the motor is parallel to the driving axle and the cardan
shaft is located inside the hollow armature shaft. The gear-wheel is fixed to
the axle and the pinion is mounted on roller bearings in the rigid gear-case,

which is carried by roller bearings on the hub of the gear-wheel. The pinion is
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coupled to the cardan shaft by a flexible coupling and a similar coupling

connects the other end of this shaft to the hollow armature shaft.

Flexibility is obtained by either steel discs (Brown Boveri) or links of spring

steel (Secheron), both forms occupying very little space longitudinally.

The arrangement of the disc drive is shown in Fig. 210. The sleeve A,
keyed to the armature spider, is connected to one end of the cardan shaft, J5,

by means of the disc C and the two cross-arms />, E. The other end of the

cardan shaft is similarly connected to the stub-shaft, F, to which the pinion is

Fig. 209. Gear-wheel and Flexible Coupling for Tandem motor
Drive (Metropolitan Vkkers and Swiss Loi’o. Works)

fitted. This shaft is carried in roller bearings in the gear-case, G, which is

centred, by roller bearings, on the hub of the gear-wheel. The pinion end of

the gear-case is supported from the truck frame.

The Secheron drive is arranged similarly to the tramcar form (Fig. 178).

A pinion-end coupling is shown in Fig. 211.

Gearless Collective Drives. In these drives the armature shaft of each motor
is extended at both ends, and “quartered” cranks (i.e. cranks set at right

angles to each other) are fitted to the shaft extensions. The cranks drive

coupled wheels on each side of the locomotive by means of connecting rods.

In the application of the connecting-rod drive, however, due consideration

must be given to the fact that the driving axles have vertical play relatively

to the armature shafts. Hence the crank pins of the armatures and driving

wheels may be rigidly coupled only if the armature shafts are practically on a

level with the driving axles and long connecting rods are employed. In this



Fig. 210. Brown-BoVKBI Disc Drive

Upper—Cardan-shaft and discs. Lmver—^Actual arrangement of cardan-shaft, discs, etc.
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case the variation in the obliquity of the connecting rods, due to the vertical

motion of the driving axle, is small enough to be provided for by the clearances

between the axle boxes and guides, so that no additional stresses are produced

in the connecting rods. In other cases, either slotted crank-pin bearings must
be provided at the driving axle, or an intermediate crank-shaft (called a ‘‘jack-

shaft”) must be employed, from which a horizontal drive can be obtained for

the driving wheels.

Alternatively, when the power equipment consists of a pair of large motors

(1,000 h.p. or over), as on three-phase locomotives, satisfactory operation

may be obtained with the system of articulated links shown in Fig. 212, which

has been applied to many three-phase locomotives on the Italian State Rail-

ways.

The inclined rods /.So, /S3 have their upper ends connected to a horizontal

coupling rod (which couples together the crank-pins of the motors), and their

lower ends connected to levers Z and W.
These levers are fulcnirned on the coupling

rods K, and are connec*ted by a link L, so as

to form a closed linkwork. The complete
mechanism is so dimensioned that (i) the

principal members /Sj, 8^, 8^ form the sides

of an isosceles triangle (of which /S\ is the

base), the apex of which is, normally, at the

centre of the crank pin of the driving wheel

;

(ii) the axis of the link L passes through this

point; (iii) the arms cc, eg, of lever Z are

equal to the arms fd, fh, respectively, of

lever W,
In consequence, only the horizontal com-

ponent of the torque of the motors is trans-

mitted to the driving wheels. Moreover,
vertical displacements of the driving axle

relatively to the motors cause the inclined
rods 82, 82 to make equal small angular movements in opposite directions,

and to maintain their isosceles arrangement.

Disadvantages of Gearless Collective Drive. Direct drives having inclined
connecting rods with or without jack shafts require more maintenance (e.g.

adjustment of bearing clearances) than the connecting-rod drive of a steam
locomotive.

This feature, which is common to all side-rod drives with rigid transmission
rods, is due to several fundamental differences between the electric locomotive
side-rod drive and the steam locomotive side-rod drive. Thus there is no “free
end” corresponding to the piston, and consequently the centres between all

crank pins must be rigidly maintained. Any wear in the crank-pin bearings
or the bearings of the jack-shaft will, therefore, result in excessive stresses and
bearing pressures.* In order to avoid excessive vibrations from these causes
means must be provided for the accurate adjustment of the bearings. The parts
will also have to be designed to withstand the additional stresses due to any
incorrect adjustment of the bearings. •

* See an article on “The Crank Drive of Electric Locomotives,” by J. Buchli {The
Electrician^ Vol. 73, p. 992; The Engineer, Vol. 120, p. 287).

*-

\
K

F'lo. 211. Spking-steel Link
(\)TTPLTN(J BETWEEN CaRDAN-
SHAFT AND PlNlON (SE(’HKRON)
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Again, the conversion of the uniform torque of the motors into a recipro-

cating motion produces severe stresses in the motor sha^t, jack-shaft, and loco-'

motive framing. For example, since the cranks on the armature shaft are set

at right angles to each other, there will be four positions in each revolution

where the full torque of the motor is transmitted through one crank. Therefore
each connecting rod is subjected to an alternating force having a maximum
value represented by maximum value of torque/radius of crank.* Now if the

forces actii^ on each crank pin are resolved in two directions at right angles—
one direction being along the line of centres—^it will be found that the motor
shaft is subjected to reciprocating forces and alternating couples in these direc-

tions, the reciprocating forces and couples changing theh* direction four times

in each revolution.f These forces act on the motor bearings and frame, and
must be taken into account in the design of the machine and the locomotive
framing.

The jack-shaft will be subjected to greater stresses than the motor shaft,

for, in addition to the alternating forces and couples, there is the large twisting

moment, due to the transmission of the full power through alternate cranks
four times in each revolution. The forces and couples resulting from the

connecting rods and coupling rods will depend on the angle between the former
and the latter, the maximum values occurring when this angle is 90 degrees,

i.e. when the connecting rods are at right angles to the coupling rods. Moreover,
the forces at each crank pin can be resolved into a couple and a force, the axis

of the couple and the direction of the force both rotating with the jack-shaft.

It is apparent, therefore, that the jack-shaft, the cranks, and the connecting
rods wiU have to be exceptionally strong, while the bearings for the jack-shaft

must be liberally designed.

Geared Collective Drives. In these drives the motors are geared to jack-

shafts, from which the wheels are driven by connecting rods.

The gearing enables more favourable armature speeds to be chosen, together
with large driving wheels, and its use is particularly desirable with single-phase

motors in order to obtain an economical design of motor together with high
efficiency and power factor. Moreover, springs can be fitted to the gears for

the purpose of damping pulsations and sudden fluctuations in the torque at

the motor shaft, and thereby improving the conditions at the jack-shaft.

Discussion on the Limitations of Geared and Gearless Methods of Power
Transmission. With individual axle drives from geared motors the size of
motor which can be accommodated is limited by both the diameter of the wheels
and the track gauge, as explained in Chapter IV. Except in the case of narrow
track gauges, however, the limitation imposed by the wheel diameter is not
serious, provided that unduly small wheels are not required, as d.c. axle-mounted
motors of 500 h.p. can be accommodated with 51-in. wheels.

When the size of driving wheel and the maximum speed of the locomotive
are fixed, the maximum diameter of the pitch circle of the gear-wheel can be
obtained by assuming an appropriate value for the limiting gear velocity.

This diameter, however, must provide sufficient clearance between the bottom

* With single-phase motors the torque is pulsating, and consequently the maximum or
crest value must be used in the above expression.

t An analytical treatment is given in a paper on “The Electric Locomotive,” by
Dr. P. W. Carter. Proc. Inst, C,E,, Vol. coi, p. 231.

xo~(T.5043)
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of the gear-case and the track,* which is generally the limiting feature in slow

and moderate speed locomotives. The maximum gear ratio and the peripheral

speed of the armature can then be obtained when the distance between the

centres of axle and armature shaft is known.
For an economical design of motor the peripheral speed of the armature

at the maximum speed of the locomotive should approach the limiting value,

i.e. 10,000 to 13,000 ft per minute. But the gear velocity must also be within

the prescribed limits, which are about 4,000 ft per minute at the pitch circle

for ordinary lubrication and about 6,000 ft per minute for forced lubrication.

The relationship between the peripheral speeds of armature and gearing depends
upon the gear ratio, and can be expressed in general terms.

Thus if Day Da, denote the diameters of armature and driving wheel respec-

tively, C the distance between centres of armature and axle, the maximum
speed of the locomotive in m.p.h., F„, Vg the corresponding peripheral speeds,

in feet per minute, of armature and gearing for the gear ratio employed, we have

V, = 2rVJ{D, +
Hence the gear velocity corresponding to the maximum speed of the

locomotive depends upon: maximum peripheral speed of the armature,

diameter of armature, size of driving wheel, and distance between centres of

armature and axle. By proper choice of the size of driving wheel the peripheral

speed of the armature can reach the limiting value at the maximum speed of

the locomotive, and the gear velocity under these conditions can be kept
within the prescribed limits. The geared drive, therefore, enables an economical

design of motor to be obtained under all operating conditions.

Examples. ] . Consider an aHe-mounied moioTy for which Da = 29*5 in.,

C — 25 in., to be used with 52 in. wheels for freight service, the maximum loco-

motive speed being 35 in.p.h. If the armature is to run at a peripheral speed of

8,000 ft per minute at the maximum locomotive speed, the corresponding gear
velocity is

- 2 X 25 X 8,000/(29-5 + 52 X 8,000/88 X 35)

- 2,430 ft per minute*.

The pitch-circle diameter of the gear wheel = Z>«,Fj,/88F„t = 52 X 2,430/88 X
35 — 41 in., which is just within the limiting value, i.e. 0*8 X 52 — 41 0 in. The
gear ratio — K„/>„,/88 — 4-58, and the diameter of pinion at pitch circle =
/>„,r,/88T\„y - 41/4-58 - 8-90 in.J

* For approximate purposes the maximum diameter of the gear wheel may be assumed
at about 80 per cent of the diameter of the driving wheel. This value, however, must be
considered with reference to the corresponding diameter of the pinion, which may be the
limited feature in some cases.

t This expression is obtained as follows

—

Peripheral speed, V., of armature (ft per min) at locomotive speed Vm (m.p.h.) and gear

ratio y - (.5,280/3,600) X y X Da/Dy, = 88 V„, x y X IKUK,
Diameter of pitch circle of gear wheel = />„Pj/88F,„.

Diameter of pitch circle of pinion — 2(7 — diameter of-pitch circle of gear wheel

= 20 - Dy,Va\88Y^,

Whence IKV,

88r„(2C - D„V,imVJ
- /i.n/(20 - V„VJ»SV„)

or 2aVJ{JJ,+ D„VJ88VJ
t The values obtained for the diameter of pinion, gear ratio, and gear velocity may

require slight modification in practice when the number of teeth in the gearing and the
pitch of the teeth are considered.
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But if the maximum speed of the locomotive were reduced a corresponding
reduction would have to be made in the maximum peripheral speed of the armature,
in order to keep the diameter of gear wheel within the limiting value (i.e. 0*8 X
diameter of driving wheel), as the given diameter of driving wheel is the minimum
for this motor.

If the gear ratio is changed to give a maximum locomotive speed of 66 m.p.h.,
and the limiting peripheral speed of the armature is to remain at 8,000 ft per minute,
then

r, -- 2 X 25 X 8,000/(20-6 -f 52 X 8,000/88 X 65)

== 3,480 ft per minute,

which is well within the prescribed limit for ordinary lubrication. In this case the
ratio = 3,480/4,860 = 0-716. The gear ratio

V,DjHfiV„Da = 2-9.

Alternatively, if a low<*r gear velocity were desired, the size of driying wheel
could be increased. Thus, with 60-in. wheels, a locomotive speed of 56 m.p.h., and
an armature speed of 8,000 ft per minute,

F, = 2 X 25 X 8,000/(29 5 f 60 X 8,000/88 X 55)

— 3,120 ft per minute
= 3,120/4,860 = 0-642. Gear ratio -= 3 35.

2. In the case of a frame-mounted motor, for which Dq — 24-5 in., C ~ 25-7 in.,

used with 66-in. wheels for a passenger locomotive, for which the maximum speed
is 75 m.p.h. ; if the limiting armature speed is 10,000 ft per minute, then

— 2 X 25-7 X 10,000/(24-5 + 66 X 10,000/88 X 76)

— 4,130 ft per minute.

ygl^^Vm ~ 4,130/88 X 75 — 0-626. Gear ratio — 4-08.

If this motor were used, with smaller wheels, on a freight locomotive for which
the maximum speed was 40 m.p.h., the minimum diameter of driving wheel is

determined by the condition that the maximum permissible diameter of the gear
wheel — 0 8 X diameter of driving wheel. The corresponding value of the gear
velocity is, therefore, 0-8 < 88F,„, and if this value is substituted in the above
equation for F^, we obtain

D„, = 2 6C - 88F,„DJF„

Hence, in the present case,

= 2-5 X 25-7 - 88 X 40 X 24-5/10,000
=- 55-7 in.

Vg — 0-8 X 88F„t == 2,820‘ft per min. Gear ratio ~ FaH„/88F,„/>a — 6-45.

Diameter of pinion at pitch circle ~ 0-8 X 65-7/6-45 — 6-9 in. If this diameter
of pinion is too small, a lower limiting armature peripheral speed must be adopted.

With gearless collective drives the maximum permissible angular velocity

of the crank shafts is about 500 r.p.m. This value may be considered as the

limiting value of the angular velocity of the armature, and since the diameter
of the armature is not restricted by that of the driving wheels, the limiting

peripheral velocity may be made to coincide with the limiting angular velocity.

Thus, if the limiting angular and peripheral velocities be assumed as 475 r.p.m.

and 7,500 ft per minute respectively, then, for a maximum locomotive speed
of 80 m.p.h., the diameter of the driving wheels will be 56-5 in., and the maxi-
mum diameter of the armature will bo 60 in. If the maximum locomotive
speed is of the order of 50 m.p.h., a lower value for the limiting angular velocity

must be adopted, as the above value will lead to small driving wheels. Assuming
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the minimum diameter of the driving wheels to be 42 in,, then for a speed of

SOm.p.h., the angular velocity will be 400r.p.m., and the diameter of th^

Fig. 213. Control Apparatus and Rheostat Compartments of
1,600-volt Locomotive (Metropolitan-Vickers)

armature, corresponding to a limiting peripheral speed of 7,500 ft per minute,

will be 71*5 in.

These considerations show that the sphere of usefulness of the direct drive
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is limited, and for an economical design of the motor^it will be necessary to

adopt gearing between the armature and the jack-shaft when the operating

speeds are of the order of 50 m.p.h. and below.

Control and Auxiliary Equipment—Location and General Arrangement*
In the general layout of this apparatus on a locomotive it is necessary to arrange

that (i) the master controller, auxiliary control switches, brake valves, and
instruments are arranged in convenient positions and do not interfere with

the driver’s look-out
;

(ii) the contactors and auxiliary machines which require

attention are placed in accessible positions
;

(iii) all high-tension apparatus is

located in locked compartments which cannot be opened until the circuits are

“dead.”
With high-volUige, d.c. locomotives the box, or coach, type body is usually

employed, and the high-voltage control equipment (contactors, reversers, etc.)

is located in compartments along each side of the body. In some cases a central

gangway is provided, and in other cases either one or two side-gangways. Fig.

21.‘1 shows the contactor and rheostat compartments of a 1,500-V locomotive.

The roof is removable in two or more sections, those portions carrying

pantograph collectors being removable with the collectors as separate units.

Single-phase locomotives, in many cases, also have box-type bodies. The
tap-changer (contactors or tapping switch) is usually mounted on, or adjacent

to, the main transfonner, and the reversers are mounted on the motor frames
in order to reduce the length of the heavy-current connexions. Moreover,

with large frame-mounted motors the blowers are usually mounted on the

motor frames, so that no air trunks are necessary.

EXAMPLES OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES
The examples which follow have been selected to be representative of modern
locomotives. Detailed descriptions of the motors, control and auxiliary

aj)paratus are not included, as examples of this equipment have already been
given.

I. Direct-Current Locomotives*

Bogie Locomotive with Axle-mounted Motors. Fig. 214 shows the general

arrangement and the layout of the equipment of a mixed-traffic locomotive

—

class CqCo, 105 tons, reference No. 1—in service on the conductor-rail sections

of the Southern Region, British Railways. A special feature is the iise of fly-

wheel-booster sets for starting and speed control, and for providing energy for

propulsion across gaps in the conductor rails which cannot be spanned by the

collector shoes.

The three 245-h.p., 400-V traction motors on each bogie are permanently
connected in series and are supplied from the collector shoes through a ± 600-V
booster, which forms part of a motor-flywheel-booster set, the flywheel weighing

2,000 lb.

Starting and speed control of each group of traction motors is effected, in

26 steps, entirely by field control of the appropriate booster (except for three

weak-field steps which may be employed when maximum voltage is applied

to the motors). Initially the voltage of the booster opposes the line voltage,

* The principal dimensions, weights, and other data of the locomotives discussed are
given in Tables VIIa and VIIb, p. 307.
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it is reduced progressively to zero, reversed and increased progressively to a
maximum.* '

*

When the collector shoes lose power the traction motors and boosters are

Fig. 216. Heavy Passenger Locomotive (Paulista Railway) with Geared
Axle-mounted Motors (General Electric Co. Schenectady)

supplied by the motors of the booster sets acting as generators, the energy
being supplied^by the flywheels.

Articulated Bogie Locomotives with Axle-mounted Motors. Locomotives of
this type were originally developed in America for heavy passenger and freight

Fic. 217. Outline of 1,5()()-V, 89-ton Locomotive, British Railways
(MetroI’oLiTAN-Vickers

)

traffic. The drawgear is an integral part of the truck frame, and the tractive

effort is transmitted from one bogie to the other by a hinged or articulated

coupling between the trucks.

The chief advantage of this construction is that a relatively light underframe
may be employed. Another advantage is that the design is readily adaptable
to low heights of drawgear without costly end-frame castings.

Fig. 216 shows a typical American locomotive of this type.

* Details of the control system are given in a paper on “Electric locomotives of the
British Railways” by W. J. A. Sykos, Proc, /.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. 1a, p. 178.
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The general arrangement of a British Railways" locomotive—class Bq + Bq,
89 tons, reference No. 2—is shown in Fig. 217, and details of one of the bogies
are shown in Fig. 215.

The body is spring supported at four points on each bogie, steel facings on
the underframe resting on pads carried on cylindrical guides at the ends of
laminated equalizing springs pivoted to the side frames. The guide bearings

I
k

Fig. 218. Thiiee-axi,k Hogik of South Afrk'an Railways’ Locomotive
(Metrofolitan-Vickers)

for the king pins are allowed a small lateral movement under the control of
springs, and the bearing on one bogie has also a longitudinal movement of I in.

to allow for the foreshortening of the distance between centres when running
on curved track.

Each bogie is equipped with two 465-h.p. 750-V* motors which are
permanently connected in series for 1,500-V operation. The motors are nose
suspended and the gear-wheels are of the resilient type.

Although originally designed for mixed traffic the locomotives handle only
freight traffic between Manchester and Sheffield. On'this line there are some
heavy gradients including a 2-mile stretch of 1 in 40. The equipments are
therefore arranged for regenerative braking, the scheme shown in Fig. 148 (b)

being employed.
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Other British-built articulated mixed-traffic locomotives (Bq + Bq and
Co + Co types) are in service on the South African Railways on which the
track gauge is 3 ft 6 in. The Bo + Bq locomotives weigh 66 tons, the 1-hour
rating is 1,200 h.p. and the maximum speed (limited by track conditions) is

Fig. 220. 100 ton, Class 3,000-V Logomottve, Italian State
RAIL^VAYS

8 ar^,

hour ^oing is

ed for

45 m.p.h. The Cq -| Cq locomotives weigh 110 tons, the
2,700 h.p. and the maximum speed is 60 m.p.h. Both types
multiple unit working (two or more locomotives being controlled b^N^ne Iriver)
for which the articulated design is advantageous, as large tractive etfcrts can
be transmitted direct to the drawgoar without stressing the underframes.*

One of the three-axle bogies is shown in Fig. 218. The centre bearing has

Fig. 221. Swing-bolster Type Bogie, Italian State Railways

a flat face and is designed to carry a portion of the weight of the body. The side
and end bearers are therefore adjustable to enable the clearances to be set
correctly. The intermediate axle is displaced from the centre of the bogie to
accommodate the motor, the wheel bases being 6 ft 6 in. (outer) and 7 ft 6 in.

(inner). Equality of the axle loadings is obtained by equalizing levers fitted
to the suspension springs.

Each bogie is equippd with three 450-h.p., 1,500-V motors (insulated for
3,000 V) and single gearing with resilient gear-wheels.

* Later locomotives— class ICo -F CqI, 166 tons (129 tons adhesive)—for a maximum
speed of 60 m.p.h. have a 1-hour rating of 3,160 h.p. See Q.E.C. Journal, Vol. 20, p. 109.
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Bogie Locomotives with Frame-moiinted Motors. Figs. 219, 220 show
locomotives recently developed for general services oh the 3,000-V lines of the

Italian State Railways. The BqBq locomotive—^reference No. 3—^shown in Pig.

219 has a weight of 72 tons and a 1-hour rating of2,130 h.p.
;
the BoBo®o locomo-

tive shown in Fig. 220 hets a weight of 100 tons and a 1-hour rating of 3,200 h.p.

:

both locomotives are designed for a maximum speed of about 90 m.p.h.

A view of one of the bogies with the motors in position is shown in Fig. 221

:

it is of the swing-bolster type, with the bolster suspended from laminated

springs carried on swinging links outside the side-frames.

Each motor is rated at 530 h.p., 1,500 V, and is insulated for 3,000 V, two

Fig. 222. Express Passenger Service Locomotive or the French
National Railways (Alsthom)

motors being permanently connected in series. A quill drive with laminated
springs in the driving wheels is employed, and the gear ratio is either 65 : 16

or 65 : 21 depending on the class of service. As the distance between the centres

of armature shaft and quill would not allow the 65 . 16 ratio to be obtained

with the conventional arrangement of pinion and gear-wheel, an intermediate

or idler pinion is employed. This pinion runs on a double row of roller bearings

which are arranged internally and are carried on a flange fitted to the motor
frame, thereby giving great compactness. An advantage of this arrangement
is that a change of gear ratio involves only changing the pinions.

The motors of some of the BqBq locomotives have compound excitation

(series and separate) in order to give a uniform speed, together with some
recuperation of energy, when operating over undulating routes. The separately-

excited windings of all the four motors are connect^ in series and suppli^
from a 24-V generator, which, with a floating battery, supplies also the control

and lighting circuits.
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High Speed Bogie Locomotive with Frame-moonted Motors. Fig. 222 shows

the type of locomotive which is now employed for express passenger serviqe

on the 1,500-V main lines of the French National Railways (S.W. region).

The locomotive (reference No. 4) weighs 102 tons and has a 1-hour rating of

4,600 h.p. The maximum speed in normal service is 110 m.p.h. and a speed of

125 m.p.h. has been obtained in test runs.*

The mechanical design embodies several novel and new features to ensure

smooth running and stability at high speeds. Thus (i) the body is connected

to each bogie by a pair of swinging pivots with transverse (spring) restraint,

(ii) the axle boxes are articulated to the bogie frames, (iii) the central axle

has a limited amount of end-play under the control of springs.

The arrangement of the swinging pivots on a bogie is shown in Fig. 223 and

Fi(. 224 View or Undirframe (Removed from Bogie) Showing Swinging
Pivots (Alsthom)

a view of the pivots and transverse telescopic links (in which the control

springs are fitted) is shown in Fig. 224.

The pivots are carried in cross bearers between the traction motors. This
arrangement not only simplifies the design of the bogie compared with that
having a centre bearing but also gives support to the body at a lower height

than would otherwise be possible.

Lateral support of the body is provided at two points on each bogie by
links and springs, as shown in Fig. 223.

When transverse, rotary or longitudinal forces occur between the body
and the bogies the pivots are displaced from their normal (vertical) position,

transverse movements being controlled by the springs in the telescopic links

and longitudinal movements being restricted by the side-play in these links

and connexions. Rotary movement of a bogie relative to the body causes the

pivots to take up equal inclinations in opposite directions, and the control

springs produce a strong restoring couple. This feature, together with the
articulation of the axle-boxes, has given the locomotive remarkable riding

* Performance data are given m Engineering, Vol. 174, p. 664. See also BuUetin of the

International Railway Congress AssocuUion, VoL 1, p. 173.
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qualities at high speeds, and tests have i^hown that the lateral forces on the
track rails are of relatively small magnitude.

The suspension springs are underslung and, with rubber springs in series,

are connected by equalizing levers. At the extreme ends spiral springs, in

addition to the rubber springs, are fitted.

Each axle is driven by a 765-h.p., 750-V series motor with compensating
windings, the drive being through twin resilient gearing to a quill and link

coupling of the type illustrated in Fig. 207.

The motor equipment is arranged for double series-parallel control with a
total of 40 starting steps (18 series, 12 series-parallel, 10 parallel). In addition
five weak-field steps (by inductive shunting) are provided, so that a total of

Fia. 225. 4,500-H.P. Locomotive with Tandem-motor Equipment
(Swiss Locomotive and Machine Works)

Driving axles and combination bogie in position foi placing of body (without motors).

18 economical running speeds can be obtained. The provision of the weak-field
steps in the series and series-parallel combinations enables the locomotive to
be employed when necessary on freight traffic.

Frame-type Locomotive with Tandem Motors. Reference No. 5 gives data
of a mixed-traffic locomotive (class ID^l) in service on the Nederlands Railways,
The 1-hour rating is 4,500 h.p, and the maximum speed is 100 m.p.h.

The mechanical design incorporates the (Jombination bogie (with a driving
axle and a guiding axle as shown in Fig. 225) developed by the Swiss Locomotive
Works. The two central driving axles have a rigid wheel-base in the main
frame, and the bogies are connected thereto by swivelling centres, the buffing-
and draw-gear being fitted to the main frame. Such an arrangement gives
easier running on curves and less wear on the rails than the alternative arrange-
ment with all driving axles in the main frame and a guiding bogie at each end.

The main frame is built up of plates and rolled sections, and the sides of the
body are rigidly fixed to it to give additional stiffness. This structure is

supported on the two central axles by laminated springs with equalizing levers,
and on the bogies by circular pads resting on spiral springs.

Provision is made, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 226, for counteracting
the unloading effect on the leading driving axle when starting with high
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tractive effort; the front end of the bogie being pulled upwards by a system

of levers actuated by compressed air in a cylinder. '
,

The eight motors (which are arranged in pairs above each driving axle)

are mounted in the body of the locomotive, and are inserted and removed
through openings in the side walls, a portable platform being employed for these

operations. Each pair of motors drive, through double-reduction gearing, a

gear-wheel centrally located on a quill between the driving wheels as shown in

Fig. 208, the final transmission from gear-wheel to axle being by springs and a
flexible coupling.

II. Single-phase Locomotives

(16f c/s, 25 c/s, 50 c/s)

Modern designs of single-phase locomotives for passenger and freight services

Fici. 22ti. Axle Loadings with and without Equalizing Device

Ay normal axle loadings (metric tons), locomotive stationary; B, axle loadings with draw-bar
puli of 18,260 kg without equalizing device; C, axle loadings with draw-bar pull of

18,200 kg with equalizing device.

are invariably of the individual-axle type, but many locomotives of older

design with collective drives are in operation.

Compared with high-voltage d.c. locomotives a single-phase locomotive

has much simpler control and auxiliary equipment, and the interior of the body
shows much less congestion and complication, due to the low voltage of the

motors and the absence of rheostats.

Bogie Locomotives with Frame-mounted Motors. A good example of a
passenger locomotive of medium power is the present class BqBq 56-ton locomo-

tive (series Re 4/4) of the Swiss Federal Railways, of which an outline of the

general arrangement and the layout of the interior is shown in Fig. 227. This

locomotive, reference No. 6, has a 1 -hour rating of 2,300 h.p.* and is designed

for a maximum speed of about 80 m.p.h. The three leading Swiss electrical

works (Brown-Boveri, Oerlikon, Secheron) and the Swiss Locomotive Works
collaborated in the design and shared the constructional work of the many
locomotives now in service.

The bogie is shown in Fig. 228. The bolster is supported by laminated
springs suspended by links on the outside of the frame, the links having a limited

freedom of both lateral and longitudinal movement. The bogie frame is

supported on side extensions of the axle boxes by spiral springs, inside of which

* When comparing the h.p. ratings of single-phase and d.c. locomotives it is importcmt
to reahze that in the former case the 1-hour rating may correspond to a speed of about
60 per cent of the maximum, whereas in the latter case the speed corresponding to the 1-hour
rating may be only 40 per cent of the maximum service speed.
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are oU-filled cylindrical guides, which also act as dashpots to control vertical

oscillations. Provision is made for counteracting the unloading effect on the'

Fia 229. Connexions between Transiormbb and One Groitp of
Contactors on Rk 4/4 Locomotive (Oerlikon)

leading axle when starting with high tractive-effort, pressure being applied
between the underframe and bogie by an air cylinder.
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The motors have a l-hour rating of 575 hp. at 415 V, 16f c/s, and the
drive is by springs enclosed in the gear-wheel, Fig. 206. The four motors are
permanently connected in parallel and supplied from a 1,660-kVA transformer
which has 12 tappings on the secondary winding for control purposes, and
additional tappings for the auxiliary supplies and train heating. Provision is

made for regenerative braking according to the exciter-motor scheme of Fig. 153.

Individual electro-pneumatic contactors (Fig. 134) are employed for control.

Fig 230. Partially-assemblfd Boon- showjno Discs, Gear Case,
Roller BEARINGS, m (Brown Boveri)

The 24 contactors for starting and speed eontiol (according to the scheme of
Fig. 131) are arranged in two equal groups and mounted on each side of the
transformer, so that only short connexions are necessary between the tappings
and contactors (Fig. 229), The transformer is shown in Fig. 142.

The main circuit-breaker is of the air-blast type.
Heavier 16§-c/5 locomotives (class 80 tons, 4,000 h p. and class C^Co,

120 tons, 6,000 h.p.) have recently been developed by Brown-Boveri, in
conjunction with the Swiss Locomotive Works, for mountain routes {Lotschherg-
Simplon and Ootthard). The BqBq locomotives have disc drives. Fig. 210, and
the CoCo locomotives have spring drives, Fig. 206. In both cases high-voltage
tap-changers are employed for speed control. Data of the BqBq locomotives
are given in reference No. 7.

Fig. 230 shows a partially assembled bogie with disc drive in which one of the
discs, (7, and the driving arm, JB, attached to the pinion stub-shaft, are visible.
The roller bearings supporting the gear case on the axle are shown at A,
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Heavy Freight Multiple-unit Bogie Locomotive. This locomotiye [class

BoBq, 107 tons, 2,600 h.p. (one unit), reference No. 8] is in service on the

Pennsylvania Railroad^ and is operate either singly or in combination with

other similar units up to a maximum of four units.

The trucks are ofthe swing-bolster M.C.B. type (Fig. 191 ) and each is equipped
with two nose-suspended motors, with single gearing and resilient gear wheels,

each motor being rated at 626 h.p. (cont.), 230 volts, 26 c/s, the locomotive

speed being 26*6 m.p.h. High short-time overload ratings are obtainable at

higher voltages (e.g. a peak of 1,300 h.p. at 33 m.p.h. at the end of the

accelerating period, and a short-time output of 1,060 h.p. at 41*6 m.p.h. for

hauling heavy trains over ruling gradients). The motors are of the normal
compensated-series type without resistive connexions in the armature.

To reduce the circulating currents at starting and at low speeds up to

7 m.p.h. two steps of field shunting are employed the initial step (speed range
0-3 m.p.h.) reducing the field current to 40 per cent of the full-field current.

Three values of commutating-pole shunting are employed to obtain good
commutation over the range of operating speeds, the initial shunt being non-
inductive and the subsequent shunts being inductive (combination of resistance

and reactance).

The transformer is rated at 2,655 kVA : it is immersed in Pyranol and cooled

by forced ventilation. Tappings on the secondary winding, in conjunction

with contactors connected according to the scheme of Fig. 131, give 21 operating

voltages from 66 V to 696 V for the two groups of motors, each group consisting

of two motors connected in series.

Rheostatic braking (for controlling the speed of trains descending gradients)

is obtained by operating the traction motors as separately-excited d.c. generators

loaded with fixed resistors, the braking torque being controlled, in 17 steps,

by adjustment of the excitation of the exciter. Each traction motor can
absorb 750 h.p. within the limits prescribed by heating and commutation.

The auxiliary motors, except those driving the blowers, are of the single-

phase induction type with split-phase starting. The blower motors are of the

two-speed, three-phase, induction type and are supplied from an auxiliary

three-phase alternator.*

Locomotives with Collective Drive. Fig. 231 shows the general arrangement,
and the layout of the equipment, of a class ICl, 78-ton, 2,000-h.p., 16f c/s

locomotive employed for mixed traffic on the Swedish Stale Railways,^ The
horizontal connecting rods are driven by a jack-shaft which is geared to a twin
motor, twin gearing with resilient pinions being employed. The control gear

is of the electro-magnetic contactor t3rpe, the contactors and reverser operating

with single-phase current.

The main transformer (which also supplies 200-kVA for train heating) is

oil cooled with forced oil circulation, the oil being cooled in a separate multi-

tubular cooler.

Fig. 232 shows the general arrangement of a class 1C, 48-ton, 700-h.p.,

16f c/s shunting locomotive with collective drive. The single motor is geared to

the jack-shaft by twin gearing with resilient pinions in which slipping couplings

Further details are given in a paper, by Messrs. Qowans, Widell, Bredenberg, on “A
New Electric Locomotive for the Pennsylvania Railroad,*’ Trans, A.I,E,E.y Vol. 71. p. 27.

fLocomotives with individual-axle drives are also in service for high-speed passenger
and low- to medium-speed freight traffic.
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are incorporated to relieve the armature from impacts incidental to shunting

service. •

The motor is controlled by a 13-8tep motor-driven tapping switch which is

Fjo. 2S2. Shunting I-^oc’omotivk (Swiss Kailways) with
COLLLCTIVE DKIVE (BhOWN BoVEKI)

built on the oil-cooled transformer. The cab has two driving positions, and
all controls are mechanically coupled so that the driver may commence a
switching operation at one position and, if necessary, complete it at the other
position.

Locomotives with Distributed Collective Drive. This drive is employed when
the overall wheel-base required for the coupled driving axles is greater than

Fig. 233. Heavy Fheight Locomotive (Swiss Federal Railways)
(Oerlikon)

that which can be accommodated in a single frame. An example is shown in

Fig. 233 which refers to a heavy freight locomotive (class 1C + Cl, 130 tons,

3,060 h.p., 16|c/s). The two articulated trucks each have three coupled
driving axles and each jack-shaft is geared to a twin motor, a resilient pinion

being fitted to each end of the armature shafts.
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Bogie Locomotives with 50-c/s Series Motors. A locomotive (class CqGq,

108 tons, 4,300 h.p., reference No. 9) was built for the French National Railways
to test the capabilites ofan equipmentwith 60-c/s series motors for hauling passen-
gerand freight trains (up to 600 and 1 ,350 tons respectively) over a hilly route with
a maximum gradient of 2^ per cent. Provision is made for regenerative braking
(according to the scheme of Fig. 153) and for operation at low speeds over
1,500-V d.c. tracks at junction stations for the transfer of trains from the a.c.

to the d.c. (1,500-V) system and vice versa. The simplest solution to the latter

problem was the conversion of the 1,500-V d.c. input to 50-c/s single-phase

Fig, 234 General Arrangement and Layout of Equipment
ON 4,300 H.P., 50-C/8 Locomotive (Obrlikon)

Index to equipment—

1

, Mam (h v . a c ) ( ircuit breaker 2, d c circuit breaker, 3, transfoimei

,

4, motor-alternator set
, 5, mam contactors, 6, reversers, 7. equipment for regenerative

braking, 8, change-over switch (a c to d ( ), », 16. 17, auxiUary contactors, 10, blowers,
11, air compressor, 12, Arno conveitcr 13, liaftery 14, lelays, 16, non-mductive

shunts for commutating-pole windings

power in a motor-alternator set, a rating of 400 kVA sufficing for the shunting
duties of the locomotive. The general layout of the equipment is shown in

Fig. 234.

The motors have been described in Chapter V. For normal running two
motors are permanently connected in series, and the three pairs are connected
in parallel and supplied from the tapped secondary winding of the transformer.

Sixteen voltage steps are obtained with eight tappings, using the scheme
shown in Fig. 131. Tap changing on the low-voltage side was employed to

enable the output of the motor-alternator, when operating from the 1,500-V
d.c. system, to be fed into a suitable tapping on the secondary winding. Without
such dual operation tap changing on the high-voltage side would have been
adopted.

The auxiliary motors are of the three-phase induction type and are supplied
from a phase converter (Arno system).

A number of bogie locomotives (class B^Bq, 73 tons, 1,660 h.p.) equipped with



i.

Fio. 235b Drivinq Cab of Locomotive of Fig 236a (A C E C )

The nine Instruments are arranged to measure the followlng--<i) current In each motor.
(11) exciter current (during braking), (111) Une voltage and current, (Iv) battery voltage

and current
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50-c/s series motors arc in service on the Katanga lines (3 ft 6 in. gauge) of the
Belgian Congo Railways* A view of a locomotive is shown in Fig. 235a, the
driving cab is shown in Fig. 235b, and one of the bogies, with a twin motor
being placed in position, is shown in Fig. 235c. The twin motors are mounted on
the frames of the bogies and each is gean^d to a quill which is coupled to each
driving wheel by six spiral springs.

Fig. 235c, Twin Motor bring Placed in Position on Boi.ie. (A.C.E.(\)

Each of the individual motors of a twin motor is rated at 208 h.})., 240 V,
the armature speed being 1,580 r.p.m. The maximum armature speed is

2,330 r.p.m. and the corresponding locomotive speed, with 1,150 mm (45*2-in.)

wheels, is 43*5 m.p.h. The two motors are connected jicrmanently in series, so
that the full-load terminal voltage of a twin motor is 480 V, the corresponding
current being 850 A, and the efficiency and power-factor being 82*5 per cent and
0*93 respectively. The armatures have high-resistance connexions between the
coils and commutator segments. The stators have ten poles with excitation,
compensating and shunted commutating-pole windings.

Starting and speed control is effected by a groiq) of 16 contactors (Fig. 141 a)
according to the scheme of Fig. 131, the four twin motors being connected in

parallel.

As the railway has a long gradient of 1*25 ])er cent provision is made for
rheostatic braking. The excitation windings of all the motors are connected in
series to a d.c. exciter, and the armature circuits of each twin motor are con-
nected to separate loading rheostats.

All auxiliary motors are of the single-phase induction type.

III. Phase-conveeter, Motok-oenerator and
Rectifier Locomotives

On these locomotives the single-phase energy from the contact wire is converted
* Details of this electrification are given in Bulletin of the International Railway Congress

Association^ Vol. IV, p. 49. The locomotives and sub-stations were equipped by A.O.E.C.
(Charleroi).
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into either three-phase alternating current or direct current for use in the trac-

tion motors. The object of such conversion is to ovei/come the limitations of

25-c/s and 50-c/s single-phase series-motor equipments when heavy starting

duty or large-scale regenerative braking are required.

Phase-converter Locomotives. Locomotives equipped with a, fixed^frequency

phase converter and change-pole motors were developed some years ago by
the Westinghouse Corporation—for the Norfolk and Western, and the Vir-

ginian railways—and by Ganz & Co. for the Hungarian State Railways.

The operating conditions on the two American railways involved the

haulage of heavy coal and freight trains over mountain ranges, regenerative

braking being necessary on the down grades. The locomotives—class

2 (IB + Bl), 135 tons, 6,000 h.p., 25 c/s—were equipped with eight 8/4 pole,

three-phase, slip-ring induction motors, arranged in pairs, each pair being
geared to a jack-shaft from which the wheels were driven by side-rods. The
operating speeds were about 14 and 28 m.p.h.

Electrical operation on the Norfolk and Western lines has been abandoned,
and locomotives recently acquired by the Virginian Railway have been of the

motor-generator type to give greater flexibility in speed control.

On the Hungarian railways the single-phase trolley wire is supplied, through

transformers, from a three-phase 50-c/s transmission network. The operating

conditions involve the hauling of passenger and freight trains over about
1 20 miles of route with a long, but not severe, gradient.

The original (26) four-speed locomotives—class IDl, 93 tons, 2,500 h.p.,

50 c/s—were equipped with a synchronous phase converter and a single change-

pole traction motor (Fig. 65), the coupled wheels being driven by inclined

connecting rods.

The phase converter has an oil-cooled stator, and a water-cooled rotor.

The single-phase primary winding is designed for the line voltage (16 kV),

the secondary winding (which supplies the traction motor) is a three-six phase
winding, and a light three-phase tertiary winding supplies the auxiliaries.

In recent Ganz multi-frequency locomotives—class BqCq, 83 tons, 3,200 h.p.

—

the phase converter is coupled to a frequency converter, and frequencies of

25, 75, 100, 125 c/s arc obtained by changing the number of poles in the latter

machine and reversing the direction of the rotating field. The scheme is shown
diagrammatical ly in Fig. 236. The traction motors are of the slip-ring type
with iion-pole-changing windings. Five synchronous speeds are obtained

corresponding to the frequencies 25, 50, 75, 100, 125 c/s. The higher frequencies

and the individual -axle drives have enabled a considerable reduction to be made
in the weight of the equipment (jompared with former locomotives in spite of

the extra converting machine.
This multi-frequency scheme may be extended by employing a continuously

variable frequency, and if the voltage applied to the motors is proportional

to the frequency, the motors will operate with constant flux. In such a case

squirrel-cage motors may be employed with a conseciueiit reduction in weight.

Developments along these lines are in progress in France.

Motor-generator Locomotives (a.c./d.c.). This type of locomotive is parti-

cularly suitable for heavy freight traffic on mountain grades on account of the

flexibility and smoothness of speed control during both motor operation and
regenerative braking. It is also particularly suitable for dual operation at full

power on both a.c. and d.c. systems.
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In each case the d.c. traction motors—connected either all in parallel or in

series'parallel groups—are supplied at variable voltage from a separately-

excited generator, or a group of generators, driven by an a.c. motor, the excita-

tion being controlled by a rheostat in the field circuit of the exciter. For
regenerative braking the field windings of the traction motors are separately

excited (from another exciter) and the recuperated power is supplied to the
generator (which now acts as a motor) and returned to the supply system
via the a.c. side of the motor-generator. Control of the recuperated power
is effected chiefiy by adjustment of the excitation of the exciter.

Powerful locomotives are in operation on the Cascade section of the Great
Northern Railway (U.S.A.) and the Virginian Railway.* A dual-operation

Fig. 236 . Ganz MTiLTi-rREQirRN(’Y Scheme eor Spx,it-fhahe Locomotive

trial locomotive (20 kV, single-jihase, 50 c/s and 1,500 V d.c.) has been built for

the French National Railways.
The Virginian locomotives are of the double-unit articulated type and have

a continuous rating at the rail of 6,800 h.p. at a speed of 15*75 m.p.h. The
total weight (all adhesive) is 460 tons which is distributed between 16 axles,

each of which is equipped with a nose-suspended motor. The eight motors
of one unit are supplied by two generators driven by a 4,000-h.p. single-phase

synchronous motor, each generator supplying four motors.

Rectifier Locomotives. Recent developments in the design and construction

of mercury-arc rectifiers have enabled them to be adapted to locomotive (and
also motor-coach) service. Two types are in use—one having all the anodes
in a single tank, and the other having each anode in a separate tank (ignitron

type).

The unsmoothed output current of a single-phase rectifier, however, if

applied to normal d.c. traction motors would cause overheating and bad
commutation, due to the pulsations of the flux. Hence either the l(W-c/s ripple

must be reduced (by means of a “low-pass” filter) to a value which is not

For details of the design and equipment, see Trans, A,8,M,E, (1949); General
Electric Beview, Vol. 51 (June/July, 1948).
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harmfu] (i.e. about 20 per cent, or less, of the fundamental), or the construction
of the motor must be modified to allow the pulsatioiis in the commutating*
flux to follow instantaneously those of the current, and the series field winding
must be shunted non-inductively to bypass the a.c. component of the current
and thereby obtain a non-pulsating flux.*

Locomotives incorporating these principles and different schemes of rectifier

operation have been built by European and American manufacturers.f

l^ed Traffic Bogie Locomotive with Pompless, Air-cooled» Single-tank
Rectifiers. This locomotive (class 78 tons, 2,840 h.p., 60 c/s, reference

Fio. 237. General Arrangement and Layout or Rectifier
Locomotive (Alsthom)

Index to equipment—1, transformer; 2, contactors; 8, oil cooler for transformer; 4, rectifiers;

5, air compressor; 6, control apparatus; 7, blowers for traction motors; 8, oil pump (for
transformer), 9, auxiliary equipment for rectifiers; 10, battery (for control circuits).

No. 10) built by Alsthom is in service on the 20-kV, 50-c/8 line of the French
National Railways. The leading dimensions and the layout of the equipment
in the cab are shown in Fig, 237, from which it will be observed that there are

two rectifiers and a common transformer.

* Details of researches into the operation and performance of series motors fed with
pulsating current are given in the following papers by Monsieur M. Blondet—**Quelques
probl^mes particuliers 'aux locomotives ^ redresseurs,” Bulletin, Soc, de la Frangaiae dee
Electriciene, 7th series, Vol. I, (1951), p. 663; “Le moteur k courant ondul6,” Revue
Electrique et Mecanique, No. 86 (1951), p. 1.

t Details of American locomotives are given in a paper, by Messrs. Whittaker and
Hutchison on ‘‘Pennsylvania Railroad Ignitron Rectifier Locomotive.** Trane, A,I,E,E,,
Vol. 71, p. 37.
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Fig. 238 ^hows one of the rectifiers which is rated at 830 A, 1 ,350 V con-

tinuously and 1,200 A for 10 min. The six main anodes are connected in two
groups, each with three anodes m parallel, to form a single-phase full-wave

rectifier. The anode groups are supplied with variable voltage according to

the scheme shown in Fig. 239. The voltage applied to each anode is the algebraic

sum of a constant portion (due to the secondary windings of the main

m

FiCf 238 MiTTTi ANOUL ULCTiiirn poji I^or omotivf (Ai.sthom)

transformer) and a variable portion derived from the tapped winding the

polarity of which may be reversed relatively to the e.m.f’s. of Sy and An
auto-transformer, provides the centre tap for the rectifier circuit.

The excitation anodes are supplied with direct current. Another pair of

auxiliary anodes, fed from an auxiliary transformer, supply rectified current
at 175 V for the motor driving the air compressor.

The two motors on each bogie are supplied by separate rectifiers. Each
motor has a 1-hour rating of 710 h.p. at 675 V, the corresponding locomotive
speed being 36*4 m.p.h. Nose suspension and resilient gear-wheels are employed.
The electrical design incorporates the features previously mentioned for

pulsating-current operation, and the series-field windings are permanently
shunted non-inductively. An iron-cored reactor is connected in series with
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each pair of motors, as shown in Fig. 239, to reduce the current ripple to a value

which can be tolerated in so far as the performance of the motor is concerned:

IV. Three-phase Locomotives

Three-phase locomotives for operating on low-frequency, medium-voltage

systems are characterized by their extreme simplicity, owing to the absence

of transformers and tap-changing gear. Typical freight and passenger loco-

motives in service on the Italian State Railways are illustrated in Fig. 240.

The freight locomotive (Class E, 3,300 V) is equipped with two 1,200 h.p.

motors, which are controlled on the cascade-parallel system, the synchronous

speeds—corresponding to normal frequency (I6| c/s)—being 15-5m.p.h. and

Transformtr
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Fig. 2.39. Scheme of Connexions for Kei’Tifikr Loi’omottvk (Alsthom)

31 m.p.h. A large number of these locomotives are in service on the Giovi-

Genoa lines, on which the gradients are long and heavy, the maximum gradient

being 3*5 per cent. The total weight of the locomotive is 70 tons, all of which

is on the driving wheels. Two locomotives (one hauling and the other pushing)

are capable of handling freight trains weighing 330 tons (excluding the locomo-

tives) over the Giovi lines at a speed of 30*3 m.p.h. up the gradients. On the

return journey (down the gradients) two locomotives are coupled together at

the front of the train, and the gradients are descended at a speed of about

33 m.p.h. with the motors acting as induction (asynchronous) generators,

from 600 to 800 kW being returned to the supply system by each locomotive.

The performance of these freight locomotives has been highly satisfactory,

and their adoption on the Giovi lines has enabled the capacity of these lines

under steam conditions to be nearly trebled, this increase in capacity being

due to the higher speeds and the heavier trains.*

The passenger locomotive (class IDl, 3,300 V) is equipped with two 1,300 h.p.

three-speed induction motors, which are controlled on the changeable-pole

* For interesting data relating to the Giovi lines and the performance of the electric

locomotives, see The Engineer, Vol. 117, pp. 89, 115, 143, 194. See also a paper, by G.
Bianchi, on “Some Data concerning Railway Electrification in Italy,” Jonm.
Vol. 69. p. 326.
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cascade-parallel system. The four synchronous speeds—corresponding to a
frequency of 16| c/s are—23, 32, 46, and 64 m.p.h. The corresponding tractive

Fig. 240 . Three-phase Freight and Passenger Locomotives (Italian
State Kailways) with Bianchi Drive (Brown Boveri and Breda)

efforts (continuous ratings) are 18,740, 26,455, 26,455 and 15,4301b. The
weight of the locomotive is 92 tons of which 64 tons is adhesive.
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TABLE VIlA
Data of d.c. Electric Locomotives

—

4 '
8i^ gauge

Reference No. 1 2 3 4 5
Railway * . . British British Italian French Neder-

lands

Class* . . . . Co Co Bo + Bo Bo Bo Co Co 1 Do It

Length over body 55' 6" 47' 0" 47' 2" 57' 10" 49' 2"

Width overall 8' 5" 9' 0" 8' 7" 9' 9" 9' 8"

Height over collector (min) 12' 8" 13' 9" 14' 6" 13' 9" 15' 3"

Total weight (tons) 105 89 72 102 100
Adhesive weight (tons) . 105 89 72 102 72
Total wheel base 44' 6" 35' 0" 34' 1" 47' 3" 39' 0"

Bogie wheel base 16' 0" 11' 6" 10' 4" 15' 11" 8' Oi"
Diameter of driving wheels 42" 50" 49]:" 49i" 61"

Diameter of pony wheels — — _ — 43J"
Distribution voltage 660 1,500 3,000 1,500 1,500
Normal motor voltage . 400 750 1,500 750 750
Number of motors 6 4 4 6 8

H.p. of each motor ( 1 hr) 245 465 530 765 560
Typo of geared drive single

direct
1

single

direct

single

quill

twin
quill

S.L.M.

Gear ratio ....
Tractive effort at 1-hr rating

3-83 412 4-06 2-606 3-56

(lb) . . . . 19,500 15,400t 23,700 35,000 25,140
Speed at 1-hr rating (m.p.h.) . 28-5 451 33*5 43-5 63*4

Maximum speed (m.p.h.) 75 65 90 125 100
Number of running speeds 26 6 18 15

Initial letters A, 11, C, 1), E denote 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 coupled driving axles, respectively, in a truck. The sub-
script 0 denotes that the driving axles ot a truck are not coupled. Numerals denote the number of pony axles.

The plus ( + ) sign denotes that trucks are connected together by a link or hinge,

t Weak held, t Manufactuier’s ( Ussitlcatiou. Alternative elassihcation 1Alio A.1.

TABLE VTIii

Data of Single-phase Electric Locomotives -4' SJ" gai ge

Reference No. 6
Swiss

7

Lotsch-
8

Penn-
9 10

Railway Federal borg sylvania French French
Class .... Bo Bo Bo Bo Bo Bo Co Co Bo Bo

Length over body 44' 45' 10" 52' 53' 38' 9"

Width over all 8' 10" 8' 10" 10' 9' 10" 10'

Height over collector (min) 14' 9" 14' 9" 15' 14' 3" 14' 6"

Total weight (tons) 56 80 107 104 78
Total wheel base . 35' 6" 37' 8" 39' 10" 43' 3" 29' 4"

Bogie wheel base .
9' 10' 8" 11' 13' 9" 9' 8"

Diameter of driving wheels 41" 49J''
48" 55" 49]"

Distribution voltage 15,000 15,000 11,000 20,000 20,000
Frequency . m 16S 25 50 50
Normal motor voltage . 415 395 230 230 675*
Number of motors 4 4 4

1

® 4
H.p. of each motor (1 hr) 575 1,000 650

1

720 710
Type of geared drive spring

quill

cardan
disc

direct spring
quill

direct

Gear ratio ....
Tractive’ effort at 1-hr rating

2-85 2-22 3-95 2-68 4-375

(lb) 17,600 31,300 38,400 38,350 28,400
Speed at 1-hr rating (m.p.h.) .

46-7 46-7 25-5 40-4 36-4

Maximum speed (m.p.h.) 78 78 65 62 65
Number of voltage steps 24 28 21 16 29

D.C. motors fed from rectifiers.

II—(T.5043)
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V. SbLF-PBOPBLLBD (ThBRMO-BLBCTRIO) iiOCOMOTIVBS

In this category are included locomotives with electric driving motors supplied

from a power plant on the locomotive itself, the prime mover being either a
steam or gas turbine or an internal combustion engine.

The steam turbo-electric locomotive is only suitable for large powers, and
although locomotives have been built there is little prospect of further develop-

ments because of the future possibilities of the gas turbo-electric locomotive
and the extended application of the Diesel-electric locomotive, in the multiple-

unit form, to large powers.

The gas turbo-electric locomotive is in the development stage, trial loco-

motives having been built in Switzerland, America and Great Britain. These
single-unit locomotives are of high power (2,000 to 4,500 h.p.) and are designed

for long-distance passenger and freight traffic.* The highest ratings have a
lower weight and a shorter overall length than a Diesel-electric locomotive of
equivalent output.

Principle ol Gas Tuibo-electric Locomotive. The power plant, Figs. 241, 242,

consists of a gas turbine, B, Fig. 241, running at a speed of about 7,000 r.p.m.,

coupled to an axial-flow compressor, C', and a speed-reducing gear, from which
one or more variable-voltage d.c. generators, F, are driven, the output of which
is utilized by the traction motors, four or more being employed, each with an
individual-axle drive.

After being started and brought up to about one-third of normal speed by
an auxiliary motor, the turbine operates on the open-cycle system in the follow-

ing manner. Low-grade fuel oil and hot air from the compressor (at a
pressure of 4 to 5 atmospheres) in the correct proportions are ignited in an
ignition chamber (forming part of the combustion chamber). The gas so formed
is mixed with a considerably larger volume of compressed air and supplied to

the turbine, the inlet temperature being about 600 to 700°C. Although at

full load the compressor absorbs about 65 per cent of the power developed by
the turbine the thermal efficiency of the turbine-unit and gearing is of the order

of 20 per cent.

As the turbine, in common with other internal combustion engines, is best

suited for constant output conditions—^the torque having a definite limiting

value—the control system must provide for the regulation of the generator

output to a constant value under normal running conditions. The governor
of the turbine therefore tends to maintain the speed constant by regulating

the fuel supply, and the generator is designed with a drooping volt-ampere
characteristic in conjunction with a field rheostat, servo-operated from the
governor gear.

Diesel-electric Main-line Locomotives. Loading-gauge and track restrictions

usually limit the size of power-unit (i.e. engine and generators) which can be
installed on a locomotive to about 1,600 h.p. (continuous rating), and when
more power is required two or more locomotive-units are employed. In North
America locomotive-units of 1 ,600 h.p. have been standardized and are employed
extensively for passenger and freight traffic, usually with two, three or four

* Technical information is given in articles and papers in

—

Engineering

,

Vol. 173,

pp. 161, 193; Engineer, Vol. 189, p. 608; Vol, 193, pp. 176, 237, 283; Trane. AJ.E,E,,
Vol. 69, pp. 604-18; Brown Boveri Beview, Vol. 32, p. 363; Vol. 33, pp. 263, 270; Metro-
politan- Vickers Gazette, Vol. 24 (1952), p. 187.
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units close-coupled and controlled from one driving position. The overall

length of one 1,600-h.p. unit is about 53 ft and the weight is about 107 tons.

The power unit of such a locomotive consists of a twelve-cylinder (V for-

mation) pressure-charged, four-stroke-cycle engine, with a normal speed of

about 1,000 p.p.m., direct coupled to two d.c. generators—^main (variable

voltage) and auxiliary (constant voltage). The main generator supplies the

traction motors and the auxiliary generator supplies the control and auxiliary

circuits.

British-built 1,600-h.p. locomotives have a sixteen-cylinder engine with a

normal speed of 750 r.p.m. The layout of the plant on a locomotive is shown
in Fig. 243.

Control System. With main-line locomotives the full power of the engine

may be required for a large portion of the running period. As the engine has a

800
|

Amperes

Fig. 244 . Volt-Ampere Characteristics of Generator with Self-excited
AND Separately-excited Differential Field Windings

Each load characteristic corresponds to a definite (constant) exciting current in the separately-
excited field winding. The stepped curve shows how a constant output may be obtained by

a change of excitation at a particular point on each characteristic.

definite limiting torque and a relatively small overload capacity the generator
voltage must be controlled so that the output at the particular engine speed is

within the capabilities of the engine.

Although a drooping volt-ampere characteristic can be obtained at constant
speed by self-excited shunt and differential-series windings, such a charac-

teristic has not the correct shape to utilize the full output of the engine over a
wide range of train speeds. A characteristic of the desired shape may be obtained
either by the addition of a separately-excited winding to the self-excited

shimt generator (the exciting current being controlled by a load-sensitive

servo-operated field rheostat) or by supplying the whole of the excitation from
an amplidyne exciter with transductor (saturable-core reactor) control. The
former method is employed in this country and by European manufacturers
of Diesel-electric locomotives: the latter method is employed in Alco-G.E.
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(U.S.A.) locomotives.* Fig. 244 shows how the drooping volt-ampere

characteristics ofa generator with sejf-excited and separately-excited differential

field windings may be modified, by suitably controlling the current in the latter,

to give constant output, at constant engine speed, over a wide range of train

speeds. A similar constant-output characteristic may be obtained with cumu-

lative windings by suitably controlling the current in the separately-excited

winding. In this case the individual load characteristics corresponding to

definite (constant) currents in the separately-excited windings converge at the

horizontal axis and diverge at the vertical axis.

When reduced power is required for propulsion the engine speed is reduced

to economize fuel consumption, but the speed reduction must be related to

the power requirements and the limiting current of the generator. For express

passenger traffic under British conditions, three engine speeds (55, 80, 100 per

cent) are sufficient.

Automatic Regulator. Several forms of servo-mechanism are in use for

operating and controlling the power-driven field rheostat which regulates the

LV.Supply^

current in the separately-excited field winding of the generator. The moving

contact may be operated either electrically or hydraulically (using oil from the

engine lubricating system), but the control is always by an oil-operated servo

mechanism.
Fig. 245 shows a scheme of electric operation. The moving contact of the

field rheostat is driven, through gearing and a slipping clutch, by a small series

motor, M, which has a separate field winding for each direction of rotation. The

armature is normally shunted by a resistor, Rh, but when rapid motion is

required this circuit is opened by a small contactor, H, The motor is controlled

by two relays and the limit switches, on the field rheostat, the

operating coils of the relays being controlled by contacts K actuated by the

engine governor, these contacts being spring-biased to the lower position.

The servo mechanism consists of a pilot valve, B, operated by the governor,

A, which controls the flow of oil to a cylinder, C, the piston of which actuates

the fuel valve through linkwork which includes a telescopic link, D. When the

fuel valve is fully open further movement of the governor, due to increased

load, causes the moving contact K to move upwards and close the control

circuit of relay 82 ^
thereby operating the rheostat and reducing the effective

excitation of the generator. When the engine speed returns to normal the

* For details see a series of papers in Trans, A,I,E,E., Vol. 66, pp. 233-246,
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moving contact K occupies a neutral position between the fixed contacts.

A sudden drop or rise in engine speed causes the inner moving contacts of K
to energize contactorH thereby producing rapid movement of the field rheostat.

The field windings, cumulatively.

One form of hydraulically-operated field rheostat, largely used on Continental

Diesel-electric plants is shown in Pig. 246. The lever A is connected by linkwork

to the engine governor and actuates the valves controlling the servomotor

Fig. 246. Brown Boveri Servo operated Keoulator

operating the field rheostat. DifiTcrent torque settings are obtained by moans
of solenoids, J5, energized from the master controller, a(‘tuating the plungers, 0,

connected to the lever system.

Engine Starting. The cranking of the engine at starting is performed by
operating the main generator as a motor, a special series winding being provided.

Power is supplied from a storage battery.

Diesel-electric Shunting Locomotives. These locomotives have superseded

steam locomotives for shunting operations in many marshalling yards. A
typical locomotive weighs 47 tons and is eijuipped with a 350-h.p., 6-cylinder

engine and a pair of traction motors which drive, through double-reduction

gearing, three coupled axles.*

The operating conditions of shunting locomotives do not warrant such

elaborate control systems as are necessary for locomotives handling traffic,

and a simple control system, involving field control of the main generator and
speed control of the engine, has given satisfactory results in practice.

* Some details, including a drawing, are given m a paper, by F. A. Harper, on “Diesel

Electric Locomotives of the British Railways,” Proc. I.E,E., Vol. 97, Pt. 1a, p. 188. See
also a paper, by Messrs. Mardis and Jowett, on “The Electrical Equipment of Diesel-

electric Locomotives and Motor-coach trains,” Ibid, p. 262.



CHAPTER XVni

TRAIN RESISTANCE

Train resistance is the term applied to the forces resisting the motion of a
train when it is running at uniform speed on a straight and level track. Under
these conditions the whole of the energy output from the driving axles is

expended against train resistance. Thus a portion is expended against friction

internal to the rolling stock (which consists of friction at the journals, guides,

bogies, buffers, etc.)
;
another portion is expended against the external resis-

tances between the rolling stock and the track (e.g. rolling friction between the

wheels and rails, flange friction between the wheels and rails, resistances

resulting from the temporary deflection of the track due to the passage of the

train over it)
;
and the remaining portion is expended against air resistance.

Components of Train Resistance. The internal and external resistances

together constitute the mechanical resistance component of train resistance.

These resistances do not admit of detailed analysis on account of their varied

and uncertain nature. For example, flange friction depends largely upon
accidental conditions such as oscillation of the coaches, lateral wind pressure,

etc., while the track resistance is influenced by the condition of the track, the

strength of the rails, and the nature of the ballast.

It is probable that some of these resistances increase with the speed, while

others may be unaffected or may even decrease with the speed. At low and
moderate speeds (between 5 m.p.h. and 40 m.p.h.) we are probably correct in

assuming that the mechanical resistance increases directly with the speed,

but at higher speeds there is evidence to show that this relation does not hold
good. In fact the train-resistance testsf carried out on the Marienfelde-

Zossen experimental track indicate that, for the particular coaches experimented
with, the mechanical resistance is practically constant between speeds of 90
and 125 m.p.h. At these high speeds, however, the train resistance consists

principally of air resistance, and the mechanical resistance is only a small

fraction of the total.

The mechanical resistance is generally assumed to be proportional to the

weight of the train, which assumption, for a given class of rolling stock, is

probably correct.

The air resistance is generally assumed to vary as the square of the velocity

of the train, and may be divided into two components, one associated with the
ends of the train and the other with the length of the train. The former includes

the head resistance and the suction effect at the rear, while the latter includes

the air friction on the sides, top, and underside of train, and is termed ‘'skin

friction.*'

The head resistance depends upon the exposed surface at right angles to

motion : it is largely influenced by the shape of the leading portion of the train

and the direction and velocity of the wind. With trains hauled by locomotives

* This law does not hold good for the very low speeds incidental to starting, as the
resistance under these conditions is very much greater than that at speeds above 4 to 5
m.p.h.—due to increased track resistance and journal friction.

t See Joum, Vol. 33, p. 894.

315
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the largest portion of the head resistance is encountered by the locomotive,

but with electric trains operated with motor coaches and trailers the whole

of the head resistance is encountered by the leading coach. By suitably shaping
the end of this coach, it is possible to obtain a considerable reduction in head
resistance.

The suction resistance is also affected by the shape of the end coach, but as
the magnitude of this resistance is only about one-tenth of the head resistance,

the shape of this portion of the train is not so important as that of the opposite
(or leading) end.

The manner in which air resistance is influenced by the contour of the
front and rear portions of the train is shown by the curves of Fig. 247, These

Fig. 247. Am-BESiSTANCE Curves for Motob-coacu with Various
Types of Vestibule

F—^flat end. P—parabolic.
A—partially rounded (standard II.S.A.). PW—parabolic wedge.

Note.—Full lines show the head resistance
; chain-dotted lines show the suction

resistance. The dotted curve is drawn through points calculated from equations

—

V = 0 0028 V* and p ^ 0 003 F*

curves indicate the results obtained by the St. Louis Railway Test Commision*
on an experimental motor coach fitted with vestibules of different forms, (i)

flat; (ii) partially rounded (the standard type on U.S. inter-urban cars)
;

(iii)

parabolic
;

(iv) parabolic wedge, the relative shapes being shown in Fig. 248.
The dotted curve represents the results of measurements of the air pressure

on the exposed surface of a coach, at right angles to the direction of motion."
Tests by Aspinall gave the law—p = O'OOBF^, and the high-speed Marienfelde-
Zossen tests gave the law—p = 0'0028F^, where p denotes the pressure in
lb per square foot and F the speed in m.p.h. The divergence between this

* Report of Electric Railway Test Commission (St. Louis), p. 634. The car on which the
air resistance tests were conducted had the following dimensions : Length over comer posts,
32 ft ; width, 8 ft 4 in .

;

height from side sills to top of roof, 9 ft 5 in.
;
projected area of

each vestibule (at right angles to motion), 96 sq. ft. The car body was specially mounted
on dynamometers, so that the total resistance and the head resistance could be measured
directly.
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curve and that for the flat vestibule is accounted for by the different methods
(indirect and direct) employed and the probability of reduced pressure near the^

edges of the vestibule.

The skin-resistance component of the air resistance depends on the length

of the train, the t}^ of coaches, the nature of the external fittings, projections,

etc. It is affected so some extent by side winds, and in the case of long trains

becomes an important item in the air resistance.*

Methods of Determining Train Resistance. The methods of conducting
train resistance tests with steam trains are

:
(i) by determining the draw-bar

S P PW
Fig. 248. Types of Vestibule used for Air-resistance Tests

speed
;

(ii) by allowing the train to coast (without the locomotive), and obtaining
an accurate record of the retardation.

The first method requires a dynamometer car, and has the disadvantage
that only a portion of the head resistance is included in the dynamometer
reading. This disadvantage is not apparent when considering trains hauled by
locomotives, as the largest portion of the head resistance is encountered by
the locomotive, and would be included in the resistance of the locomotive.

The train resistance is equal to the draw-bar pull, which, together with the
speed, is recorded graphically.

The second method has the drawback (which is associated with all coasting

tests on trains) that the whole of head resistance is encountered by the leading

coach, and therefore the retarding force on this coach is greater than that
on the following coaches. Consequently there is a tendency for the coaches
to crowd together, which produces greater oscillation and flange friction than
when the couplings are tight. The train resistance is obtained from the retarda-

tion in the following manner

—

The force necessary to produce a retardation of 1 m.p.h.p.s. on an effective

* Wind-tunnel tests on model trains have been carried out at the National Physical
Laboratory. Some ofthe results are shown graphically in a paper, by F. Lydall, on “Tractive
Resistance of Electric Trains,” Proc, Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 96.
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mass of 1 ton is 102 lb (p. 20). Hence, if pc is the retardation in m.p.h.p.s.,

and Wc is the effective mass of the train, the total retarding force will be

l02PcWc lb, which will be equal to the train resistance, provided that the train

is on a level track. It is essential that the contour of the track be accurately

known, as an “up’’ gradient of 1 in 1,000 corresponds to a retarding force of

2J lb per ton of train weight.

With electric trains the total train resistance can be determined by observing

the voltage and current input to the motors when the train is running at uniform
speed. The tractive effort and speed can then be deduced from the characteristic

curves of the motors : the tractive effort will correspond to the train resistance,

provided that the train is on the level and is not being accelerated.

With the usual motor equipment the free running speed of the train occurs

on the steep portion of the speed curve of the motor, so that a small error in

reading the current may result in a relatively large error in the speed. Moreover,
as free running is approached very slowly with the full motor equipment, a
long stretch of level track would be required in order to eliminate the above
sources of error. This objection can be overcome by using a train with a small

motor equipment. Thus, with several motors controlled on the multiple-unit

system, the train can be accelerated, by the whole equipment, to approximately
the speed required, and then a number of motors may be cut out, so that the
train may be kept running at uniform speed.

The coasting method of determining train resistance may also be used with
electric trains. In this case, however, the total resistance to motion includes

not only the train resistance, but also the friction in the motors and gears,

which, in trains equipped with several motors, may amount to a considerable

percentage of the total resistance. The effect of the revolving parts (armatures,

gears and wheels) must be taken into account in dedu(;ing the train resistance

from the observed retardation as the stored energy in these parts may, in some
cases, amount to over 10 per cent of that for the whole train.

Train Resistance Formulae. In view of the large number of variables

involved in train resistance, it is not surprising to find a large number of

formulae of varied forms to express the law of variation of train resistance

with speed. These formulae, when applied to a given train, will be found to

give widely divergent results. Hence train resistance formulae must be used
with discrimination, as, although each formula may be correct for the conditions

under which it was derived, the probability of similar conditions for the tests

of different investigators is very remote. Such items as the type of coach, the
nature of the track, and the method of testing would be quite sufficient to cause
large variations in the results.

Aspinall, many years ago, carried out tests on 22-ton British bogie coaches

hauled by a steam locomotive with a dynamometer car.* The formula he
deduced from the test results was

—

r = 2*5 4 V^I^Kbl + 0 0278i>) .... (33)

where r is the specific train resistancef in lb per ton of train weight, V is the
speed in miles per hour, and L is the length of the train in feet.

* Paper by Sir John Aspinall on “Train Resistance” {Min, of Proc, I,C,E,t Vol. 147,

p. 156). A collection of formulae is given on pp. 189-192.

t The customary method of expressing train resistance is in lb per ton of train weight,
which may be termed the “specific train resistance.”
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The results of tests on modern and heavier main-line bogie coaches, however,
show considerable divergence from Aspinall’s results when expressed in terms
of specific train resistance. For example, Stanier*, from tests on British

36-ton bogie coaches, derived the formula

—

r = 4(F + 12)/(F + 4*5) +
Fi-87/322 lb per ton, which, for speeds between 20 and 90 m.pih., can be
expressed by the more appropriate formula

—

r = 5*35 -j- 0*0016 F^. Again,

Clarke,t from tests in India on passenger stock, has derived the formulae

—

r 3*2 + 0*047F + 0*00235 F^ for 25-ton coaches
;

r = 3*2 + 0*0375F
+ 0*00205 F^ for 30-ton coaches and r — 3*2 0*0239F 4* 0*00161 F^ for

40-ton coaches.

From analyses of recent tests on passenger rolling stock in this country

and India, Lydall has suggested the following formula for the total tractive

resistance (in lb) of main-line trains hauled by electric locomotives.J

R = 6 6W + (0*35 + 0*05w)F2 . . . (33a)

where W denotes the total weight of the train (coaches plus locomotive) and
n the number of coaches.

However, in view of the wide differences in the bodies and running gear

of electric locomotives, it is desirable to estimate the tractive resistances of

locomotive and coaches separately, using the formulae given later.

General Equations for Train Resistance. From a consideration of the

separate components of train resistance, we should expect the law of variation

of resistance with speed to be of the form

—

R^a ^ hV f cF2

where R is the total train resistance in lb, F is the speed of the train in m.p.h.,

and a, 6, c, are constants related to the particular train and track. In this

equation the first two terms represent the mechanical resistances and the last

term represents the air resistance.

(a) Locomotive-hauled Trains. The author has examined the results of

Aspinall’s tests to ascertain if they conform to the law

i^-a + 6F^ cF2

It was found that the curves closely approximated this law, and the following

equations were obtained for the 5, 10 and 20 coach trains

—

5 coach train: R — 230 10-3F | 0*322 F^

10 coach train: R - 402 + 20*6F + 0*547 F^

20 coach train: R 800 + 35*2 F + 0*86 F^.

As the last term in these equations represents the air resistance, we can, by
estimating the head and suction resistances, arrive at an approximate value
for the skin resistance. Moreover, this value may be checked by determining
the difference in the air resistances for trains of different lengths. Treating the

tests on the 5 coach and 10 coach trains in this manner, we obtain, for the skin

resistance, an average value of 0*000035F^ lb per square foot of longitudinal

exposed surface.

Address to British Association, 1936. See Engineer, Vol. 162, p. 319.

t Technical paper No. 288M, Great Indian Peninsula Railway. See Engineer, Vol. 169,

p. 640 for abstracts and comments by C. F, Dendy Marshall.

t Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 98.
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For coaches with elliptical roofs, of the usual proportions on the main-line

railways of this country, the longitudinal exposed surface (S) per coach is

given approximately by
8 (square feet) == 0*35L^

where L is the length of the coach in feet and A is the transverse cross-section

of the coach body in square feet.

Hence, if the head resistance is taken at 0‘0028F^lb per square foot of

transverse exposed surface, the coefficient c in the general equation for train

resistance becomes
c = 00028m

1
0(m0\22nLA

= ^(0 0028H + 0*00001 22wi.) . . .(34)

where A; is a coefficient to include the effect of the shape of the end of the

coach (see below), A* is the ratio exposed transverse surface/cross-section of

coach body, n is the number of coaches in the train, L is the length of each

coach in feet, and A is the transverse cross-section of the coach body in square

feet. The following values, based on the curves of Fig. 247, may be taken for 1c.

Type of End of Coach (^ee Fig. 24S) k

Flat 10
Partially rounded (Standard U.S. int^'r-urban carH) . . 0*65

Parabolic ......... 0*3

Parabolic wedge ........ 0*28

A general expression for the total mechanical resistances can be deduced
from the above equations for the resistances of 5, 10 and 20 coach trains.

The values obtained for the constants a and 6, ])cr ton of train weight,

however, are inconsistent with those obtained from recent tests on modern British

main-line coaches, the latter giving a between 1-5B" and 1•7M^ and h between
0*052 IF and 0*064 IT, f R being the total resistance in lb, and r the specific train

resistance in lb per ton of train weight.

Hence for locomotive-hauled modern main-line bogie coaches

—

B =_ |F(l.G f 0*055 F) + A F2(0*0028H f 0*00001 227?/v) . (35)

r -- 1*6 + 0*055F + A F‘^(()*(K)28H + iymMn22nL)IW . (36)

(b) Motor-coach Trains. The increased resistance of motor-coach trains is

manifested by the greater wear which these trains produce on the track rails, J
and may be accounted for by (i) the heavy weight of bogie trucks with motors,
(ii) the unspring-borne weight on the axles of the motor trucks, (iii) the low
centre of gravity of the motor coaches, (iv) the small diameter of the driving

wheels. These conditions are not conducjive to good riding qualities, and, in

consequence, a large amount of flange friction and “nosing” (lateral oscillation)

takes place, while the track is subjected to direct blows of considerably greater

magnitude than those which occur with locomotive hauled trains of trailer

coaches.

Now it is extremely important to remember that, for electric trains

This term is introduced to include the shielding efT(»ct of the locomotive. For motor-
coach trains A = 1*0.

t Engineer, Vol. 169, p. 641.

t See Min. of Proc. I.C.E., Vol. 179, pp. 99, 143; Vol. 197, p. 79. Proc. I.M.E. (1909),
p. 438. Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 50.
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consisting of motor coaches and trailers, there are two train resistances to be
considered, (i) the true train resistance when the power is '‘on”

;
(ii) the apparent

train resistance when the power is “off” and the train id coasting. In the latter

case the motors are being driven by the train, and, in addition to the true train

resistance, there are friction losses in the motor-axle bearings, gears, armature
bearings, brushes, and the windage loss in the motors. These losses are all

attributed to the motors when the power is “on” (the characteristic curves of

the motors being calculated for the output at the tread of driving wheels), and
it would be impracticable to do otherwise, as the loss in the gearing will

necessarily depend upon the power being transmitted.

The additional retarding force due to motor and gear friction depends upon
the size and type of motor, the number of motors per train, the gear ratio, and

Fig. 249. Cokuected Coiive for the Resistance of a Two-coach
Electric Train

the diameter of the driving wheels. In the case of trains operating on urban
railways, where the motors are geared for a low free-running speed, the motor
and gear friction may bo of the order of from 4 to 5 lb per ton of train weight.

For suburban trains, operating at higher speeds, the motor and gear friction,

at free-running speed, may be of the order of from 2 to 3 lb per ton.

In order to derive a formula for the resistance of motor-coach trains, the

author has analysed the curves which have been published* for the electric

trains on the Liverpool-Southport section of the Midland Region, British Rail-

ways. Corrections have been applied for motor and gear friction and the effect

of head winds. The corrected curve for the resistance of a two-coach train

(consisting of one motor coach and one trailer coach) is plotted in Fig. 249,

and follows the law
r = 41 + 0055F + 0 0045F2,

where r is the specific train resistance in lb per ton of train weight, and F is

the speed in m.p.h.

A general equation, derived from Fig. 249, however, will enable the train

See Proc. IMM, (1909), p. 473; Joum, IMM., Vol. 62, p. 440.
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resistance of motor-coach trains to be estimated with sufficient accuracy.

This equation* follows the law

R ^ TF(4-1 + 0-055 F) + ^F2(0 0028A; + 0-0000122nL) . . (37)

or r = 4-1 + 0-055 F + A F2(0-0028A; + 0-0000122?iL)/ IF . . (38)

where the symbols have the same significance as in previous equations.

Train resistance tests have recently been made by Lydall on motor-coach

trains on the Metropolitan line, London.f An analysis of the results shows

that the total resistance closely approximates to that obtained by the appli-

cation of equation (37).

Electric Locomotive and Train {American Coaches). An extended investi-

gation on this subject has been carried out by Dr. F. W. Carter, J using the

results obtained during the 50,000 miles endurance tests on the original New
York Central gearless locomotives built by the General Electric Co., Schenectady.

Some hundreds of runs were made with trains composed of different numbers
of coaches, of the standard American saloon type—some of the trains consisting

of four-wheel bogie coaches (55 ft long overall, 47 ft 0 in. over body, 9 ft 11| in.

width, 13 ft 6 J in. overall height, 36-in. wheels, loaded to 26-2 tons), and others

consisting of six-wheel bogie coaches (66 ft long overall, 60 ft 2 in. over body,

9 ft 11|- in. ill width, 13 ft in. height, 36-in. wheels, loaded to 45-3 tons).

The investigation showed that the resistance of the locomotive and train

at a given speed was a function of the number of coaches, the relationship

between total tractive resistance at a given speed and number of coaches

following a straight line law for trains consisting of two or more coaches.

Moreover, the relationship between the resistance for each coach added to the

train and the speed was also found to be a straight line. Thus if n is the number
of coaches in the train, the tractive resistance in lb due to these coaches is given

by w(100 -h 5-22 F) for the 66 ft, 6-wheel, bogie coaches, and 7i(84 + 4-28 F)
for the 55 ft, 4-wheel, bogie coaches.

Tractive Resistance of Freight Trains. The mechanical resistance usually

forms the chief component of the tractive resistance, although with very long

trains the air resistance (principally skin resistance and eddies with open wagons)
may not be negligible at the higher operating speeds (40 to 45 m.p.h.). Tests

have shown that the mechanical resistance (in lb) at a given speed of a given
type of wagon varies with the load carried by the wagon, and for a fully-laden

wagon may be 50 per cent higher than that for the empty wagon. If, however,
the specific resistances (lb per ton) are compared in the two cases, the specific

resistance of the empty wagon may appear to be 1 00 per cent greater than that

of the fully-laden wagon.
Data obtained by Clarke from dynamomcter-car tests on open and closed

wagons, empty and loaded, have enabled the following formulae to be deduced

—

r = (4-74 - 0-052 IFi) 4 0-0007W^V + (0 0381/lFi)F2
and r - (5-3 - 0-1 W^) + 0-0007W^V

1 {0-0309IW^}V^

for trains with closed and open wagons respectively, where Wi denotes the
weight per wagon (tare plus load).

* In these equations the value of k should be chosen from 15 per cent to 20 per cent
higher than the values given on p. 320 to allow for the increased air resistance caused by
the motors.

t Loc. cit.f p. 100.

% Min. ofProc. I.C.E., Vol. 201, p. 243.
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Train Resistance in Tnnnds. The resistance of trains in tunnels is naturally

higher than that of trains in the open on account of the increased air resistance.

It is of particular importance in tube railways, where the clearance between
the train and the tube is very small.

For example, in the London deep-level tube railways the clearance between
the present-day rolling stock and the older (11 ft 8J in. dia.) tunnels is in.

and is 7| in. for the newer (12 ft dia.) tunnels. Tests with this rolling stock in

both tunnels and in the open have given the following results for the tractive

resistance of a 210-ton, 7-car train (5 motor coaches and two trailers) at speeds

of 20, 30 and 40 m.p.h.

—

In 11 ft 8i in. tunnel—1,800, 3,200, 5,100 lb

;

in 12 ft tunnel—1,400, 2,170, 3,270 lb

;

in the open—1,000, 1,420, 2,250 lb.

Train Resistance at Curved Track. This is greater than the resistance on
straight track, due to greater flange friction, etc. The additional resistance

will depend upon the radius of the curve, the wheel-base of the trucks, and the
end play between the wheel flanges and the rail. Very little data is avaUable
on the resistance at curved track,* which is probably due to the fact that to

obtain accurate results a long stretch of track of uniform curvature is required.

A method adopted by American engineers for estimating the additional

resistance at curves is to consider that each degree| of curvature increases the

train resistance 0*6 lb per ton (2,000 lb) of train weight. In this country
curves are usually expressed in terms of the radius (i?), and if this is given in

feet the additional train resistance will be
0*6 X (2,240/2,000) X 2 sin“i(50/i?) -= 1*35 sin -H50/i?) lb per ton.

Tractive Resistance of Tramcars. The resistance of tramcars operating
through streets will be much higher than that of railway trains, on account of
differences in the construction of the track, cars and trucks.

The nature ofthe service on tramways and the low operating speeds, however,
do not warrant an accurate estimation of the resistances to motion, and an
average value of 25 lb per ton may be assumed for general conditions. J

Tractive Resistance of Trolleybuses. British manufacturers of electrical

equipment have collaborated in a series of carefully conducted tests to determine
the tractive resistance of double-deck buses of British design. The tests were
made by the coasting method and the values of tractive resistance include the
losses in the transmission gearing. Standard curves have been deduced from
these tests, from which the following values of the specific tractive resistance

(in lb per ton) at speeds of 10, 20, 30, 40 m.p.h. have been taken

—

2-

axle bus, 27, 36*5, 47*5, 64 ;

3-

axle bus, 39, 47*5, 59, 75.

The values of the resistance during coasting at these speeds are

—

2-axle bus, 36, 45, 60, 80

* Some data are given by McMahon in Min, of Proc. I.C.E,, Vol. 147, p. 216. Recent
data obtained by Clarke using a dynamometer car shows that on a 1 degree curve with
2^ in. super-elevation the increased resistance is about 2 lb per ton at 15 m.p.h. but may
become zero at a particular speed.

t In this system curvature is given by the angle (in degrees) which a chord 100 ft long
subtends at the centre of curvature. Hence if 0 is the curvature in degrees and R is the
radius of the curve in feet, then sin JO = 50/R, or 0 == 2 sin"‘60/i?.

% Min, of Proc. I.G.E,, Vol. 198, p. 24.
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Tractive Resistance ol Battery Vehicles. Careful tests* on a |-ton delivery

van with solid rubber tyres and a back-axle drive have shown that on asphalt,

macadam, and wood paving in good and dry condition the tractive resistance

is between 20 and 30 lb per ton at a speed of 12 m.p.h. With the surface in

poor condition, the resistance may be of the order of 60 lb per ton.

Tractive Resistance of Electric Locomotives. Data of the tractive resistance

of locomotives with individual-axle drive have been obtained on the newly

developed Brown-Boveri gas turbo-electric locoraotive.t The tests were made
with the locomotive hauling a dynamometer car and an electric locomotive

which acted as a “load” when operating regeneratively. The resistance of the

locomotive was determined from measurements of the current input to the

motors and the pull at the drawgear. The average values from a number of

tests are

—

Speed (m.p.h.) 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Resistance (lb per ton) 7-6 7'65 8-3 9-8 11-3 13-25 15-75 18

Trans, AJ.E.E,, Vol. 35, p. 925 (Tests on ^-ton Electric Delivery Van).

t Brown Boveri Review, Vol. 31, p. 200. Data of locomotive—Weight 93 tons (03*6

adhesive); class lABoAl; frame-mounted motors with spring drive; length of body,

49 ft; cross section of body, 118 ft*; shaped ends similar to S, iig. 248.



CHAPTBE XIX

THE CALCULATION OF SPEED-TIME CURVES AND
ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRIC TRAINS

Part I

—

Speed-time Curves

The importance of the speed-time curve in electric railway engineering has been

considered in Chapter II. Although the simplified speed-time curve discussed

in that chapter is convenient for preliminary calculations, it does not correspond

to the actual operating conditions. Moreover, an accurate speed-time curve

is required for energy calculations.

The calculations for the speed-time curve and the energy consumption

are usually carried through together, since certain quantities—e.g. the current

and the time—are common to both calculations. However, to simplify matters,

we shall at present consider only the calculation of speed-time curves.

For the calculation of the speed-time curve we require

—

1. Complete information of the train service.

2. A survey of the route, showing the gradients, curves, stations, etc.

3. Sufficient particulars of the rolling stock and electrical equipment to

enable the train resistance to be estimated and the accelerating weight or

effective mass to be computed.
4. The characteristic curves of the motors.

The method of calculating the speed-time curve involves only the applica-

tion of elementary mechanics, the chief feature of the method being the

adoption of the speed as the independent variable. The time intervals corres-

ponding to certain increments of the speed are therefore obtained indirectly

from the acceleration. The process is essentially a poinNo-point one, and
the accuracy of any point is governed by the accuracy with which the preceding

points have been obtained.

The method of procedure is best illustrated by working through an example.

Thus, consider that a service of motor-coach trains has to be run at a

schedule speed of 16 m.p.h. over a straight and level track for which the average

distance between the stations is 2,560 ft. There is a stop of 20 seconds at each

station.

The trains are composed of two motor coaches, weighing 42*5 tons each

(without passengers), and four trailer coaches, weighing 22*5 tons each (without

passengers), the total seating capacity of a six-coach train being 324. Each
coach body has a length of 52 ft, a maximum width of 8 ft 9 in., and a trans-

verse cross-section of 87-5 ft^. The height of the bottom of the side sills above

the rails is 2 ft 11 in. Each coach is mounted on two four-wheel bogie trucks

with 36-in. wheels, and each truck of the motor coaches is equipped with two
600-volt d.c. geared motors, the armatures of which are 18 in. in diameter and
weigh 1,500 lb. The gear ratio is 3*5 : 1, and the characteristics of the motors,

calculated for this gear ratio, 36-in. wheels, and normal voltage are

—

Amperes . 50 75 100 150 200 225
Speed (m.p.h.) . 36 26-8 22-7 19-5 17-6 16-8

Tractive effort (lb) 300 700 1,120 2,050 3,000 3,600

Efficiency (per cent) . 70 83 86*8 88-2 87*9 87-6

The mean current input to each motor during rheostatic acceleration is

226 amperes, and the average rate of braking is 2 m.p.h.p.s.

325
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The preliminary cahvlations which have to be made before the actual

calculation of the speed-time curve can be commenced are (i) the effective

mass of the train, (ii) the train resistances when running with power and
when coasting, (iii) the accelerating tractive effort at various speeds.

The effective mass of the train is calculated by the aid of equation (8) ;
the

loaded weight of the train (including the 324 passengers) being estimated at

195 tons
;
and the weight of each wheel being assumed at 900 lb. Thus

F, = 195 + 1-2 X 24 X^ + 0.49 X « X X S-S" X

= 214-6 tons, i.e. (214-6/195 -=)1-1 W
The train resistance is calculated from equation (38). In the present case the

transverse cross-section of the coaches is 78-5 ft^, and the motors increase this

by about 11-5 ft^. Allowing for the chamfered ends ofthe coaches, the coefficient

k in equation (34) may be taken at (0-9(78-5 + ll-5)/78-5 = )
1-05.

Hence the specific train resistance is given by the equation

r = 4-1 + 0-055F + 78-5F2(0 0028 x 1-05 + 0-0000122 x 6 x 52)/J95

- 4-1 + 0-055F + 0-00272F2

the evaluation of which gives the following values for train resistance

—

Speed, m.p.h. (V) . . 10 15 20 25 30 35
Specific train resistance, lb

per ton (r) . . . 4-92 5-53 6-3 1 2 8-2 9*34

The apparent train resistance during coasting will be greater than tlie

above values, on account of the motor friction and gear losses. For the class

of equipment under consideration the following values are representative of

the friction and gear losses per motor

—

Armature speed, r.p.m. , . . 250 .500 7.50 1,000 1,1.50

Friction and gear loss, kW . . .1*3 3*0 5'! 7-4 8-9

Rearranging these values to correspond to the retarding force per motor,
we obtain*

—

Speed of train (m.p.h.) . 10 15 20 25 30 35
Retarding force per motor

(lb) .... 87-5 98 107 114 121 126-5

Hence the apparent train resistance during coasting is obtained by adding
this additional retarding force to the true train resistance. The steps in the
process are shown below

—

Speed of train (m.p.h.) ....
Specific train resistance (r-lb per ton)

Total train resistance (195r-lb)

Retarding force due to 8 motors (lb)

Total retarding force (lb)

Apparent train resistance (lb per ton) or
retarding force per ton (lb) .

10 15 20 25 30 35
4-92 5‘53 6-3 7-2 8*2 9-34

960 1,070 1,230 1,405 1,600 1,820
700 784 865 911 967 1,010

1,660 1,8.54 2,095 2,316 2,567 2,830

8-5 9-5 10-75 11-88 13*15 14-5

* The method of converting the loss into retarding force is as follows : With a gear
ratio of 3*5 : 1 and 36>in. wheels, the relation between the armature speed (r.p.m.) and the
train speed (m.p.h.) is

—

m.p.h. = (r.p.m./3-5) x (60/5,280) x Stt — r.p.m./32-65

Hence the retarding force (in lb) corresponding to the gear and friction losses (in kW) at
this speed

= (kW/m.p.h.) X [33,000 x 60/(0-746 x 5,280)] = 503 kW/m.p.h.
== 16,440 kW/r.p.m.
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The train resistance and the apparent train resistance during coasting are

plotted in Fig. 260.
/

The tractive effort available for acceleration at various speeds is readily

obtained from the characteristic curves of the motor by deducting the train

resistance from the speed/tractive-efFort curve. Instead of deducting the total

train resistance from the total tractive eflFort of the eight motors, we deduct
one-eighth of the total train resistance from the tractive effort of one motor
and thus obtain the accelerating force per motor, as shown in Fig. 251. By

I

•3

Fig. 250. Train Resistance and Apparent Train Resistance of
Six-coach, 195-ton Electric Train

considering this force to act upon one-eighth of the mass of the train, we obtain

the same conditions as if the total accelerating force of the eight motors acted

upon the whole mass of the train.

We have now all the data necessary for the calculation of the speed-time

curve.

I. Period of Initial Acceleration, During this period the starting resistance

is cut out to maintain the average accelerating current at 225 amperes per

motor. When all resistance has been cut out in the parallel combination of the

motors, the speed of the train (assuming normal voltage) will be 16*8 m.p.b.

The mean train resistance during this period should not be taken from the

above values on account of the rapidly varying speed. An average value of

8 lb per ton will, therefore, be assumed.
Hence the average tractive effort available for acceleration

—

= 3,500 - J X 195 X 8 = 3,500 - 195 = 3,305 lb

(Note. 3,500 is the tractive effort corresponding to a current of 225 A.)

Therefore, mean acceleration = 3,305/(J x 214‘6 X 102)

= 1-21 m.p.h.p.s.

Duration of accelerating period — 16-8/l‘21 = 13-9 seconds

Distance run during this period = ^ X 16*8 X 13*9 X 5,280/3,600

= i X 16-8 X 13-9 X 1467 170 ft
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II. Period of Speed-curve Bumung. A series of increments of speed are

selected and the mean acceleration for each, interval is calculated, after which
the time and distance are readily obtained.

Thus, consider the increment from 16*8 m.p.h. to 19 m.p.h. The mean
accelerating tractive effort (from Fig. 251)

= i(3,305 + 2,090) = 2,697 lb

and the mean acceleration — 2,697/(26*8 X 102) == 2,697/2,735
= 0*987 m.p.h.p.s.

Time increment = (19 ~ 16*8)/0*987 — 2*23 seconds

Total time from start ~ 13*9 + 2*23 = 16*13 seconds

Distance run during interval = i(16*8 + 19) X 2*23 X 5,280/3,600
= 17*9 X 2*23 X 1*467 = 58*6 ft

Total distance from start — 171 + 58*6 — 229*6 ft

Fig. 251. Curve showing Relationship betwepjn Speed and Accelerating
Tkac’tive Effort per Motor for Six-('Oach Train

This process is repeated until the free-running speed (38*5 m.p.h.) is reached,
which speed is obtained directly from Fig. 251

.

The results of these calculations are given in Table VIII.
In the case of short runs, however, free-running speed is seldom reached.

It is advisable, therefore, to jilot the speed-time and distance-time curves
after a few points have been calculated.

Now, for a schedule speed of 16 m.p.h., the running time for a distance of
2,560 ft is (2,560 X 3,600/(5,280 X 16) - 20 -) 89 seconds.

The accelerating and braking portions of the speed-time curve can now
be drawn, and are represented in Fig. 252 by OA and DE respectively, OD
representing the running time—89 seconds. DE, of course, makes an angle
of (— tan“^2) with the time axis.

The points at which the power must he cut off and the brakes applied must now
be determined. We know that the area of the speed-time diagram must
represent the distance travelled during the running time—^in the present case
2,560 ft. Hence the coasting line BC (Fig. 252) must be drawn so that the area
OBCD represents 2,560 ft, and the inclination of BC to the time axis must
correspond to the mean retardation during the coasting period. This process
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Fig. 252. Speed-Time Curve for Motor-coach Train

(2,560-fl nin on level track at 16 m.p.h. Bchedule speed)

TABLE VIII

Calculation of Speed -time Curve from Start to Free Running for
Run on Level Track

Speed
Not

Tractive-
Effort

Speed
Incre-

ment

Moan
Acceler-
ating

Tractive

-

Effort

Mean
Acceler-

ation

Time
Incre-

ment

1 Time
from
Start

Moan
Speed

Distance
Incre-

ment

Total
Distance

m.p.h. lb m.p.h. lb m.p.h.p.s. sec.
j

sec. m.p.h. ft ft

0 3,305 0 0
16-8 3,305 1-21 13-9 — 8-4 171 —

16-8 3,306 13-9 171— 2-2 2,697 0-987 2-23 — 17-9 68-6 —
19 2,090 16-13 230

2-0 1,730 0-633 3-16 — 20 92-7 —
21 1,370 19-29 322

1*6 1,210 0-433 3-39 — 21-75 108-1 —
22-5 1,050 22-68 430

1 2-6 880 0-322 7-76 — 23-76 270 —
25 710 30-44 700

2*6 600 0-219 11-38 — 26-26 438 —
27-6 490 41-82 1,138

2-6 410 0-16 16-66 — 28-76 702 —
30 330 58-5 1,840

6 218 0-08 62-8 —
j

32-5 2,990 —
35 106 121-3 4,830

3-6 62*6 0-0192 182-2 — 36-76 9,810 —
38*5 0 303-5 14,640
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involves trial and error, but with some experience the correct position can
usually be obtained on either the first or the second trial.

For instance, suppose we cut off power at 35 seconds when the speed is

26*1 m.p.h. The distance travelled is then 875 ft, so that the train must coast

for a certain period before the brakes are applied. To obtain the duration of

the coasting period, a value must be assumed for the average speed during the

coasting period, in order that an appropriate value for the train resistance

may be obtained. In the present case the average speed will be assumed as

24 m.p.h., which corresponds to an apparent train resistance of 1 1*6 lb per ton.*

Hence the retardation = 11*6 X 24*35/(102 X 26*8) — 0*103 m.p.h.p.s.

The coasting line BC (Fig. 252) is now drawn on the curve-sheet, and the

intersection of this line with the braking line gives the point at which the brakes

must be applied.t This point is found to be at 78*2 seconds, when the speed
is 21*6 m.p.h. Before proceeding further it is necessary to check our assump-
tion of the average speed for the coasting period. This is J(26*l + 21*6)

== 23*85 m.p.h., so that the value obtained above for the retardation will be

substantially correct.

If the area of the diagram OBCD be determined by a planimeter, it will be
found to represent 2,555 ft, which is sufficiently near the actual distance

(2,560 ft) of the run to justify the method of our trial.

The alternative method of ascertaining whether or not the point of cut-off

has been chosen correctly is to determine the distances by calculation, as

follows

—

The time of the coasting period = 78*2 — 35 — 43*2 seconds
and the time of the braking period 89 — 78*2 — 10*8 seconds
Hence the distance run during coasting — 23*85 X 43*2 X 1*467 = 1,510 ft

and the distance run during braking — | x 21*6 X 10*8 X 1*467

170 ft

The total distance run is, therefore, 875 + 1,510 + 170 — 2,555 ft.

The complete speed-time curve, together with the distance-time curve, is

shown in Fig. 252.

* The mean train resistance during coasting is slightly greater than the train resistance
at the mean coasting speed, but the conditions of operation and other variable features do
not warrant a closer estimation than that given above.

t The point of application of the brakes may bo ascertained analytically by obtaining
the co-ordinates of the point of intersection of the coasting and braking lines. Thus the
equations of the coasting and braking linos are, respectively, given by

V' = (39)

and V" — U^ — pi" . . . . . . (40)

where V\ V", denote the speeds at times t', i" respectively
; p^, P denote the respective

retardations during coasting and braking; 17

^

and denote the hypothetical speeds at
zero time (i.e. the intercepts on the vortical axis). If V'", t'" denote the co-ordinates of the
point of intersection of the coasting and braking linos, then V'" — Pc^'"

— — pt'";

whence t'" = (t/* - U^)l{p - ft) (41)

V'" is, of course, obtained by substitution.
Applying this method to the above example we obtain the values of Ui and U 2 by

substituting known values for V', V", t". Thus, at the point of cut-off, V' = 26*1,

r = 35 ; while at the end of the braking period V" — 0, t" = 89. Hence, adopting the
above value for the retardation during coasting, we obtain Ui = 26*1 -j- 0*103 X 35
= 29*7; l/a = 0 + 2 X 89 = 178. Therefore t' = (178—29*7)/(2 - 0*103) = 78*2 sec.,

while V'" = 178 - 2 X 78*2 =- 21*6 m.p.h.
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Effect of Oradients and Curves. In practice we are not generally favoured
with ideal track conditions—as assumed in the above exfample—but we have
curves and gradients of varying amounts. When considering the electrification

of a particular railway, the energy consumption must be calculated for each
section of the route before an accurate value of the average energy consumption
over the whole route can be obtained. Hence it will be necessary to determine

the speed-time curves for the actual track conditions, and if there are numerous
gradients and curves the calculation by the above method will usually consume
much time and patience. The effect of the gradients and curves on the train

resistance can readily be allowed for, but the time of running on the various

gradients and curves must be determined by trial. An example—representing

typical conditions on a suburban railway—will best illustrate the method of

procedure.

Suppose the above 195-ton motor-coach has to operate over a section

4,800 ft long at a scheduled speed of 20 m.p.h., with a stop of 20 seconds at the

station. The profile of the section is shown in Fig. 253, and the speed-time curve
will be calculated for the direction of running indicated by the arrow. The
mean accelerating current is 225 amperes (as above), and the average rate of

braking on level track is 2-0 m.p.h.p.s.

From an inspection of Fig. 253 it will be apparent that the brakes must be
applied when the train is on the falling gradient of 1 in 170. This gradient is

equivalent to an accelerating force of (22-4 x 100/170 ==)13*21b per ton of

train weight. Hence the actual retardation during braking will equal

(2 — 13*2/(1‘1 X 102) =) 1*88 m.p.h.p.s.

The falling gradient of 1 in 133, on which the train is started, is equivalent

to an accelerating force of (22-4 x 100/133 — )
16-8 lb per ton of train weight,

or (16-8 X J X 195 = 16-8 X 24*35 =) 410 lb per motor.
Hence during the initial acceleration (up to a speed of 16*8 m.p.h.) the

mean accelerating tractive effort per motor—on the assumption of 8 lb per ton
for the average train resistance—is (3,500 — 8 X 24*35 + 410 =) 3,715 lb.

Therefore the mean acceleration = 3,715/(102 X 26*8) = 3,715/2,735
— 1*36 m.p.h.p.s.

Duration of the period of initial acceleration
-- 16*8/1*36 = 12*35 seconds

Distance run during this period = J X 16*8 X 12*35 X 1*467

= 152*2 ft

We now continue the calculation in the same manner (but allow for the
effect of the gradient) as in the above example, until a distance of 1 ,200 ft has
been run. The results of the calculations are given in Table IX, and it is only
necessary to remark that the last increment of speed (for this period) must be
obtained by trial.
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We have next 600 ft of level, but curved, track. For the first 420 ft there is

a curve of 62 chains radius (= 2 sin"'^50/(62 X 66) = 1*4 degrees), and for the
remainder of the distance there is a curve of 50 chains radius (== 2 sin“^50/(50

X 66) == 1*73 degrees). These curves increase the train resistance by 1*0 and
1*2 lb per ton respectively, or an increase in resistance of 24 and 291b
respectively per motor.

The accelerating tractive effort is therefore obtained by deducting these

values from the appropriate values given in Fig. 251

.

A few trials will probably be necessary before the correct distances are

obtained.

Next we have to negotiate the rising radient of 1 in 120. This gradient is

Fig. 254. Speed-Time Cuuve for Motor-coach Train Operating on a
Track with Curves and Gradients

(4,8()0-ft run at 20 m.p.h. schedule speed)

equivalent to a retarding force of (22-4 X 100/120 — )
18-7 lb per ton, or

(18-7 X 24-35 = )
455 lb per motor. Hence the mean accelerating (or retarding)

tractive effort is obtained by deducting this force—due to the gradient—from
the appropriate values given in Fig. 2M. Thus, consider the speed decrement
31-43 to 29-5 m.p.h. The mean accelerating force on level track, obtained from
Fig. 251, is 1(250 + 350) — 305 lb. Hence the net retarding force ~ 455
— 305 — 150 lb. The retardation is therefore (150/2,735 -) 0-055 m.p.h.p.s.

;

whence the time and distance follow in the usual maimer.
Before making further calculations the speed-time and distance-time curves

should be plotted for the purpose of making trials to determine the point of
cut-off.

The results of the calculations for the speed-time and distance-time curves
up to 89 seconds (i.e. until the second stretch of level track is reached) are given
in Table IX.

We now make a trial of cutting off power at 64 seconds, when the speed is

30-8 m.p.h. The distance run during this time is 2,257 ft. Consequently the
position of the train is 457 ft up the I in 120 gradient. There is, therefore, a
further distance of (1,550 — 457 =) 1,093 ft to be run up this gradient. The
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retarding force due to the gradient is 18*7 lb per ton, and, assuming the mean
train resistance to be 12*4 lb per ton, we obtain the retardation as [(18*7 + 12*4)/

(M X 102) =] 0*277 m.p.h.p.s.

The time required to run the distance of 1,093 ft with this retardation and
an initial speed of 30*8 m.p.h. can be obtained by the application of the general

dynamical equation

Di = Vjt - Ipfi (42)

where Vi is the initial velocity, (} is the retardation, and is the distance run
during the time interval t, all in foot-second units.

TABLE IX
CAIiCUIiATION OF SPEED-TIME CURVE FOR RuN ON TrACK WITH

Gradients and Curves

L Net
I _ I

I
1 I 1 I

I
I

speed

Tractive-
effort

on level

and
straight
Track

Tractive-
effort

due to
Gradient
or Curve

Mean
Acceler-
ating

Tractive-
effort

Speed
Im re-

mciit

Mean
Acceler-
ation

Time
Incre-
ment

Time
from
Start

Mean
Speed

Die-
tance
Incre-
ment

Total
Dis-
tance

m.p.h.

0
lb

3,305
lb

+ 410
lb m.p.h. m p h p.s sec sec

0
m.p.h ft ft

0

16-8 3,305 -f 410
3,715 16*8 1*36 12*35

12*35

8*4 152
152

19 2,090 + 410
3,107 2*2 M35 1*94

14*3

17*9 51
203

21 1,370 f 410
2,140 2*0 0*782 2*66

16*85
20 75

278

22-5 1,050 + 410
1,620 1*5 0*592

1

2*53

19*4

21*75 81
359

25 710 f 410
1,290 2*5 0*472 5*3

24*7

23*75 185
544

27-5 490 4- 410
1,010 2*5 0*37 6*8

31*5

26*25 261
805

30-2 310
f 410 810 2*7 0*296 9*12

40*6
28*85 386

1

1,191

3M 262
- 24 262 0*9 0*096 9*4

50*0
30*65 423

1,614

31*43 250
- 29 227 0*33 0*083 4*0

54 0
31*27 184

1,798

29*5 360

- 455

1

- 150 1*93 -0*055 35*0

89*0
30*46 1,562

3,360

In this equation Dj is given in feet, if Fj is expressed in feet per second,

t in seconds, and P in feet per second per second. For our purpose we require

£>1 in feet when Vi is expressed in m.p.h. and fi is expressed in m.p.h.p.s.

Hence, transforming the equation to these units and solving for t, we obtain

t - {l*467Fi - \/[(1*467 Fi)2 - 2 X 1*467 x ^ X Z)J}/1*467/S . (43)

Inserting the above values for F^, and /S, we obtain t — 28*4 sec.

The speed decrement for this interval is (28*4 x 0*277 =) 7*85 m.p.h.

Hence the speed at the end of the interval is (30*8 — 7*85 =) 22*94 m.p.h., and
the mean speed is 26*87 m.p.h. The train resistance corresponding to the mean
speed is 12*4 lb per ton (from Fig. 250), so that the assumption of 12*4 lb per
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ton is correct, although, in the present instance, an error of 1 lb per ton would
have affected the retardation by only 3 per cent.

The run along the level stretch of 440 ft is next calculated, and we finally

reach the falling gradient of 1 in 170 on which the train is to be brought to rest.

The train commences the descent of this gradient at a speed of 21-47 m.p.h.,

the time being 105-8 seconds. The gradient produces an accelerating force of

13-2 lb per ton, and if the mean train resistance is assumed to be 11-1 lb per ton

we have a net accelerating force, due to the gradient, of (13*2 — 11-1 ==
)
2-1 lb

per ton, which produces an acceleration of 0*0187 m.p.h.p.s.

Now the running time — 4,800/(20 X 1*467) — 20 = 143-5 sec.

Hence the time on this (1 in 170) gradient = 143*5 — 105*8 = 37-7 sec,

which includes the time for braking.

The point at which the brakes must be applied may be determined either

TABLE X
Calculation of Coasting and Braking Portion of Speed-Time

Curve for Run on Track with Gradients and Curves

Speed
1

Mean
Train
Resis-
tance

Retarding
Force
due to

Gradient
or (yurve

Mean
Re-

tarding
Force

Mean
Retarda-

tion

Time
Incre-
ment

Speed
Decre-
ment

Dis-
tance
Incre-
ment

Mean
Speed

Time
from
Start

Total
Dis-
tance
from
Start

m.p.h.
lb per lb per lb per

m.p.h. ftton ton ton m.p.h.p.s. sec m.p.ii. ft sec

30-8 — — — — — — 1 — 64 2,259
12-4 18-7 31-1 0-277 28-4 7-85 1,093 26-87

22-94 — — — — — — — — 92-4 3,350
11-1 1-2 12-4 0-11 13-4 1-47 440 22-2

21-47 — — — 1 — — — — — 105-8 3,790
IM - 13-2 - 2-1 - 0-0187 26-6 -0-06 848 21-72

21-97 — — — — — — — 132-4 4,638
1-88 IM 21-97 179 10-98

0
I

— — — — — 143-5 4,817

from the curve sheet or by a few trial calculations : it will be found to be at
132-4 sec, when the speed is 21-97 m.p.h.

Hence the duration of the braking period is 1 1*1 sec, and the time of coasting

down the gradient is 26*6 sec.

Therefore the distance run during braking is

i X 21-97 X 11*1 X 1-467 - 179 ft,

and the coasting distance is

i(21-47 + 21-97) X 26-6 X 1*467 -- 848 ft

Summing up the various distances, we obtain a total of 4,817 ft.

The complete speed-time and distance-time curves are given in Fig. 254,
while the results of the calculations for the coasting and braking periods are
given in Table X.

In cases where speed-time curves are required for runs extending over
many gradients, the calculations can be carried out more expeditiously by
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using either the universal speed-time and speed-distance curves developed by
Dr. F. W. Carter* or a graphical method (involving the use of an adjustable

graduated set-square), developed by the Traction Department of the General

Electric Co., London, in which the speed-distance curve is derived by direct

construction, f

Part II

—

Energy Consumption (Direct-current Equipments)

One of the characteristic features of electrical engineering is that the energy
input to a motor, or a group of motors, performing a definite cycle of operations

can be predetermined with a high degree of accuracy when the characteristic

curves of the machines are available and the mechanical resistances are known.
This feature also applies to electric railway engineering. For instance, the

performance of a given electric train, operating to a given schedule in suburban
service, can be predetermined with precision, since the uncertain factors (such

as train resistance) connected with the problem influence the final results to

only a small degree. Hence, in making guarantees for the energy consumption
of suburban electric trains it is only necessary to add a small allowance (to

cover unforeseen contingencies) to the calculated figures; in fact, this allow-

ance is, in many cases, only of the order of 5 per cent. It is now our purpose
to show the manner in which these calculations are made.

In order to calculate the energy required by an electric train when operating

to a given schedule, it is necessary to have available the speed-time curve
corresponding to the conditions of service and the characteristic curves of the

driving motors, while a knowledge ofthe method of control will also be necessary.

In principle, the method of calculation is similar to that adopted for the

calculation of the speed-time curve, i.e. the speed is considered as the indepen-

dent variable, and the increments in the time and current, corresponding to

increments in the speed, are obtained. The increments in the energy are then
calculated, and the total energy supplied follows by a process of summation. J

Example. The method of procedure is best illustrated by calculating the

energy consumption for the 2,560 ft run for which the speed-time curve was
calculated in the earlier part of this chapter.

In the calculations which follow, the energy supplied to one motor is

calculated, and the total energy supplied to the train is obtained by multiplying

by the number of motors. This method possesses an advantage over the

direct method of calculating the total energy, since the standard characteristic

curves of the motor can be used without modification.

I. Period of Rheostatic Acceleration (i.e. from the start until a speed of
16-8 m.p.h. is reached). During this period the current per motor will be
assumed to be maintained constant at 225 amperes. With series-parallel

control, the input (from the conductor rails) to a pair of motors during the first

half of this period (when the motors are in series) will be 225 X 600 = 135 kW,
and during the second half of the period (when the motors are in parallel) the

input will be 2 X 225 X 600 = 270 kW. Hence the energy input per motor

* See Transactions of the Amerioan Institute of Electrical Engineers, Vol. 22, p.
133.

t This method is described in Railway Gazette, Vol. 94, p. 207.

j The total energy supplied may also be obtained by plotting a power-time curve and
integrating this by means of a planimeter.
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for the whole of the initial accelerating period will be* ^(136 X i X 13*9

+ 270 X I X 13*9) = 1,409 kW-seconds, or (1,409 X 1,000/3,600 =) 391

watt-hours.

II. Period of Speed-curve Running. The energy inpi^t during this period is

obtained by selecting a series of increments of the speed, calculating the average

energy input for each increment, and summing the results.

Thus the interval from 16*8 m.p.h. to 19 m.p.h. occupies 2*23 sec, and the

average current is ^(225 -f 160) = 192 amperes, so that the average energy

input = (192 X 600 X 2'23)/3,600 == 71*4 watt-hours.

Similarly, for the intervals until cut-off, we obtain the following results

—

Speed Increment
|

Time Interval Average Current
Average Energy

Input
(watt-hours)(m.p.h.) (seconds) (amperes)

19 to 21 3*16 141 74*2

21 to 22*5 3*29 114 64*4

22*5 to 25 7*76 93 120

25 to 26*1 4*6 83*5 64

The average energy input per motor for the whole run is, therefore,

(391 + 71*4 + 74*2 + 64*4
] 120 f 64 -=^) 785 watt-hours. Hence the total

energy consumption for the train is (785 X 8/1,000 =) 6*28 kW-hours, or

(6*28 X 5,280/2,560 — )
12*95 kW-hours j)er train mUc.

The specific energy consumption — 12*95 X 1,000/195 — 66*4 watt-hours

per ton mile.

Analysis of Energy Consumption. It is instructive to analyse this energy

consumption into its several components. Thus

—

^ . . . . ^ ^ () 02Si^ X (21 O)® X 214*6 X 5,280
Energy expended during brakmgt =- —

^
-- 29*9 watt-hours per ton mile

Energy expended against train resist»ance

(while power is on)t — 4*7 watt-hours per ton mile
Energy expended against apparent train

resistance during coasting (difference

between kinetic energy at 26*1 m.p.h.
and 21*6 m.p.h.) — 18*8 watt-hours per ton mile

Losses in starting rheostats]
|

— 10*5 watt-hours per ton mile

Losses in motors and gearing (by differ-

ence) — 7*5 watt-hours per ton mile

* The series and parallel portions of the initial accelerating period are here considered
to be of equal duration. For a 5 per cent voltage drop in each motor the respective times
on the series and parallel notches are 6*58 and 7*32 seconds, so that the energy input per
motor during the initial accelerating period is 1,432 kW-seconds instead of 1,409. The
specific energy consumption, however, only differs 0*5 per cent in the two cases.

t Obtained from equation (10). See p. 25.

j Obtained as follows : Average train resistance between 16*8 m.p.h. and 26*1
m.p.h. = 6*6 lb per ton. Total distance up to the point of cut-off is 875 ft, whence
from equation (11), p. 25, energy expended against train resistance (while power is on)
— (2 X 8 X 170/2,560) 4 2 X 6'6 x (875 — 170)/2,560 — 4*7 watt-hours per ton mile.

II
Obtained as follows : Assummg a 5 per cent voltage drop in each motor and a con-

stant supply voltage of 600 volts, the times on the series and parallel notches are, respec-
tively, 6*68 and 7*32 seconds. The mean voltage drop in the rheostats during series notching
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The energy utilized during the run = 4*7 + 13-8 = 18*5 watt-hours per ton

mile, or 28 per cent of the energy supplied from the conductor rails. The,

remaining 72 per cent is accounted for as follows : 45 per cent is dissipated in

the. brake shoes, 12 per cent is dissipated in the starting rheostats, and 12 per

cent is dissipated in the motors and gearing.

Of the kinetic energy possessed by the train at the point of cut-off, 31*6 per

cent is utilized during coasting, and the remaining 68*4 per cent is dissipated

in the brake shoes.

Effect of Acceleration and Rate of Braking on Energy Consumption. We
wiU investigate the effect of, say, a 17*5 per cent reduction in the initial accelera-

tion for the above service, the schedule speed, rate of braking, and other

conditions remaining unchanged.
The mean tractive effort per motor to give an acceleration of 1*0 m.p.h.p.s.

(allowing 8 lb per ton for train resistance) is (1*0 X 102 X 26*8 + 8 X J

X 195 =) 2,928 lb, which corresponds to a current of 195 amperes. The speed

of the train, corresponding to this current and normal voltage, is 17*6 m.p.h.

Hence the duration of the initial accelerating period = 17*6/1 *0 == 17*6 seconds.

The average energy input (per motor) during the initial accelerating

period = ^(195 X 600 X i X 17*6 + 2 x 195 X 600 X J X 17*6)/3,600 = 429
watt-hours. By calculating the speed-time curve in the manner indicated

above we find that power must be cut off at 41 seconds when the speed is

26*8 m.p.h., and the brakes must be applied at 77*5 sec when the speed is

23 m.p.h. The energy input (per motor) for the whole run is 840 watt-hours,

or 7 per cent greater than that for the higher acceleration.

The energy account for this run is as follows

—

Energy dissipated in the brake shoes — 33*9 watt-hours per ton mile

Energy expended against train resistance

(while power is on) e-8 watt-hours per ton mile

Energy expended against (apparent) train

resistance during coasting = 12 1 watt-hours per ton mile

Losses in starting rheostats = 1 1*5 watt-hours per ton mile

Losses in motors and gearing = 6-8 watt-hours per ton mile

The lower acceleration, however, will result in a lower maximum output

per motor and a lower maximum load on the sub-station. Thus, in the first

case, the maximum output per motor, calculated from equation (9),

= 0*002 X 3,500 X 16*8 = 156 h.p.
;
and in the second case, this becomes

0*002 X 2,928 X 17*6 = 137*5. Similarly, the maximum input to the train is,

in the first case (225 x 600 x 8/1,000 =^) 1,080 kW ;
and in the second case

(195 X 600 X 8/1,000 =)936kW, which is" 13*4 per cent lower than the

former.

is [1 X 600(1 — 2 X 0*06) ==j 270 volts, while the value corresponding to the parallel

notches is 150 volts. Hence the energy dissipated in the rheostats (per pair of motors) is

[(226 X 270 X 6*68 + 2 x 225 x 150 X 7*32)/3,600 =J 248 watt-hours, which corres-

ponds to 248 X 4 X 6,280/(196 X 2,560) = 10*6 watt-hours per ton mile. If the internal

resistance of the motors is neglected, the loss in the rheostats will be given by J (kinetic

energy of train at end of initial accelerating period -f- work done against train resistance).

Applying this rule to the above example, we have

—

Kinetic energy of train at 16*8 m.p.h. = (0*0283 x (16*8)* x 214*6 x 6,280)/(2,660
X 195) = 18*1 watt-hours per ton mile.

Work done against train resistance — 2 x 8 x 170/2,560 » 3*36 watt-hours per ton mile.

Therefore the approximate loss in rheostats — i(18*l + 3*36) = 10*73 watt-hours per
ton mile.
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The current-time curves (for one motor) are given in Fig. 255.

The comparisons between the two runs may be summarized thus-

Initial acceleration (m.p.h.p.s.) ..... 1-21 1*0

Rate of braking (m.p.h.p.s.)...... 20 2-0

Initial accelerating current per motor (amp) . 225 195
R.m.s. current per motor (amp) ..... 96-4 93-1

Specific energy consumption (Wh per ton mile) 66-4 71-1

Total energy consumption (kWh) .... 12-95 13-9

Maximum input from conductor rails (kW) 1,080 936
Average input from conductor rails (kW) 202 222
Maximum output from motors (h.p.) .... 1,250 1,100
Maximum speed (m.p.h.) ...... 26-1 26-8

Speed at commencement of braking (m.p.h.) . 21-6 23
Time from start to point of cut-off (sec) 35 41
Duration of coasting period (sec) ..... 43-2 36-5

Duration of braking [)eriod (sec) ..... 10-8 11-6

Energy utilized (Wh per ton mile) .... 18-5 18-9

Energy dissipated in brakes (Wh per ton mile) 29-9 33-9

Energy dissipated in starting rheostats (Wh per ton mile) 10-5 11-6

Energy dissipated in motors and gears (Wh per ton mile) 7-5 6-8

It is apparent that, from the energy point of view, the adoption of the

higher acceleration has considerable advantages. The disadvantages are: (i)

a higher peak load on the sub-stations, (ii) a slightly increased maintenance
on the rolling stock and equipment.

The influence of the rate of braking on the energy consumption is shown by
the following figures, which have been calculated for the above train. The
initial acceleration has been chosen at 1*21 m.p.h.p.s., so that the results can
readily be compared with those obtained previously, and which are given

below for comparison.

Average rate of braking (m.p.h.p.s.) .

Initial acceleration (m.p.h.p.s.)

Time at which power is cut off (sec) .

Time at which brakes are applied (sec)

Maximum speed (m.p.h.)

Speed at commencement of braking (m.p.h.)

Duration of coasting period (sec)

Duration of braking period (sec)

Specific energy consumption (Wh per ton mile)

Energy dissipated in brakes (Wh per ton mile)

2-0 2-76 1-5

1-21 1-21 1-21

35 33 43
78-2 81-6 69-5

26-1 25-6 27-6

21-6 20-3 24-5

43-2 48-6 26-5

10-8 7-4 19-5

66-4 64 75-3

29-9 26-4 38-5

Thus, considering the rate of braking to be normally 2*0 m.p.h.p.s. a
reduction of 25 per cent increases the energy consumption by 13 per cent;

and an increase of 37*5 per cent reduces the energy consumption by 4 per cent.

The relationship between the rate of braking and the energy consumption
is shown better in Fig. 256, which is plotted from the above results. It is

apparent, therefore, that for the above service very little advantage is gained
by the adoption of a braking rate above 2*0 m.p.h.p.s.

Influence of Length of Run on Energy Consumption. Fig. 257*^ is plotted
from test results of the energy consumption for a number of runs with 175-ton
motor-coach trains when operating at constant schedule speed. As the runs
were all made with the same driver, the effect of the personal element on the

performance is practically the same for each run.

* From a paper by Mr. Roger T. Smith on “Some Railway Conditions Governing
Electrification” (Journal of the Inatituiion of Electrical Engineered Vol. 62, p. 293).
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EB6ci of Gear Ratio and Ibihod of Ckmtrd on Energy Cfonsiunption. Since

the energy consumption of a train operating to a given schedule is influenced

by the duration ofthe coasting period, it is clear that anjf conditions of operation

(a) Accelerating current « 225 A per motor. (6) Accelerating current = 106 A per motor.

which will increase the coasting period will result in reduced energy consump-
tion.* When the length of the run, the schedule speed, and the rate of braking
are fixed, the coasting period will be affected only by (i) the initial acceleration,

and (ii) the free-running speed. With short runs the initial acceleration will

Fio. 266. Effect of Rate of Bbaking
ON Specific Energy Consumption
(2,560>ft run at 16 m.p.h. schedule speed;

acceleration = 1 21 m.p.h p s.)

Pig. 267. Influence of Length of Run
ON Specific Energy Consumption
(Weight of train “*175 tons. Schedule speed

= 17 m.p.h.)

have the greater influence on the energy consumption, but with longer runs
the energy consumption will be largely dependent on the free-running speed.

Now, if with a given equipment the gear-ratio be changed, the initial

acceleration and the free-running speed will be changed; consequently the
saving resulting from, say, a higher initial acceleration will be offset by the
longer duration of the speed-curve running period, due to the lower free-running
speed (assuming the schedule speed to be unaffected by the change). Whether

* This statement assumes that the increased coasting is obtained by altering either the
initial acceleration or the braking, or both; the acceleration on the speed-curve being
unaltered. In other words, the gear ratio is assumed to remain constant.

12—(T.no43)
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or not the energy consumption will be affected by the change of gearing will

depend upon the relative values of the energy consumption for the accelerating

and speed-curve running periods in each case, and a definite decision can only

be arrived at by working through the speed-time curves and calculating the

energy consumption in the usual manner.
In order to illustrate this point, we show, in Fig. 259, speed-time curves

—

for the above 195-ton motor-coach train—corresponding to gear ratios of 2-5 : 1,

(o) (6)

Fig. 268. Effect of Gear Ratio on Energy Consumption of 195-ton
Motor-coach Train

(2,5(U)-ft run at Ifi m.p.h. schedule speed)

(a) Energy consumiitlon. (6) Components of energy consumption.
A—energy dissipated In brake shoes. B—energy expended against train resistance. C—energy dissipated

in rheostats. D—energy dissipated in motors and gearing.

3*5 : 1, and 4-5 : 1, the schedule speed, distance of run, rate of braking, and
accelerating current being the same in each case. The energy consumption has

also been calculated, and the values are given in Table XI.
Before giving these results, it will be desirable to indicate the modifications

required to the above data to allow for the change of gear ratio.

The characteristics of the motors (p. 325) are modified in the following

manner. If F denotes the speed corresponding to a given current and gear

ratio y, then for a gear ratio y^, the speed
( V^) at the same current is given by

Fi = Vylyi. Again, if F, denote the tractive efforts corresponding to a given

current, then = Fyjy*
The modified values of the speed and tractive effort are as follow

—

Current (amperes)
Speed, 2-5 ; 1 gear; 36-in. wheels

(m.p.h.)

Speed, 4-6 : 1 gear; 36-in. wheels
(m.p.h.)

Tractive effort, 2*6 : 1 gear ; 36-in.

wheels (lb) ....
Tractive effort, 4*6 : 1 gear; 36-in.

wheels (lb) ....
assumption may be considered to be approximately correct, since, although the speeds of
the axle and gearing (corresponding to a given speed of the armature) are increased with a
reduction in the gear ratio, the tooth and bearing pressures are reduced.

226 175 125 100 75 50

23-5 25-6 29-3 32-5 38-1 61-4

1307 14-25 16-25 18 21-2 28-6

2,500 1,800 1,130 805 500 214

4,500 3,240 2,030 1,406 900 385

5-friction losses are the same in each case, which
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The change in the gear ratio will affect the apparent train resistance during
coasting. The values modified are as follows— /

,

Speed of train (m.p.h.) 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Apparent train resistance for

gear ratio 2*5 ; 1 (lb per
ton) .... 7-6 8 16 9*13 10-25 11-45 12-7 14-1

Apparent train resistance for

gear ratio 4-5 : 1 (lb per
ton) .... 10 11-1 12-4 13-7 15-1 — —

The effective mass of the train will also be affected by the change in the

gear ratio due to the change in the ratio of the speed of the train to the speed

of the armatures. By the application of equation (8), p. 22, the effective mass
is found to be 210*6 tons when the gear ratio is 2*5 : 1, and 217 tons when the

gear ratio is 4*5 : 1

.

Hence, for an accelerating current of 225 amperes per motor and a gear

ratio of 2*5 : 1, the initial acceleration is

(2,500 --
195)/(J X 210*6 x 102) -- 0*86 m.p.h.p.s.

With a gear ratio of 4*5 : 1 the initial acceleration is

(4,500 - 195)/(J X 217 X 102) = 1*55 m.p.h.p.s.

TABLE XI
Summary of the Results of Calculations for a 195-ton Motor-coach

Train Operattno at a Schedule Speed of 16 m.p.h. on a Run of
2,560 FT ON Level Track, with Stops of 20 Seconds Duration

dear ratio .......
Initial accelerating current f>er motor (amp) .

Rate of braking (m.p.h.j).s.) ....
Initial acc(‘loration (m.p.h.p.s.) ....
Specific energy consumption (Wh per ton mile)

Maximum iniiut from conductor rails (kW) .

Average input from conductor rails (kW)
Maximum output from motors (h.p.)

Free-running speed of train (m.p.h.)

Maximum speed of train during run (m.p.h.)

Speed of train when rheostats are cut out (m.p.h.)

Speed of train at commencement of braking (m.p.h.)

Moan retardation during coasting (m.p.h.p.s.)

Time from start to point of cut off (sec)

Duration of coasting period (sec)....
Duration of braking period (sec) ....
Energy utilized (Wh per ton mile)

Energy dissipated in brakes (Wh per ton mile)

Energy dissipated in starting rheostats (Wh per
ton mile) .......

Energy dissipated in motors and gears (Wh per ton
mile) ........

K.m.s. current per motor (amp) ....
Peripheral speed of gearing at free-running speed

(ft per min) .......
Diameter of pitch circle of gear wheel (in.) .

2-5 3-5 4-5

225 225 225
2-0 2-0 2-0

0-86 1-21 1-55

84 66-4 64
1,080 1,080 1,080
262 202 200
156 156 156

43-5 38-5 32-5

28 26-1 25-5

23-5 16-8 13-1

24 21-6 21-8

0-096 0-103 0-117

35 35 46-5

42 43-2 31-6

12 10-8 10-9

18 18-5 17-5

36-9 29-9 30-5

20-6 10-5 6-4

8-5 7-5 9-6

121-5 95-4 80-8

2,260 2,260 2,000
22-5 24-5 25*8

The relationship between the energy consumption and the gear ratio for the

above conditions of operation is shown in Fig. 258 (a). We observe that the

energy consumption is not materially affected by changes in the gear ratio

between 3*75 : 1 and 4*5 : 1, but is increased considerably for gear ratios below
3*0 : 1 and above 4*5 : 1. For example, for a gear ratio of 5*3 : 1 (which is the
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highest gear ratio with which the service can be run, power being kept on for

76 seconds, and the brakes applied immediately power is cut off), the energy
consumption reaches 78*6 watt-hours per ton mile.

The comparison between the above runs is greatly facilitated by plotting
the values of the energy expended in the various parts of the equipment
against the gear ratio, as shown in Fig. 258 (6), We have now an explanation

O 10 90 - 30 40 50“ 00' BO 90

Fig. 269. Speed-Time and Equipment-efficiency C'ubves foh
Motok-coach Train

(2,660-ft run at 16 m.p.h. schedule speed)
Note .—The numbers placed against the curves denote flie gear ratio. The points marked

with a black dot indicate the conimenccnient of the speed-curve running points.

of the rapid rise in the energy consumption when the gear ratio is increased
above 4-5:1; for, although the energy dissipated in the rheostats is reduced,
the energy dissipated in the motors and gearing, as well as in the brakes, is

increased.

The increased losses in the motors are principally friction losses, consequent
upon the high armature speed. For instance, in the particular motor for which
the characteristics are given on p. 325, the friction and gear losses at an arma-
ture speed of 1,200 r.p.m. (corresponding to a train speed of 26 m.p.h. with a
gear ratio of 5-3:1) are approximately 20 per cent of the input to the motor.
With a high gear ratio, a large portion of the run must be made at speeds in the
neighbourhood of free running, and as this condition usually corresponds to a
high armature speed, the average equipment efficiency during this period is

low. This point is clearly shown by the curves of Fig. 259, which refer to the
above runs, with an additional curve for the maximum gear ratio (5-3 : 1)
added.* Comparing the runs with gear ratios of 3-5 : 1 and 5-3:1, the mean

*
^

Th© points for the portion of th© efficiency curve corresponding to speed-curve
running are obtained directly from the motor efftciency curve (p. 326), while th© points for
the portion corresponding to the initial acceleration are obtained from the ratio of the out-
put to the input, th© output being (kinetic energy of train -f- work done against train
resistance).
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efflcienoiee during the periods of speed-curve running are 86*8 per cent and
73*4 per cent respectively.

The curves of Fig. 259 also indicate the ideal conditions for obtaining a lob

energy consumption with the standard method of series-parallel control. Thus,
suppose it were possible to adopt the 6*3 : 1 gear for the initial accelerating

period, and to change this gear to 3*5 : 1 at a speed of 17*25 m.p.h. (corres-

ponding to the intersection of the speed-time curves for these gear ratios).

We should then be able to cut off power earlier (e.g. at 30 seconds), to coast

longer, and to apply the brakes at a lower speed than if we made the run with
the 3*5 : 1 gear throughout. The specific energy consumption for this method
of operation is 57*6 watt-hours per ton mile, of which 27 watt-hours per ton
mile are expended in the brakes.

Of course, such a method of operation is quite impracticable, but with
motors designed for “tap-field” control, we can obtain conditions somewhat
similar to the above. Thus, at starting, the full field winding would be used,

thereby giving a low speed at which the rheostats are cut out, while for the
speed-curve running period the field tappings would be used, thereby enabling

this portion of the run to be made at a moderately high speed, so as to obtain

a long coasting period.

Ener^ Consumption of Equipments Operating on Various Services. In the
above discussion we have considered conditions of service which are typical

for city lines. But, with an extensive system of electrification—involving the
electrification of city, suburban, and interurban lines—^the traffic department
would require the suburban and interurban trains to be scheduled for a faster

service than the city trains. Hence, if the same trains are operated over both
city and interurban routes, the gear ratio cannot be selected to give the most
economical operation on each system. For instance, suppose the average
run of 5,000 ft is to be made at a scheduled speed of 24*5 m.p.h., with stops of

20 seconds’ duration. The running time is 119 seconds. A reference to p. 329
will show that the above equipment, with a gear ratio of 3*5 : 1 and 36-in.

wheels, is quite incapable of operating to this schedule. A lower gear ratio

(between 2*0 : 1 and 2*5 : 1) must, therefore, be employed ; and to avoid an
excessive gear velocity at free-running speed (which in this case would be of

the order of 45 to 50 m.p.h.), the diameter of the driving wheels require to be
increased to 43*5 in. A reference to Fig. 258 (a) will show that such an equip-

ment would have a high energy consumption when operating on the city

service.

Moreover, if a compromise in the gear ratio be adopted, the energy con-

sumption for the suburban and interurban services wiU be higher than that of

a train equipped with the correct gear ratio for these services.

These disjidvantages are to some extent minimized by employing equipments
with tapped or shunted field control. The full field winding would be used for the

initial acceleration, and the weakened (tapped or shunted) field would be
used for obtaining the higher speeds requi^ for the suburban and inter-

urban routes. The gear ratio would be selected to give a moderately high

acceleration, so that the train could be operated economically in city

service.

Field control, therefore, considerably extends the flexibility of the equipment,

and, with a suitable selection of the motor, one class of equipment will be capable

of operating on widely different services without the energy consumption, on any
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of the services, being excessive. This feature of field-control equipments can be
better illustrated by an example.

Thus, consider a train of two 36-ton motor coaches, with equipments
arranged for tapped-field control, to operate on level track to various schedules,

the braking retardation being 2 m.p.h.p.s. in all cases. The coach bodies are

of the same dimensions as those in the above examples. The trucks have

43J-in. wheels, and each truck is equipped with two 75 h.p., 500-volt, geared

motors, the gear ratio being 3*9 ; 1. The weight of the train loaded with
passengers is 79 tons, and the effective mass is 86*5 tons.

The characteristics of the motors at normal voltage and for 43J-in. wheels,

3*9 : 1 gear ratio, are as follows

—

Amperes ..... 40 60 80 100 130
Speed, full field* (m.p.h.) 27*5 22-5 20 18-4 17

Speed, normal field* (m.p.h.) . 38 28-7 24 21-6 19-5

Speed, weak field* (m.p.h.) 50 33-7 27-8 24-6 22
Tractive effort, full field (lb) . 285 570 850 1,130 1,560
Tractive effort, normal field (lb) 200 460 725 1,000 1,410
Tractive effort, weak field (lb) 127 375 625 900 1,300
Efficiency, full field (per cent) 78-3 83 83 82*2 80*5

Efficiency, normal field (per cent) . 75 84-2 86*2 85-8 84*5

Efficiency, weak field (per cent) 67 83 86*2 87 86-2

The mean accelerating current with full field is 130 amperes per motor.
The train resistance, calculated from equation (38), is given by r =:^ 4*1

+ 0*055F + 0*0042 F***, and the apparent train resistance during coasting is

obtained by making allowance for the motor and gear friction losses during

this period. The values of train and coasting resistances at various speeds

are

—

Speed of train (m.p.h.) . . . , 10 20 30 40 50
Train resistance (lb per ton) . 51 6-9 9-6 13 17-4

Apparent train resistance (lb per ton) 8-5 10-8 14 17*8 22-4

First, consider this train to operate on a service with 2*06 stops per mile,

at a schedule speed of 16 m.p.h., the duration of each stop being 20 seconds.

The distance between the stops is 2,560 ft, and the running time is 89 seconds.

For this run the motors will be operated with the full field winding through-

out. The initial acceleration (corresponding to a mean current of 130 A per

motor) is 1*35 m.p.h.p.s. and occupies 12*6 seconds. Power is cut off at

30*1 seconds from the start, when the speed is 26 m.p.h. The train coasts for

48*4 seconds, and the brakes are applied when the speed is 21 m.p.h. The specific

energy consumption is 68*7 watt-hours per ton mile, and the total energy
consumption is 5*4kW-hours per train mile. The r.m.s. current per motor
for the run is 51*7 amperes.

Second, consider the train to operate on a service in which the average
run of 3,900 ft has to be made at a schedule speed of 20*6 m.p.h., with stops

of 20 seconds’ duration. The running time is 109 seconds.

For this run the initial acceleration is made with the full-field winding,
and the acceleration on the speed-curve is made with the normal field winding,

the transition from full field to normal field being made at a speed of 1 7 m.p.h.

Power is cut off at 44*5 seconds (when the speed is 32*5 m.p.h.), and the brakes

* The effective turns in the field winding corresponding to full, normal, and weak
field are in the ratios 1*0 : 0*667 .* 0*6. The free-running speeds on level track with the
above train are 33*6, 42*5, 47*6 m.p.h. for the three field strengths.
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are applied at 95*8 seconds from the start (when the speed is 26*4m.p.h.).
The specific energy consumption is 68*7 watt-hours^ per ton mile, the tot^l

energy consumption is 6*41 kW-hours per train mile, and the r.m.s. current

is 55*6 amperes.

Third, consider the train to operate on a service in which the average run
of 5,100 ft has to be made at a schedule speed of 24*1 m.p.h., the duration of

the stops being 20 seconds. The running time is 124 seconds.
In this case the speed-curve running period is made with the minimum

Fig. 260 . Speed, Current and Efficiency Curves for Motor-coach
Train with Field-control Equipment

Full field formal field • — • — Minimum field

number of field turns in circuit. The initial acceleration is made with the full

field winding, the transition to the normal field winding is made at a speed
of 17 m.p.h., and the transition from normal to weak field is made at a speed
of 19*5 m.p.h.

Power is cut off at 60*7 seconds from the start (when the speed is 37*5 m.p.h.),

and the brakes are applied at 108*5 seconds from the start (when the speed is

31 m.p.h.). The specific energy consumption is 72*6 watt-hours per ton mile,

the total energy consumption is 5*72 kW-hours per train mile, and the r.m.s.

current is 60 amperes.
Fig. 260 shows the speed-time curves for the above runs, together with the

current and equipment-efficiency curves.
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The equipment is also capable of operating this train to other fast suburban
services, as shown below.

Distance between
Stops

Dura-
tion
of

Stop

Schedule
Speed

Run-
ning
Time

Time
of
Cut
off

Duration
of

Coasting
Period

Specific

Energy
Consump-

tion

R.M.S.
Current
per

Motor

ft miles sec m.p.h. sec sec sec Wh/t-mile amp
6,370 102 20 26-5 124

1 79 27 80 62-2

6,160 M7 »»
26-4 139 79 43*3 70 69-6

8,720 1-66
»> 30*3 176 127 29*4 69

1

58*6

10,660 2-0
fi

32-6 202 162 19 68 67-4

In all the above cases the equipment is not taxed to the limit of its capacity,

and ample margin is allowed for making up time lost by slow-downs or signal

checks. The hardest of the above schedules is the run of 5,370 ft at a schedule

speed of 25*5 m.p.h. With easier schedules, the specific energy consumption
would be lower, but the above may be considered as representative schedules

for electric suburban services.

• Part III.

—

Energy Consumption (Alternating-current
Equipments)

The calculation of energy consumption with single-phase equipments is slightly

more complicated than the above process, as the power factor has to be taken
into account. Moreover, the current during the period of initial acceleration

is not controlled by rheostats, but by the application of definite voltages to

the motor. Hence every notch, if desired, can be used as a running notch.

The method of procedure is, in general, similar to that employed with d.c.

equipments, but owing to the different method of speed control, the current

during the initial period of acceleration is variable, and therefore the increment
process must be applied to this period as well as to the succeeding periods.

Curves of the accelerating tractive effort and speed (similar to Fig. 251) will,

of course, be required for each operating voltage, and a knowledge of the

currents at which the transitions are effected will also be necessary.

The calculations involve only the application of the principles already
discussed in detail, and should, therefore, present no difficulty.

The curves of Figs. 261, 262, 263 have been calculated for a four-coach,

175-ton, suburban train (equipped with single-phase motors) when running
on level track, between stations 4,600 ft apart at an average speed of 25-3 m.p.h.

The current and power curves (Fig. 262) refer to the input to the high-voltage

side of the transformer (i.e. the input from the 6,6()0-V trolley wire), the

current curve, however, showing the equivalent current per motor and not
the total current. The power factor and efficiency curves (Fig. 263) also refer

to the high-voltage side of the transformer.

The energy consumption is 11*85 kW-hours per train mile, and the specific

energy consumption is 67*4 watt-hours per ton mile.

The efficiency curve shows clearly that, although no rheostats are used
during the starting period, the average efficiency is fairly low. Moreover, the
average efficiency during the period of speed-curve running is below 80 per cent.
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The low efBiciency in the starting period is due to the low power factor and the
relatively large losses in the motors.

The sustained acceleration (which is clearly shown in the speed-time curve

Fig. 261. Speed-Time Curve fob Motor-coach Train with
Single-phase Motors

Note,—The ixtints luarked by small circles Indicate a change of controller notch.

Fig. 262. Current and Power
Curves fob Motob-ooaoh Train

WITH Single-phase Motors

Fig. 263. Power-factor and £ffi-
oiBNOY Curves for Motor-coach
Train with Single-phase Motors

of Fig. 261) is a special feature of single-phase equipments, and is a result of
the inherent characteristics of the motors and the method of voltage control.

With three-phase equipments having rheostatic control, the torque during
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tile initial accelerating period may be maintained approximately constant,

and therefore this ^riod can be calculated in a single step, similar to the

direct-current case. The period of speed-curve running, however, is ofextremely

short duration, owing to the “flat” speed-torque characteristic of three-phase

motors. This period is, therefore, calculated in a single step.

With multi-speed cascade equipments, starting is effected by rheostatic

control—generally with automatically controlled rheostats—so that the

calculations become very simple.
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TRAMWAY TRACK CONSTRUCTION

In this country street tramway track is laid with grooved girder rails on a solid

foundation of 6 : 1 concrete, at least 6 in. thick. Standard railway practice,

on the contrary, aims at a resilient track, the resiliency being obtained by
supporting the rails, at frequent intervals, on chairs, and fixing the latter to

wooden sleepers on a ballasted foundation. This difference in the track con-

struction of tramways and railways is necessary in order that the tramway

Fia. 264. Dimensions of B.S. No. 8 Tramway Kail and Fish-plates

Note.—Fish-plates are 2 ft Ipng and are fastened with six bolts.

track may be suitable for ordinary vehicular traffic, and the grooved girder

rail allows the paving to be brought up close to, and level with the top of, the
rail.*

The grooved girder rail is standardized in four sections, varying from 96 to

113 lb per yard for straight track. Table XII gives the principal dimensions
of these sections, and Fig. 264 shows details of one section. The standard width

of groove for straight track is
1 J in., but for curves below 1 50 ft radius the groove

is widened to in.

The lip, or check, is 1 J in. below the tread on straight track, but is level

with the tread on curved track. The position of the web of the rail and the width
of the base are such that the resultant of the forces, due to the weight of the
car and lateral pressure of the wheel flanges, falls well within the base.

* In tramways (or light railways) operating over a private right-of-way, the track is

generally laid with sleepers and ballasted in the same manner as railway track.

349
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Rails of standard section may be obtained in lengths of 35, 46, or 60 ft for

straight track, and 36 ft for curved track. The 46- or 60-ft lengths are usually

adopted on account of the reduced number of joints in the track.

The chemical composition is similar to that of steel for railway rails.

TABLE XII

Dimensions of Biutish Standabd Teamway Rails and Fish-plates

Tramway Rails Fish-plates

B.S.

Weight
of Rail

Height
of

Rail

Width
of

Flange

Thick-
ness of
Web

Overall
Width of

Width
of Head

Weight
of

Weight
of

Section (lb per
yard)

Head
and Lip

at
Tread

Inner
Plate

Outer
Plate

in. in. in. in. in. lb lb

6 96*4 6i 61 — 31 21
>>

22i 27
6c 103-2 »* tt.ii 4A »» »
7 103-7 7 3tt 26 301
7c 109-7 »» >• i 4A »» ft

8 112-9 »» 7 i 3# »> 26 »
8c 119-2 »» >> 4A »> tt

10 96-4 5 6 A 3«
!

lOi
10c 101-8 fi >» 4* f* tf

Notes, c denotes section for curved track. Sections Nos. 6-8c are in general use for street tramway track.

The dwarf Sections, 10, 10c are intended for carrying heavy loads on sleeper track. The depth of groove is

In. for Nos. 6, 7; li in for Nos. 6c, 7c, 8, 10, and 1* in. for Nos. 8c, 10c. The lip is i in. for No. 6;
^ In. for Nos. 7, 8, 10 • ii in. for Nos. 6c, 7c, 8c, 10c. Fish-plates are 2 ft long for Sections Nos. 6-8c, and
1 ft 6 in. long for Nos. 10, 10c.

BailJoints. Individual rail lengths are connected together either mechanic-

ally by fish-plates or by welding to form one continuous length.

The fish-plate joint (Fig. 264) consists of two curved plates—^placed one on
each side of the web of the rail—^with inclined or “fishing'* surfaces fitting

between the head and flange of the rail, and bolted together with six bolts.

It is essential that the fishing surfaces should be a good fit, since the life and
strength of the joint is dependent on this condition. As the life of a rail is largely

influenced by wear at the joint, and the latter is inaccessible for inspection

and adjustment, the importance of good joints on a tramway track is very great.

Welded joints are extensively used, as this method of jointing the rails

eliminates track troubles due to faulty mechanical joints.

Special Trackwork. Trackwork at curves calls for special consideration

where the radius is below 150 ft. In these cases the curve should be compounded
with a spiral, in order to give an easier entrance, and to reduce the wear on
wheel flanges and rails. With a spiral entrance the spreading of the track at

the centre of the curve, to give the necessary statutory clearance of 15 in.

between passing cars, is less than that required for a curve of uniform radius.

Points and crossings are required in connexion with special trackwork,
such as loops or turnouts (passing places for cars on single lines), cross-overs,

junctions, etc.

All points are made of manganese steel, with the tongues and grooves
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shaped to standard radii (100, 150, 200, 300 and 350 ft). The overall length

may be from 10 ft to 111 ft 6 in., with tongues from 7 ft^ 6 in. to 10 ft long.

Points can be divided into three classes, (i) open or fixed points, sometimes

called ‘^mates’’
;

(ii) movable points
;

(iii) automatic or sprii^ points.

Open points have no tongues, and are used in conjunction with movable
points, but in some cases a pair of open points (or ‘‘mates’*) are used under

trailing conditions.

A movable point has a tongue which is operated either by a crowbar or

(a) (h) (c)

Fig. 266. Universal Operating Mechanism of Hadpields’ Point

(a) Movable point, (b) Automatic pulling point, (r) Automatic pushing point

through levers from the side of track. This class of point is used at turnouts,

cross-overs, and junctions.

An automatic point has a tongue which is spring controlled, and is operated

by the Ranges of the car wheels. The tongue is kept in position for one direction

of traffic by a spring, and is therefore self-setting when operated as a trailing

point by a car coming from the other direction. An example is shown in Fig.

265. In this case the fulcrum of the rocking lever, A, is adjustable, and may
occupy any of the three positions shown, according to the class of point desired.

The heel-end design of the tongue is shown in Fig. 266. The heel is held

on its bearing surface (about 60 in.*) by means of a sliding block, and any
wear is taken up automatically by means of a spring-operated adjusting wedge.
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Crossings are usually single castings of manganese steel For turnouts and

cross-overs they are standardized with angles from 1 in 4| to 1 in 8, and lengths

varying from 7 ft to 11 ft,

A turnout requires a crossing, an open point, and an automatic point at

each end.

A single junction or cross-over requires at each end a crossing and a pair of

Fig. 266 . Arrangement ot Ifi.EL of Hadjulds’ Point

points, which may consist either of a paii* of movable points or a movable
point and an open mate.

Electrically-operated Points. At junctions m busy thoroughfares it is

desirable to operate the points without manual labour, which can be arranged
without difficulty on overhead systems. For example, the tongue of the point

may be operated by an electro-magnet which is excited by the line current

from a special overhead fitting in advance of the junction. If the point is

required to be operated, the controller is kept in the first power position when
passing this contact, while, if the car is to run through, the controller is kept
“off.”
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THE TRAMWAY TRACK CONSIDERED AS AN
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTOR

In tramways operating on the overhead system the track rails, in conjunction

with feeder cables, form the return conductor. The electrical properties of the

rails and track therefore require consideration.

The cross-sectional areas of rail sections Nos. 6, 7, 8 are 9-64 in.^, 10*37 in.*,

and 11*29 in.* respectively, and the resistances per foot are 9*33, 8*67, 7*96

microhms respectively.

Track as Electrical Distributing System. From these data we observe that

the resistance of a mile of continuous rail is of the order of 0*05 ohm. But when
a track is laid with commercial rail lengths jointed mechanically, the fish-plate

joints have a high resistance relative to the rail. Therefore, to obtain good
conductivity for the track as a whole, either this type of joint must be eliminated

by welding the rails, or it must be supplemented with a good conductor or

“bond.”
A rail joint having a low resistance is necessary, not only for reasons of

economy, but on account of statutory regulations, which limit the voltage

drop in the rails to 7 volts and the voltage between any pipe and the rails to

1 volt positive and 3 volts negative.

The object of these regulations (which apply to tramways in Great Britain)

is to minimize the corrosion of pipes and cable sheaths adjacent to the track

which could be caused by leakage currents from the rails. Such currents,

diverted to the pipes by high voltage drop in the rails, cause electrol3d}ic

corrosion to occur at places where the current leaves the pipes as, due to the

moisture and salts in the surrounding soil, the combination of rail, soil and pipes

forms an electrolytic cell, and therefore current passing through the cell causes

metal to be removed from the anode, i.e. where the current leaves the pipe for

the rails or other adjacent conductors.

In order to maintain the voltage drop in the rails within the limit of 7 volts,

“negative” feeders will usually be necessary (i.e. cables connecting various

points of the rails to the negative bus-bar). With a properly designed feeder

system and the voltage drop in the rails within the above limit, there are prac-

tically no corrosion troubles, even on extensive tramway systems.

Bonds. Modern bonds are of the flexible type and are designed to be as short

as the conditions of location will permit, in order to reduce to a minimum the

resistance of the joint.

The bonds are usually fixed under the fish-plates, as shown in Fig. 267, as

they are then protected from damage when repairs to the paving are being

carried out. A bond having a cross-section of 0*166 in.* consists of 24 strands

of copper, 0*193 in. X 0 036 in., with terminals | in. in diameter. The terminals

are expanded into holes in the rails under a pressure of 20 to 30 tons.

In addition to bonds between the rail joints, the rails are cross-bonded at

intervals of 40 yd, and on double track cross-bonds are fitted between the tracks

at intervals of 80 to 100 yd. At junctions and special work, the rails should

353
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be bonded independently of the points and crossings. For these purposes

bonds consisting of stranded cable, with forged copper terminals, are employed,

the heads of which are expanded into holes in the rail.

Resistance of Bonded Joint. The contact resistance of a bond terminal in a

rail is largely influenced by the state of the hole and the terminal at the time

of bonding. In order to obtain the minimum contact resistance it is necessary

that the hole and the bond terminal be both clean, dry and bright. Tests have
shown that the contact resistance of a | in. terminal, in a rail with a web J in.

Fig. 267. Location op 8-in. Pbotbcted Bonds on Teamway Rail

thick, may be as low as two microhms when the hole and bond are very clean.

A thin film of oil or oxide on the bond or hole is sufficient to increase this resis-

tance two to three times the original value. With fish-plates properly fitted,

the resistance of a joint without bonds may be 20 microhms (or less), but this

value will be considerably increased when any looseness occurs between the

fish-plates and the rails. Taking the value of 20 microhms for the resistance

of the fish-plate portion of the joint, the total resistance of a joint (for rails

weighing 104 lb per yard), bonded with two 8 in., 0*166 in.^ bonds under the

fish-plates, will be about 10 microhms,* which is equivalent to 15 in. of rail.

If the contact resistance of the fish-plates increases, the resistance of the

joint will increase, and would ultimately become (with infinite fish-plate

resistance) 22 microhms, which is equivalent to 31 in. of rail.

Obtained as follows: Conductor resistance of each bond = 38 microhms; contact

resistances per bond (say), 7 microhms ; resistance of two bonds fitted to rail, 22 microhms

;

combined resistance of bonds and fish-plates, 10-5 microhms (taking contact resistance of
fish-plates as 20 microhms).



CHAPTER XXII

CONDUCTOR RAILS AND TRACK-WORK FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS

On electric railways the track rails in many cases are used as the return
conductor. Data of standard sections are given in Table XIII.

TABLE XIII

Data or Standakd Bull-head Railway Rails

B.S. section (indicat-

ing the weight in lb

per yard 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100

Height in rail (in.) 4i H 6 61 6} 6il 6ft 6ft 6a
Width of head (in.) 2t 2* 2& 2ft 2} 2i 21
Thickness of web (in.) .

Cross-sectional area
ii M t ft i 1 i

(in.*) 6-87 6*34 6*88 7-32 7-8 8-33 8-81 9-28 9-8

Perimeter (in.) 1604 16-87

I

17-85 18-34 18-76 18-93 19-01 19-06 19-11

The chemical composition depends upon the process of steel

and the carbon content. The limits for the impurities are

—

manufacture

Carbon
Manganese
Silicon

Phosphorus
Sulphur

0*4 to 0*65 per cent
0*7 to 1*0 per cent
0*1 to 0*3 per cent
0*05 to 0*06 per cent
0’05 to 0*06 per cent

The resistivity is about 13 times that of copper.

Conductor Bails. On low-voltage (600 V) d.c. railways the current is

usually supplied to the trains through either one or two conductor rails, the
latter being employed when the track rails are not used as the return conductor.

The wear on conductor rails is only that due to the friction of the collector

shoes (except at places where heavy currents have to be collected at starting

and pitting occurs), and, as the strength of the rail is unimportant, the design,

as far as the cost will permit, can be made from an electrical standpoint. The
principal considerations, other than conductivity and cost, are

:
(i) the contact

surface available for the collector shoes; (ii) the shape of the section (with

reference to installation and insulators)
;

(iii) the wearing qualities.

Steel is employed for reasons of economy, and the composition is arranged
so that the highest conductivity is obtained consistent with the above con-

ditions, the resistivity being about 6^ times that of copper.

A typical composition is—^iron 99*63 per cent, carbon 0*05 per cent,

manganese 0*2 per cent, phosphorus 0*06 per cent, silicon 0*02 per cent, sulphur
0*06 per cent.

dassiflcation of Conductor Bails. The conductor rails in general use may be
divided into three classes according to the position of the contact surface,

which may be at the top, bottom, or side of the rad.

865
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The top-contact rail is adopted universally for low-voltage (600 V) electri-

fications in this country. The side-contact rail was developed for the 1 ,200-

V

Manchester~Bury section of the London Midland Region of British Railways,

The under-contact rail is in use in America : it possesses the advantage over

a top-contact rail that the contact surface is protected from snow, sleet and ice.

^^rpe of Section and Mounting. Fig. 268 shows the type of rail and insulator

which has been standardized for low-voltage electrifications in this country.

Fig. 268. Method of Mounting Fi.at-bottom Conductoh Rails

The rail (weighing 100 to 150 lb per yard) rests on a malleable-iron cap which
is fixed to the top of a petticoated “pedestal type“ porcelain insulator, the base

Fig. 269. Method of Mounting Rectangular (Jonduutor Rails

(a) Positive rail and innulator. (ft) Negative raii and insulator.

of which rests directly upon one of the sleepers carrying the track rails, and is

secured in position by two malleable-iron clamps.*

Fig. 269 shows the type of conductor rail and tubular earthenware insulator

in use on the London tube railways. Pedestal-type insulators are also used.

The method of mounting low-voltage, under-contact conductor rails is

shown in Fig. 270. The rail is supported from cast-iron brackets (fixed to the
sleepers) by means of special porcelain insulators, which are in halves and are

* Proposed British Standard sections include flat-bottomed rails of 106 and 160 lb per yd,
and a rectangular rail of 130 lb per yd. The width of the head is 3^ in. for the flat-bottomed
rails and 3^ in. for the rectangular rail.
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held in position by a hook bolt. The portion of the rail between the insulators

is protected by either wooden or fibre protection, so tbat only the lower (or

contact) surface of the rail is exposed.

Fig. 271 shows the side-contact rail and method of mounting. The rail C

Fig. 270. Method of Mounting Under-contact Conductor Kails

(weighing 85 lb per yard) rests upon a wooden block, J5, recessed into the top
of the porcelain insulator J.. The guards, E, F, rest upon ledges on the insulator.

Spring clips G, distance pieces, jD, and keys, H, placed

at intervals, maintain rail and guards in their correct

positions.

In this country the following standard positions have
been adopted for top-contact conductor rails

—

(a) When the conductor rail is located between the

track rails : centre-line of conductor rail to coincide with

the centre-line of the track rails, and the top of the

conductor rail to be 1 1 in. above the top of track rails.

(5) When the conductor rail is located outside the

track rails’ centre-line of conductor rail to be 1 ft 4 in.

from gauge line of nearest track rail, and the top of

conductor rail to be 3 in. above the top of track rails.

On American railways, where the under-contact rail. Fig. 270, is employed,

the distance between the centre-line of the conductor rail and the gauge line

of the nearest track rail is 2 ft 5 in., and the contact,surface of the rail is 2| in.

above the top of the track rail.

Fig. 272 shows cross-sections of the track on some British railways and the

method of protecting the conductor rail (by wooden boards, 7 in. x IJ in.) at

stations, staff and other crossings.

Bonding of Conductor Bails. As the conductor rails are used solely as

electrical conductors, and on a large system may have to carry currents of

2,000 amperes for short periods, it is necessary to bond the joints to the full

current-carrying capacity of the rail, as shown in Fig. 273.

The Southern Region, British Railways, have recently developed special

equipment, to facilitate quick renewals at night, for handling and installing

180-ft lengths of 150-lb rail (three 60-fb lengths being welded together at a
depot), and welding at site these lengths to form a continuous rail J mile long,

thereby saving ^ ton of copper bonds. Each J-mile length is anchored and
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adjacent lengths are connected by flexible bonds to allow for expansion and

contraction due to changes of temperature.

Bonding of Track Bails* Each rail joint is bonded, and the rails of each

single track, and also those of multiple tracks, are cross bonded at intervals.

The bonds are now usually fixed by welding the terminal heads of the bond

A—Southern ReKion B—London surface and shallow-tunnel railways. C—London tube railways.

to the outer side of the heads of the rails. Impedance bonds are necessary at

insulated joints in track-circuit signalling systems.

Feeder cables (and jumper cables) may be connected to the conductor rails

by means of either several bonds with cable sockets, or a special copper plate

(which is provided with cable sockets) bolted to the web of the rail.

At cross-overs and special track-work it is necessary to insert gaps in the

conductor rails, the continuity of which is maintained by jumper cables. The
ends of the rails are formed into ramps for the guidance of the collector shoes.*

Details are given in “Conductor-rail Installation and Maintenance, and Collector

Shoe Gear,” Constant and Craig, Proc, I,E.E,, Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 123.
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In order that the supply of current to the train shall not be interrupted

urhen it is passing over special track-work, the distance apart of the front and
rear collector shoes must be greater than the longest gap in the conductor

Fig. 273. Bonding fob IOO-lb Conductor Raids

Note—^Each bond has a cross-section of 0 85 in.*

rails. In some cases (for example, in locomotives, single motor coaches, and
motor-coach trains for tube railways, where no ‘‘bus lines’’ are allowed on the

train) it will not be possible to fulfil this requirement, and under these circum-

stances the train wiU have to coast over the gap.

The conductor rails are divided into sections of convenient length, and the

section insulators are usually arranged near the sub-stations. (The feeding

and switching arrangements for the conductor rails and section insulators are

discussed in Chapter XXV.) Each section is anchored at one point, either by
bolting to the rail a special anchor clip and anchoring one of the insulators, as

shown in Fig. 274, or by means of insulated anchor ties.



CHAPTER XXIII

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION FOR TRAMWAYS AND
TROLLEYBUS ROUTES

Overhead construction has been standardized for a number of years, and
modern installations show only improvements in a few details. Statutory

regulations require the trolley wire to be erected at a minimum height of 17 ft

above the street surface (except under bridges), and to be supported at intervals

not greater than 120 ft. Further, each trolley wire must be divided into sections,

not exceeding one-half of a mile in length, with an emergency switch between
every two sections.

In addition to satisfying these requirements, the trolley wire must be

designed to fulfil its function as an electrical conductor and to withstand the

mechanical stresses due to temperature variation, etc.

Trolley Wire. The material in general use is hard-drawn^copper, but alloyed

wire has better wearing qualities, owing to its being uniformly hard throughout,

whereas, with hard-drawTi copper wire the hardness is confined to the outer

skin.

The chief mechanical and electrical pro})ertieH of copper and alloyed (cad-

mium-copper) wire are

—

Hard-drawn
copper wire

Ultimate tensile strength (tons per in.*) . 23 to 26
Elastic limit (tons per in.*) . . . 7-5 to 12*5

Young’s modulus of elasticity (lb per in.*) . 18 x 10*

Specific resistance (60°F.) (ohm-in.) . . 0*69 X 10 *

Cadmium

-

copper wire

30 to 36
20 to 30
18 X 10*

0-8 X 10 »

The form of cross-section is grooved circular (Fig. 275), and the standard
size has a cross-sectional area of 0*125 in.^

Support of Trolley Wire. The trolley wire is supported and insulated from
a transverse span wire by means of a steel bolt screwed into a gun-metal ear

attached to the trolley wire, the bolt being insulated from, and held in, a hanger
attached to the span wire. The span wire is sui)ported from poles and is

insulated therefrom.

A typical ear and hangers for the straight and curves arc shown in Fig. 275.

On the straight the span wire supporting the hanger is above the level of

the trolley wire, but at curves the span wire must be on a level with the trolley

wire, otherwise the hanger will be pulled out of the vortical. Hangers for

curves are called "'pull-offs,'' the double pull -off being used when both sides

of the span wire are in tension.

The span wire is of stranded galvanized or sherardized steel, having an
ultimate tensile strength of 29 tons per in.‘^, and elastic limit of 20 tons per in.‘^.

The sizes in common use are 7/0*125 in., 7/0*104 in., and 7/0*083 in., for

which the average breaking loads are 4,550 lb, 3,950 lb, and 2,400 lb respectively.

The wire may extend the whole width of the road (in which case it is attached
to poles on each side of the road), or a short length of span wire carrying the
hangers may be attached to brackets carried from a horizontal arm which is

360
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attached to a pole at one side of the road. The former arrangement is called

span-wire construction and the latter bracket-arm construc^im.

Span-wire construction is suitable for any width of street. In narrow streets,

with substantial buildings on either side, the span-wire may be attached to
rosettes fixed to these buildings, thereby avoiding obstructions due to poles.

Bracket-arm construction has limited applications as the maximum length
of the bracket-arm is 16 ft.

Typical insulators are shown in Fig. 276. The “globe” insulator consists of

A

I
(a)

Fig. 275 . Trollfy wire and Suspension Fittings (British
Insulatfd Callenders Constrik tion)

(a) Eai and trollcy-wire , (ft) pull-off, stralRht-line hanger and Insulated suspension bolt,

(<) twin hanger lor trolleybus loutes

two malleable iron castings, one of which is compressed over the other. The
insulation between the castings is mica. Composition insulation is moulded
around the central portion of the castings to protect the mica insulation from
the weather and to increase the leakage surface. A typical insulator 2| in. in

diameter has an average ultimate mechanical strength of 9,000 lb and a break-

down voltage, when dry, of about 14,000 volts. Corresponding values for the

4| in. X 2| in. size of porcelain insulator are 10,000 lb and 30,000 volts.

Construction at Curves, At curved track the trolley wire is maintained in

position by means of pull-off wires. As the tension in some cases may be con-

siderable, strain insulators must be employed for insulating the pull-off wires

from the poles. The adjustment of the position of the trolley wire is effected

by turnbuckles.

Fig. 277 is a diagram of the overhexid construction at a double-track right-angle
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curve. This diagram shows the arrangement of the pull-offwires and the method

of anchoring the straight lengths of trolley wire so as to render the straight

sections and curves mutually independent. Hence, if an accident occurs on
one of the straight sections, its eflfects are not transmitted to the curve.

Special At junctions, frogs and crossings are necessary for the

276 . Types op Strain Insulator:
Globe and Porcelain Lt)OP Type

Fig. 277 . Layout of Trolley-wires, Span Wires and Fittings
at a Double-track Right-angle Curve

Ay anchor ear; JBy stral^it-line hanger; C, double pull-ofl; D, single pull-ofT; E, strain

insulator; F, adjustable strain insulator; P, pole. Inset shows method of locating
position of trolley-wire on layout drawing.

guidance of the trolley wheel. Frogs are of two types, one being fitted with a
movable tongue—^for use at facing points—whilst the other is without a tongue

and is intended for trailing use oifiy. A two-way switch frog is shown in Mg.
278. The tongue is maintained in one position by a spring, and is moved to

the other position by a wire operated by the point controller or pointsman.
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A tecHon inavMor is shown in Fig. 279. The trolley wires are terminated
at the ears, A, and an insulated central portion, B, provides a continnons
sozfisce for the collector. The strain due to the tension in the trolley wires is

taken by rods, C, of insulating material.

Poles. These are of the tubular t3^, and usually consist of three steel

tubes, of different diameters, shrunk together with telescopic joints. The

Fig. 278. Two-way Switch Fbog (British Insulated Callenders
Construction

)

overall length is 31 ft
;
the length of bottom section is 17 ft

;
the middle and

top sections are each 8 ft 6 in. long
;
and each joint is 1 ft 6 in. long. Three

standard sizes are in use, (i) “light,” suitable for pulls up to 7501b; (ii)

“medium,” suitable for pulls up to 1,2501b, and (iii) “heavy,” suitable for

Fig. 279. Section Insulator Comprising Insulator Unit with
Trolley-wire End httings (British Insulated Callenders

Construction)

pulls up to 2,000 lb. The “heavy” poles are only used for anchoring purposes

or at curves where several pull-off wires are attached to one pole.

The poles are fixed in 6 ft of concrete, with a concrete “biscuit” 6 in. thick

under the base. The thickness of concrete around the pole depends on the nature

of the subsoil, and under normal conditions about 8 to 10 in. is sufiicient.

Each pole is set with sufficient rake so that the tension in the span wire will

pull it vertical.

The bracket arms of side poles consist of steel tubing, 2 J to 3 in. in diameter,

fixed to the poles by means of collars and tie rods. On span-wire construction

a short bracket arm is used.

Calculation of Stresses in Trolley Wire and Span Wire

Belationship between Sag and Tension for a Trolley Wire. A flexible wire,

suspended horizontally and loaded only by its own weight, hangs in the form
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ofa catenary. But if the sag is small in comparison with the span the catenary

is practically identical with a parabola.f With tramway overhead construction,

the sag in the trolley wire rarely exceeds 1 per cent of the span, and in these

circumstances the wire may be considered to hang in the form of a parabola,

in which case the sag will be proportional to the square of the span.

Thus, if w is the weight (in lb) of unit length of the wire and T is the tension

(in lb), then, by taking moments about one of the supports (s, Fig. 280), we
have

whence

7^d - wl X
T - 7viy2d

and d - wiy2T (44)

The tension T is not uniform throughout the span, but increases slightly

- towards the supports. With small sags, however, the

variation is practically negligible.

In this country, trolley wire is usually erected with

a sag of 9 in. in a span of 120 ft, at a temperature of

about 65‘^F. Hence, applying efjuation (44) to these

conditions, we have iy2d — C)0y(2 X 0*75) - 2,400 so

that 7^ - 2,4(K)u\ The following values give the weight

per foot of (*opper trolley wire

—

Fig. 280

Size of wire (S.W.(».) .... 00 000 0000
Weight per foot (lb) . . . 0-367 0-419 0-484

Whence the tensions atid stresses in these wires when erected (120 ft span,

9 in. sag) are

—

Size of wire (S.W.d.) .... 00 000 0000
Diameter of wire (in.) 0-348 0-372 0-4

Area of cross-sf'ction (in.^) . 0-095 0-1087 0-1257
Tension in lb (9-in. sag, 120 ft span) 880 1,005 1,160
Stress (lb j>er in. 2) .... 9,270 9,240 9,230

Effect o! Temperature on Sag and Tension. A change in temperature pro-

duces changes in the sag and tension, but in calculating the sag at different

temperatures the elasticity of the wire must be taken into account. For
example, a decrease in temperature tends to reduce the sag, but the increased

tension, due to the reduced sag, produces a stretching of the wire, so that the

* The general equation of the catenary is—
1/ ^ 4- f *'/") - a cosh

where a is the distance from the origin to the vertex.
If z is the height of the point a-, y, above the vertex (Fig. 280), then

z — y - a — a cosh xja - a a (cosh x/a — 1

)

Expanding, we obtain

2 = «(l 4 (ar/u)2/2! 4- {xla)*l4l 4- • . - 1)

- {xy2a)[l 4- (a?/«)Vi2 4- (a;/a)V360 4- • • d
which, if the second and succeeding terms arc neglected, becomes

z — a?®/2a, or = 2a z,

which is the equation to a parabola.

t For example, if, in a catenary, the sag is 1 per cent of the span, the sag of a corres-

ponding parabola will be of 1 per cent smaller than that of the catenary.
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resulting change in the sag is smaller than that calculated by ignoring the

elasticity of the material Thus, consider a wire suspended between two
horizontal supports, and let

/
^

21 = distance between supports

Lf, = unstretohed length of the wire at a temperature

L'o = unstretched length of the wire at a temperature 0i°F
L ~ length of the wire at a temperature 0°F, when erected with a sag d

and a tension T
— length of the wire at a temperature 6i°F, the corresponding values of

the sag and tension being

a — coefficient of linear expansion of the material

E — Young’s modulus of elasticity of the material

a — area of cross-section of the wire

w — weight of unit length of the wire

Then, at a temperature O'", the extension due to the elasticity of the wire is

L - Lq, and the strain is (L — L^)ILf,. The stress in the wire is Tja
;
and, as

Young’s modulus of elasticity — stress/strain, we have

E - {Tla)l\(L - LJ/LJ

from which the unstretched length is obtained as

Lo - L(l I T/uE) ^
f45)

or approximately - TjaE) .... (45a)

The length {L) corresponding to a sag of in a span 21 is given with sufficient

accuracy by
L - 2/fl + KdllfY (46)

Substituting in equation (45), wo obtain

A, 2;[l + lidjin (1 + TjaE)-^ . . (456)

Now, if the temperature increases to 6j, the unstretched length becomes
L'q = L„(l -f a(6i — 6) ), and when the wire is erected this length will be
stretched to Lj, the corresponding values of the sag and tension being and

respectively.

From equations (45, 46) we have

Li - L;(1 ^ TJaK)
- /4I + a(0i - 0)] (1 + TJaE)

and 7.1 - 2/[l 4 UW\
* The length of any curve of which the equation ir known is given by

^ — JVU {dyldx)^(Ijr

Applying this to the catenary y ^ a cosh xja, we obtain L — a sinh x/a.

Expanding, we have

L = a\xla -f (j?/a)®/3! {xjaYlbl -f . . .]

- x[l f Uxla)^]

if the third and succeeding terms are neglected.

In the case of a suspended wire, for which the span is 2/, we have ~ 0 at mid-span and
X ^ I at end of span. Hence, the length of wire in one-half of the span is given by

L = ^[1 + iiwi/Tn - i[i -f mm
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Combining these equations with equation (466) we obtain

1

1 + a(ei ~ e))
Substituting for d and

<5i.
we have

which, when simplified by neglecting the product of small quantities (such as

a(6i — d)(wllT)^, IT^iwlfTflaEy etc.), reduces to

a(0i -0) + KwllTf ~ \(wllT^f + (T^ - T)laE - 0

or a(0i - 6) = ~ 1/^") + (^ ~ • • (47)

From this equation we can easily calculate the change of temperature
required to produce a given change in the tension. If, however, we require the
tension corresponding to the temperature the solution is not quite so

easy, as .it involves a cubic equation. Thus, expanding and re-arranging

terms, we obtain

TjS 4 Ti^aEloLidi -6) + Kwl/Tf - TlaE] == \aEwH^

which may be written

—

+ aE\ix(Q^ - 6 ) + ^{wllTf - TjaE]} = laEwH^

whence ' “ V

4

(48)+ \iwllTn-- T
or T,^^^A|[T^^(T
where A = 01%%aE{wVf and B = aJS7[a(0i — 6) + \{wllTY]

This equation may be solved by assuming an appropriate value for and
calculating the value of the radical, which should agree with the assumed
value if the latter has been correctly chosen. A slide-rule greatly facilitates

this method of solution.

Example, Determine the tension in a 120-ft span of copper trolley wire at
temperatures of 40^'F and 100°F having given that the trolley wire has been erected
with a sag of 9 in. at a temperature of 05°F. Cross-sectional area, 0 1257 in.®

In this case

a = 0 1257 in.®, w = 0-484 lb, E 18 X 10» lb per in.®

a = 0-0000093, and from the example on p. 364, T ~ 1,160 lb

Hence, substituting these values in equation (48), we obtain

Tj = l,000v'{319/[ri -I- 21(01 ^ ^^5) -f 236 - 1,160]}

For a temperatxire of 40°F we have

2\ -= l,000v'[319/(!ri - 1,460)] - 1,6781b

At 100°F the equation for the tension becomes

T^' =- 1,000v'[319/(7V - 187)]

which gives Tj' — 752 lb.

The sags corresponding to these tensions are obtained from equation (44). Thus
at 40°F, 5i = 0-484 X 60®/(2 X 1,678) == 0-662 ft, or 6-63 in.

; and at 100°F
== 0*484 X 60®/(2 X 752) = M6ft, or 13-9 in.

Summarizing the results, we have
Temperature (degrees F) 40 66 100-
Sag (in.) 6-63 9 13*9

Tension (lb) . . . . 1,678 1,160 762
Stress (lb per in.®) 12,660 9,230 6,000
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The 8ag to be givm to a trolley wire at any temperature should be such that,

under the severest conditions of weather, the wire is not stretched beyond its

elastic limit. In tramway practice these conditions s^re represent^ by a
temperature of 22°F, and a horizontal wind pressure of 20 lb per fb*. If 2> is

the diameter of the trolley wire in inches, the wind pressure will produce a
loading of 0*62) X 20/12 = D lb* per foot run of the wire, and this must be
added vectorially to the weight per foot run in order to obtain the resultant

T^sind

Fig. 281. Diagram Representing Genbbai Conditions of Loading of
Span Wirb

load. Thus, if w (lb) is the weight per foot of the wire, the resultant load per

foot will be w' — 's/iw^ + 2^^), and the tension T' is given by

r = y/{l^l2&W{w^ + 2)2) . . . . (49)

where 6' is the sag corresponding to these conditions. This sag is, of course,

to be measured in the plane of the wire, which will make an angle of tan”^2)/w

to the vertical.

Applying these conditions to the above example, we obtain

w' = V(0*4842 4. 042) = 0-628 lb

and from equation (48),

r = 1,000V[535/(T' - 1,674)] = 1,8301b

which is within the elastic limit.

Tension in Span Wires. The sag in a span wire depends on (i) weight sup-

ported; (ii) width of road; (iii) permissible tension.

In the general case of span-wire construction the conditions of loading are as

represented in Fig. 281, in which

W = weight of each trolley wire and supporting device per span

Wi — weight of the span wire

Tg = tension in the span wire

6 = inclination of the span wire to the vertical

25 = horizontal distance between supports of span wire

2^1 distance apart of trolley wires

d = sag of span wire

By taking moments about the centre of the span we have

T, sin 0 X d = TgCo&d X s — X ^5 — Wa^

= {i{2W + W^)8 ^ iW,s ~ Wa,}

= W(a - 5i) + JWi5

The total wind pressure on a cylindrical body == 0*6 x pressure on a flat surface of
the same area as the projected area of the cylinder.
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Writing sin 6 = P, we have'

P [W(.s - «i) + i W^s]/d .... (60)

Now Tg sin 0, or P, is the horizontal pull on the pole, hence

T, - P/sin 0 -- PV[^^ + (s- s,ms ^ s,) ^ PV[1 4 dy(s -
P[1 + dy2(s

The weights of some typical overhead fittings are given below

—

Straight-line hanger with bolt . . . . 3 lb

Double pull-off with bolt . . . . 4J „
Single pull -off with bolt . . . . . 4J ,,

l2-in. ear . . . . . . . IJ „
6-in. ear ....... | „
(llobe strain insulator (2^ in. dia.) . . . 1 „
Proscot loop type porcelain insulator (4^ in.) . 1 „
Section ihsulator . . . . . . IS ,,

Two-way switching frog . . . . . 15 „
Two-way trailing frog . . . . 14 „
Oossing . . . . . . . IS „

Examples. 1. Determine the tension in a 7/0- 125-in. span wire when supporting
two 0-4-in. trolley wires H ft apart, the sag in the span wire being 1 ft. The poles of

each span are spaced at 43 ft apart, with a distance of 120 ft between spans, and the
span wire is attached to bracket arms 18 in. long. We have

Weight of 120 ft 0-4-in. trolley wiro = 0-484 x 120 .
— 58 lb

Weight of hanger, ear, etc. . , . . - 4 „

62 lb

Weight of 40 ft 7/0 l25-iii. span wire — 0-21 X 40 — 8-4 lb

The loading is shown in Fig. 282, and from equation (50) we obtain

P - 62(20 - 4) f i X 8-4 X 20 = 1,0311b

and T, = 1,034(1 + 1/(2 X 16^)] - 1,036 lb

2. Similar conditions to above, but section insulators fitted to the trolley wires.

We have

Weight of 120 ft 0-4-in, trolley wire . . . . 581b
Weight of section insulator with stram insulators . . = 20 „

781b

Assuming that the 7/0- 125-in. span wire is used, we obtain,

P -- 1,283 lb, and T, -- 1,286-5 lb.

If the trolley wires are anchored, the span wire supporting the section insulators
will be relieved of a portion of the load. A reference to p. 363 will show that the
“medium” pole will be suitable for these cases.
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Calculation of Tension in Pull-off Wiies. Consider a curve on a tramway
system where a single trolley wire is supported from span wires arranged,

radially as in Fig. 283. The points of attachment of the pull-offs to the trolley

wire are arranged on an arc of a circle of radius R ft. The trolley wire, in virtue

of its tension, will form a series of chords in this circle. If T is the tension in

the trolley wire, the horizontal component of this in the direction of the span
wire will be 2T cos a. As the triangles ABD and AGE are similar, we have

cos a - AD/AB = AEjAG - IIJR
In addition to this tension, the span wire is loaded with a tension due to the

Fig. 283. Diagram SHt)wiNG Position of Trollky Wire on a C^trve

weight of the pull-off, trolley wire, etc*. '^Fhis additional tension can be calculated

by a method similar to that adopted with span wire construction. If Pi
represents the horizontal force due to the weight of the trolley wire and fittings,

the pull on the poles to which the span wire is attached will be

P,-^Pi'+TlJR (51)

on the outside of the curve, and

7^2 7"i' TIJR .... (51a)

on the inside of the curve.

The tensions in each portion of the span wire will be PJsin 0^ and PJsinO^,
where Oi, Sg the inclinations of the span wire to the vertical.

When TIJR is greater than the portion of the span wire on the inside

of the curve is not required. In this case it is usual to arrange the pull-off

wires as in Fig. 277, and the problem does not permit of such an easy solution

as above, due to an incomplete knowledge of the tension in the trolley wire,

which in practice is adjusted to some arbitrary value when the line is erected.

The method of calculation is better elucidated by working through an example.

Example. Determine the tensions in the pull-off wires and the sizes of poles for

a smgle 0‘4-in. trolley wire on a right-angle curve, of which a layout showing the
positions available for the poles, is given in Fig. 2S4. There are seven pull-offs,
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which are attached to the trolley wire at a radius of 50 ft. The tension in the trolley

wire on the curve may be assumed at 700 lb. At each end of the curve there is a
straight line which is suitably anchored, the tension in the anchor wire being assumed
at 400 lb. The length of the first span of the straight sections is 60 ft.

The tension in the wires attached to pull-offs Nos. 3, 4, 5 can be obtained from a
slight modification of equation (61). Thus, if ^ is the angle between the puU-off

Fig. 284. Layout of Overhead Construction for Right-angle Curve

wire and a radius vector produced (Fig. 284), the horizontal pull on the pole is given
by

- Pj = Pj' + r/j/P cos 4,

where the first term is the pull due to the weight of trolley wire, fittings, etc., attached
to the pull-off, and the second term is the component of the trolley-wire tension in

the direction of the pull-off wire. To obtain Pj', let

W = weight of trolley wire, ear, and pull-off

= weight of pull-off wire
8 = length of pull-off wire
d == sag in pull-off wire.

Then
P/ = (Ws + \W^8)ld
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If we assume that 7/0*126-m. steel wire is used for all the pull-off and span wires,

t^en the weight of this wire for No. 4 pull-off will be 44 X 0*21 ~ 0*2 lb* and
f

47*5 X 0*21 = 10 lb for pull-offs Nos. 3 and 5. The distance between the pull-offs

being 13*06 ft, we have: weight of trolley wire, ear, and pull-off = 13*06 X 0*484
4- 1 -f 3*6 = 10*8 lb. If the sag in the puU-off wires is 4 ft, we obtain I\' =
J(10*8 X 44 -f 9*2 X 22) = 169 lb for No. 4, and 188 lb for Nos. 3 and 5.

Hence, the tension in pull-off wire No. 4, which is radial, will be

169 -f 700 X 13*06/50 = 169 -|- 183 = 362 lb,

and the tension in Nos. 3 and 5 will be

188 4 183/cos 31*= = 188 + 213 = 401 lb

We have now to deal with the bridles at Nos. 2 and 6, which can be done in the
following manner. Consider the bridle at No. 6 replaced by a radial pull-off wire
attached to a pole at F

;

calculate the tension in this wire, and resolve this tension
into components along the directions of the bridle, f In this manner we obtain 266 lb

for the tension in the radial pull-off wire, and 260/(cos 66° 4- cos 61*3°) = 300 lb

in the bridle wire. Treating the bridle at No. 2 in a similar manner, we obtain the
tension in the bridle wire as 360 lb.

The span wires Nos. 1 and 7 now demand attention. If we assume the sag in

the span wire as 1 ft, we obtain, from equation (50), values of 128 lb and 201 lb for

the tension in No. 1 and No. 7 respectively.

The resultant pull on pole E will be in the direction of pull-off wire No. 4, and
its magnitude will be

352 f- 2 X 401 cos 15*83° 4 (300 + 360) cos 31° = 1,690 lb

The resultant pull on pole A is 540 lb, at an angle of 18° with the span wire
(straight-line side), while the resultant pull on pole D is 393 lb at an angle of 12'

with the span wire (straight-line side).

Hummarizing, we have the following values for the pull on the poles: 540 lb

;

B, 201 lb ; C, 128 lb ; D, 393 lb ; E, 1,690 lb; while the tensions in the respective
span and pull-off wires are: No. 1, 1281b; No. 2, (bridle), 3601b; No. 3, 401 lb;

No. 4, 3.52 lb; No. 5, 401 lb; No. 6 (bridle), 300 lb; No. 7, 201 lb; anchor wires,

400 lb.

l\)le E must therefore be of the “heavy** class, while for the poles A, i?, C, D
the “light** class could be used.

The calculations for a double track are performed in a similar manner, but in

this case the tension in the outer pull-off wires wiU be Py -t- TlyjR cos and the
tension in the wire between the trolley wires will be TlfR.

If, with the assumed value for the tension in the trolley wire, the pull on the
poles is excessive, then a lower value must be adopted and care taken that this

value is not exceeded when the line is erected.

* The effect of the inclination of the pull-off wires is neglected in the calculations of
weight and tension.

t As the bridle wire is threaded through a ring at the end of the pull-off wire, the
tension in each portion of it will bo the same.

13—(T.5043)



CHAPTEE XXIV

OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION ON RAILWAYS

Paet I. General Considerations

Overhead construction is desirable for operating voltages above 760 volts.

A sliding collector (bow or pantograph) is employed : its use, however, necessi-

tates a level trolley wire in order that contact between the wire and collector

may be maintained at high speeds.

The trolley wire must, therefore, be suspended with a very small sag,

and to obtain this result without excessive tension in the wire, the span must
be relatively short, i.e. of the order of 10 ft to 16 ft. For such short spans an

Fig. 28,5. Types of Catenaby Construction

(a) Single catenary. (6) Compound catenary.

indirect method of suspension is desirable, the trolley wire being supported

by another wire, which is suspended with considerable sag between supports

fixed at moderate distances apart. The wire from which the trolley wire is

supported is called the “catenary” or “messenger,” and if this wire is insulated

from the supports, no insulated hangers are necessary for the trolley wire. The
object of the large sag in the catenary wire is to maintain the position of the

trolley wire practically constant for the range of temperature occurring in

practice.

Catenary Construction. Present-day catenary construction on railways is

of either the single catenary or the compound catenary. The former consists

of a suspended steel wire A, Fig. 286 (a), from which the trolley wire C is

supported by means of droppers, B, clipped to A and C at equidistant horizontal

intervals. On straight (or tangent) track the span of the catenary wire may be
from 160 ft to 300 ft, with sags of from 3 ft to 6 ft respectively, and the distance

apart of the droppers varies from 10 ft to 16 ft. On curves the span is reduced

and the trolley wire is maintained in position by pull-oflF wires.

372
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The compound catenary construction consists of/ three wires, all in thp
same vertical plane. The upper wire A, Fig. 286 (6), is the catenary wire, and
is insulated from the supporting structures. From this wire the intermediate

wire B is supported by droppers, clipped to both wires, and the trolley

wire C is supported from the intermediate wire by the loops E, The trolley

wire is maintained under a definite and constant tension by means of automatic
tightening gear, and the loops E allow longitudinal movement of the trolley

wire to take place without straining the suspension wires.

The catenary wire is usually of stranded steel, of seven or more strands,

having the following average properties

—

Ultimate tensile strength .90 tons per in.*

Elastic limit . .40 tons per in.*

Modulus of elasticity . . . . 30 X 10* lb per in.*

Coefficient of linear expansion (per 1®F) . 0*0000064

Calculation of Tension in Catenary Wire. The sag of the catenary wire
generally does not exceed three per cent of the span, and if the wire were

loaded only with its own weight, the tension could be calculated in the same
manner as for a tramway trolley wire, as the curve of the sag could be considered

to be a parabola.* The effect of the trolley wire is equivalent to a series of equal

weights hung from the catenary wire at equi-distant intervals. If the weight
of the catenary wire is neglected, the sections between the droppers are straight

lines, and form the envelope to the parabola y = x^l2(TIW)X, where y is the
ordinate corresponding to a distance x from the centre of the span, T the

horizontal tension at the mid-span, and X the distance apart of the weights

W (Fig. 286).

The curvet joining the points of attachment of the droppers to the catenary

’wire differs slightly from this parabola, | as each section of the catenary wire

is tangential to the latter.

* With a sag of 3 per cent of the span the error in calculating the sag from the parabola
equation (instep of ^e catenary) is 0*2 per cent, while with a 2 per cent sag the error is

0*05 per cent.

t Called hereafter the “deflection” curve.

t It can be shown that at each dropper the deflection cxirve is
( W/T) (A/8) vertically

below the corresponding point on the above pcurabola.
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In practice, the weight of the catenary wire is comparable with that of the

trolley wire, so that the deflection curve \^1 be intermediate between the above
curve and the parabola y = x^l2Tlw' (w' being the average weight of the trolley

wire, catenary wire and droppers per foot of horizontal span).

The tension T is determined by considering one-half of the span and taking

moments of all forces about the point of support (.4, Fig. 286). Since the sag

is small in comparison with the span, the weight of the catenary wire per hori-

zontal foot of span may be considered to be identical with the weight per foot

of wire. Hence w' may be considered as equivalent to the average weight of

the whole suspension per foot run.

Considering an even number of droppers per span and taking moments
about A (Fig. 286), we have

—

Td = + w^X + W2) + ^X{wX + WiX + W2 )
^^X(wX + w^X + ii^g) +. .

.

- + w^) + W2\X(l + 3 + 6 + . . . h (2w - 1))

= \[X{w + w^) + W2\Xn^*

= + wJX)
- (52)

where w, denote the weight per foot of trolley wire and catenary wire

respectively: W2 denotes the average weight of a dropper and clips; 21 the

distance (in feet) between supporting structures : 6 the sag (in feet) of catenary

wire at mid-span ; X the horizontal spacing (in feet) of the droppers ; n the

number of droppers per half-span, the centre one, if any, not being included.

For an odd number of droppers per span, we have

Td = \(w + w^)l^ + W2X\(l + 3 + 5 + . . . + (2n + 1))

- \{W + + Mn +m
= ^

1 ) + iw2X(iyx^ f iix + 1)

= W{w + iCj + wJX) H- \\02X(IIX + i)

— 4- \w2X{n -\ 1) (52a)

Calculation of Lengths of Droppers. The deflection at any dropper can be
obtained by taking moments, about the point of the catenary wire at which
the dropper is attached, and dividing by the tension T. Thus for dropper
No. 1 (Fig. 286) we have (assuming an even number of droppers per span)

^.Vi
“ “h ^1 ) + 2 + 3 + . . . + (w —

' 1))

and for dropper No. 2,

^y2 = + ^
1) + ^2^(1 + 2 + 3 f . . . 1

(n — 2))

or generally,

^Vm == + ^1 )
- iX(2m - 1)]^ + W2Xi[(n - (m - 1)) (n - m)]J . (53)

where m is the number assigned to the dropper, the one nearest to the support
(Ay Fig. 286) being No. 1.

The number of terms in the series 1 -f 3 4* ^ • 4- (2w ~ 1) is n; hence the

.

sum = in(l + (2w — 1) )
= n®. [Note, n = IjXJ]

t The number of terms in the series 1 + 3 -f 6 -f ... -f (2n -f 1) is w + 1 ; hence
the sum == i(n -f- 1)[1 + (2n + 1)] — (n -f 1)*. [Note w = IjX — }.]

X The series for the mth dropper i8l-J-24-3 + ••• 4-(w — m), the number of
terms being (n — m). The sum of this series is \{n — m) (1 4- (m — n) ), or J(n — (m — 1)

)

(n — m). For an odd number of droppers per span, the sum of the series becomes
J(n -- (m — 1) ) (n — (m — 2) ), and equation (53) takes the form

= l(to + w,) {I — iA{2TO — !)}• + \w{l(n — [m — 1)} {n - (m — 2)} . (58a)
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Calling these moments ifi, we have /

2Vi = ^1, Ty^ = Jfj, Ty„ = Jf„

whence = Jfj/T, y^ = Jfj/y, . . . y™ = JfJiT . . . (64)

The lengths of the droppers will be + 2)» (^2 + where ^ is the

distance between the catenary wire and the trolley wire at mid-span.
In cases where approximate results are sufficient, the deflection at each

dropper can be obtained by assuming that the deflection curve is the parabola

y == x^l2Tlw\ y being the deflection at a distance x from mid-span.

Example, Calculation of the deflections and lengths of droppers for an eleven-
point single catenary suspension having the following constants

—

Length of span (21) ..... 150 ft

Sag at mid-span (<$) 2*5 ft (30 in.)

Distance between catenary wire and trolley

wire at mid-span (2) .

Numbers of droppers per span
Spacing of droppers (A) .

Size of trolley wire
Weight per foot of trolley wire (m’)

Size of catenary wire
Weight per foot of catenary wire (wi)
Average weight of dropper and clips {w^)

The average weight (w^) of ti’oUey wire, catenary wire, dropper, and clips per
foot run

0*66 ft (8 in.)

11
13*63 ft

0*46 in. dia. (= 4/0 B. & S.G.)
0*641 lb

7/16 in. dia.

0*384 lb

0*5 lb

== 0*641 + 0*384 -f 0*5/13*63 = 1*062 lb

Since there are 11 droppers per span, the value of n in equations (62, 63) will be
5. Hence the tension in the catenary wire at mid-span—obtained from equation
(52a)—is

T = (i X 1*062 X 752 + J X 0*5 X 13*63 X 5*76)/2*5 -= 1,2141b

From equation (53a) values for Jl/j, etc., are obtained as follows

—

Ml i(0*641 -I 0*384) {75 - i X 13*63(2 X 1 - 1)}®

+ i X 0*5 X 13*63 {(5 - (1 - 1))(5 ~ (1 - 2))}

= 2,482

Ma = 1,593 M4 == 402*5

M3 = 897*4 Mg - 102

The deflections are obtained by dividing these values by the tension (1,214 lb),

and the lengths of the droppers will be 8 in. greater than the deflections.

A summary of the results obtained by this method and by the approximate
method is given in Table XIV.

TABLE XIV
Lengths of Dkopfebs for Single Catenary Suspension

Dropper No. 1 2 3
4

1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Distance from mid-span (ft) 68-2 54*5 40*0 27*26 13*63 0 13*63 27 26 40*9 54 5 68*2

Deflection — by method of
moments (ft) . 2U43 1*312 0*74 0*332 0*084 0 0 084 0*332 0*74 1*812 2*048

Deflection—by approximate
method (ft) . 2*063 1*328 0*743 0*38 0*0862 0 0*0862 0*83 0-748 1*823 2*068

Xiength of dropper (in.) 32-5 23*8 16*9 12 9*01 8 9*01 12 16*9 23*8 32*5

Approximate length of drop-
per (in.) . 32-8 23*9 16*9 11*96 0 8 0 11*96 16*9 23*9 88*8
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In applying the approximate method—^i.e. assuming the deflection curve to be
a parabola—we have

T = w'iy2d = 1,196 lb, and 2/
= a;*/(2 X 1,195/1002) = a;V2,260

as the equation to the deflection curve.

Effect of Temperature on Level of Trolley Wire. The level of the trolley wire
will be affected to some extent by changes of temperature, the variation of

level depending upon the variation of the sag of the catenary wire with tem-
perature. In considering the effects of temperature on the catenary wire, the

latter will be treated as a simple catenary.

Thus, if I = length (in feet) of half the span

w' — equivalent weight per foot of catenary wire, trolley wire,

and droppers

a = area of cross-section of catenary wire

a = coefficient of linear expansion

E = modulus of elasticity

Tj Ti = tension at lowest point of catenary wire corresponding to

temperatures 6, 6^ respectively

d, di = sag at mid-span corresponding to temperatures 0, 0^,

respectively

then a(0i - 0) = i(w;7)2 (l/T^^ - 1/T^) + (T - Ti)/aE.

Now d = w'PI2Tj and
;

therefore, on substituting for T
and Ti, we obtain

a(0i - 0) = |(di2 - “ (wTI2aE) (Ifd^ - 1/d) . . (56)

which gives the relation between the sag and the temperature.

The value of a for steel is 0-0000064 (per 1®F), and E should be taken not
higher than 25 X 10® lb per in.^ for stranded steel wires.*

Hence if the catenary wire in the above example is erected with the specified

sag at 60°F, the sag at various temperatures, calculated from equation (56),

will be

—

Temperature (°F) . 24-3 42 60 78-9 98 1 118-2

Sag (in.) . .26 28 30 32 34 36

Thus the trolley wire, as a whole, will be level only at one temperature,

and at other temperatures the sections between the supporting structures will

be above or below their normal position, due to the variation of the sag in the
catenary wire. For the case under consideration, if the trolley wire is level at

60°F, then, at the extreme temperatures of 22°F and 100°F, the portion at the
centre of the span will be respectively 4-25 in. above and 4-2 in. below the normal
position.

Layout Ol Trolley Wire. The position of the trolley wire relatively to the
track should be such that the contact surface of the collector will be worn
uniformly throughout its width. To obtain this result, it is necessary to

“stagger” the trolley wire with respect to the centre line of the track, a stagger

* This value for E is considerably below that (30 x 10*) for hard drawn steel, the low
value being due to the tightening up of the strands with the load.
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of 9 in. on each side of the centre line being the usual allowance,’*' although the

value is influenced by the design of the collector, amount of side sway in the

trolley wire, etc.

At curves, the super-elevation of the track rails and the swing or oscillation

of the coaches must be carefully considered in locating the position of the
trolley wire, since a slight tilt of the coach will correspond to a relatively

large transverse movement of the collector on the wire. The T-square method

Fio. 287, 16-kV Overhead Con- Fig. 288. Detail op Automatic
STRucTioN. Standard Span Tightening Device (Swedish
on Straight Track (Swedish State Eailways—A.S E.A.)
State Railways—A.S E A.)

is convenient for setting the trolley wire. The head of the T-square is arranged
to fit the gauge of the track rails, and the centre line of the track and the
limits of stagger are marked on the end of the blade which is adjustable

vertically.

Part II. Examples of Overhead Construction

Single Catenary Construction. This form of construction is suitable for

railways on which the traffic is not exceptionally heavy.

^ The zigzag of the trolley wire should be arranged alternately on each side of the
centre line of the track to equalize the wear on the coUeotor.
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Representative views of the construction on the Swedish and Norwegian

State Railways are shown in Kgs. 287, 288. The catenary wire is supported

by cantilever trusses, each of which is supported by a pair of insulators mounted
vertically one above the other on a pole at one side of the track. This design was
adopted in order that the insulators should not be subjected to the hot blast

from steam locomotives which may occasionally run over the track. The lower
insulator supports also the pull-off or push-off

;
and both this member and the

tubular compression member of the truss are

hinged to the insulator in order not to restrict

the vertical flexibility of the trolley wire. More-
over, the pins of both insulators fit loosely into

the supporting brackets so as to allow small

longitudinal movements of the wires, due to

changes of temperature, to take place.

The trolley wire is of hard-drawn copper,

having a cross-sectional area of 80 mm* (0*124 in.*).

The catenary wire is of stranded steel and has a
cross-sectional area of 60 mm* (0*0775 in.*). The
normal span on straight track is GO m (200 ft),

and the droppers are spaced 20 m (66 ft) apart.

The droppers are of steel wire about 5 mm (0*2 in.)

diameter
;
the clips are of bronze and are light in

weight so as not to produce “hard spots'’ in the
trolley wire.

Both trolley and catenary wires are divided
into sections, the normal length of which is 1 ,600

m (0*93 mile). Each section is anchored at its mid-
point, and both ends are strained by 500 kg (1,100

lb) weights. Fig. 288, so as to maintain a constant
tension in the wires, the tension being applied
to the two (trolley and catenary) wires through
an equalizing lever. By these means the variation

in the sag of the trolley wire does not exceed 6 cm
(2 in.) over a temperature range—35°C to +- 40°C.

Typical construction on Swiss mainline rail-

ways is shown in Figs. 289a, 289b and 289c, the
Fig 289a. 16-kV Sinole-tback normal operating voltage being 15 kV.
ConstructWN, Swiss Federal ^jg 289a shows the presentnormal construction

ATLWAYs
single track. The supporting structures are built

up from channel and angle sections of structural steel. Double insulation is

employed for both the catenary and the pull-offs or registration fittings. The
catenary wire is attached to porcelain insulators of the “diabolo” or spool t5rpe,

each of which is support^ on a pair of pin-type insulators with double
petticoats. Insulators of similar tjqies (i e diabolo and pin) are employed for

the registration fittings.

Fig. 289b shows examples of modem gantry construction for double
and multiple tracks, and Fig. 289c shows an example of cross-caten-

ary construction which is employed when the number of tracks to be
spanned is such that gantry construction would be either impracticable or
too costly.

The trolley wire is of hard-drawn copper, having a cross-sectional area of

I



Fig, 289b. Gantby Cqnstruotion, Swiss Fsdbbaii Railways
(a) Welded-steel lattice gantry and supports, (b) SO-metre seotlonaliilng gantry and

switching station, (c) gantry with concrete posts (war-time constructlan)
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107mm‘ (0166 in.^), and the catenarj wire is of stranded steel,* having a
crosS'Sectional area of 50 mm® (0'0776 in.®). The normal span is 60 m (200 ft),

but in some cases spans of 100 m (330 ft) are adopted. The droppers are spaced

Fig 289o Cboss catenaby Constbuction neab Zubich Station,
Swiss Fedebal Railways

(a) Strain Insulators , (6) cross-catenary span and commencement of gantry
construction beyond station

10 in (33 ft) apart, and consist of 4 mm (0 158 in
)
bronze wire . they are

connected to the wires by light bronze clips

The sections of trolley and catenary wires are strained continuously by
weights so as to maintain a constant tension of about 1,900 lb in the trolley
wires, t

Modern single catenary construction on American main-line single-phase

Copper-clad steel is employed in tunnels and on parts of the electrified system used by
steam locomotives. Fach of the seven mdividual wires of a strand is 9 mm overall diameter
with a steel core 7 6 mm diameter

t This relatively high tension (860 kg) is employed to reduce radio mterference due to
^arkmg between the pantograph collectors and the trolley wire, the frequency being within
the range of the Swiss National Broadoastmg system
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railways differs in a number of features from that on European railwajra. For

example, (i) the spans are usually longer; (ii) the droppers and clips are much
heavier

;
(iii) the contact wire is either of steel or a special hard-wearing,

non-corrosive alloy (phono-electric) which is clipped to a copper wire suspended
from the catenary wire, Fig. 290 (a)

;
(iv) special inclined hangers, Fig. 290 (6),

are usually employed at curved track to enable long spans to be retain^ without
intermediate pull-off wires; (v) suspension-type insulators are employed in

preference to pin-type insulators
;

(vi) the sections are anchored at both ends,

and no devices are employed to maintain a constant tension in the wires.

The normal span is 300 ft and the sag at 60®F, with normal loading, is

6 ft 5 in. The catenary wire is of stranded steel in. in diameter
;
the contact

wire is of alloyed bronze having a cross-sectional area of 0*166 in.^, and the

Fig. 290. Hangers for Straight and Curved Track

auxiliary wire is of the same size but of hard-drawn copper. The hangers are

spaced 10 ft apart and consist of J in. galvanized steel rods with malleable-

iron clips. The intermediate clips are of bronze. The normal tensions at

60°F are: catenary wire, 3,9001b; contact wire, 1,8151b; auxiliary wire,

1,600 lb.

An example of single catenary construction for 1,500-V d.c. railways is

shown in Fig. 291 which refers to the present type of double-track construction

on the Nederlands Railways, An equivalent copper cross-section of 600 mm*
(0*776 in.*) per track is provided by the twin trolley wires (each 100 mm*), the

catenary wire and a supplementary distributor (150 mm*) which is arranged
alongside the catenary wires as shown in Fig. 291. The normal span is 70 m
(230 ft), the maximum sag is 2*15 m (7 ft) and the spacing of the droppers is

7 m (23 ft). A special feature of the construction is the provision of a supple-

mentary catenary at each span, the ends of which are attached to the main
catenary at points 10 m on each side of the supporting insulators. Three
droppers are attached to each supplementary catenary as shown in Fig. 291.

This arrangement was adopted to obtain more uniformity in the level of the
trolley wires throughout the span, over a temperature range from — 20°C to

+ 40° C, than would be possible with a simple catenary.

The catenary and trolley wires are divided into sections of about 1*5 km
(0*93 mile). A tension of 1,000 kg is applied to each trolley wire using 500 kg
weights acting indirectly through differential pulleys, the diameters ofwhich are

in the ratio of 1 : 4.

Double insulation is employed for the catenary and the registration fittings.

The diabolo type insulator, to which the catenary wire is clamped, is moun^
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on a non-ferrous tube, the ends ofwhich are fitted with porcelain caps which are
clamped to XJ-shaped castings attached to the cross member of the supporting
structure.

The feeding points are adjacent to the sub-stations (see Fig. 323) which are
spaced at about 21 km (13 miles), and the overhead wires of the two tracks are
paralleled, by means of high-speed circuit breakers, at two intermediate points
7 km apart.

Indin^ Catenary Construction.* This is a modified form of single catenary
construction in which the droppers occupy inclined or oblique positions at

'* 1 1 .
•*»'

Fig. 291. 1,50()-V Single Oatenarv Construction on Nbdeblands
Railways '

varying inclinations and maintain the trolley wire in its correct position without
the use of pull-ofiFs or registration fittings. It is employed extensively on curved
track of American main-line single-phase railways and has recently been
installed on both straight and curved track of the single-phase section of the
French railways.

On straight track the catenary wire zigzags over the track and the droppers
of adjacent spans are inclined alternately to the right and left as indicated at
(6) Fig. 292. The trolley wire locates itself by its own weight and tension, the
lengths of the droppers being chosen to give the required stagger.

* Catenary construction with inclined hangers was developed by the engineers of the
y ^ven, and Hartford Railroad, with the idea both of eliminating to a largeex^t the nec^ity for pull-offs and of increasing the span on curves ofmoderate curvature.

Details ofmeth^ of calculation of the lengths of the hangera and other features are given

Te
Contact Systems,” by Mr. H. F. Brown,
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On curved track the catenary wire is supported on the outside of the curve

as shown in Figs. 292 (a), 293.

This construction gives the contact wire some lateral stability and provides

a certain amount of automatic compensation for temperature. Moreover at

Fig. 294. 1,600-V Compound Catenary Construction on
Liverpool Street-Shenfibld Line (British Insulated

Callenders Construction)

Mechanically independent registration on 24rack construction using broad-flange beam
structures with diabolo supporting and cap-and-pin side-strain insulation at Shenfleld

curves the alignment of contact wire and track is closer than that which is prac-

ticable with simple single-catenary construction. The spans are limited by the
lateral displacement of the contact wire due to wind, and may be 200 ft on
straight track and 100 ft on a curve of 1,000 ft radius.

Compound Catenaiy Construction. This form of construction was originally

developed by Messrs. Siemens-Schuckert, to enable automatic tensioning
devices to be applied to the troUey wire without causing displacements of the
main hangers. Tlie general features are described briefly on p. 373. This sytem
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is installed on many 1,600-V, d.c. railways and an oi^mple is shown in Fig.

294.*^ An example of a single-phase installation is shoira in Fig. 295. '

Cross Catenary Constmoiion. In oases where a large number of tracks have
to be spanned—e.g. at goods yards, train-shed fanways, etc.—^the catenary

wires are suspended from transverse span wires, which are erected with consider-

able sag between towers on each side of the track. By this method, the heavy
top girder, which would be required in gantry construction, is dispensed with,

but higher towers are necessary on account of the sag in the span wire.

The main catenary insulators are suspended from the span wires by droppers

Fio 296. 20-kV Compound Catbnaby Construction on the 60-o/s

Annecy Line, French National Railways (Oerlikon)

Other types of single and inclined catenary construction are installed for trial purposes on
single-track sections of the line between Aix-les-Bains and La Boche-sur-Furon The

cross-section of the trolley wire is 107 mm* and that of the bronze catenary wire
is 65 mm*.

of various lengths, so that the insulators are in the same horizontal plane.

Each span wire is provided with turn buckles, which are attached directly to

the towers. Lateral stability is obtained by horizontal steady wires, which are

insulated from the towers and from the catenary and trolley wires.

Overhead Construction on Three-phase Railways

When the operating voltage does not exceed about 4,000 volts, insulated

hangers, suspended from span wires in a manner similar to that adopted for

side-pole construction on tramways, are practicable. But to avoid too large a
sag in the trolley wire short spans must he adopted.

Details are given in a paper, by H. H. Swift, on “The Eleotnfioation of the Liverpool
St.-Shenfield Lines, British Railways.” Proc, I,E,E,, Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 42. See also p. 107,

and Vol. 100, Pt. I, p. 133.
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$1g. 286 shows oonstraotion on the Oiom-Qenoa liives of the Italian State

Railways. Triple insulation is used throughout, and two types of hangers aie'

used.*

On three-phase railways the portions of the overhead work requiring the

most care in design and erection are cross-overs md junctions. At iliese places

it ki necessary to provide a continuous path for each bow collector, and at the

same time prevent a bow from being in contact with wires of opposite polarity.

It will be apparent, therefore, that neutral sections and section-insulators are

required in addition to live wires.

OVBBHEAD CONSTBVOTION AT LoW OvEB-BbIDOES AND TCNNELS

The minimum height of the trolley wire above the track rails is determined by
the minimum clearance allowed above the “loading gauge.”

At very low bridges, which have been construct^ with the minimum
clearance, insufficient space will be available in which overhead wires and their

supports can be erected. Therefore either the track must be lowered to obtain

the necessary space, or a dead section (which consists of earthed guide wires

attached directly to brackets fixed to the bridge) must be installed. In the latter

case the trolley wire is dead-ended at each end of the bridge, and a neutral

(or insulated) section is inserted between the dead wires and the trolley wires

to provide a continuous path for the bow.

At bridges where the necessary space is available for the erection ofoverhead

wires, the design of the supports for the insulators, etc., will be infiuenced

largely by local conditions. In cases where the width of the bridge is not great,

an insulated framework can be fitted to the underside of the bridge.

In all cases where live wires have to be taken under bridges, etc,, the

gradient between the two levels of the trolley wire must be such that the

collector will maintain contact with the wire at all speeds, otherwise considerable

hashing will occur. For high-speed running the gradient should be limited to

1 in 300.t

.

The author is indebted to the Tramway and Railway World for Pig. 296.

t Much useful information is given in a paper, by Messrs. Kitchin and Holland, on
“Design of Overhead Equipment,” Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. 1a, p. 107 and also in a
paper, by Messrs. Crompton and Wallace, on “Economic Aspects of Overhead Equipment
for D.C. Railway Electrification,” Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 100, Pt, I, p. 133.



CHAPTEB XXV

FEEDING AND DISTRIBUTING SYSTEMS

When electrical energy has to be supplied from a power station (or a sub-

station) tb a number of circuits at a constant voltage, the various circuits must
be connected to distributing cables (called distributors)^ which are fed at suitable

points (called /eedingr 'points) by other cables (called /eeders). The latter cables

connect the feeding points of the distributors to the station bus-bars, and their

function is to maintain these points of the distributors at a definite voltage.

The function of the distributors is to supply the circuits at practically constant
voltage. This diiference in the functions of distributors and feeders has an
impoitant effect upon the design of these cables.

Thus, in the design of a distributor, the principal consideration is the

permissible variation of voltage along the distributor. On the other hand, a
feeder should be designed for minimum annual operating expenses, which
include the cost of the losses in the cable, together with the interest and
depreciation charges.

Traction Distributing System. In electric traction systems the trolley wires

and track rails—or, alternatively, the two sets of conductor rails—form the
distributors. The loads are represented by the currents taken by the cars or

trains, and are variable not only in magnitude but also in position.

In tramway and trolleybus systems operating in Great Britain the distributing

system must conform to certain statutory regulations, chief among which are

the following

—

1 . The voltage at the trolley wire shall not exceed 550 volts
; and that at

the generating station (or sub-station) shall not exceed 650 volts.

2. The trolley wire shall be divided into sections not exceeding one half-mile

in length.

3. The potential difference between any two points of the (track) rail

return system shall not exceed 7 volts.

Therefore, to comply with these regulations in the case of tramways separate

feeding systems will be required for the trolley wire and the track rails.

In d,c, railways using the track rails as a return, the voltage drop in the track

rails must be limited to values which will not affect the working of telegraphic

apparatus by earth currents. The positive portion of the distributing system,
however, has not to conform to statutory regulations with respect to voltage
drop and sectionalization at every half-mile.

On account of the low voltage drop in the track rails, the variation of voltage
at the cars in tramway systems depends almost entirely upon the voltage drop
in the trolley wire. In any given case the permissible variation of voltage must
obviously depend upon service conditions, and the minimum voltage must be
such that the schedule speed can be maintained under all conditions of trafiic.

In some cases a maximum voltage variation of 10 per cent may be permissible,

but in other cases—^particularly in central districts with heavy traffic—a lower
maximum variation will generally be desirable.

Length of Trolley Wire between Feeding Points. The determination of the
feeding points for a traction distributor is not so straightforward as that for

388
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a lighting distributor, on account of the loads being variable both in magnitude
and position. Moreover, in practice, occasional blocks id the traffic will occur, >

with the result that the number of cars on one distributing section may be
much greater than that under normal conditions of traffic. Hence a certain

amount of judgment must be . exercised in deciding upon the feeding points,

and each case must be considered separately.

The permissible length of trolley wire between two feeding points may be
determined when the voltage drop corresponding to normal conditions is fixed,

and when the current and particulars of the trolley wire are known. For
tramway traffic, the normal operating conditions may be considered to corres-

pond to uniform spacing of the cars along the track. The current in a distributing

section is obtained from a knowledge of the number of cars on the section

and the current per car.

Thus, suppose the normal conditions correspond to a 2J-minute service

of cars operating at a schedule speed of 8 m.p.h., the average current per car

being 30 amperes, and that a drop of 20 volts is permissible in the trolley wire,

the resistance of which is 0*35 ohm per mile.

The average distance between consecutive cars = 2*5(60/8) = J mile, and the

resistance of the trolley wire between these cars = J X 0*35 = 0*117 ohm.
Hence the voltage drop in a 1-mile length of trolley wire

= 0*117 X 30(3 + 2 + 1) = 21 volts*

Therefore the length of a distributing section is 20/21 = 0*95 mile
;

but,

as the trolley wire has to be sectionalized every half-mile, the length of a dis-

tributing section would be made equal to 1 mile.

Feeders. If the feeding points of the distributors are maintained at constant

voltage, the voltage drop in the feeders will have no effect upon the voltage

variation in the distributors. Hence, under these conditions, the voltage drop
in the feeders may be selected at a value which will result in the most economical
operation.

Now the annual cost of a feeder comprises the cost of the energy dissipated,

together with the interest and other charges on the capital expenditure. The
latter can be divided into two portions, one being uninfluenced by the cross-

sectional area of the cable and the other being directly dependent upon the cross

section. For example, the costs of excavations, etc., laying of ducts and

* In a distributor fed from one end and loaded with a number of loads, the voltage
drop is calculated as follows

—

Let Ii, /g, etc., denote the load currents in amperes; Li, JDj, L, . . . denote the
distances of the loads from the feeding point; Zg, Z, . . . denote the distances between
consecutive locds, Zg representing the distance between the loads and /g, etc. Then if r

denotes the resistance of unit length of the distributor, the voltage drop (v) from the
feeding point to the nth the load will be

V = r{Li{Ii + *^8 + -fg + . . . /n) + h{^2 + -^8 + • • • fn) + h{I» + • • • -In) • • • Wn}
= r{LiIi -f Lg/g -1- Lg/g -f • • • I'nln)f

Since Lg ~ Lg -j- Zg ; Lg Lg -f* Zg Zg ; etc.

In the special case when the loads are all equal and occur at equal distances along the
distributor, we replace

Ii, Jg ... by 7, and Lg, Zg, Zg . . . by Z,

and obtain
V = rll(n -f (n — 1) -f (n — 2) -f . . . 1) = rZ7 x Jn(n — 1)

in which n denotes the number of loads.
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(irawing-in will depend only upon the length of cable and the number of cables

being laid. Similarly, a poition of the cost of the insulation will be independent

of the cross-section of the cable.

Therefore, let the cost per mile of the cable, laid and jointed be {£)C

== (.4 + Ba)y where a denotes the cross-section of the cable, B the portion of

the capital* cost which is dependent on the cross-section, and A the remaining

portion of the capital cost, which is independent of the cross section.

Then, if m is the percentage inte^rest and depreciation charges on the

capital cost of the completed cable, the annual charges per mile are

0*01m(f)(7 = 00lm(A + Ba)

If / is the r.m.s. value, in amperes, of the current over a period of h hours
per annum, the annual cost, £(E), of the PR losses in a cable 1 mile long and
cross-section a sq. in. is given by

(£)E = /2(0*0425/a) X pA/240,000

where p is the price, in pence per kWh, of energy delivered to the cable.

[Note—^The numeral factor 0*0425 refers to the resistance of a copper
cable 1 mile long and 1 in.^ in cross section.]

Therefore the annual cost of the cable is

001m(£)C' + (£)E == 001m(^ + Ba) + 00425(/2pA/a)/240,000

which will be a minimum when

OOlm^a = 0-0^25{Pphla)l24:0,000

Whence PJa^ = (mB/ph) X 5*64 x 10*

or Ija (i.e. the current density — 2?n*6y/(mBlph) .... (57)

Hence the most economical current density is that which makes the annual
cost of the losses in the cable equal to the variable portion of the annual
charges on the capital cost.* But if this current density exceeds that corres-

ponding to the limiting operating temperature of the cable, the cross section

must be chosen on the latter basis.

It is important to note that the voltage drop in the feeder does not appear
in the above expression, although, when the current density is determined,
the voltage drop is also indirectly determined.

Cases will arise with long feeders when the voltage drop, corresponding

to the most economical current density, will be excessive, and in these circum-

stances either the cross section must be increased to give a lower voltage drop,

or a booster must be used in conjunction with the cable.

Positive Feeding and Distributing Systems fob Tramways
The method of feeding the distributing sections of the trolley wire will be
influenced largely by traffic and economical considerations. In districts with
very heavy traffic, the traffic considerations will usually preponderate, and the
feeding system must be arranged so that the opening of a feeder circuit breaker
at the generating station or sub-station will only affect a small portion of the
traffic. Under these circumstances a separate feeder is desirable for each half-

mile section of the trolley wire, and these feeders must be supplied from
sub-stations.

This relationship is usually known as Kelvin’s law.
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On the other hand, with light traffic, considerations of economy become of

greater importance, and several half-mile sections of the trolley wire most he

supplied from a single feeder. Two methods are shown diagrammatically in

Fig. 297. In these diagrams the section insulators in the trolley wire are

indicated, as well as the ‘^section*' and “feeder pillars,’* which contain the

switches for isolating the sections of the trolley wire.

In one case the trolley wire is used as a distributor, and each distributing

section comprises two or more half-mile lengths of trolley wire. In the other

Fio, 297. Methods op Feeding and Sectionalizino Trolley Wires
FOR Tramways

case (which permits the use of a smaller number of feeders), feeders of large

cross section are run to a few points in the system, from which the current is

distributed to the various half-mile sections of the trolley wire by means of

graded distributing cables. This method is more economical in copper than the

first method, as longer distributing sections are obtained. Moreover, the varia-

tion of voltage between adjacent half-mile sections of the trolley wire is smaller

than that for the first method.

Negative Feeding and Distbibuting Systems fob Tramways

Voltage Drop in Bails. The exact calculation of the voltage drop in the

track rails is complicated on account of leakage currents due to the rails being

uninsulated. For instance, a portion of the return current may reach the

station via the earth, and the earth may also act as a diverter (or shunt) to the

track rails, thereby relieving the rails of some of the return current. Although
it is possible to calculate the voltage drop in the track rails under the latter

conditions,* it is preferable to neglect the effect of the conductivity of the

earth, and to design the distributing sections so that the voltage drop under
the worst conditions does not exceed the statutory limit of 7 volts.

If the current in the rails is due to a number of cars, equally spaced along

the track, the voltage drop in a length of the track rails can be calculated by
a method similar to that adopted for the trolley wire.

,
* See The Electrician, Vol. 45, p. 695.
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The average voltage drop in the rails under normal conditions should be

assumed at a value not in excess of 5‘0 volts, in order to allow for efiFects of

blocks in the traffic, and “bunching** of the cars at certain parts of the system.

With the voltage drop given, and the resistance of the track known, the

length of the rail distributing sections can be determined from a knowledge
of the electric loading. In many cases it is convenient to consider that the

loading is uniformly distributed throughout the distributing section (i.e. the

current decreases uniformly from the feeding point), so that the voltage drop

along the section follows a parabolic law.* The length of a distributing section

corresponding to a definite voltage drop is then readily determined, and the

position of the feeders naturally follows. As the rails are continuous throughout

the system, the curve of voltage drop between adjacent feeding points will be
a parabola with the zero points at the feeding points. Fig. 298 represents these

Fig. 298. Variation of Voltage along Rail with Uniform Current Loading

conditions, the straight lines oco' co" representing the distribution of current

along the rail, and the parabolas vxviyv2 the variation of the voltage drop

;

the feeding points x y being at the same potential.

Now the feeders connect the points x, y of the rails to the negative bus-bar,

and, therefore, with uniform electric loading of the rail sections, the feeders

must be designedfor the same voltage drop. Hence, when long and short feeders are

in use on the same system, equality of voltage drop in the several feeders

must be obtained either by connecting resistances in series with the short

feeders, or by neutralizing a portion of the voltage drop in the long feeders by
means of boosters.

Ideal Conditions. The ideal conditions for a negative feeding system are

represented diagrammatically in Fig. 298. The voltage drop along each dis-

tributing section of the rails is the same throughout the system, and, conse-

quently, there is no tendency for leakage currents to pass between the sections.

If the conductivity of the earth is ui^orm throughout the sections, the dis-

tribution of the leakage currents will be as indicated in Fig. 299 (a). On the

other hand, if the voltage drops are unequal, there is an interchange of leakage

current between adjacent sections as indicated in Fig. 299 (b). Hence, to prevent
the interchange of leakage currents when adjacent sections are unequally
loaded, the voltage drops must be equalized by adjusting the lengths of the

* If i is the rate of increase of the current along the rail from the dividing point (where
the current is zero) and r is the resistance of unit length of the rail, then the current at any
point, distant x from the dividing point, will be ix^ and the voltage drop in an element of
rail length dx will he ixr dx. Hence the voltage drop (t^) in a length L from the dividing
point will be given by

V = iajrda? — = JirL*

Thus V is proportional to L*, and the curve connecting v and L is a parabola.
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sections in the inverse ratio of the square roots of the loading. Thus, if 72^
denote the intensity of the loading (amperes per mile) in sections of len^hs
Li, Lj respectively, then \IirL^ = or LJL2 = where r

denotes the resistance per mile of track.

Rai!

Fig. 299 . Distribution of Leakage Currents
A—Equally loaded rail Bections. B—Unequally loaded rail sections.

Connexions of Boosters. Although the boosters for the positive and negative
feeders are series machines, with similar characteristics, the methods ofoperating
them are different. Thus, the positive boosters are operated self-excited. The
negative boosters, however, are separately excited; the armature being
connected in series with the negative feeder, and the field winding being
connected in series with the positive feeder supplying the corresponding

Fig. 300 . Connexions of Feeders and Boosters in Tramway System
Typical circuit voltages and voltage drops are indicated.

sections of the trolley wire. The “boost’* on the feeder is adjusted by means
of a diverter rheostat connected in parallel with the field winding. Fig. 300
shows the connexions.

Pbkding and Distributing Systems for Trolleybus Routes

In a double-track tramway system the rail return is equivalent electrically to
a copper conductor having a cross section of about in,^, and in consequence
practically the whole of the voltage drop in the distributing system occurs in

the trolley wires. Hence in a trolleybus system the feeding points must be
much closer together than in the corresponding tramway system, which
condition usually necessitates, from economic and technical considerations,

the placing of sub-stations, of relatively small capacity, at frequent intervals

(two to three miles) along the route as indicated in Fig. 301 . This is practicable
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with mercury«arc rectifiers of the glass bulb, or air-oooled, pumpless, steel*

tank type, which can be housed, singly if necessary, in kiosks or small buildings

and remotely controlled from a central depot.

Feeding and Distbibuting Systems—^DmBCT-cuBRENT Railways

Location of Snh-stations. The design of the feeding and distributing system
for urban and suburban railways, operating at an average voltage of 600 volts,

is closely connected with the location of the sub-stations. The distance between
the sub-stations is generally determined from considerations of the permissible

variation of voltage at the trains, but it is advisable to consider also the location

which will result in the minimum annual cost. In considering the voltage drop

Substation — 2 Miles Substetion

Substation 3 Miles •

Positive Trolley WiresJ
hi. : >(
Negative Trolley Wttes

^ysMUe^
^Section Insulators

Fjo. 301. Feeding Systems fob Tbolleybds Routes with Two-way
AND One-way Tbaffiu

permissible in the conductor rails, the possibilities of delays due to signal stops

should be taken into account, as well as the maximum service which is likely

to occur on the different sections. Moreover, when operating with the maximum
service, the headway between consecutive trains will be smaller than that under
normal service conditions, and, consequently, the checks at signals will probably
be increased. For this reason, it is important to consider the position of the
signals (especially the “stop” signals) and the “block” sections in arranging
the positions of the feeding points.

The number of trains on a given section of the track is best determined
from a graphic time-table, which is really a distance-time chart for each individual

train. By means of this chart the position of trains at important junctions

—

where two trains may have to use the same crossover—can readily be seen.

As a first approximation in the preparation of such a chart from a completed
time-table, the distance-time curves of the trains may be assumed as straight

lines. When the time-table is not available, the chart must be prepared from
the running curves of the trains. If the positions of stations and the “stop”
signals are indicated on the chart, an approximate idea of the maximum load
on the section can be obtained.

Method of Determining Distance between Sub-stations. The method to be
employed is best illustrated by considering a specific case. For example, a
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service of 195-ton motor-coach trains has to be run over a double-track railway,

on which the distance between the stations is 2,560 ft, ihe schedule speed being
16m.p.h., and the duration of stop being 20 seconds. The track may be
assumed to be straight and level. The train equipments are identical with those

of the 195-ton six-coach train for which the speed-time curve and energy
consumption were calculated in Chapter XIX.

The average voltage at the trains is to be 600 volts, and the converting

machinery, to be used in the sub-stations, is designed to give 600 volts at no
load and 630 volts at full load. The distributing system consists of two
(positive and negative) conductor rails weighing 100 lb per yard.

The maximum service on the railway is 45 trains per hour in each direction,

which corresponds to a headway of (3,600/45 =) 80 sec, and the voltage drop
in the distributing system under these conditions is not to exceed 40 volts.

The distance between trains, on a given track, taking maximum current

at the same instant is determined by constructing a series of distance-time

and current-time curves for consecutive trains over a fairly long length (3 miles)

of track. Such a set of curves, constructed from data in Chapter XIX, is given
in Fig. 302. Hence, if a group of consecutive stations be designated A, B, C, D,
etc., then at a given instant trains are starting simultaneously from stations

A, D, G. (There is, however, a short time interval of 7 seconds between the
successive starts.) Also, when a train is starting from station B, other trains

are starting from stations E and F. Thus, the maximum currents may be
considered to occur simultaneously at stations 7,580 ft apart.

The positions of the sub-stations can now be fixed when the system of
feeding has been decided. In order to simplify matters, we will assume that the

conductor rails are continuous between the sub-stations and that the feeding

points are opposite the sub-stations. A little consideration will show that if

the sub-stations are located at the passenger stations. A, D, 6, etc., the maxi-
mum voltage drop will occur at the intermediate stations B, C, E, F, etc., and
will equal 39*6 volts, | which is equal to the specified value. Thus, with this

arrangement of the feeders and conductor rails, the sub-stations are 7,680 ft

(1*45 miles) apart. J

Sectionalization of Distributing System. With low-voltage d.c. railways,

the lengths of the distributing sections are arranged to suit the requirements
of the traffic, due consideration being given to the sectionalization at cross-overs

and junctions.

The methods of sectionalizing the conductor rails are influenced by the

method of operating adjacent sub-stations (i.e. whether these sub-stations are

operated in parallel or separately) : they also depend upon whether or not the

“up” and “down” conductor rails of the same polarity are paralleled.

When sub-stations operate in parallel a section insulator is inserted in the

conductor rail opposite each sub-station, and the ends of the conductor rails

* This is equivalent to the maximum service run over a portion of the District Railway,
London.

t When a train is starting from station B, two-thirds of the starting current will be
supplied by sub-station A, and the remaining one-third by sub-station D, assuming equal
voltages at the sub-stations. Hence, as the resistance of the bonded conductor rails is 0*068

ohm per mile of track, the maximum voltage drop between a feeding pomt and a train is

t X 1,800 X 0 068 X 2,560/6,280 = 39-6 V
t Further information on the spacing of sub-stations is given in a paper by W. J.

Webb. Proc. Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 88.
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are connected to double-throw (single-pole) switches, <as shown in Fig. 303.}

When the switches in adjacent sub-stations are thrown into the upper contacts,

the section of conductor rail between these sub-stations is fed from each end,

and the load on this section is therefore supplied from both of the sub-stations.

In the event of one sub-station being shut down, the switches are thrown into

Fig. 303 . Method of Feeding Condtjotob Rails with Sub-stations
Operating in Parallel

the lower contacts, thereby bridging the section insulators and transferring

the load to the sub-stations on either side.

This method of sectionalization, however, is not suitable when the trafi&c

is operated with motor-coach trains having a power cable between the motor
coaches, as if a fault occurred when the train was passing over the section

insulator the circuit breakers on both sections would be tripped, thereby cutting

'^Busbar

Circuit Breakers

SPSwitGhe9

A

X

•h CenductorRall

Y

B

z
Fig. 304 . Method of Feeding Conductor Rails and “Train Sections”

WITH Sub-stations Operating in Parallel

off power from a considerable length of track. This objection can be removed
by inserting a separate section (the length of which is slightly greater than the

extreme distance between the front and rear collector shoes) between the main
sections, and feeding this section separately. Thus, in Fig. 304, two sub-stations

are represented at A and B. Sub-station A supplies the sections X, W, Y, while

sub-station B supplies the sections Y, V, Z. Of these sections, X, Y, Z, represent

the main sections of the conductor rails, while W, V represent the special

short sections (called train sections) opposite each sub-station. It is apparent
that an overloe^ on a main section only, or a main section and a train section

together, will only shut down one main section.

In those cases where the sub-stations do not operate in parallel provision

must be made for bridging the sections supplied from neighbouring sub-stations,

so that, in an emergency, these sections can be supplied from one sub-station.

The switches for this purpose are generally located in section pillars adjoining

the track.
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Another feature in which a system supplied from separate sub-stations

difiPers from one in which the sub-stations operate in parallel is the paralleling

of the conductor rails of the same polarity. This paralleling is usually carried

out by switches located in pillars adjacent to signal cabins, so that the switches

Fig. 305. Akrangement of Conductor Rails and Seotionalizing
Switches at a Cross-over

may be operated by the signalman on instructions from the responsible depart-

ment. Under normal conditions of operation the switches are closed, and the

“up” and “down” conductor rails of the same polarity are connected together

at a number of points, so that the full conductivity of the

conductor rails is available.

The method of seotionalizing and feeding the conductor
rails at station cross-overs is important, as provision must be
made, in the case of a breakdown, for single-line working or

for shuttle working. A diagram showing the switches and
conductor-rail sections to fulfil these requirements is shown
in Fig. 305.

Feedtno and Distributing Systems—Alternating-
current Railways

Calculation of the Voltage Drop. This calculation, for a feeder

or distributor, involves the consideration of the effects of
resistance, self-inductance, mutual-inductance, and power
factor.

The effect of power factor on voltage drop is shown, for

the case ofa feeder, in the vector diagram of Fig. 306, in which
01 represents the current, OV the voltage at the load or

receivingend ofthe feeder, andOEthe voltageat the generating

station. OE is compounded from OV and F^, which represents

the voltage drop due to the impedance of the feeder. The impedance voltage,

VE, may be resolved into a component, Fa, in phase with the current, and a
component, aE, in quadrature (leading) with the current. These components
are numerically equal to IR and 27rfLl respectively, where I denotes the current,

/ the frequency, and iZ, L the resistance and inductance, respectively, of the
feeder.

The actual voltage drop (v) in the feeder (i.e. the arithmetic difference

between the voltages at the two ends) is given with sufficient exactness by VA,
since, in practice, a is a very small angle. Hence

V = I{R cos ^ + 2TrfL sin ^) . . . , (68)

Fig. 306. Vector
Diagram fob

Feeder
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Indnctanoe o! IroUey-wire and Bails. With the normal heights and spacings
,

of the trolley-wire on a double-track railway the inductance of the loop of
trolley-wires and track rails is of the order of 2*5 milli-henrys per mile of

route,

Besiatanees of Trolley-wire and Bails. At the frequencies employed for

traction the current density in the (non-magnetic) trolley-wire may be assumed
to be constant over the cross-section, and therefore the resistance of the trolley-

wires when carrying alternating current will be the same as that when carrying

direct current.

With the rails, however, the internal flux due to the current is considerably

greater than that in the trolley-wire, and, in consequence, the induced e.m.f.

causes the current to be confined to a thin surface layer or ‘‘skin,” the depth of

which decreases as the frequency increases. The ratio of the resistance of this

current-carrying layer (called the effective resistance) to the actual resistance

of the rail is about 3*3 when the frequency is 16§ c/s and 7*8 when the frequency

is 50 c/s.

Voltage Drop in Trolley-wires and Bails. Assuming double track laid with
100-lb per yd rails and 0*25-in.2 copper trolley-wires, the actual resistance per

route mile of cross-bonded track is about 0*018 ohm, and the resistance per

route mile of the two trolley-wires connected in parallel is 0*08 ohm.
The reactance per route mile of the loop of trolley-wires and rails at 16| c/s

= 27r X 16| X 0*0025 = 0*26 ohm, and at 50 c/s = 27r X 60 X 0*0025 = 0*79

ohm.
Hence the impedance per route mile

== \/[(3*3 X 0*018 + 0 08)* + 0*26*] = 0*3 ohm at 16| c/s, and

= a/[(7-8 X 0*018 + 0*08)2 4. o*79*] = 0*82 ohm at 50 c/s.

These values enable the voltage drops due to impedance to be calculated

when the currents are known.
The voltage drop in the distribution system (i.e. the difference between the

voltages at the feeding point and locomotive) is calculated by the application

of equation (58). At very low power factors, such as occur at starting, the

system voltage drop is practically equal to the voltage drop due to impedance.

Voltage Drop in Bails. This is of importance because leakage currents in

the general mass of earth may cause interference with telecommunication
systems.

If the inductance of the rail system is assumed to be one half of the total

inductance of the trolley-wire-rail loop, the reactance per mile for the above
double-track is 0*13 ohm at 16f c/s and 0*4 ohm at 60 c/s. Hence the impedance
per mile

= \/[(3*3 X 0*018)2 4 0.13*] = 0*143 ohm at 16f c/s, and

= VW-S X 0*018)2 + 0 *42
]
= 0*42 ohm at 50 c/s.

Therefore with 150 A in the track rails (which corresponds approximately
to the rated current of a light passenger locomotive on a 16-kV system) the
voltage drop per mile is 21*4 V on a 16f-c/s system and 63 V on a 60-c/s system.

Obviously, the latter value could not be tolerated and even the lower value
may cause interference.
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Methods ol Sdieving Baals ot Betum Current. If the potential difierence

between any two points of the rail return is to be maintained at a low value
the rails must be relieved of a large portion of the return current, which may
be effected by the use of a distributor cable in conjunction with booster trans-

formers. Such a system is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 307, in which the
sections of the trolley wire are supplied from the inner conductor of a concentric

distributor, which is divided up into the same number of sections as the trolley

wire, the sections being connected through the primary windings of the booster
transformers (of 1 : 1 ratio). Thus the primary windings of the booster trans-

formers are all connected in series. The secondary windings ofthese transformers

are also connected in series by a single insulated cable (called the “booster’*

Trolley Wtre

Aooster-D/SCr/butor (/nrmr)

Booster TrdknsFormers

Booster CaJble

Booster- Distributor (Outer)

Treck Reils

Fig. 307. Method op Connecting Boosteb Tbansfokmers fob
Neutralizing Voltage Drop in Kails

lUI
fm^

cable), which is connected at certain points to the (earthed) outer conductor of

the concentric distributor, this conductor being also connected to the rails at

frequent intervals.

Hence, since the booster transformers have a ratio of unity and the secondary
winding is connected to a closed circuit, the primary and secondary currents

will be practically equal (the difference between these currents being equal to

the magnetizing current of the transformers), and consequently the cable

connecting the secondary windings of the transformers must carry a current

approximately equal to that in the inner conductor of the concentric distributing

cable. Therefore practically all the return current will be drawn from the rails

into the booster cable.

The e.m.f. in the secondary winding of the booster transformers (which
neutralizes the impedance voltage drop in the secondary circuit) is obtained

from the primary winding, so that the voltage drop in the return conductor
is transferred to the outgoing conductor (i.e. the inner conductor of the concen-

tric distributing cable).

Fig. 308 shows a booster transformer and section switch installed on the
16,000-volt lines of the Swedish State Railways. The booster transformers are

located at intervals of about 2*8 km (1*75 mile). In this case, however, the
booster cable is a single bare conductor supported, by insulators, from the

poles at approximately the same height as the trolley wires.

Interference Effects on Telegraph and Telephone drcuits. Single-phase

currents in trolley wires produce electromagnetic and electrostatic disturbances

in parallel telegraph and telephone circuits. In some cases the disturbances

have been so severe that the telephone circuits have had to be run underground.
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and in other cases various devices have had to be adopted to neutralize the

inductive effects in the auxiliary circuits. ^
f

The electromagnetic inductive effects can be minimized by emplo3dng
booster transformers and a return conductor arranged parallel to the trolley

wires, as in Mgs. 287, 308.

Alternatively, the scheme shown diagrammatically in Fig. 309 may be
employed. In this case the feeders are supplied at double the voltage of the

Fig. 308. Booster Transformer and Sectionalizing Switch on
Swedish State Railways (A.S.E.A.)

trolley wire, the latter being fed from the former through auto-transformers.

The centre point of the winding of each auto-transformer is connected to the

rails. Hence the currents in the portions of the trolley wire between adjacent
transformers are in opposite directions—as shown in Fig. 309—so that the

resultant inductive effect on a neighbouring circuit is practically zero. This
arrangement of the feeders and trolley wires also minimizes the electrostatic

effects on neighbouring circuits.

On the New Haven electrified lines the auto-transformers are of the outdoor
t3^e, and are placed alongside the track at intervals of from 2 to 8 miles,

according to the density of the traffic. The sectionalizing switches—^which

also form overload circuit-breakers—^are of the electrically-operated oil-break
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type, and are placed on the top of the sectionalizing gantries, the switches

being controlled from an adjacent signal cabin.

Feeding Systems for 50-c/s Railways. These railways are supplied from
transformer sub-stations receiving energy from a three-phase transmission

Fig. 309. Method of Connecting Overhead Feeders and Trolley Wire
TO Minimize Interference Effects on Neighbouring Circuits

network or “grid.” Although the traction load may be relatively small in com-

parison with the industrial load, steps should be taken to reduce the unbalancing

effects on the three-phase system.

The Scott- or T-connected three-phase/two-phase transformer provides a
simple solution to this problem if the phases on the output (two-phase) side

supply adjacent tracks and the loads are approximately balanced.

The low power factor of 60 c/s motors, particularly at starting and low

speeds, may cause large voltage drops in the distributing system and feeders,

and banks of capacitors may be required to compensate a portion of this voltage

drop in order to obtain more uniformity in the voltage at the trolley-wires.*

The percentage voltage drop, however, may be made comparable with

that on a low-frequency (16f c/s) system by adopting a higher voltage (e.g.

20 to 26 kV instead of 16 kV).

A 10 MVAr capacitor is installed on the 25-c/s lines of the New York. New Haven and
Hartford Railroad. See Trans, AJ.E,E,, Vol. 67, p. 268.



CHAPTER XXVI

SUB-STATIONS

The supply of energy to the distribution systems of extensive railways is best

effected from sub-stations, as, even with single-phase, electrifications, the

distribution voltage is too low for the transmission of large amounts of energy
over long distances. The type of sub-station plant employed will depend
upon the nature of the primary supply and the system of electrification. Thus
if the railway purchases energy from a general extra-high-voltage three-phase

network (or “grid”), rotating converting machinery will be necessary for low-

frequency a.c. systems and mercury-arc rectifiers for d.c. systems.

1. Sub-stations for Single-phase Railways

In many European single-phase railways the primary supply system is designed

solely for the railway load ; the generators being single-phase low frequency

(16§ c/s) machines, wound for the distribution voltage (15,000 V), in order that

tracks near the generating station may be supplied direct. The sub-stations

are supplied by high-voltage (66-132 kV) transmission lines, which are fed

by transformers at the generating station. But with the continued extension of

an electrified system—as on the Swiss Federal Railways—the situation may
arise when extensions to the railway generating stations become impracticable,

and the best economic solution would be the purchase of power from a three-

phase national network. The sub-stations must then beequipped with converting

plant (frequency changers).

With the object of saving the cost of expensive buildings for housing the
transformers and switchgear, modern transformer sub-stations are of the

outdoor type. The transformers and extra-high-voltage switchgear are installed

out of doors, the switches being power operated and remote controlled from a
central control room containing desk-type switchboards on which are mounted
the control switches, measuring instruments, and remote indicating devices.

The high-voltage lines entering the sub-station, and also the feeders for the

traction distributing system are dead ended to steel structures ; and the con-

nexions to the switches, transformers, etc., are made by hare copper tubes
or cables.

Fig. 310 shows a typical sub-station of the Siviss Federal Railways. The
transformers and switches are mounted above ground level on concrete blocks

;

the layout being such as to facilitate the removal and replacement of any piece

of apparatus. When sufficient ground area is available the apparatus is so

arranged that the interconnexions are self-supporting, thus eliminating a large

number of steel structures and insulators which would otherwise be necessary.

These outdoor sub-stations have given very satisfactory service in Switzer-

land under all conditions of weather, and the switchgear has been unaffected

by heavy snowfalls (the sub-stations continuing in service with the 15-kV
switchgear insulators covered in snow.)

The Stockholm-Gothenburg main lines of the Swedish State Railways,

receive energy from a 50-c/s, three-phase, 132-kV national network, and
accordingly the sub-stations have had to be equipped with converting plant.

The sub-stations are situated at railway stations about 80-100 km (60-62 miles)
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apart, and are equipped with transformers and motor-generators. The three-

phase step-down transformers and the 132-kV switchgear are of the outdoop

type; but the single-phase step-up transformers, the (16-kV) switchgear for

the traction circuits, and the switchgear for controlling the motor generators,

are of the indoor t3rpe. The motor-generators (of which there are twelve

distributed between five sub-stations) each consist of a three-phase 12-pole

synchronous motor (3,200 kVA, 6,300 V), a single-phase 4-pole alternator

(2,400 kVA, 3,000 V), and exciters. The motor is arranged for self-starting

from an auto-transformer, and the alternator of each set is directly connected

to a step-up transformer (3,000/16,000 V) from which the traction circuits are

supplied. This transformer protects the alternator windings from the effects

of short-circuits and lightning discharges on the trolley wires.

The sub-station supplying the 50-c/s (Annecy—^Aix-les-Bains) line of the

French National Railways receives energy from a three-phase network. The
equipment consists of a three-phase/two-phase transformer and switchgear of

the out-door type, the latter being remote controlled from an adjacent signal

cabin.

The sub-stations of the 50-c/s Belgian Congo Railway also receive energy

from a three-phase industrial network, but in this case the transformers are of

the single-phase type (each 6,000 kVA, 120/25 kV) as the traction load is small

in comparison with the industrial load. Three transformers are in normal
service, the secondary windings supplying different sections of the traction

distribution system at 25 kV, and the primary windings being connected
successively to the three phases of the supply system. Transformers and
switchgear are of the outdoor type.

II. Sub-stations for Direct-citrrent Tramways, Trolleybus
Routes and Rah^ways

These sub-stations are now equipped with mercury-arc rectifiers (also called

mutators) which have superseded rotary (synchronous) converters on account

of their much higher all-day efficiency, reliable operation at all voltages and
adaptability to remote control with simplicity of operations. By locating the

supply transformer out of doors only a simple building or kiosk is required for

housing the rectifier.

The rectifier, however, is non-reversible. Hence when a rectifier sub-station

feeds a system on which regenerative braking is employed provision must be
made for the reception of returned energy. In cases where this energy may be
considerable it may be returned to the a.c. supply system by means of an
inverter (i.e. a grid-controlled rectifier arranged to operate with reversed

voltage). In other cases the energy is dissipated in a loading resistor which is

connected across the d.c. busbars by a quick-acting switch of the electronic

type in conjunction with a voltage relay.

Mercury-arc Rectifiers

General. The mercury-arc rectifier consists essentially of a mercury cathode and
a number of graphite or iron anodes enclosed in a highly exhausted bulb or cylinder.

The rectifying action is due to electronic emission from a hot spot on the cathode,
the conditions upon which this action depends being (i) the maintenance of a high
vacuum (0-005~0‘0()l mm of mercury) in the electrode chamber; (ii) the main-
tenance of the high temperature (about 3,000'^C) of the cathode hot spot; (iii) the
prevention of emission from the anodes (i.e. these electrodes must be suitably cooled).

The high temperature of the cathode hot spot causes evaporation of the mercury.
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and therefore means must be provided for condensing the vapour and returning

the mercury to the cathode. The presence of the mercury vapour in the electrode

chamber gives a low resistance to the electron stream.

Types. The rectifiers originally developed for heavy traction service were of

the steel tank, water-cooled, pumped type with either six or twelve main anodes.

Fia. 311. Glass! Bulb Rectifier (Hlwittk)
A, mam anode, Ae, excitation anode, C, mercury pool, I), ignition anode

Although rectifiers of this type, with ratings of 2,000 kW, are instalk'd in many
sub-stations, the tendency in this country and Europe is towards the use of multi-

unit, pumpless, air-cooled rectifiers of either the glass bulb or the hermetically-

sealed steel-tank type ; a number of rectifiers of moderate output being operated in

parallel and supplied from one transformer. In such cases the individual rectifiers

may have either three or six main anodes, and the connexions may be arranged to

give the equivalent of a 12- or 24-phase supply to the anodes (depending on the
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number of rectifiers) thereby reducing considerably the harmonics in both the a.c,

(primary) supply system and the d.c. output. ^
,

Single-tank rectifiers of the ignition type are installed in many American traction
sub-stations as such rectifiers, although water-cooled and pumped in the larger
sizes, are considered to be more reliable and convenient than those of the multi-
anode type.

Construction. Glass Mb reclifiers are constructed of tough heat-resisting glass.
The bulb. Mg. 311, is of inverted pear shape with elbow-shaped arms, containing

Fig. 312 Aurangement oi ELEcriiooEs, Fig. 313. Air-(^oo3.ed, Pumpless, Steel-
Tank and Air-cooling System oi Pump- tank Klctuier (B.T.-H.)

LLss Hcgtifier (13.T.-H.)

the anodes, fused to the lower end, below which is the mercury pool. The portion
of the bulb above the anodes forms the condensing chamber for the mercury vapour,
and to augment the cooling of this chamber and the anodes air is blown upwards
over their surfaces by a propellor-type fan located below the rectifier. Ignition is

effected by an auxiliary anode, fixed to a horizontal spring-steel support with
external electromagnets, the lower one, when excited, pulling the anode into the
mercury pool and the upper one, when excited, lifting it clear of the pool.

Fig. 312 shows the arrangement of electrodes, tank and air-cooling system of a
pumpless rectifier of the cylindrical tank type, and Fig. 313 shows the complete
rectifier for an installation where the rectifiers are not enclosed in cubicles.

The six main anodes, together with the auxiliary anodes for ignition and
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excitation, are mounted on the top plate, the joints being welded. The insulators,

one of which is shown in Fig. 314, are of vitreous enamel. A sector-shaped shield of
sheet steel is arranged around each anode to protect it from the direct blast of
mercury vapour, and to prevent particles of mercury being projected on to its

surface.

The tank is cooled by a stream of air blown upwards by a propellor-type fan
mounted below the cathode. The air passes over the surfaces of numerous fins

SIDE Views or Vitrkods-enami^l
Insulatoii (B.T.-H.)

Fia. 315. Am-cooDED, Pcmvless, Steel-tank
Ke(^tifier with Accessories, Installed in
(’uBicLE IN Sub-STATION oi Nederlands Rail-

^\AYS (G.E.C.)

which are welded to the outside of the tank, the air channels being formed by a
closely fitting outer cover.

The ignition anode, D (Fig. 312), is of the plunger type and is operated by a
solenoid, A, above the top plate. The core or plunger, F, is supported on a spring
and when the solenoid is excited it is pulled downwards and plunges the tip of the
anode into the mercury pool, C. The circuits for ignition and excitation are shown
in Fig. 316.

Fig. 316 shows an alternative form of pumpless air-cooled rectifier in which the
main anodes are mounted in separate elbow-shaped arms projecting from a central
tank wMch contains the cathode and auxiliary anodes, and which forms the
condensing chamber for the mercury vapour,*

* Further details are given by J. C, Read in a paper, “Mercury-are Rectifiers for
^ or

(A Review of Progress), Ptoc, I,E,E., Vol. 99, Pt. I,
p< J52.
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Matn nrwitMwiftM . IHg. 316 sbowB these connexiotis for a six-amode rectifier*

The transformetr has doable secondary windings which are connected to form two
symmetrical three-phase star groups having a mutual phase difference of 180 degrees.

The two neutral points are connected by a centre-tapped reactor, or inter-phase

transformer (also called an “absorption coil”), the centre point of which forms the
negative terminal of the direct-current circuit. This coil is wound in sections,

which are so connected that (i) the complete winding possesses a high reactance,
(ii) the direct currents passing in the two halves of the winding produce no resultant

magnetisation of the core. Ilence the theoretical voltage ratio is the same as that
for a three-phase rectifier. But the pulsations of the load voltage are the mean of

Three-phase Supply

Fig. 316. Main Connexions of Six-anode Keotifier

those of two three-phase systems 180 degrees apart, and are therefore equal to

those of a six-phase rectifier.

This three-phase double-star connexion possesses other features. Thus, (i)

opposite anodes operate in parallel, and (ii) a closed path, internal to the rectifier

and transformer, is formed for the circulation of triple-frequency currents (which
are due to the triple-frequency e.m.f.’s. existing between the neutral points of the
secondary windings). Both of these features result in the voltage drop, due to a
given lo^ current, being smaller than that in a six-anode rectifier with the six-

phase star connexion (i.e. with the two neutral points of the transformer winding
solidly connected). Moreover, the tliree-phase double-star connexion is more
favourable than the six-phase star connexion for the design of the transformer,
both with respect to power factor and the utilization of copper in the windings.

This connexion, without the reactor, is also advantageous for 3,000-V systems,
as with a group of six ignitrons a cascade arrangement may be obtained in which
each ignitron operates at 1,500 V, thereby ensuring great reliability. Thus the
neutral point of one group of secondary windings (e.g. Nos. I, 3, 5, Fig. 310) forms
the negative terminal of the d.c. side ; the cathodes of tanks Nos. 1 , 3, 5, are con-
nected together and to the neutral point of the other group (N6s. 2, 4, 0) of secondary
windings ; and the cathodes of tanks Nos. 2, 4, (5, are connected together to form the
positive terminal. Such a scheme has been adopted in some of the more recent
sub-stations of the Italian State Railways.

At light loads, with the connexions of Fig. 316, a 15 per cent rise occurs in the
output voltage due to insufficient magnetizing current in the reactor. This voltage
rise may be avoided by an auxiliary magnetizing winding on the reactor supplied
with triple-frequency current obtained from the opened delta secondary winding
of a small three-phase star/delta transformer.
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Ignition and Excitation Connexions. Fig. 817 shows these connexions for a
rectifier with a plunger-type ignition anode. When the supply is switched on to the
auxiliary transformer, the solenoid, E, is excited and the anode, D, is plunged into

the mercury pool, C, the current being limited by the resistors 7^, 722* Kelay B

Fio. 317. Connexions of Excitation and Ionition Circuits

then operates and opens the circuit of causing I) to be witlidrawn from the
mercury (by the action of the spring S) and an arc to be sti*uck. Jf this arii is of the
correct polarity the excitation anodes, Api, Ae^^t come into action, and thij increased

current causes relay A to operati' and isolate />.

Alternative connexions for the ignition circuits of glass-bulb rectiders are shown

(a) (6)

Fic. 318. Ignition and Exitter Oinnexions for Class-bulb
RECTIFIER (Hewittk '

)

in Fig. 318. In one case (a) a single electromagnet or starting coil is employed, which
when energized pulls the starting electrode into tlui mercury pool. This action
short circuits the coil and the electrode breaks contact with the mercury. If the arc
is of correct polarity the exciter anodes come into action and the relay opens the
starting coil circuit.

In the other case (b) two starting coils and a three-limbed exciter choke are
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employed. When the lower coil, A, is energized the staging electrode is plung€|d

into the mercury pool. This action short circuits the coil and applies sufficient

voltage to the upper coil, B, to cause the electrode to be withdrawn from the
mercury. With this arrangement the bulb does not require such precise setting in its

cradle as in the previous case.
*

Voltage Ratio. The theoretical voltage ratio is easily calculated if the voltage

drops in the arc and other parts of the circuit are ignored, and the alternating

voltages follow sine laws. Thus, if m is the number of phases in the secondary
system supplying the anodes, the r.m.s. value of the e.m.f. of each phase, 27r/m
the mutual phase difference between the several e.m.f*8., the output voltage (Ba) is

the mean value of the phase e.m.f. taken over an interval w/m on each side of the

maximum value, i.e.

—

^ cos (ot . dcot ~ ( \/2Ba sin ~
27rJ -irfm ^ ^

\ rn/l m
Whence

EJEa = CV2 sin (^/m)]/(7r/m) . . . . (69)

The values of this quantity are

—

1-17 for a three-phase rectifier (3 anodes)
1*17 for a double three-phase rectifier (6 anodes)
1*36 for a six-phase rectifier (6 anodes)
1*4 for a twelve-phase rectifier (12 anodes)

Operating Features. The voltage drop between the electrodes of the rectifier

is about 26 volts and is practically constant at all loads. Hence, as this constitutes

the only loss in the rectifier itself, the theoretical efficiency (neglecting the excitation
circuit) is a function of the output voltage. For example, for output voltages of

600, 1,500, and 3,000 the theoretical efficiencies are (600/626 =) 0*96,

(1,600/1,625 =) 0*984, and (3,000/3,026 ==) 0*992. When the losses in the trans-
former, and the power supplied to the auxiliary circuits, are taken into account,
the overall efficiencies may be

—

1. 600-volt plant—2,000-kW rectifier supplied from 11,000-volt, 60-c/s, three-phase
system

—

Percentage of full load . 26 60 76 100 125 160
Percentage of efficiency . 93*9 94*8 96 94*8 94*7 94*6

2. 1,600-volt plant—2,000-kW rectifier supplied from 11,000 volt, 60-c/s, three-phase
system

—

Percentage of full load . 26 60 76 100 125 150
Percentage efficiency 96 96*6 96*6 96*2 96*9 96*6

Owing to the relatively low light-load losses the all-day efficiency of a traction
sub-station equipped with rectifiers is much higher than that of a similarly loaded
sub-station equipped with rotating converting machinery. This higher all-day
efficiency results in a very considerable annual saving of energy.

The instantaneous overload capacity of a rectifier is very large, and the permissible
short-time and sustained overload periods for the combination of rectifier and
transformer may be 60 per cent overload for 2 hours, 200 per cent overload for
5 minutes and 400 per cent overload for 15 seconds.

The voltage characteristic, or regulation curve, resembles that of a shunt generator.
The percentage voltage drop from light load to full load depends upon the connexions
employed and the impedance voltage of the transformer. A value between 3*6 and
6 per cent is representative for a double three-phase rectifier.

Suppression of Backfires. Rectifiers for 1,500-V and 8,000-V systems are fitted

with a grid in front of each anode for the purpose of suppressing rapidly the internal
current due to a backfire (caused by a hot-spot on an anode, and that anode be-
coming temporarily a cathode) or a short-circuit on the d.c. side. The grids are

x5-~(T.5043)
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Bonnally excited in phase with the corresponding anode voltages, but in the event

of a backfire (which is equivalent to a short-circuit across two anodes) or a d.c#

short-circuit, an ultra-rapid relay, energized from a current transformer on the

a.c. side, causes a negative potential to be applied to all the grids. Hence the arc

at the conducting anode cannot transfer to an adjacent anode, as in normal operation,

and therefore extinguishes at the end of the half cycle.

Inverter Operation. Wlien a rectifier sub-station has to receive energy from
regenerating vehicles and the conditions warrant the expense of equipment to
return this energy, less losses, to the a.c. supply system, additional rectifiers,

arranged for inverter operation, must be installed. Control grids are essential.

One transformer may be employed to feed both a rectifier and an inverter if separate
secondary windings are provided. The main connexions between the anodes and
the appropriate secondary winding are the same in both cases, but the neutral
point of the inverter winding is connected to the positive d.c. busbar and the cathode
to the negative.

Inverter operation is obtained by delaying the firing of each anode (by the action
of the control grid) until the voltage of the appropriate secondary winding becomes
negative relatively to the voltage at the d.c. busbars (i.e. these voltages oppose each
other). The current returning to the busbars is forced through the inverter—^from

anode to cathode—^because the voltage at the d.c. busbars is higher than the opposing
voltage of the secondary winding plus the voltage drop in the arc.

The current in the secondary winding (on the assumption of unity power factor)

is in opposition to the e.m.f . induced in this winding, and therefore the corresponding
current in the primary winding is in the same direction as the induced e.m.f. in that
winding (i.e. in opposition to the supply voltage), which is the condition of a generator
feeding into a supply system.

The control gear for inverter operation is considerably more complicated and
costly than that for simple rectifier operation. The largest installations are on the
South African Railways.*

Unattended (Remote-controlled and Automatic)
Sub-stations

General. Since mercury-arc rectifiers require no “running” attention and
the starting is automatic, their installation in unattended sub-stations presents

no practical difficulties, and if transformers and a.c. switchgear are of the

outdoor type, the buildings have to house only the rectifiers and d.c. switchgear.

The operations of starting and shutting down an unattended sub-station are

effected automatically, and may be initiated either automatically by relays

responsive to a demand for power or by remote (supervisory) control from a
central control room or the train dispatcher’s office.

High-speed Circuit-breaker. The special features of this important accessory

for heavy traction plant are—(i) extremely high speed of opening for any
rate of rise of current; (ii) electromagnetic release not involving latched

parts
;

(iii) powerful magnetic blow-out with narrow arc shute. Such a circuit

breaker can clear a severe short circuit on a 600-volt system in about 0*01 sec,

whereas about 0*16 sec would be required with an ordinary circuit breaker.

Moreover, the current peak when a short circuit is cleared by a high-speed

circuit breaker is only about 60 to 60 per cent of that when an ordinary circuit

breaker is employed under similar circuit conditions.

* Some particulars of the equipment and operation are given in a paper, by A. J. G.
Gosling on “The 3,000-V mercury-arc-reotifier traction sub-stations of the South African
Railways.” Proc. I.E.E., Vol. 97, Pt. Ia, p. 152.
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]^. 319 shows the scheme of connexions for remote manual control. The
closing is ^eoted by energizing both the holding and reset eoils, the mechanism
being designed so that the final closing of the contacts is effected hy
when the reset coil is de-energized. The contacts are held closed by the holding

AUnUARV CONTACTOR

Fig. 319, Connexions of High-speed Ciecuit-bbeaker (B.T.-H.)

magnet acting on the armature attached to the moving contact. Tripping is

effected by the magnetic effect of the main current in a loop (called the “bucking
bar*’) arranged in the air gap between the poles of the holding magnet. When
the current in this loop exceeds a predetermined value sufficient fiux is diverted
from the armature to cause its release by the pull -off springs.

Fio. 320. Schematic Diagram showing Connexions for Automatic
Be-closing Circuit Breaker for Feeder

(Metropolitan-Vickebs
)

40—circuit breaker. 47—auxiliary contactor.
40A—auxiliary contactor. 60—discriminating relay.
42—relay. 60jR—re-set coil for 60.

Automatic Switchgear for d«c« Feeders. This switchgear comprises (i) an
electrically-operated circuit breaker, (ii) relays for controlling the closing and
tripping of the circuit breaker.

The simplest method of operation (which gives no discrimination between
short circuits and legitimate sudden overloads) is to arrange that when the circuit
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breaker opens, due to an overload or short circuit, it is re-closed again auto-

matically after a short time delay. If the circuit breaker re-opens, it is re-closed

again, and, if necessary, the cycle is repeated for a pre-determined number of

times, when, if the fault still persists, the circuit breaker is locked out. This

action is obtained by means of a time-delay repeat-action relay, which auto-

matically re-sets if the circuit breaker remains closed for a pre-determined

time interval, but requires to be re-set by hand when the circuit breaker is

locked out.

Fig. 321. Sub-station with Cubicle-mounted Rectifiers (Hewittic)

Each cubicle coniams four 3-anode bulbs

Discrimination between short circuits and sudden overloads is obtained by
a current transformer and a quick-acting relay, the latter controlling the tripping

circuit of the circuit breaker. The primary winding of the current trans-

former is connected in series with the feeder and the secondary winding is

connected to the relay. The operation of the relay therefore depends upon the
rate of increase of current in the feeder and the duration of the transient effect.

Such a device gives satisfactory service in cases where the circuit conditions

are suitable, but in some cases (e.g. with very heavy suburban railway service)

difficulty may be experienced in obtaining sufficient discrimination between
short circuits and heavy demands for power.

Automatic re-closing of a feeder circuit breaker upon the clearanjoe of a fault is

obtained by means of a load resistance relay and an auxiliary bridge network
of fixed resistances. The operation of the relay is dependent upon the com-
bined resistance of the load and fault. If this resistance exceeds a predetermined
value the relay causes the circuit breaker (which is assumed to have opened



Fia 322, Sectional and Interior Views or 2,000-kW Sub-stations
ON Euston-Watford Line (Hbwittic)

Tht lower view shows the t\ko-tlti reetifler equipment installed in a ^ub-statlon originally

equipped with rotary tonverttis The high-speed ( heuit-breakers for the traction circuits

aie shown on the gallery
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due to a temporary short circuit) to re-close, but if the resistance is below this

value the relay prevents the re-closing of the circuit breaker.

A schematic diagram of the circuits is shown in Fig. 320. The closing cop
ofthe circuit brasher (40) is controlled by a small contactor (40 A), the operating

coil of the latter being connected in parallel with the contacts of the short-

circuit discriminating relay (50), the re-set coil (60 J8) of which is controlled

by the load-resistance relay (42).

When the circuit breaker opens, the auxiliary resistances are connected
in series with the feeder, and an auxiliary switch on the circuit breaker closes

Fig. 326. Sub-station on the 1,600-V System of the
Nederlands Railways (G E C Equipment)

the operating coil of contactor (47), the contacts of which close after a short

time delay and connect the relay (42) to the bridge network. If the combined
resistance of the load and fault is below a predetermined value the current

passing through the relay (42) will be insufficient to operate its contacts, and in

consequence the feeder circuit breaker will remain open, due to the contacts

of relay (60) shunting the coil of contactor (40 A). But as soon as the fault

clears, sufficient current passes through relay (42) to close its contact. The
re-set coil of relay (60) is therefore actuated and the short circuit across the

operating coil of contactor (40 A) is removed, thereby allowing the circuit

breaker to re-close.

Examples of Traction Sub-stations

Modem rectifier sub-stations in this country and Europe are invariably equipped

with pumpless, air-cooled rectifiers of either the glass bulb or steel-tank type.
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Glass bulb rectifiers in multiple units have been in service for many years and
are characterized by their reliability and extremely low maintenance. Steel-

tank rectifiers of the type shown in Fig. 313 have been in service in railway

sub-stations since 1936, groups of four rectifiers being connected in parallel

and supplied from one transformer.

The modern tendency with British manufacturers is to adopt the cubicle

tj^e of installation in which the rectifier is mounted, together with its acces-

sories, in a cubicle of sheet steel.

Fig. 321 shows a trolleybus sub-station eejuipped with two 600-kW cubicles

each containing four 3-anode bulbs connected for 12-phase rectification.

Fig. 322 shows sectioned and interior views of 2,000-kW sub-stations on
the Euston-Watford line of the London Midland Region. The rectifier equip-

ment in each sub-station is arranged for 12-phase rectification, but provision

is made so that, when desired, alternate sub-stations can be connected with

staggered phasing to give the equivalent of 24-phase operation. No smoothing
circuits on the d.c. side, however, have been found necessary with 12-phase

rectification. All sub-stations (17 in all) are remotely controlled from a central

control room.

Fig. 325 shows the standard form of sub-station building, and the method
of supplying the trolley wires, adopted on the 1,500-V system of the Nederlands

Railways. The building contains two British-built rectifiers of the pumpless,

air-cooled t}q)e shown in Fig. 315. The two rectifiers, operating in parallel,

have a normal rating of 1 ,224 kW at 1 ,530 V, but are capable of operating at

150 per cent overload for two hours, and of withstanding, during this period,

two current peaks of 4,000 A each of one minute duration. The equipment
had to be designed for a close voltage regulation of 2*7 per cent.

Fig. 323 is an interior view of a sub-station (with British -built equipment)

for supplying a 3,000-V railway. The rectifiers are of the pumpless, air-cooled

type and each group of four is rated at 2,000 kW. The panels and cubicles on
the right-hand side contain indicating instruments, protective relays and control

gear for the circuit breakers. Fig. 324 shows two of the rectifier cubicles.*

* Further particulars of the sub-stations and details of the electrification are given in a
paper by Messrs. Chatterton and Rooney on “The first stage of the electrification of the

Estrada de Ft^rro Santos a Jundiai (late Sao Paulo) Railway,” Froc, I.E,E., Vol. 100,

Pt. II, p. 319.



APPENDIX
ABSTRACTS FROM THE STANDARDS OF THE AMERICAN

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Railway Motors

Baiinq

Three ratings arc standardized and are specified as follows

—

(i) The one-hour rating of a railway motor shall be the output at the motor
shaft measured in horse power (or kilowatts) which the motor can carry for one hour
on a stand test, starting cold, at its rated voltage (and frequency in the case of an
a.c. motor) with the ventilation system as in service, without exceeding the temper-
ature limits given in the accompanying table. The initial temperature of the wind-
ings should be within 4°0 of the ambient temperature, and the latter should prefer-

ably be not less than 15°(\

(ii) The continuous rating of a ventilated motor shall be the output at the motor
shaft measured in horse power (or kilowatts) which the motor can carry for an
unlimited period on a stand test, with the ventilating system as in service, without
exceeding the temperature limits given in the table.

(iii) Thermal capacity rating (which repi^esents the capability to absorb heat
energy and is a basis of comparison between machines of the same class) is the time
in seconds for the temperatm^e to rise 1®C above the normal working temperature
(110°(^) when operating at 60 per cent above the continuously-rated current and
normal voltage. It is determined by commencing the overload run with the windings
at 1 10°C and continuing the run until approximately the limiting peak temperature
is reached. The temperature rise during the lest is then computed (from resistance

measurements), and is divided into the duration of the test to obtain the thermal
capacity rating (i.e. sec per 1°G).

Limiting Temperature Rise ®C

Type of
Enclosure

Method of
1

llBM Temperature
Determination

One-hour rating Continuous rating

A* B* A*

Armature winding Ventilated Resistance 100
1

120 85 120
Tlicrmometer 75 90 65 90

Field winding Ventilated Resistance 100 180 85 130
Thermometer 75 96 65 95

Commutator Ventilated Thermometer 00 90 90 00

' • A denotes “Class A" insulation, i.e cotton, silk, paper, and similar organic substances when impregnated

,

also enamel as spiled to conductors.
B denotes “Glass B“ Insulation, i.e. inorganic materials (mica, asbestos) in built up form, combined with

binding substances. If Class A material is used in small quantities for structural purposes only the combined
material may be considered as Class B, provided that the electrical and mechanical properties of the Insulated
winding are not impaired by the application of the temperature permitted for Class B.

Nominal line voUages for d.c. railways are—600, 750, 1,200, 1,500, 3,000 volts.

Standard (rated) voUages of d.c. motors ai^e—300, 375, 500, 600, 750, 1,000, 1,200,
1,500 volts. Motors shall operate satisfactorily at voltages up to 10 per cent above
the rated voltage when motoring and 20 per cent when regenerating.

Bated voltage of motors for Diesel-eledric locomotives corresponds to 40 per cent of
maximum safe armature speed with continuously-rated current.

419
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Bxded voltage of single-phase motors corresponds to 70 per cent ofmaximum speed

with continuously-rated current.

Temperature Limitations and Measurement

The limiting observable temperatures recommended for service are

—

Normal Values
Class A insulation . 90-110°G
Class B insulation (armature) 116-146°C
Class B insulation (field windings) 120-156°C

Peak Values
100-126‘‘C
125-160°C
130-170°C

The “normal” values are those which will be obtained in normal service with
cooling air at a temperature of 26°C. The “peak” values are those which will usually

be found with maximum motor loads and highest cooling air temperatures. In each
case the lower limit refers to the temperature as determined by thermometer* and
the upper limit refers to the temperature as determined by resistance measurements.

The temperature rlse^ when determined from resistance measurements

^

is computed
from the formula

—

[(^2 - i?i)/J2iJ(234*.5 -i t,) + (ii - tj

where and t^ denote the final (hot) and initial temperatures of the windings cor-

responding to the resistances i?a and respectively, and is the ambient air

temperature at shut-down (mean value over last 15 min of test).

The hot resistance, i?2 , is to be corrected to the value at the instant of shut-down
by taking resistance measurements at 2-min intervals for approximately 20 min,
plotting a (resistance/time) cooling curve and extrapolating to the instant of shut-
down.

Characteristic Curves

360. The characteristw curves of railway motors shall be plotted with the current
as abscissae, and the tractive effort, speed, and efficiency as ordinates. In the case

of a.c. motors, the power factor shall also be plotted as ordinates.

361. Characteristw curries of d.e, motors shall be based on full rated voltage.

362. In the case of field-cordrol motors, characteristic curves shall be given for all

operating field connexions.
363. Speed curves shall be substantially of the same shape as, and shall not

deviate more than J 5 per cent from, the specified speed cui've over the range
75 per cent to 150 per cent of the continuously-rated current. At the continuous
rating the deviation of the speeds of individual motors from the accepted speed
curve shall not exceed— J- 3 per cent for d.c. motors with full field; d: 4 per cent
for single-phase motors and d.c. motors with weak field. These tolerances also

apply to the speeds for clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation.

Efficiency and Losses

301. The following method of determining efficiency is recognized as standard
for d.c. railway motors

—

Conventional efficiency. The efficiency is obtained from the component losses,

most of which are accurately determinable and the remainder of which are assigned
conventional values.

302. Normal conditions for conventiomd efficiency tests and calculations

—

(a) The efficiency shall be determined for the rated voltage.

(b) When the efficiency is stated without specific reference to load conditions,
the continuously-rated load shall be imderstood.

(c) The efficiency of aU apparatus at all loads shall be corrected to a reference
temperature of 110°C*, but tests may be made at any convenient cooling air temper-
ature, preferably not less than 10°C.

* Class B insulation. 75°C for Class A insulation.
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303* Conventional effioiendea of dx, dohra shall be based upon the following

losseB*

—

(a) PR losses in armature and field windings; (h) ^rush friction, armatune
bearing fricrion, and windage losses ; (e) no load core loss ; (d) brush contact loss

;

(e) stray load losses.

304. Loaaea in dx, motors shall be determined as follows

—

The PE losses shall be baaed upon the (ctirrent)* and the measured resistance,

corrected to 1 10*^0. (Class B insulation.)

The no-load core losst hrush friclioni armcdure-hearing friction and tvindctge shall be
determined as a total under the following conditions

—

In making the test, the motor shall be run without gears. The kind of brushes
and the brush pressure shall be the same as in commercial service. With the field

separately excited, such a voltage shall be applied to the armature terminals as

will give the same speed for any given field cmrent as is obtained with that field

current when operating at normal voltage under load. The sum of the losses above-
mentioned is equal to the product of the counter e.m.f. and the armature current.

The no-load core loss is determined from the total losses thus obtained by deduct-

ing the power required to drive the motor light at the corresponding speeds. (For
this test the machine is run as a series motor at low voltage. The product of the

counter e.m.f. and the current at any speed shall be the sum of the brush friction,

armature bearing friction, and windage losses.

)

Brush Contact Loss, A total drop of three volts shall be assumed as the standard
drop in determining brush contact loss for carbon and graphite brushes where no
shunts (pigtails) are attached. Two volts drop shall be allowed where shunts
are attached.

The stray load losses are given conventional values, as follow

—

Input (% of 1-hour rating) . . 200 160 100 76 60 25 (and under)
Stray load loss (% of no load core loss) . 65 45 30 25 23 22

306, Conventional efficiencies of single-phase motors shall be based upon the
following losses

—

(a) PR in armature, stator windings and interpole shunts; (6) brush friction,

armature bearing friction and windage; (r) alternating core loss at line frequency;
(d) rotational core loss; {e) brush contact loss; ( f ) stray load loss.

306. Losses in single-phase motors shall be determined as follows

—

The PR losses shall be based upon the (current)* and the measured resistances,

corrected to 110°C (Class B insulation), increased by 10 per cent to allow for eddy
currents.

The alternaiing core loss is determined by exciting the stator (excitation) winding
at line frequency and measuring the input over a range of currents with all brushes
lifted from the commutator. The input (in watts), corrected for PR loss, gives the
core loss.

The friction, windage and rotational core losses are determined by the auxiliary

motor method as described in Chapter VII.
The voltage drop at the brushes shall be assumed to be

—

2-6 + current density (A per in.*)/60

Hie stray load loss shall be calculated as 1-6 per cent of the rated kW input at

rated voltage and is assumed to be constant at all motor currents.

600. The losses in gearing and axle hearings for single-reduction, single-geared

motors varies with type, mechanical finish, age, and lubrication. The following
values, based on accumulated tests, shall be used in the comparison of siqgle-

reduction single-geared motors

—

Input (% of 1-hour rating) . 200 150 100 75 60 50 40 80 25
Losses (% of input) . 2-6 2-5 2*6 2*5 2-7 3-2 4*4 6-7 8*6

* When the efficiency of the motor, including the losses in the gearing, is required,
the conventional values given in §600 should be included.
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Dielectric Test

The test voltage, of commercial frequency, shall be applied for one minute with
the machine hot. The r.m.s. voltages are

—

2E 1,500, with a minimum of 2,500 V,
for machines operating on a grounded circuit, and 2E' + 1,000, with a minimum of
2,000 V for machines operating on an ungrounded circuit, where E denotes the
highest voltage to ground, and E' the rated voltage of the generator or the highest

tapping voltage on the transformer.

(Note—Commutation tests are similar to those given in British Standard
No. 173.)

NOTES ON THE BRITISH STANDARD No. 173 FOR THE
ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE OF TRACTION MOTORS

Rating and Temperature Limitations

The one-hour and continuous ratings are the same as those given, on page 419, in

the Standards of the A.I.E.E.

The permissible temperature rise and the limiting normal and peak temperatures
in service are also the same as those given in the Standards of the A.I.E.E.

Characteristic Curves and Efficiency

The rated speed and the characteristic speed curve of the motor shall be corrected

to a motor temperature of 110°C (class B insulation)* as measured by resistance.

The rated speeds (at the continuous and one-hour loads) shall not differ from the
declared speeds by more than 3 per cent. Any statement of efficiency shall be
based upon direct measurement and shall be corrected to correspond to a motor
temperature of 110°C (class B insulation).* Unless otherwise stated, the efficiency

shall be understood as referring to the motor only, and shall exclude losses due to

gearing.

lligh-voltojge Test

The test (r.m.s.) voltage shall be (2 jF„ \ 1,500) volts, applied for one minute
with the motor hot (at the conclusion of the one-hour test).

Tests on New Machines

These comprise—heat runs at the 1 -hour and continuous ratings ; speed char-

acteristic ; overspeod, commutation and interruption tests, all carried out with the
machine hot.

In the overspeed test the motor is run for 2 min at a speed 10 per cent above that
corresponding to the declared maximum vehicle speed.

Commutation tests for all d.c. motors include runs of 30-sec duration in each direc-

tion of rotation (i) at rated voltage with twice rated currentt and minimum field,

(ii) at a voltage 20 per cent above the nominal maximum voltage of the system
{E^)X with rated current and minimum field, (iii) at the same voltage (l-2F„j) and
field but with the speed corresponding to the maximum service speed.

Commutation tests for motors connected permanently in series include runs as

above—^items (i), (ii), (iii)—and additional runs (30 sec in each direction of rotation)

at a motor voltage of (l-5£',„/number of motors in series) with full field and 60 per
cent of rated current (which may be increased if necessary to prevent overspeed).

Commutation tests for motors when employed for regenerative braking include

30-sec runs (as generator) in each direction of rotation at a voltage I‘2E^ with an
armature current 25 per cent in excess of the rated current, and a speed 150 per

* 76°C for class A insulation.

t Continuous rating for ventilated motors; 1-hour rating for non-ventilated motors.

j Defined as the voltage at the sub-station when the plant is loaded to its full capacity.
The rated motor voltage is assumed to be
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cent of that (as a motor) corresponding to rated current, full field and maximum
system voltage

CommvMion testa for motors when employed for rheoataiic hrakin/g include 30-sec

runs, as above, at a voltage 1*51^^ with twice rated current in the armature and
maximum service speed.

Commviation testa for aingle-phaae motors include runs of 30-sec duration in each
direction of rotation (i) at a voltage of l-2jE7„j* with (a) rated current, (6) the current

corresponding to maximum service speed, (ii) at the maximum system voltage

(E^) with 170 per cent of rated current, (iii) at ITOf per cent of rated current and a
voltage adjusted to give 10 to 12 per cent of maximum service speed.

Interruption testa for motors of ratings (1 hour) up to 300 kW are carried out by
running the motor on load (at a specified field strength) up to a speed above that

specified for the re-application of power, interrupting the power supply (including

the excitation of the load-generator) for not less than one second, and re-applying

full voltage when the speed reaches the specified value.

Defined as the no-load secondary voltage of the transformer (when the line voltage is

equal to the nominal maximum voltage of the system) divided by the number of motors
permanently connected in series.

t 200 per cent for motors starting with weakened field.



EXAMPLES
Tms collection of examples includes a large number of numerical questions set at
the following examinations

—

University of London, B.Sc. (Eng.)* Reference L,U.
City and Guilds of London Institute, Electrical Engineering (Pinal Grade).

Reference C.G.

I

—

^Train Movement (Q^aptbrs II and III)

1. On an electric railway the stations are 2,660 ft apart and the trains operate

to a schedule speed of 16 m.p.h. The duration of the station stops is 20 sec, the
maximum speed is 22 per cent higher than the average running speed and the
braking retardation is 2 m.p.h.p.s. Calculate the acceleration required to operate

this service. State the necessary assumptions made. (C.G.)

[Ans, a = M9 m.p.h.p.s.]

2. Draw a typical speed-time curve for an electric train for suburban service.

State usual values for acceleration and retardation.

On a certain line, with an average of 1 J miles between stops, the schedule speed
is 24 m.p.h. If the maximum speed attained is 36 m.p.h., the stops 20 sec., and the
retardation 2 m.p.h.p.s., find the acceleration required. (C.G.)

[Ana, a = 0-638 m.p.h.p.s.]

3. An electric train has an average speed of 24 m.p.h. it is accelerated at

1 m.p.h.p.s., and is braked at 2*0 m.p.h.p.s. The distance between stations is

4,000 ft, and the track is level. Draw the speed-time curve for the run. Estimate
the energy consumption, at the axles of the train, per ton-mile. Assume tractive

resistance constant at 10 lb per ton, and allow 10 per cent for the effect of rotational

inertia. (L,TJ,)

[Ana, Time (sec) . . .0 29-9 98-6 113-6

Speed (m.p.h.) .... 0 29-9 29-9 0
Specific energy consumption = 66 Wh per ton-mile.]

4. A train weighing 200 tons is accelerated uniformly from rest to a speed of
28 m.p.h. up a uniform gradient of 1 in 500, the time taken being 30 sec. The
power is then cut off and the train coasts down a uniform gradient of 1 in 1 ,000 for a
period of 40 sec, when the brakes are applied for a period of 15 sec so as to bring the
train uniformly to rest on this gradient.

Calculate (a) the maximum power output from the driving axles, (6) the energy
taken from the conductor rails in kWh.

Assume the tractive resistance to be 10 lb per ton at all speeds, and allow 10
per cent for rotational inertia. {L,U,)

[Ana, (a) 1,330 kW
; (6) 9-2 kWh, assuming energy efficiency during acceleration

= 60 per cent.]

6. A train driven by 8 motors and weighing 320 tons is accelerated uniformly
from rest to a speed of 30 m.p.h. in 20 sec up a gradient of 1 in 100. The driving
wheels are 36 in. diameter, the gear ratio is 4 : 1 and the average resistance to
traction is 12 lb per ton. Allow 10 per cent for the effect of rotational inertia and
assume efficiency of gearing is 03 per cent. Calculate the torque per motor. (L,U,)

[Ana. 3,270 Ib-ft.]

The Engineering Examination Papers of the University of London are published
regularly by the University of London i^ess.

4?4
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6. A motor-coach train weighing 200 tons accelerates uniformly on the level

to a ^eed of 27 m.p.h. in 20 sec. Power is then cut off and the train coasts until

the speed is 21 m.p.h., when the brakes are applied and t^e train is brought to rest

in 10 sec. Allowing a train resistance of 10 lb per ton durmg acceleration and 13 lb

per ton during coasting, and 12 per cent for rotational inertia, calculate (a) the
maximum h.p. developed at the driving axles and (b) the specific energy output.
(C.O.)

[Ana* (a) 2,230 h.p. ; (b) 60*9 Wh per ton mile.]

7. An electric train weighing 200 tons (accelerating weight 220 tons) runs be-

tween two stations, situated on a uniform gradient of 1 in 80. For the run down the
gradient the acceleration is 1*6 m.p.h.p.s., which is maintained until the speed
reaches 32*6 m.p.h. Power is then cut off and the train coasts for 90 seconds, when
the brakes are applied to bring the train to rest with uniform retardation.

Draw the speed-time diagram and calculate the energy (kWh) output from the
driving axles. Assume the train resistance to be 12 lb per ton and the braking effort

due to the brakes alone to be 47,000 lb. (L.U*)

[Ana, Time (sec) .... 0 21-7 111-7 134-9
Speed (m.p.h.) . . . .0 32-5 45-3 0

Energy output = 5-935 kWh.^

8. The following data refer to the speed-time curve of an electric train for the
run on level track between two stations on a suburban railway

—

Time (sec) . . 0 18 20 23 28 33 38 62-6 76
Speed (m.p.h.) . 0 18-7 20-6 23 26 28-2 30 27-1 0

Determine the energy output, in kWh, from the driving axles for the run.
Determine also the energy output per ton-mile.

The dead weight of the train is 150 tons, and the accelerating weight is 166 tons.

Assume the train resistance as 10 lb per ton.

[Ana, 4-65 kWh; 71-3 Wh per ton mile.]

9. Calculate the accelerating weight of the six-coach train of which data
follow

—

Composition of train—2 motor coaches, 4 trailer coaches.

Motor coaches—^Weight, 27-6 tons. Equipment: one 4-wheel motor truck with
36-in. wheels and two 200-h.p. motors, gear ratio 3-2:1 ; one 4-wheel trailer truck
with 30-in wheels. Diameter of armature, 18-6 in. Weight of armature, 1,800 lb.

Trailer coaches—^Weight, 10-2 tons. Equipment: two 4-wheel trucks with
30-in. wheels.

Weight of wheels: 36-in., 900 lb each; 30-in., 650 lb each.

[Ana, 133 tons.]

II

—

Motors (Chapters IV~VII)

1. The current/tractive-effort characteristic of a motor, based on a wheel
diameter of 36 in., is as follows

—

Current (amp) ... 80 160 240 320 400
Tractive effort (lb) . 400 1,350 2,470 3,700 4,960

A motor bogie is fitted with two of these motors, one pair of wheels being 36 in.

in diameter and the other pair 35 in. The motors are operated on the series-parallel

system. If the tractive-effort at the 36-in wheels is 3,000 lb, what will be the current

and tractive-effort of the other motor (a) in full series, and (b) in full parallel?

[Ana, (a) 276 A, 3,086 lb ; (6) 267 A, 2,790 lb.]
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%x SxpWu wby d*c. 86tiQs motors are preferred for electric traction on suburban

TJVve c\iaraAter\stics oi a d%c» motor 'wtieii operating at 600 V and driving 42*in«

'Wheels are as follow

—

Ampeies 500 400 300 200
Train speed (m.p.h.) . . 22*1 23-9 26*4 31*4

Tractive effort (lb) . . .5,700 4,330 2,960 r,600

Two of these motors are mounted on a motor-coach. The wheels driven by one
motor (A) are 42 in. in diameter, and those driven by the other motor (B) are

40 in. in diameter. Calculate (a) the power input to, and (h) the tractive-effort of,

each motor when (i) the motors are in parallel and the train speed is 25 m.p.h., (ii)

the motors are in series and the current is 400 A. The resistance of each motor is

0 08 ohm. {L,U.)

[Ans, (i) (a) 210 kW, 184 kW; (6) 3,6001b. 3,1701b.
(ii) (a) 122-6 kW, 117-4 kW; (6) 4,330 lb, 4,540 lb.]

3. Discuss the reasons why series motors are employed for electric traction on
suburban railways. Why are trolleybuses usually equipped with compound motors,

and why is a single motor employed in preference to two motors ? Explain how low
rheostatic losses at starting may be obtained with such equipment.

A motor-coach is equipped with two d.c. series motors, the characteristics of

each at 675 V with 42-in. wheels are as follows

—

Current (amp) . . . 160 240 320 400
Speed (m.p.h.) .... 34-5 28-8 26-5 23-2

Tractive effort (lb) . . 1,350 2,470 3,700 4,950

If the wheels driven by one motor {A

)

are 42 in. in diameter and those driven by
the other motor (B) are 40 in. in diameter, determine the total tractive-effort at a
train speed of 27 m.p.h. when the motors are operating in parallel at normal voltage.

(X.r/.)

[Ans, 6,7801b (A, 3,0301b; B, 2,7501b).]

4. The bogie of a motor-coach is equipped with two motors each having char-

acteristics as given in Example No. 3, which apply to 42-in. wheels. If the wheels
driven by one motor {A) are 41 in. diameter and those driven by the other motor
(B) are 40 in. diameter, determine, when the motors are operating in parallel and
the train speed is 30 m.p.h., (i) the current input to each motor, (ii) the total tractive-

effort, (iii) the output at each driving-axle. (X.f7.)

[Ans, (i) 210 A (A), 198 A (B)
;

(ii) 4,0201b; (iii) 123-5 kW (A), 116-5 kW(B).]

6. Discuss the advantages of motor control by field weakening.
A d.c. traction motor has the following characteristics

—

Current (amp) ... 45 67-5 90 112-5 135 180 226
Train speed (m.p.h.) 41 33-3 28-4 25-2 23-8 21-1 20
Tractive effort (lb) . . 415 990 1,585 2,190 2,790 4,050 6,300

Calculate and plot the corresponding values when the motor is working with
weakened field by cutting out one third of the turns of the field winding. {C.O,)

[Ans, Current (amp) 45 67-5 90 112-5 135 180 226
Speed (m.p.h.) 68-8 48-9 36-2 30-6 27-9 23-7 22-1

Tractive effort (lb) . 270 675 1,240 1,800 2,380 3,600 4,800]

6. Discuss the relative advantages of shunting and tapping the field of a series

traction motor.
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The chasacteristics of a motor ate given in Example S. Draw the new cbaraet&t-

istics vrliii the field diunted 80 per cent.
^

\AnB. Am^^res ... 160 240 320 400
TtoctWe effort . . 1.040 2,060 3,200 4,370
Speed . . 44-6 34*2 29*5 26*31

7.

The characteristics of a compound-wound trolleybus motor at 525 V with the

,
shunt field fully excited are as follows

—

Armature current (amp) . 26 100 150 200
Speed (m.p.h.) . . 12*8 11*3 10*6 101
Tractive effort (lb) . . 440 1,960 3,100 4,240

When operating with the series-field winding alone the current/speed char-

acteristic is

—

Armature current (amp) . 100 150 200
Speed (m.p.h.) ... 26 19*2 16*8

Calculate the characteristic (speed and tractive effort) when operating as a
compound-wound motor at 525 V with an external resistance of 350 ohms inserted

in the shunt field circuit. Resistance of armature and series-field windings, 0*15

ohm; resistance of shunt-field winding, 175 ohms; number of turns in each shunt
field coil, 1,200; number of turns in each series field coil, 12. (L.U,)

Armature current (amp) 26 100 160 200
Speed (m.p.h.) 21*9 16*76 14*5 12*8

Tractive effort (lb) 267 1,316 2,270 3,360]

8.

A compound trolleybus motor when run as a generator on open circuit at

1,000 r.p.m. gave the following results

—

Excitation (amp>tums per pole) . 1,800 2,400 3,600 4,800 6,400
Open-circuit e.m.f. (volte) . . 286 349 460 617 646

Calculate, for the range 50 to 200 A, the speed/current characteristics when
operating at a line voltage of 525 V as (i) a compound motor with full shunt field,

(ii) a series motor. The resistances are—(armature -j- series-field winding), 0*23

ohm; shunt winding, 100 ohms. The number of turns per pole are—series, 15;
shunt, 1,100. Limit your calculations to 50, 100 and 200 amperes. [L,U,)

(i) Armature current (amp) 60 100 150 200
Speed (r.p.m.) . 1,036 948 873 823

(ii) Current (amp) 60 100 150 200
Speed (r.p.m.) . 4,100 2,075 1,475 1,180]

9.

The speed/current characteristic of a compound trolleybus motor at 500 V
and with full shunt field is as follows

—

Armature current (A) . — 200* — 160* — 100* 0* 60 100 160
Speed (m.p.h.) 26-5 20 17 14 13*1 12*4 11-8

Determine the characteristic, over the range 75—200 A, when operating with the
series-field winding alone. Resistance of armature and series-field windings, 0*2

ohm; resistance of shunt-field winding 100 ohms; number of turns per pole in
series-field winding 15; number of turns per pole in shunt-field winding 900.
{LM.)

{Ana, Armature current (amp) . . 76 100 160 200
Speed (m.p.h.) .... 32*3 22*6 17*7 16]

* Operating as a differentially-oompoimded generator at 600 V.
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10* The cold resistance of the field winding of a motor is 0*043 ohm, measured
at an air temperatme of 12°0, and the hot resistance is 0*067 ohm measured at an
air temperature of 15^0. Calculate the temperature rise. The resistance coefOcient

is 1/234*6 at 0°C.

[Ans. 134*5 C. HiNT—lJe = Ro{l + 0/234*5)]

III

—

Control (Chapters VIII-XII)

1. Discuss the advantages of series-parallel starting over ordinary rheostatic

starting for a pair of d.c. traction motors forming part of the equipment of a
suburban train. Show by diagrams how transition from series to parallel is usually

effected in such equipments.
A motor-coach train, equipped with two motors and a series-parallel controller,

is accelerated uniformly to a speed of 22 m.p.h. in 20 sec, the tractive-effort per
motor being 4,000 lb. Determine approximately the energy (in kWh) lost in the
starting rheostats. (L.U.)

[Ana. 0*486 kWh.]

2. Two 600-V motors, each having a resistance of 0*1 ohm, are started on the
series-parallel system, the mean current per motor throughout the starting period

being 300 A. The starting period is 15 sec and the train s'peed at the end of this

period is 18 m.p.h. Calculate (i) the rheostatic losses (in kWh) during (a) the series

and (6) the parallel combinations of the motors, (ii) the train speed at which transi-

tion from series to parallel must be made. {L.U.)

[Ana. (i) {a) 0*16 kWh; (6) 0*198 kWh; (li) 8*52 m.p.h.]

3. An electric train (dead weight, 130 tons; accelerating weight, 143 tons) is

equipped with four 600-V motors, which are arranged in two pairs for series-parallel

control. If, during series-parallel starting the current per motor is maintained at
400 A, calculate (i) the duration of the starting period, (ii) the speed of the train at
transition, (iii) the rheostatic losses during (a) the series, and (b) the parallel, steps

of the starting period.

At this current (400 A) and normal voltage (600 V) the tractive effort per motor
is 4,330 lb and the train speed is 23*0 m.p.h. Assume the specific train resistance to
be 10 lb per ton, and the resistance of one motor to be 0*1 ohm. (L.U.)

[Ana. (i) 21*7 sec; (ii) 11*1 m.p.h.; (iu) (a) 0*292 kWh, (6) 0*387 kWh.]

4. The characteristics of a compound trolleybus motor when operating with full

field at 626 V are as follows

—

Line current (amp) . . 150 200 250
Speed (m.p.h.) . . . 13*4 12*9 12*5

Tractive effort (lb) . 2,400 3,300 4,400

Calculate the rheostatic losses when starting a bus weighing 11 tons, assuming a
level surface, a mean starting current of 230 A, a line voltage of 625 V and a tractive

resistance of 40 lb per ton. The total resistance of the armature and series field

windings is 0*26 ohm. Allow 12 per cent for rotational inertia.

Calculate also the energy taken from the supply system from the start until a
speed of 13*4 m.p.h. is reached. (L.U.)

[Ana. 67 Wh; 160*5 Wh]

6. Distinguish between rheostatic and regenerative braking as applied to electric

traction. Explain, with the aid of diagrams of connexions, how the series motors of

a train or locomotive can be used for (i) rheostatic braking, (ii) regenerative braking.
Explain also how the braking torque is controlled in each case.

The characteristics of a series traction motor at 526 V are as follows

—

Current (amp) . 60 70 80 90
Speed (m.p.h.) . . 21 16*7 16*6 14*76
Gross torque (Ib-ft) . 160 260 312 370
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Determine the gross braking torque at a speed o! 16 m.ph. when operating as a
self-excited series generator and loaded with an external reristance of 6 ohxn$.

Besistance of motor, 0*5 ohm. (L,U.)

[Ana. 282lb.ft]

6. Show by diagrams (i) hOw the compound motor of a trolleybus is connected
for rheostatic braking, (ii) how the series motors on a d.c. locomotive are connected
for regenerative braking. Describe how the braking torque is controlled in each
case.

The characteristics of a series motor at 525 V are as follows

—

Current (amp) . 75 125 175 225
Speed (r.p.m.) . 1,200 950 840 745

Calculate the current when operating as a generator at 1,000 r.p.m., and loaded
on a rheostat having a resistance of 3*25 ohms. The resistance of the motor is

0*35 ohm. (L.U.)

[Ana. 150 A]

7. The data of the open-circuit characteristic of a compound-wound trolleybus

motor, determined by running the machine as a generator at 1,000 r.p.m., are as

follows

—

Ampere-turns per pole . . 1,800 2,400 4,800 5,400
Open-circuit e.m.f. (V) . . 285 349 517 546

Calculate the vehicle speed (m.p.h.) and the approximate braking tractive-effort

when operating in service as a differentially-compounded generator with a rheo-
static load of 8*5 ohms and an armature current of 160 A, the separately excited

shunt-field current being 3 A.
The resistance of the armature and series-field windings is 0-15 ohm, and the

number of turns per pole in the shunt and series windings is 1,200 and 12 respectively.

When operating in service as a compound motor at 625 V with 150 A in the armature
and a total excitation of 5,400 ampere-turns per pole, the speed is 11*2 m.p.h. and
the tractive-effort is 3,100 lb. The wheels are 38 in. in diameter and the gear ratio

is 9*33:1. {L.U.)

[Ans. 23*3 m.p.h.; 1,6151b]

8.

The characteristics of a compound trolleybus motor at 625 V with the shunt
field fully excited are as follows

—

Armature current (amp) 25 100 150 200
Speed (m.p.h.) 12*8 11*3 10*6 10*1

Tractive effort (lb) 440 1,950 3,100 4,240

When operating with the series-field winding alone the characteristics are

—

Armature current (amp) 100 150 200
Speed (m.p.h.) 26 19*2 15*8

Tractive effort (lb) 8.50 1,680 2,640

Calculate the speed and approximate tractive-effort when braking regeneratively
(differentially compounded) at armature currents of 100, 150, 200 A, the line voltage
being constant at 525 V. Resistance of armature and series windings, 0*15 ohm;
resistance of shunt winding, 175 ohms; number of turns in each shunt field coil,

1,200 ; number of turns in each series field-coil, 12.

[Ana. Armature current (amp) . 100 150 200
Speed (m.p.h.) .... 16*4 20*3 27*7

Tractive effort (lb) . . 1,320 1,680 1,700]
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A motor-coacloL is equipped with two motors which are controlled on the
seiies-paraiilel system. The resistance of each motor is 0*15 ohm; the maximum
permissihle stai^m^ curreut per motor is 400 A, and the average current is 350 A.
Assuming the voltage is constant at 600 V during starting, and that for the range
considered the flux is proportional to the fourth root of the current, determine the

values of the resistances required for the first and second notches in series.

{Ana, Besistance of rheostats for first notch — 1*2 ohms
„ „ second „ = 0*8 ohm]

10. What should be the special characteristics of rheostats for starting d.c.

electric goods locomotives P

It is desired to arrange for starting a certain locomotive and train so that the
tractive effort is within given limits. At the upper limit the speed of the locomotive
with motors in full series is 6*8 m.p.h., and the resistance drop in the motor is 12

per cent of its terminal voltage. At the lower limit the speed is 7*1 m.p.h., and the
resistance drop 10 per cent of the terminal voltage. How many series notches are

necessary in the control ?

[Ana, 10. Hint—Use equation (vii), p. 169. Note—A = 0*86, y == 0*833, c/F = 0*12,

{ = 1*0.]

11. Calculate the resistances of the series sections of the starting rheostat for

the series-parallel control of two railway motors having characteristics as given in

Example V, 7, the number of steps in the series portion of the controller being five.

The initial starting current is 300 A, and the upper and lower limits of current during
starting are 350 A and 253 A respectively. The resistance of each motor is 0*1 ohm.

[Ana, Ri — = 0*538; R^ -*• R^ = 0*435; R^ — R^ — 0*353; R^ — R^ = 0*286 ohm]

12. Find the resistance of each section of the starting rheostat for the series-

parallel control of two 500-V 250-h.p. series motors. There are 4 series and 3 parallel

sections, and the lower current limit per motor is 350 A in each case. Over the
required range the relation between the flux (^) and the current (/) is given by
O = 5*34 "h 0*0076/. The resistance of each motor is 0*127 ohm. The upper limit

of current per motor is about 450 A in each case. (C.Cr.)

[Ana, Ri — R^ — 0*27 ohm; R^ ^ R^~ 0*232 ohm; R^ — R^ — 0*194 ohm; i?4 — i?5
= 0*167 ohm; Rip — = 0*19 ohm; R^p — R^p = 0*162 ohm; R^p — R^p = 0*14 ohm
(per motor). Hint—

U

se equation (32), p. 170, to calculate ifjp, R^p, otc. and obtam /jp ==

445 A by trial.]

13. Calculate the resistances of the sections of the starting rheostats for the
series-parallel control of two 225 h.p., 600-V, d.c. traction motors. The motor
controller is arranged for automatic notching ; there are five series and four parallel

steps, and bridge transition is employed. The initial starting current is 300 A.
The upper limit of current is 348*7 A for the series steps and 326 A for the parallel

steps. The lower limit of current on all steps is 251*3 A. Each motor has a resistance

of 0*12 ohm, and the speeds (at 600 V) corresponding to the currents 348*7, 326
and 251*3 A are 17*9, 18*4 and 20*5 m.p.h,

[Ana. Calculated resistances of sections (per motor)

—

Seriea: — E* = 0*2966,

Rf ^ R^ = 0*238, i?3 — i?4 = 0*912, R^ — R^ — 0*1545 ohm. Parallel: Rip — R^ = 0*32,

R^p — R^p — 0*269, R^p — i?4p == 0*226 ohm. Note—^A complete solution is given in
Journ. I.E.E., Vol. 60, p. 881.]

14. Explain how regenerative braking can be obtained with single-phase series

traction motors.
The e.m.f. generated between brushes of such a machine is 600 V, and the

brushes are connected through a 0*6 ohm reactor to a 400-V tapping on the supply
transformer. Neglecting losses, calculate the power regenerated. (L.U,)

[Ans. 400 kW. Hint—Use vector diagram. Fig. 151.]
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IV—Rolling Stock and Locomotives (Chapters XIII-XVII)

1. A locomotive weighs 120 tons of which 80 tons is ^hesive weight. Deter-
mine the maximnm trailing load which can be started with an acceleration ot
0*25 m.p.h.p.s. up a gradient of 1 per cent. Assume the coefficient of adhesion as
0*25, the train resistance as 10 lb per ton and allow 10 per cent for rotary inertia.

If the acceleration is maintained until the speed is 20 m.p.h. determine the output
from the driving axles and the pull at the drawgear.

lAna. 626 tons; 1,782 klV; 40.9101b.]

2. A locomotive is required to start a 500-ton train on a gradient of 1 in 200 and
accelerate it at 0*36 m.p.h.p.s. Assuming the coefficient of adhesion to be 0-26, the
train resistance to be 10 lb per ton and allowing 10 per cent for rotary inertia,

determine the minimum adhesive weight of the locomotive.

[An«. 68*6 tons.]

V

—

Service Characteristics, Speed-Time Curves and Energy
Consumption (Chapters XVIII and XIX)

1. A 16-ton car, driven by two series motors in parallel, takes 120 A from a
500-V line in ascending a gradient of 1 in 15 at a speed of 10 m.p.h. The gear ratio

is 4*73 : 1. If this ratio be changed to 5*25 : 1, find the speed of the car and the
current taken when ascending the same gradient. The resistance to traction is

20 lb per ton, and it can be assumed that, over the required range, the speed of the
motor is inversely proportional to the current taken. (Z.f7.)

{Ana. 9*46 m.p.h. ;
114*6 A.]

2. Two d.c. motors, each rated at 40 h.p., are driving a car weighing 16 tons at

12 m.p.h. up a gradient of 1 in 40. The tractive resistance is 16 lb per ton. The
resistance of each armature is 0*3 ohm, and that of the field coils of each motor is

0*16 ohm. Tlie motors being in full parallel, and the line voltage 550 V, find the
current per motor. The overall efficiency is 76 per cent.

The controller is moved to a tap-field point cutting out 25 per cent of the field

turns. Find the alteration in the steady current and speed on the same gradient.

Assume that the flux per pole is proportional to the current in the field windings.
{L,U.)

{Ana. Current increases from 66 A to 76*2 A; speed increases to 13*85 m.p.h.]

3. The specific tractive resistance of a train and electric locomotive on level

and straight track is as follows

—

Speed (m.p.h.) . . 30 40 60 60 70 80
Specific tractive resis-

tance (lb per ton) 7 9*5 13 17 21 27

The locomotive is equipped with four d.c. motors, each of which has the following
characteristics at 1,600 V

—

Current (amp) . 600 600 400 300
Speed (m.p.h.) . 63*6 68*9 67*2 83*2

Tractive effort (lb) 8,070 6,220 4,400 2,730

The total dead weight of the train and locomotive is 500 tons and the effective

mass is 550 tons.

Determine (i) the free running speed of the train on level track and also up a
uniform gradient of 1 in 200 ; (ii) the current input to the locomotive for both of

these cases. {L.U.)

{Ana, Speeds, 76 m.p.h., 69*6 m.ph.; currents, 1,300 A, 1,620 A.]
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4. A ISO-ton train is equipped with four motors, the characteristics of each at

normal voltage are as follows

—

Current (amp) 100 200 300 400
Train speed (m.p.h.) 66 36*6 29*8 26*6

Tractive effort (lb) 330 1,460 2,740 4,100

Calculate and draw the speed-time curve from the start to a speed of 36 m.p.h.
for a run on level track, and determine the r.m.s. current per motor during this

period. Assume constant normal supply voltage, a constant motor current of 400 A
during rheostatic acceleration, a constant tractive resistance of 10 lb per ton, and
the accelerating weight of the train to be 10 per cent greater than the dead weight.
(L.U.)

iAns. Speed (m.p.h.) . 0 26-6 28*5 30-5 32-6 36
Time (sec) 0 26-6 27-8 30*7 34-4 43

H.m.8. current = 333 A.]

6. A two-coach train weighing 65 tons is equipped with two motors, each having
the following characteristics at 676 V

—

Current (amp) 80 160 240 320
Tractive effort (lb) . 400 1,360 2,470 3,700
Speed (m.p.h.) 63 34*5 28*8 25*5

Calculate the speed-time curve and the energy input from the conductor rails

for the portion of a run on level track from start to 36 m.p.h. Series-parallel control

is employed at starting, and the mean current per motor during rheostatic accelera-

tion is 320 A. The tractive resistance is to be assumed at 10 lb per ton throughout,
and the accelerating weight is to be taken at 10 per cent greater than the dead weight
of the train. (L,XJ,)

[An#. Speed (m.p.h.) 0 26*6 27*5 30 32*6 36
Time (sec) 0 27*6 30 34*1 39*8 51*6

Energy = 4*28 kWh.]

6. The following data relate to the speed-time curve of a 127-ton train working
off a 1,375 V d.c. system

—

Speed (m.p.h.) 0 13*25 26*5 30 32*5 35 37*6 40
Time (sec) 0 9-3 18*6 21*6 24-8 29 34*6 41*2

Current (amp) 450 900 650 530 460 405 370

The motor current may be assumed constant until 26*5 m.p.h., all resistance

being then cut out. At 40 m.p.h. power is cut off, and the train allowed to coast
until 30 m.p.h. is reached, when the brakes are applied. Determine the watt-hours
consumed per ton-mile.

Take retardation during coasting as 012 m.p.h.p.s.. and retardation during
braking as 2 m.p.h.p.s. (i. (j,)

lAns. 74-4. Note

—

Distance of nm — 1*16 miles.]

7. A six-coach electric train, consisting of two motor coaches and four trailers,

operates on an underground tube railway at a schedule speed of 16 m.p.h. with
stops of 16 sec duration. Calculate the speed-time curve and energy consumption
of this train for a run between two stations 0*38 mile apart, assuming the train to

be supplied at a constant voltage of 550 V and the track to be level and straight.

The dead weight of the train is 138*6 tons and the accelerating weight is 161*7

tons. Each motor coach is equipped with two 200-h.p., 660-V motors, which are
geared to 30-in. wheels, the gear ratio being 3*37 : 1. The characteristics of the
motors at 650 V are

—

Amperes 350 300 260 200 150 100
Speed (m.p.h.) 17*6 18*7 20*1 22*9 27*6 87-4
Tractive effort (lb) 4,860 3,940 3,030 2,140 1,320 590
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The average aeceleratmg current per motor is 800 A, the braking retardation 1b

2 m.p.h.p.B., the train resriistan.ce may be assumed at 8 lb per ton for all speeds,
and the apparent train resistance during coasting may hi assumed at 11*3 lb per
ton.

[Ans, Speed-time curve

—

Time (sec) . . 0 19*6 23*2 26*2 32*6* 65*It 76*2

Speed (m.p.h.) . 0 18*7 21*3 22*9 26*6 22*2 0
Energy consumption—82*6 watt>hours per ton xhile.]

8. Under actual service conditions the train of the preceding example operates on
a graded straight track with stations at the same level. The profile of the track
between centres of station platforms, in the direction of running, is as follows

—

210 ft level ; 240 ft 1 in 30 down ; 870 ft level ; 480 ft 1 in 60 up ; 210 ft level.

Calculate the speed-time curve and energy consumption of the train for the actual

running conditions, assuming data as above.

[Ans. Speed>time curve

—

Time (sec) . 0 18 20 23*1 28*6* 43*2 63*2 58*9 67*2t 76*2

Speed (m.p.h.) . 0 18*7 21*1 24 27*1 26*6 22*9 20*4 18 0
Energy consumption—71*8 watt-hours per ton mile.]

VI

—

Overhead Construction (Chapters XXIII and XXIV)
1. What considerations determine the permissible sag to be given to a trolley

wire for an electric tramway? Calculate the sag to be given to a trolley wire 0*4 in.

in diameter and weighing 0*484 lb per ft if, when erected with a span of 120 ft, the
stress in the wire when erected is 9,000 lb per in.®

[Ans, 9*25 in.]

2. In a catenary system the catenary wire is steel with a maximum permissible
tension of 1,000 kg. The weight of the catenary wire is 1 kg per metre run, the weight
of the trolley wire is 1 *5 kg per metre run, and the allowance for droppers and fittings

is 20 per cent of the trolley wire weight. If the span is 80 metres, what is the
minimum sag of the catenary ?

[Ans. 2-24 metres.]

3. On an overhead catenary construction with a span of 300 ft the tension in

the catenary wire is 2,000 lb and the sag is 10 ft. With the same weight per foot

nm, but the span reduced to 280 ft, what would be (a) the sag with the same tension,

(6) the tension with the same sag?

[Ans. (a) 8*72 ft, (6) 1,746 lb.]

VII

—

Feeding and Distributing Systems (Chapters XXV and XXVI)
1. The resistance of the track rails on a railway is 01 ohm per mile, and the

normal return current is 600 A. What size of copper feeder would be used in parallel

with the rails if the voltage drop is limited to 10 V per mile, the resistivity of copper
being 0*76 microhm-in.

[Ans. 1*9 in.®]

2. Describe the action of a negative booster and state the advantages gained by
using it.

A section ABC of a tramway rail system is 3 miles long. A is earthed, and B is

2 miles from A. The total resistance of the rails is 0*03 ohm per mile; the loading

is 400 amp per mile and may be assumed uniformly distributed.

A negative feeder (connected to a booster) is tapped to the rail atB and maintains

Power off. t Brakes applied.
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the potential ofB at ~2 volts. Calculate plot a graph showing how the potential

of the rail varies along its length) neglecting leakage currents. (L,U,)

fAtw. Distance from A (miles) . 0 0-25 0*5 0*75 0-917 1-0

Voltage (from A) . 0 2-36 4 4*85 6-04 4-07

125 15 1 75 1*835 2*0 2- 185 2*25 2*5 2-76 30
4*37 3*0 0*88 0 -2*0 0 0*62 2*5 3-62 4-0]

3. An overhead trolley wire in a tramway system has a resistance of 0*46 ohm
per mile, and the maximum permissible voltage drop in a distributing section is

55 V, The cars on the section have a schedule speed o£ 10 m.p.h. and there is an
interval of 2 min between the cars. The average current per car is 25 A. Find the

length of distributing section corresponding to the maximum voltage drop,

assuming the average voltage drop to be 50 per cent of the maximum. (C.G.)

[Ans. 1 mile.]

4. In a single-catenary system the cross-sections of the wires are: copper
catenary, 0*2 in.* ; trolley wire, 0*1 in.* The line is single track and the sub-stations

are 8 miles apart. Determine the voltage drop in the overhead line when a loco-

motive taking a current of 600 A is 2 miles from a sub-station. Resistance of

copper is 0-75 microhm-in.

[Anff. 120 V.]

6. On a 1,600-V d.c. railway there are two sub-stations A and B 10 miles apart.

The first 4 miles of track from A is single and the remainder is double. The resistance

per mile of the single track is 0*05 ohm and that of the double track is 0*026 ohm.
The overhead line is of constant cross-section and the lines over the double track
are cross bonded. Determine the minimum cross-section of the overhead lines in

order that the maximum voltage drop shall be 100 V when a locomotive taking a
constant current of 200 A runs from A to R. Resistivity of copper 0*75 microhm-in.

[An«. 0*2015 in.*]
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control systems, 174
locos, 291-307
motors, 58 et aeq.

motor-coaches, 259
regenerative braking, 203
systems of electrification, 4

American

—

locos, 283, 295, 302, 307, 311
motors, 77
overhead construction, 382, 401

Anchoring

—

conductor rails, 359
trolley wire, 362

Annecy, sub-station, 405
Armature winding, 42, 73, 77
Amo split-phase system, 223
Articulated

—

coaches, 257
tmcks, 283

A.S.E.A. {See Swedish Rlys.)
Aspinall, train resistance, 318
Automatic

—

control, 136, 144, 157
point, 351
switchgear, 413

Auto-transformer feeding, 402

Axle-mounted motor, 45

Backfires, 411
Bar BuspenBion (motor), 46
Battery vehicles, 241

control, 136
motors, 55

Behn-Eschenburg braking scheme, 205
Belgian Congo

—

loco, 300
sub-station, 405

Bianchi drive, 276
B.I.C.C.—

overhead construction, 384
overhead fittings, 361, 363
trolley head, 212

Binding bands, 43
Blackpool tramcar, 227
Blowers, 223
Bogie trucks, 227, 249, 282, 286
Bonds

—

for conductor rails, 357
for tramway rails, 353

Booster

—

negative, 393
transformer, 400
use of, 101

Bow collector, 211, 218, 225
Bracket-arm construction, 361, 377, 385, 386
Brake rigging, 250
Brakes

—

compressed air, 263
electric (regenerative), 131, 196
electric (rheostatic,) 119, 130
electro-mechanical drum, 235
magnetic, 236
vacuum, 261

Braking characteristics, 56, 202, 207
contra-field, 131
retardation, 10, 234
stabilized shunt field, 131

Bridge transition, 115
Bridges, construction at, 387
Bridging coil, 174
Brill trucks, 238, 249
British

—

locos, 281
motor-coaches, 253
Railways, 3

Standards, 422
tramcars, 225
trolleybuses, 237

Brushgear, 43, 76
Bus-line, 141
Buses, comparison of, 1

B.T.-H.—
cam-shaft control system, 151

435
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3.T«*I£. {conidJ)

—

collector shoe, 219
contactor, 125
control equipment, 122, 137, 143, 151,

213, 214
high-speed circuit-breaker, 413
motor characteristics, 50, 66
rectifier, 407
rheostat, 213

Brown-Boveri

—

cam-shaft controller, 179
cardan-shaft drive, 234
disc drive, 273
double series-parallel control, 163
gas turbine, 308
loco equipment, 293, 297
motor ch^acteristics, 83, 94, 95
motors, 37, 43, 73, 96
pantograph, 221
regenerative braking scheme, 206
Simplex bogie, 231
spring drive, 207
tap changers, 176, 180
transformers, 181, 186

Cab, driving, 240, 299
Cab-mounted control gear, 133, 240
Calculation

—

of distributing section, 389
of droppers, 374
of energy consumption, 336
of feeders, 389
of rheostat sections, 162
of speed-time curves, 326
of tension

—

in catenary wire, 373
in pull-off wire, 369
in span wire, 367
in trolley wire, 363

of voltage drop, 389, 399
of voltage steps, 186

Car

—

construction, 224
wiring, 216

Cardan-shaft drive, 230-4, 271
Carter, F. W.

—

motor rating, 106
speed-time curves, 336
train resistance tests, 322

Cascade- -
control, 81, 189
pole-changing control, 1 90

Catenary

—

construction, 372-377
equation to, 364
wire, data of, 373

Central London Rly., 194
Characteristics curves

—

d.c. motors, 60, 56, 420
metadyne, 210
single-phase motors, 78, 79
three-phase motors, 96

Charts for calculating rheostats, 168, 172
Chemical composition, rails, 355

Circuit breaker

—

auto, reclosing, 413, 417
car and trolleybus, 214
diBcriminating, 414
high-speed, 412

Circulating currents, 60
Clarke, train resistance, 319
Coaches (railway), 246
Coasting retardation, 10, 330
Collective drive, 272, 296
Collector shoes, 219
Collectors, current, 211, 218
Commutating poles, 41, 64
Commutation, 36, 63

tests, 422
Comparison of 16f c/s and 60 c/s motors,

70
Compensating winding, 37, 72
Compound catenary, 384, 372
Compound motor, 34, 37, 56, 287
Compressors, air, 216, 222
Conductor rails, 365

anchoring, 369
bonding, 367
location of, 367

Connexion diagrams

—

auto-control of trolleybus, 97
auto feeding, 402
auto regulator (Diesel), 313
battery vehicle, 138
booster transformers, 307
boosters, tramway, 393
cam-shaft controllers, 1 66, 1 68
cascaded motors, 87
core-loss test, 100
cross-over, 393
drum controller, 117, 118, 130
high-speed circuit breaker, 413
individual contactor-control, 127, 145,

147
loading-back test, 67
locomotive control, d.c., 160, 163, 164
metadyne, 209
pole-changing windings, 84, 86, 87, 90
rectifier, 409, 410

(loco.), 306
regenerative braking

—

a.c. 206, 206
d.c., 201, 204

regrouping switch, 190
reversing drum, 118
rheostatic braking, 120, 131
rotor winding, 91
single-phase motor, 64, 72
tap changer, 174-7
tapped-field motor, 41
tramcar controller, drum type, 123
tramway feeding, 391
transition, 115
trolleybus, 134
trolleybus feeding, 394
Vambac control, 128

Continuous rating, 419
Contra-field braking, 131
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Orompton-PaikinBon

—

control equipment, 126, 227
motors, 39, 43, 54
trolleybus equipment, 238

Cross^catenary construction, 380, 385
Crossed-field connexion, 120
Cross-over, 358, 398
Current density, feeder, 300
Curves

—

characteristic, 50, 78, 96, 420
construction at, 361, 380, 383
layout at, 362

D.C. MOTOBS, 29
D.C. railways

—

distributing systems, 394
motors, losses in, 421
overhe^ construction, 381, 384
sub-stations, 405
voltages, 4

Dewirement indicator, 216
Dielectric test, 422
Diesel-electric

—

loco, 311
traction, 3
voltage, 419

Disc drive, 273
Discriminating circuit breaker, 414
Distributing systems, 388-94
District Kly., motor coach, 253
Double-reduction gearing, 44
Double series-parallel control, 113, 159,

162
Double-star connexion, 409
Driving cab, 240, 299
Droppers (catenary), 374
Duplex armature winding, 75
Duty cycle, 48, 111

Eabs, suspension, 361
Effective

—

mass, 326
resistance, rails, 399

Efficiency

—

estimation of, 421
motor, 69, 94
rectifier, 411

Electric braking, 119, 128, 195
Electromagnetic

—

contactor, 132
control, 147
valve, 126

Electropneumatic

—

brake, 285
contactor, 125, 160, 177
control, 124, 144

E.M.B. truck, 173
Energy

—

calculations, 24, 335
loss at starting, 112

English Electric

—

automatic regulator, 313
cam-shaft controller, 156

English Electric (contd.)

—

contactor, 132
control equipn^ent, 257
loco, equipment, 280 r

motors, 39, 44, 46
rectifiers, 416, 417
testing stands, 101

Equalized truck, 249
Equalizing

—

connexions, 73, 120
device for axle loadings, 291

Equation

—

accelerating weight, 22
acceleration, 12
air resistance coefficient, 320
cascade motors, 83
cascade speed, 82
correction of speed, 103
current density in feeder, 390
d.c. motors, 29-31
distance, 12, 333
efficiency, 102
e.m.f. (motor), 30, 61

energy for acceleration and train resis-

tance, 25
force for ac*celeration, 21
force of track brake magnet, 236
grading of starting rheostat, 167
output per pole, 68
power factor of series motor, 62
pull on poles, 369
sag, 364
speed, 12, 103

(motor), 30, 61, 80, 82
tension, 366, .368

time (dynamical equation), 330
torque, 29, 58, 80
tractive effort, 103
train resistance, 311
voltage ratio (rectifier), 411
voltage steps (starting), 186

Euston-Watford sub-station, 415
Examples

—

from examination papers, 425
worked. (See Worked examples)

Exciter-motor connexion, 201, 206
Excitation connexions (rectifier), 410
Exhauster, 222

Feedebs, 389
Feeding systems, 388 et seq.

Field control, 41, 53, 130, 343
Fifty-c/s

—

loco, 298-301
traction motor, 68, 70, 72, 76
traction system, 6, 399, 402, 405

Finger, controller, 122
Fish-plate joint, 350
Flexible couplings, 269-274
Fluorescent lighting, 215, 254
Four-motor equipment, 127, 160, 163
Frame-mounted motors, 51, 73, 69, 287-

300
French Rlys., 6, 287, 298, 385, 405
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Gantry oonstruotion, 379-84
Ganz

—

locomotives, 98, 301
multi-frequency system, 302
phase converter, 192

Gas turbine, 310
Gauge, effect of, on motor rating, 50
Gear ratio, effect on energy consumption,

339
Geared drive, 38, 276
Gearing, 44, 51

losses in, 421
G.E.C.—

air filter, 55
control equipment, 132, 136, 164, 240
motors, 54, 238
rectifiers, 408, 416
speed-time curves, determination of, 335

General-Electric (U.S.A.)

—

Diesel-electric control, 312
locomotives, 283, 312
motors, 77

Glass-bulb rectifier, 406
Graphic recorder, 70
Graphic time table, 394, 396
Gravitational effect, 22

Hadfibld’s points, 351
Hangers, 361, 380
Hewittic rectifiers, 406, 410-15
High-speed circuit breaker, 412
High-voltage

—

locomotives, 284 et seq.

motor-coaches, 256
tap-changer, 177, 181
test, 422

Ignition, rectifier, 410
Inclined catenary, 382
Individual-axle drive, 45, 269

contactor control, 141
Inductance, rails, 399
Initial acceleration, values of, 10
Insulators

—

anode, 408
conductor rail, 356
section, 363
strain, 362
trolley-wire, 361

Interference, 400
Inverter operation, 412
Italian State Rlys.

—

loco., 287, 307
motors, 95
overhead construction, 387
rectifier connexions, 409
regenerative braking, 197
systems of electrification, 80

Kando de. {See Ganz)

Layout of trolley-wire, 362, 370, 376
Leakage testing, 216

Lighting

—

circuits, 215
fiuorescent, 215
generator, 238
motor-generator, 216

Lightning arrester, 215
Liquid rheostat, 192
Liverpool St.—Shenfield line, 256, 384
Location of conductor rails, 357
Locomotives

—

American, 283, 295, 310
articulated, 283
Belgian Congo, 300
British, 281, 284, 307, 309, 310, 314
collective drive, 295
control systems, 158
converter, 301
data, 307
design-considerations, 266
Diesel-electric, 311
direct-current, 281 et seq.

French, 289, 298, 303
gas-turbo-electric, 311
Italian, 287, 305, 307
LOtschberg, 294, 307
motor-generator, 301
motors, 51
Nederlands, 290, 307
Pennsylvania, 295, 307
power transmission, 268
rectifier, 302, 307
shunting, 297, 314
single-phase, 291 et seq.

split-phase, 301
Swedish, 295
Swiss Federal, 291, 297, 307
three-phase, 305

London Transport, rolling stock, 253 et seq

London Tube Rlys., 255, 323, 358
Long-series lighting system, 215
Losses in motors, 420, 421
Lydall, on train resistance, 317

Magnetic

—

blow-out, 118
track brake, 236

Maley-Taunton trucks, 229, 231
Manchester-Sheffield loco., 284
Master controllers, 124-9, 131, 137, 143, 161

192, 182
Mercury-arc rectifier, types, etc., 405
Metropolitan-Cammell-Weyman, 213, 237

240, 241
Metropolitan-Vickers

—

automatic switchgear, 413
contactors, 160
control gear, 124, 134, 143-7, 214
gas turbine, 308
locomotives, 283, 284, 309
metadyne, 209
motor-generator, 216
motors, 39, 52, 54, 56, 97
pantograph, 220
regenerative braking, 203
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Metropolitan-VickerB {contd,)

—

resilient gearing, 47
Ministry of Transport (statutory regula-

tions), 236, 363, 388
Motor-coach trains

—

adhesive weight, 244
advantages, 244
data, 246

Motor-coaches

—

data, 245
examples, 253 et seq.

Motor-generator, 216, 223, 254
loco, 301

Mountain rlys., 190
Multi-frequency system, 302
Multi-notch control, 126
Multi-speed control, 191
Multiple-unit control, 139

Nedeblands Rlys.

—

loco., 290
motor-coaches, 267
overhead construction, 382
sub-stations, 418

Negative

—

booster, 393
feeders, 391

Oerlikon

—

loco., equipment, 293, 297, 298
motor-coach equipment, 259
motors, 63, 72-9
outdoor sub-station, 404
regenerative braking

—

equipment, 261
systems, 205

transformer, 260
Operating voltages, 6, 60, 69, 96, 419
Oscillogram, contactor, 179
Output from driving axles, 23
Output per pole (motor), 68
Overcurrent relay, 141
Overhead construction, 360, 372
Overload capacity, rectifier, 411

p Q ^
car,’ 224, 227, 235
control system, 126

Pennsylvania loco., 295
Phase converter, 192

loco., 301
Points, tramway, 361
Poles, 360
Pole-changing windings, 84-93
Pollock commutator, 76
Power

—

output from axles, 23
transmission, 268

Power factor, 61, 67, 83, 94, 96
Pressure on trolley wire, 211
Preventive coil, 174
Pull-offs, 360

Pull-off wires, tension in, 369
Pumpless rectifiers, 407

Quadrilateral speed-time curve, 11

Quick-a>cting

—

brakes, 263, 264
circuit breaker, 412

Quill drive, 269

Radio interference suppressor, 216
Rail bonds, 363, 369
Rail joints, 350
Rails

—

conductor, 365
data of, 360, 356
resistivity of, 365
voltage drop, 391, 399

Railways, systems of electrification, 4
Rating, 48, 99, 419
Reclosing circuit breaker, 413
Rectifier

—

for loco., 304
for sub-stations, 406

Regenerative braking, 194 et aeq.

Regrouping switch, 190
Remote control, 123, 130, 139
Resilient

—

gearing, 47
wheels, 236

Resistance—
of bonded joints, 364
of rails, 366
of trolley wire, 360

Resistive connexions, 77
Retardation

—

braking, 10, 224
coasting, 10, 330

Reverser, 106, 124, 182
Reversing drum, 118
Rheostatic

—

control, 114, 188
losses, 112

Rheostats

—

calculation of, 162
types, 192, 213

Roller bearings, 40
Runback preventer, 121

Sag, calculation of, 364, 373
Schedule speed, 3, 10, 16,

factors affecting, 17

Scott-connexion, 402
S6cheron

—

bogie, 233
cardan-shaft drive, 234, 272
contactors, 178
link coupling, 234, 274
spring drive, 269

Section insulator, 363
Sectioning

—

railway, 396
tramway, 391
trolleybus, 394

Series-motor, 30 et aeq.
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Series-parallel

—

control, 113
controllers, 117

Serrated clips, 43
Shunt

—

motor, 30, 37
resistor, 64, 69
transition, 115, 159

Shunting loco., 297, 314
Siemens Schuckert contactor, 178
Single-phase

—

interference, 400
locomotives, 291
motors, 58 et seq.

control of, 174
losses, 421

overhead construction, 377-85
regenerative braking, 203
sub-stations, 403
system, 4, 6, 7
voltage drop, 399

Six-motor equipment, 164
Slot, tapered, 42
Slots, of single-phase motor, 7

1

South African Rlys., 236
Southern Region, British Rlys., 3, 147, 246,

256, 281
Span wire

—

construction, 361
data of, 360
tension in, 367

Specific energy consumption, 24, 336
Speed control, 53, 81, 131
Speed

—

peripheral, 38, 227
tolerance, 420

Speed-time curves, 9
calculation of, 325
equivalent, 16
simplified, 10

Speed-torque characteristics, 31, 70, 78, 80,
267

Split-phase loco., 301
Spring drive, 269
Stabilized braking, 131, 201
Stabilizing resistor, 201
Standards

—

American, 419
British, 422

Stanier, on train resistance, 319
Starting rheostats

—

calculation of, 162
for locomotives, 171
losses in, 113

Starting voltage steps, 186
Steel-tank rectifiers, 407
Strain insulators, 362, 380
Stray losses, 421
Sub-stations, 403 et seq.

spacing, 394
remote-controlled, 412

Suspension

—

bar, 46
catenary, 372

Suspension (contd.)

—

direct, 360, 385
nose, 45
span-wire, 360

Swedish State Rlys.

—

loco., 296
overhead construction, 377, 401
sub-stations, 403

Swing-axle truck, 230
Swinging pivots, 289
Swiss Federal Rlys.

—

locos., 291, 307
overhead construction, 378-81
sub-stations, 403

Swiss Loco. Works

—

combination bogie, 290
universal coupling, 270

Switch frog, 362
Switchgear, 412

Tandem motors, 290
Tap changer, 174-81
Tapered armature bar, 42
Tapped-field connexions, 41
Tapping switch, 176, 180
Temperature

—

effects, on sag, 365, 370
limits, 49, 420
rise, calculation of, 420

Tension, calculation of, 364-71, 373
Testing stand, 100
Tests, 99 et seq.^ 421
Thermal characteristic, 105, 419
Three-phase

—

control, 188 et seq.

locomotives, 305
motors, 80 et seq,

overhead construction, 385
windings, 84-92

Torque-slip curves, 189, 198
Track brake (magnetic), 236
Track construction, 349, 365
Trackwork

—

railway, 358
tramway, 349

Traction recorder, 109
Tractive

—

force, 21
resistance, 23

of battery vehicles, 324
of locomotives, 324
of trains, 315
of tramcars, 323
of trolleybuses, 323

Train resistance, 315 seq.

Tramcar controllers, 122-30
Tramcars, 224-35
Tramway

—

construction, 349
feeding, 390
track, 349

Tramways, operating conditions, 1

Transfer switch, 153
Transformers, 182
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Ttamsitioii, U5
Ibrapessoidal gpeed-time curve, 11

Triple valve, 263

Trolley-
collector, 212

wire

—

data of, 360
layout, 362, 370, 376

Trolleybus

—

bodies, 240
chassis, 238
control systems, 130
data, 226
motors, 63

*

operation, 1

overhead construction, 360
feeding, 393

Trucks

—

bogie, 227, 249
single, 226
swing axle, 226

Tube railways

—

rolling stock, 264
train resistance, 323

Twin motors, 62, 300

Underprame construction, 224, 247

Vacuum brake, 261
Valve, electromagnetic, 126
Vambac control system, 126
Vector diagram

—

preventive coil, 176
singlO’phase motor, 66

Ventilating plant, 223
Ventilation, 47
Voltage- -

rises, 36
ratio, of rectifier, 411
steps, calculation of, 185
(variable) control, systems of, 116, 174

Voltage drop-
in distributor, 380
in feeder, 389

^

in rails, 391

in trolley wire, 399
Voltages, operating

—

of control circuit, 141

of motor, 419
of railways, 6
of system (standard), 419
of tramways, 1

of trolleybuses, 1

Weight

—

accelerating, 21

adhesive, 267
of motor-coach trains, 245

of overhead fittings, 368
of rails, 360, 366

Welded joints, 350, 367
Westinghouse

—

air brake, 263
motors, 77
spring drive, 269

Wheel

—

slip, 268
wear, 236

effect on motor loading, 33
Wheels, 236, 239, 260
Windings

—

armature, 42, 73
rotor, 91
stator, 71, 84, 89

Worked examples, 13, 22, 26, 31, 34, 169,

187, 277, 360, 366, 368, 369, 376

Zurich —
car, 228
overhead construction at, 380
transport, 2






